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Abstract

This work considers the performance limits of the relay channel in terms of achievable
rates. More speci�cally, capacity upper bounds and achievable rates for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel and the half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay channel
are studied which are based on the cut-set bound as well as the decode-and-forward
and partial decode-and-forward strategies, respectively. To this end, the corresponding
rate maximization problems are formulated and, as far as possible, solved by means of
e�cient convex optimization techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

A central aspect of today’s and future wireless network standards is the question of
how to satisfy the ever increasing demand of high-speed and high-quality service by a
steadily growing number of mobile users without an increase of available bandwidth and
power. One possibility to improve throughput, spectral e�ciency, and reliability is to
equip the communication devices with multiple antennas as it is well known that multi-
antenna systems o�er substantial gains over single-antenna systems. Another means
to achieve above goals and to extend coverage is the use of relays, which support the
communication between source(s) and destination(s), but do not have own information
to transmit. In fact, both multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and relay techniques
already play an essential role in current mobile communication systems such as WiMAX
and LTE-Advanced [81, 143].

For example, one may improve throughput, spectral e�ciency, energy e�ciency,
reliability, and/or coverage in cellular wireless communication systems by installing
relays which can support the communication between base stations and mobile users.
Compared to the complex and expensive base stations, such relays can be signi�cantly
cheaper since they need not be connected to the backhaul network, but only facilitate
the wireless communication between mobile terminals and base stations. Nevertheless,
they add (spatial) degrees of freedom to the network that may, among other things,
be exploited to increase the diversity and/or the multiplexing gain, particularly if the
mobile devices are also equipped with multiple antennas. Furthermore, relays may
also facilitate the communication in wireless ad hoc networks and hierarchical wireless
sensor networks, cf. [112] and [106], respectively, where the main goals usually are to
extend coverage and to preserve the limited battery resources.

In this work, we study the performance limits (in terms of achievable rates) of the
smallest relay network, the so-called relay channel, where two terminals communicate
with the help of one relay. More speci�cally, we determine capacity upper bounds and
achievable rates for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel and the half-duplex constrained
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Figure 1.1: Relay-Aided Uplink/Downlink in Cellular Wireless Communication Systems

Gaussian MIMO relay channel, where all three nodes may be equipped with multiple
antennas. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the relay channel can for example be used to model
relay-aided uplink and downlink scenarios in cellular wireless communication systems.
In addition, the relay channel is an elementary building block of general multi-hop
wireless networks. A fundamental understanding of the Gaussian MIMO relay channel
and its performance limits may thus help to determine the limits on the performance of
various wireless networks.

The reason we study capacity upper bounds and achievable rates is that in contrast to
other (multi-user) Gaussian MIMO channels for which characterizations of the capacity
(regions) have been found [9], the capacity of the (half-duplex) Gaussian MIMO relay
channel is unknown in general. We remark that all capacity upper bounds considered
in this work are based on the cut-set bound (CSB), which was originally derived in the
pioneering work of Cover and El Gamal [21]. Furthermore, the achievable rates we
consider are based on the decode-and-forward (DF) and partial decode-and-forward (PDF)
strategies, which go back to Cover and El Gamal as well.

As the name suggests, the DF strategy requires the relay to decode the entire message
transmitted by the source node. After being decoded at the relay, the message is then
re-encoded and, in cooperation with the source, forwarded to the destination. The PDF
strategy, on the other hand, allows to optimize the amount of information the relay must
decode. It hence generalizes the DF strategy in that it provides the possibility to tradeo�
sending information from the source to the destination via the relay (using DF principles)
versus sending it over the direct (source-to-destination) link only. Consequently, the
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PDF strategy seems well suited to the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, where the multi-
antenna nodes provide spatial degrees of freedom that may be exploited. In fact, this
leads to an interesting question we address in this work: Under which conditions on
the channel gain matrices can the PDF strategy outperform the DF strategy and/or
approach the CSB in the Gaussian MIMO relay channel?

Finally, we remark that throughout this work, perfect channel state information (CSI)
is assumed to be available at all nodes. This essentially means that the results we present
are applicable to slow fading environments where the channels remain constant long
enough such that, �rst, the channel states can reliably be estimated at the receiving
nodes and, second, the CSI can then be conveyed to the other nodes in an accurate and
timely manner. Of course, perfect CSI will never be available in practical wireless com-
munication systems, but the results we obtain under this assumption are nevertheless
important as they specify the theoretical performance limits. In particular, knowing
these limits for example allows to assess the performance degradation due to imperfect
or outdated CSI.

1.2 Outline and Contributions

In addition to the introduction and a conclusion (Chapter 9), this work contains seven
chapters, which are divided into two parts. In Part I, which consists of Chapters 2–4,
we focus on unidirectional communication in the (full-duplex) relay channel, where the
relay is able to simultaneously receive and transmit in the same frequency band. Part II,
which comprises Chapters 5–8, then considers uni- and bidirectional communication in
the half-duplex constrained relay channel, where in contrast to the �rst part, all nodes
can either transmit or receive, but not simultaneously do both, in any frequency band.

Part I: The Relay Channel

In Chapter 2, we introduce the discrete memoryless (full-duplex) relay channel model,
and we give a review of information theoretical results on the capacity of this relay
channel in so far as they are important to this work. In particular, we discuss the CSB,
which is the best known upper bound on the capacity of the relay channel, as well as the
rates that can be achieved with the DF and PDF strategies. The chapter concludes with
bibliographical notes and an overview of further noteworthy results on the discrete
memoryless relay channel that are beyond the scope of this work.

In Chapter 3, we then apply the results described in the preceding chapter to the
considered Gaussian MIMO relay channel, which is obtained by applying the linear
MIMO model to the relay scenario of interest. Using the entropy maximizing property
of the Gaussian distribution, we �rst establish that the CSB CCSB and the maximum
achievable DF rate RDF are attained by jointly Gaussian source and relay inputs, and we
show that if perfect CSI is available at all nodes, both CCSB and RDF can be evaluated
as the solutions of convex optimization problems. Subsequently, we prove that the
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maximum achievable PDF rate RPDF is attained by jointly Gaussian source and relay
inputs as well, and we identify several classes of Gaussian MIMO relay channels for
which RPDF can also be determined as the solution of a convex optimization problem. For
the general case, we present two di�erent PDF schemes, which both yield suboptimal
PDF rates that can be evaluated by standard convex optimization techniques. Finally,
bibliographical notes and an overview of further noteworthy results on the Gaussian
(MIMO) relay channel round o� the chapter.

In Chapter 4, we provide numerical results for various Gaussian MIMO relay chan-
nels in which we compare the achievable DF and PDF rates to each other as well as to
the CSB. More speci�cally, we investigate the e�ects of di�erent antenna con�gurations
and relay positions on the achievable rates and the CSB. As an example scenario, we
choose a simple line network where the distance between the source and the destination
is normalized to one and where the relay is positioned on the line connecting these two
nodes. Moreover, we consider uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, and we assume that the
channel gains are determined according to a simpli�ed path loss model. The chapter,
and hence the �rst part of this work, concludes with a discussion of possible practical
applications of the results derived in Chapter 3.

Part II: The Relay Channel with Half-Duplex Constraint

The structure of the second part is similar to that of the �rst one. In Chapter 5, we �rst
consider unidirectional communication in the half-duplex constrained relay channel,
to which end we introduce the discrete memoryless half-duplex relay channel model
where time-division duplex (TDD) is used to separate transmission and reception at the
relay. Like for the full-duplex case, we review the information theoretical results on the
capacity of this relay channel that are important to this work, i.e., we again discuss the
CSB as well as the achievable DF and PDF rates. Subsequently, we extend the half-duplex
relay channel model and the discussion of the corresponding information theoretical
results to bidirectional communication. Finally, we provide an overview of further
noteworthy results and bibliographical notes on uni- and bidirectional communication
in the half-duplex constrained relay channel to round o� the chapter.

In Chapter 6, we focus on unidirectional communication in the half-duplex con-
strained Gaussian MIMO relay channel with TDD and two di�erent power constraints,
a per-phase and an average power constraint. First, we establish that the CSB CCSB
and the maximum achievable DF rate RDF are attained by jointly Gaussian source and
relay inputs for both power constraints, and subsequently, we show that if perfect CSI
is available at all nodes, CCSB and RDF can be determined as the solutions of convex
optimization problems. In particular, we derive dual decomposition approaches that
allow to e�ciently solve the corresponding rate maximization problems with respect
to the channel inputs and the time-shares of the relay receive and transmit phases in
the Lagrangian dual domain. Furthermore, we prove that the maximum achievable
PDF rate RPDF is attained by Gaussian channel inputs as well, and we identify classes
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of half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels for which the dual decomposition ap-
proaches can also be applied to evaluate RPDF. For the general case, we again present
two approaches that can be used to determine suboptimal PDF rates, and we conclude
the chapter with an overview of further noteworthy results and bibliographical notes
on the half-duplex Gaussian (MIMO) relay channel.

In Chapter 7, we consider the half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel
with TDD where the bidirectional communication is restricted in the sense that the
encoders at the terminals may neither cooperate, nor are they allowed to use previously
decoded information to encode their messages. For both the per-phase and the average
power constraint, we establish that the cut-set outer bound (CSOB) region CCSB as well
as the achievable DF and PDF rate regions RDF and RPDF, respectively, are attained
by Gaussian channel inputs. In addition, we derive convex parameterizations of CCSB
and RDF, we show how the dual decomposition approaches presented in Chapter 6 can
thus be generalized to determine boundary points of CCSB and RDF, and we provide
su�cient conditions under which the same is true for RPDF. For the general case, we
consider two suboptimal PDF rate regions which can also be evaluated by means of
dual decomposition, and we again round o� the chapter with bibliographical notes and
a brief overview of further noteworthy results on bidirectional communication in the
half-duplex constrained Gaussian (MIMO) relay channel.

In Chapter 8, we present numerical results for unidirectional communication in the
half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay channel. In particular, we again compare
the achievable DF and PDF rates to each other as well as to the CSB, where the focus is
on the e�ects of di�erent antenna con�gurations, relay positions, and the considered
power constraints on the achievable rates and the CSB. The example scenario we choose
is the same as for the full-duplex case, i.e., we again consider the aforementioned line
network, uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, and the channel gains are determined according
to a simpli�ed path loss model. Finally, we discuss how the results that were derived in
Chapters 6 and 7 may be helpful in designing practical wireless communication systems
to conclude the chapter and the second part of this work.

1.3 Notation

Sets and Topology

� set of natural numbers
� set of real numbers
�+ set of nonnegative real numbers
�n ,�n+ set of real/nonnegative real n-vectors
�m×n ,�m×n+ set of real/nonnegative realm × n matrices
� set of complex numbers
�n set of complex n-vectors
�m×n set of complexm × n matrices
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∅ empty set
S an abstract set
Sc complement of set S
|S | cardinality of a �nite set S
conv(S ) convex hull of set S
int(S ) interior of set S
S1 ⊆ S2 S1 is a subset of S2
S1 ( S2 S1 is a proper subset of S2

V⊥ orthogonal complement of V
V = V1 + V2 V is the Minkowski sum of V1 and V2, i.e.,

V = {v = v1 + v2 : v1 ∈ V1 , v2 ∈ V2}
V = V1 ⊕ V2 the vector space V is the internal direct sum of V1 and V2, i.e.,

V1 + V2 = V and dim(V1 ∩ V2) = 0
V = V1 ⊥ V2 the vector space V is the orthogonal sum of V1 and V2, i.e.,

V1 ⊕ V2 = V and V1 , V2 are orthogonal subspaces

Vectors and Matrices
0 all-zeros vector/matrix
1 all-ones vector/matrix
I identity matrix

(dimensions indicated by subscripts if necessary)

a a real- or complex-valued column vector
A a real- or complex-valued matrix
[A]k ,` k-th element in the `-th column of matrix A

aT ,AT transpose of vector a/matrix A

aH ,AH Hermitian (complex conjugate transpose) of vector a/matrix A

A−1 inverse of a square nonsingular matrix A

A+ Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of matrix A

det(A) determinant of a square matrix A

null(A) kernel (null space) of matrix A

range(A) range (column space) of matrix A

rank(A) rank of matrix A

row(A) row space of matrix A

tr(A) trace of a square matrix A

Generalized Inequalities

a ≥ b componentwise inequality between real-valued vectors a,b
a > b strict componentwise inequality between real-valued vectors a,b
A < B A − B is positive semide�nite (nonnegative de�nite)
A � B A − B is positive de�nite
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Random Variables and Information Theory

X ,Y ,Z discrete random variables
x ,y , z realizations of random variables X ,Y ,Z
X n , xn length-n sequences: X n = (X1 , . . . ,Xn ), x

n = (x1 , . . . , xn )

E[X ] expectation of X
H (X ) entropy of X
H (X ,Y ) joint entropy of X and Y

H (X |Z ) conditional entropy of X given Z

I (X ;Y ) mutual information of X and Y

I (X ;Y |Z ) conditional mutual information of X and Y given Z

X↔Y↔Z X , Y , Z form a Markov chain
(used in chapters discussing information theoretical results)

N� (m,C ) proper complex Gaussian distribution with meanm and covariance
matrix C

x ,y, z continuous random vectors or realizations of corresponding random
vectors (same notation since bold uppercase letters denote matrices)

xn length-n sequence: xn = (x1 , . . . , xn )

E[x] expectation of x
h(x ) di�erential entropy of x
h(x ,y) joint di�erential entropy of x and y

h(x |z) conditional di�erential entropy of x given z

I (x ;y) mutual information of x and y

I (x ;y |z) conditional mutual information of x and y given z

x↔y↔z x , y, z form a Markov chain
(used in chapters discussing Gaussian MIMO relay channels)
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The Relay Channel
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Chapter 2

Information Theoretical Results

The relay channel we consider in this work is a three-terminal network in which one
source terminal S transmits information to one destination terminal D with the help of
a single relay node R. It is assumed that the relay has no own information to transmit
or receive so that its only purpose is to assist the communication from the source to
the destination. The type of relaying considered here is therefore also referred to as
supportive relaying – as opposed to cooperative relaying, where nodes mutually help
each other in delivering data to the destined sink terminals [28, Chapter 1].

For this system model, our main interest is to investigate how much the relay can
improve the performance of the data transfer from the source to the destination in terms
of achievable rates. To this end, we �rst introduce an information theoretical model for
the discrete memoryless relay channel in Section 2.1. Subsequently, we give a review of
information theoretical results on the capacity of this relay channel in so far as they are
important to this work. In particular, we discuss the cut-set bound (CSB), which is the
best known upper bound on the capacity of the general relay channel, in Section 2.2 as
well as the achievable decode-and-forward (DF) and partial decode-and-forward (PDF)
rates in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. The chapter concludes with bibliographical
notes and an overview of further noteworthy results on the relay channel which are
beyond the scope of this work in Section 2.5.

2.1 Channel Model

The discrete memoryless relay channel, speci�ed by{
XS × XR ,p (yD ,yR |xS , xR),YD × YR

}
, (2.1)

consists of four �nite sets XS, XR, YD, YR and a collection of probability mass functions
p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) on YD × YR, one for each (xS , xR) ∈ XS × XR.1 The interpretation is
that xS is the channel input of the source, yD is the channel output of the destination,

1Throughout this work, we shall drop the subscripts of probability mass or density functions, e.g.,
pX ,Y |Z (x ,y |z) = p (x ,y |z), as they can be inferred by inspection of the arguments.
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p (yD ,yR |xS , xR)

R

S D
X n

S Y n
DW Ŵ

X n
RY n

R

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the Relay Channel

while yR and xR denote the relay’s observation (channel output) and channel input,
respectively, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

A (2nR ,n) code for the relay channel consists of a message setW = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRe},
a source encoder that assigns a codeword X n

S (w) ∈ X n
S to each w ∈ W , a relay encoder

that assigns a symbol XR ,i (y
i−1
R ) ∈ XR to each past received sequence y i−1

R ∈ Y i−1
R for

each time i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and a decoder (at the destination) that assigns an estimate
Ŵ (ynD) ∈ W (or possibly an error message) to each received sequence ynD ∈ Yn

D . For
generality, the encoding and decoding functions are allowed to be stochastic.

Note that the de�nition of the relay encoder includes the condition that the relay
input symbols XR ,i may depend on the past observations Y i−1

R = (YR ,1 , . . . ,YR ,i−1) only.
This requirement ensures that the relay operates in a causal fashion (strictly causal in
the terminology of [34, Chapter 16]).

The relay channel is memoryless in the sense that the current channel outputs
(YD ,i ,YR ,i ) depend on all previous channel inputs (X i

S ,X
i
R) only through the current

channel inputs (XS ,i ,XR ,i ). For any p (w) and choice of the code, the joint probability
mass function on W × X n

S × X n
R × Yn

D × Yn
R hence factors as

p (w, xnS , x
n
R ,y

n
D ,y

n
R ) = p (w)p (x

n
S |w)

n∏
i=1

p (xR ,i |y i−1
R )p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ). (2.2)

Moreover, the transmissions are modeled as taking place synchronously. More speci�-
cally, it is assumed that there is a central clock that governs the operation of all three
terminals in the following way [76, Section 9.1]:

• The clock ticks n times, once for each channel use.
• The source and the relay apply their respective inputsXS ,i andXR ,i to the channel

after clock tick i − 1 and before clock tick i .
• The destination and the relay see their respective channel outputs YD ,i and YR ,i

exactly at clock tick i .
Consequently, there are small delays between transmission and reception, which ensures
that the whole network operates in a causal manner.

IfW is uniformly distributed over W and P
(n)
e = Pr[Ŵ ,W ] denotes the average

probability of error, a rate R is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of (2nR ,n)
codes for which P

(n)
e → 0 as n → ∞. Finally, the capacity C of the relay channel is

de�ned as the supremum of the set of achievable rates.
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Remark 2.1. This is the standard de�nition of the discrete memoryless relay channel,
which was (sometimes with minor di�erences, e.g., with a restriction to deterministic
encoding and decoding functions) already used in the earliest works on the relay channel,
cf. [4, 21, 107, 130], and which can today be found in various textbooks on (network)
information theory, cf. [24, 34, 76].

Unfortunately, the capacity of the relay channel is still unknown for the general
case. However, several upper and lower bounds (achievable rates) on the capacity have
been derived, and for some special cases, including the four types of relay channels
de�ned below, these bounds are tight.

Definition 2.1. The relay channel
{
XS × XR ,p (yD ,yR |xS , xR),YD × YR

}
(a) is degraded if p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) can be written in the form

p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) = p (yR |xS , xR)p (yD |yR , xR), (2.3)

or equivalently, if XS↔ (XR ,YR)↔YD form a Markov chain;2

(b) is reversely degraded if p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) can be written in the form

p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) = p (yD |xS , xR)p (yR |yD , xR), (2.4)

or equivalently, if XS↔ (XR ,YD)↔YR form a Markov chain;
(c) is semideterministic if YR is a function of (XS ,XR), i.e., if YR = yR (XS ,XR);
(d) has orthogonal sender components if XS = X ′S × X ′′S and p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) can be

written in the form

p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) = p (yR |x ′S , xR)p (yD |x ′′S , xR) (2.5)

for all (x ′S , x
′′
S , xR ,yD ,yR) ∈ X ′S × X ′′S × XR × YD × YR.

We remark that these four particular relay channels are introduced here because
their capacities are achieved by the DF and/or the PDF strategies, which we focus on
in this work, and because the converses follow from the CSB. More details on these
capacity results are provided in the following sections.

2.2 Cut-Set Bound

As the capacity of the relay channel has not yet been determined for the general case, we
can usually only study capacity bounds. The best known upper bound on the capacity
of the relay channel is the so-called cut-set bound (CSB). It was originally derived in
the pioneering work of Cover and El Gamal [21] and reads as follows:

2Note that this type of degradedness is also known as physical degradedness in information theory.
Without further speci�cation, the term “degraded” thus means physically degraded throughout this work.
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S

R

D

(a) Cut bounding the rate of information
transmitted by the source (S = {S})

S

R

D

(b) Cut bounding the rate of information
received by the destination (S = {S, R})

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the CSB for the Relay Channel

Theorem 2.1. For any relay channel
{
XS × XR ,p (yD ,yR |xS , xR),YD × YR

}
, the capacity

is upper bounded by

C ≤ CCSB = max
p (xS ,xR)

min
{
I (XS;YR ,YD |XR), I (XS ,XR;YD)

}
. (2.6)

Proof. See [21], [24, Theorem 15.7.1], or [34, Theorem 16.1], for example. �

This bound has a nice max-�ow min-cut interpretation, cf. [24, Section 15.7] or [34,
Section 16.2], which is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The �rst term in (2.6) implies that the
source cannot transmit information to the destination at a higher rate than if the relay
and the destination cooperate in receiving, cf. Figure 2.2(a). Likewise, the destination
cannot receive information at a higher rate than if the source and the relay cooperate
in transmitting, cf. Figure 2.2(b), which yields the second term in (2.6).

From today’s perspective, the CSB for the relay channel can be viewed as a special
case of a more general max-�ow min-cut theorem for general multiterminal networks,
cf. [24, Section 15.10]. In particular, suppose we have a network that is comprised of
a �nite node set N , and assume that node A sends information to node B at rate RA ,B.
If S ⊆ N and Sc is the complement of S in N , a cut that separates nodes A and B is
a partition (S , Sc) of N such that A ∈ S and B ∈ Sc. Letting XS = {XA : A ∈ S } and
YSc = {YB : B ∈ Sc}, the following theorem has become an important tool for �nding
outer bounds on capacity regions in network information theory:

Theorem 2.2. If the information rates {RA ,B} are achievable, there exists some joint
probability distribution p (xN ) such that∑

A∈S ,B∈Sc

RA ,B ≤ I (XS ;YSc |XSc ) (2.7)

for all S ⊆ N .

Proof. See [24, Theorem 15.10.1], for example. �

For the relay channel, we have N = {S, R,D} and there is only one rate R = RS ,D.
Consequently, an upper bound on any achievable rate R is obtained by applying (2.7) to
the two cuts speci�ed by S = {S} and S = {S, R}, cf. Figure 2.2.
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Remark 2.2. The conditional mutual information terms I (XS ;YSc |XSc ), S ⊆ N , that
upper bound the achievable rates in (2.7) are concave in p (xN ), cf. [78, Section 3.7.1].3

Since the set of joint probability distributions is convex and the intersection (pointwise
minimum) of concave functions is concave [11, Section 3.2.3], �nding a boundary point
of the outer bound region speci�ed by Theorem 2.2 is a convex optimization problem.
In particular, this also means that the maximization over p (xS , xR) in (2.6) that yields
CCSB is a convex optimization problem.

As previously mentioned, the CSB is the best known general upper bound on the
capacity of the relay channel, and it is tight in several special cases for which the capacity
is known. However, there also exist relay channels for which the CSB has been proved
to be loose, cf. Section 2.5.

2.3 Decode-and-Forward

Lower bounds on the capacity of the relay channel are obtained by designing relay proto-
cols/strategies and codes to show that certain rates are achievable, cf. [78, Section 3.7.1].
One approach that suggests itself is to let the relay decode the entire information trans-
mitted by the source and, after re-encoding, forward it to the destination. Due to the
decoding and encoding operations performed at the relay, this strategy, which is now
commonly referred to as decode-and-forward (DF), belongs to the class of regenerative
relay protocols, cf. [28, Section 1.6.1]. Like the CSB, the DF strategy was derived by
Cover and El Gamal [21], and it gives the following lower bound on the capacity:

Theorem 2.3. The capacity of the relay channel
{
XS × XR ,p (yD ,yR |xS , xR),YD × YR

}
is lower bounded by C ≥ RDF, where

RDF = max
p (xS ,xR)

min
{
I (XS;YR |XR), I (XS ,XR;YD)

}
(2.8)

denotes the maximum rate that can be achieved with the decode-and-forward (DF) protocol.

Proof. See [21] or [34, Theorem 16.2], for example. �

The achievable DF rate is limited by two mutual information terms. The �rst rate
bound, RDF ≤ I (XS;YR |XR), is due to the condition that the relay must decode the entire
information transmitted by the source, whereas the second one, RDF ≤ I (XS ,XR;YD),
states that the achievable rate cannot be higher than the combined information transfer
from the source and the relay to the destination. An illustration of these two rate bounds
is provided in Figure 2.3.

Note that RDF di�ers fromCCSB only in the �rst mutual information term inside the
minimum, where an additionalYD appears in (2.6) as compared to (2.8). Since the second

3In fact, this property is implicitly shown in the proof of [24, Theorem 15.10.1].
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the Rate Bounds for the DF Strategy

term is the same and RDF is also obtained by maximizing over all joint distributions
of (XS ,XR), we can conclude that DF achieves capacity if I (XS ,XR;YD) ≤ I (XS;YR |XR)

for all p (xS , xR). This is a very stringent condition though, which can only be satis�ed
if the source-to-relay link is better than both the source-to-destination and relay-to-
destination links.

Generally speaking, however, the DF strategy performs quite well when the source-
to-relay link is (much) better than the source-to-destination link. One such example
is the degraded relay channel, for which DF actually achieves the capacity [21]. This
result follows from the fact that I (XS;YR ,YD |XR) = I (XS;YR |XR) if the relay channel is
degraded as XS↔ (XR ,YR)↔YD form a Markov chain in this case.

An interesting and nonobvious property of the DF strategy is that one obtains RDF
in (2.8) by maximizing over all joint distributions of (XS ,XR). This can be explained by
having a closer look at the blockMarkov superposition encoding scheme that achievesRDF,
cf. [21] or [34, Section 16.4.3], for example. The coding scheme is based on conveying
B − 1 (independent) messagesWb ∈ W = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRe}, b ∈ {1, . . . , B − 1}, from the
source to the destination in B blocks of transmission, each consisting of n channel uses.
As B → ∞ for a �xed n, the rate B−1

B R then is arbitrarily close to R.
The source uses an encoder that has one block memory in the sense that the source

codeword in block b depends on wb as well as wb−1, i.e., in block b, the encoder assigns
a codeword X n

S ,b (wb−1 ,wb ) to each tuple (wb−1 ,wb ) ∈ W × W (with w0 = wB = 1).
Assuming that the relay has correctly decoded wb after block b, which is justi�ed if the
�rst rate bound is satis�ed, both the source and the relay know wb . If the relay encoder
is deterministic, the source can determine the relay’s codeword xnR ,b+1 (wb ) sent in block
b + 1 and generate its own codeword X n

S ,b+1 (wb ,wb+1) from xnR ,b (wb ) via superposition
coding so that input distributions of the form p (xS |xR)p (xR) = p (xS , xR) are permissible.
As a consequence, Remark 2.2 applies here accordingly. For more details on the DF
coding scheme, the reader is referred to the above cited references.

2.4 Partial Decode-and-Forward

The DF strategy’s requirement that the relay decode the entire information sent by the
source is a severe limitation if the source-to-relay link is weak compared to the source-
to-destination link. In particular, it can happen that DF is worse than direct transmission,
i.e., RDF may be smaller than the maximum of the rates that can be achieved if the relay
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Rate Bounds for the PDF Strategy

does not forward any information to the destination, which is given by

RP2P = max
xR∈XR

max
p (xS)

I (XS;YD |xR). (2.9)

Note that RP2P is achieved when the relay “opens” the source-to-destination channel by
transmitting the best constant symbol xR ∈ XR, cf. [21].4

Without considering a completely di�erent relay protocol, this problem can be over-
come by allowing the relay to partially decode the source message. For this purpose, the
source messageW that is to be conveyed to the destination is split into two independent
parts W ′ and W ′′ of which the relay is only required to decode W ′. By constructing
separate codebooks forW ′ andW ′′ and using superposition coding at the source, the
following lower bound on the capacity of the relay channel can be obtained:

Theorem 2.4. The capacity of the relay channel
{
XS × XR ,p (yD ,yR |xS , xR),YD × YR

}
is lower bounded by C ≥ RPDF, where

RPDF = max
p (u ,xS ,xR)

min
{
I (U ;YR |XR) + I (XS;YD |U ,XR), I (XS ,XR;YD)

}
(2.10)

denotes the maximum rate that can be achieved with the partial decode-and-forward (PDF)
protocol, and where the maximization over p (u , xS , xR) is subject to the constraint that
U↔ (XS ,XR)↔ (YD ,YR) form a Markov chain.

Proof. See [21] or [34, Theorem 16.3], for example. �

Here,U is an auxiliary random variable which represents the part of the information
the relay must decode. By optimizing over (the distribution of) U , the PDF strategy
hence allows to tradeo� sending information from the source to the destination via the
relay versus sending it over the direct link. This tradeo� is also re�ected in the �rst
mutual information term that upper bounds RPDF in (2.10), cf. Figure 2.4(a). The second
term, on the other hand, is the same as for the CSB and the DF rate in (2.6) and (2.8),
respectively. It is again given by the rate of the information the source and the relay
can cooperatively send to the destination, cf. Figure 2.4(b).

4We denote this rate as RP2P because if p (yD |xS , a) = p (yD |xS ,b) for all a,b ∈ XR, or if XR includes a
“quiet” symbol that opens the channel (as is the case for the Gaussian relay channel, cf. Chapter 3), then
RP2P is indeed the point-to-point (P2P) rate from source to destination as if the relay were not present.
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It is easily veri�ed that the PDF strategy includes both the DF strategy and direct
transmission as special cases. In particular, if we choose U = XS in (2.10), it follows
that I (U ;YR |XR) + I (XS;YD |U ,XR) = I (XS;YR |XR) so that PDF reduces to DF. Similarly,
setting U = ∅ results in I (U ;YR |XR) + I (XS;YD |U ,XR) = I (XS;YD |XR) ≤ I (XS ,XR;YD),
meaning that PDF reduces to direct transmission. Consequently, we have

RPDF ≥ max{RDF , RP2P}. (2.11)

Furthermore, we remark that PDF is the capacity achieving strategy for several
types of relay channels, including the four de�ned in Section 2.1:

(a) The capacity of the degraded relay channel is given by [21]

C = max
p (xS ,xR)

min
{
I (XS;YR |XR), I (XS ,XR;YD)

}
, (2.12)

and it is achieved by the DF strategy as discussed in the previous section.
(b) If the relay channel is reversely degraded, on the other hand, the capacity is

achieved by direct transmission [21], i.e.,

C = max
xR∈XR

max
p (xS)

I (XS;YD |xR). (2.13)

The converse follows from the fact that I (XS;YR ,YD |XR) = I (XS;YD |XR) if the
relay channel is reversely degraded since XS ↔ (XR ,YD) ↔ YR form a Markov
chain in this case.

(c) The capacity of the semideterministic relay channel is equal to [32]

C = max
p (xS ,xR)

min
{
H (YR |XR) + I (XS;YD |XR ,YR), I (XS ,XR;YD)

}
. (2.14)

Achievability follows from the PDF strategy with U = YR, which is feasible as YR
is a function of (XS ,XR), and the converse follows from the CSB.

(d) Finally, if the relay channel has orthogonal sender components, its capacity is
given by

C = max
p (x ′S ,x

′′
S ,xR)

min
{
I (X ′S;YR |XR) + I (X

′′
S ;YD |XR), I (X

′′
S ,XR;YD)

}
, (2.15)

where the maximum is taken over all joint probability mass functions that factor
as p (x ′S , x

′′
S , xR) = p (x

′
S |xR)p (x

′′
S |xR)p (xR) [36]. The proof of achievability uses the

PDF strategy with U = X ′S, and the converse again follows from the CSB.

In addition, it was recently shown in [18] that PDF achieves the capacity of a class of
degraded semideterministic relay channels, which strictly includes the class of degraded
relay channels. Note that for all the relay channels mentioned here, the achievable PDF
rate meets the CSB.
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2.5 Further Results and Bibliographical Notes

The relay channel was introduced by van der Meulen as one particular instance of a
three-terminal communication network [129, 130]. It was subsequently also studied by
Aref, Cover, El Gamal, Sato, and Zhang [4, 21, 32, 107, 151] before the research activity
died down until the middle of the 1990s, when the interest in relaying began to increase
again, cf. [28, Section 1.7].

The most important work on the relay channel is that of Cover and El Gamal [21],
who derived both upper and lower bounds on the capacity based on a then new cut-set
bound (CSB, cf. Section 2.2) and the two fundamental relay strategies that are today
known as decode-and-forward (DF, cf. Section 2.3) and compress-and-forward (CF),
respectively. As discussed above, the DF protocol requires the relay to decode the
entire source message, which is then re-encoded and, in cooperation with the source,
transmitted to the destination. When using the CF strategy, on the other hand, the relay
does not decode any part of the source message. Rather, it facilitates the communication
by reliably forwarding an estimate, i.e., a compressed version of its receive signal, to
the destination.

In their pioneering work, Cover and El Gamal also proposed a relay protocol that
combines the ideas of cooperation (DF) and facilitation (CF) [21, Theorem 7]. If it uses
this strategy, the relay decodes only some part of the source message and compresses
the remainder. For a long time, the best known lower bound on the capacity of the relay
channel was due to this mixed strategy. Recently, however, Chong et al. derived two
new coding schemes that are also based on combining DF and CF principles [19, 20].
Since both of these schemes subsume the one by Cover and El Gamal, they possibly
enlarge the achievable rate.

The partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy (cf. Section 2.4) is a special case of
Cover and El Gamal’s mixed strategy where the relay only forwards information about
the part of the source message it has decoded. In this particular form, it �rst appeared
in El Gamal and Aref’s work on the semideterministic relay channel [32]. Furthermore,
it should be mentioned that PDF is sometimes also referred to as “multipath decode-
and-forward”, cf. [78, Section 4.2].

The CSB, which was generalized to relay networks (Theorem 2.2) in [4, 31], is still
the best general upper bound on the capacity of the relay channel. In addition to those
relay channels for which PDF achieves the capacity (cf. Section 2.4), it is tight for a
class of primitive relay channels, i.e., relay channels having a separate noiseless relay-to-
destination link, cf. [73]. More precisely, it could be shown that CF achieves the CSB for
primitive relay channels in which the relay’s observation YR is a deterministic function
of the source input XS and the destination output YD [23, 74] as well as for the more
general class of semideterministic orthogonal relay channels [18].

All the aforementioned relay channels for which the capacities are known share
the common property that they achieve their respective CSBs. However, the CSB is not
always tight as demonstrated in [3,120,151]. Without characterizing the actual capacity,
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Zhang established a partial converse for a primitive relay channel which shows that
the CSB can be loose [151]. Moreover, Aleksic et al. recently derived the capacity of a
class of (primitive) modulo-sum relay channels, which is achieved by the CF strategy
and which can be strictly below the CSB [3]. The latter result was then generalized by
Tandon and Ulukus, who obtained an upper bound that is strictly tighter than the CSB
for a broader subclass of primitive relay channels [120]. Finally, some justi�cations for
why the CSB cannot be tight in all cases were provided by Zahedi [147].

Beyond that, there are several interesting and noteworthy aspects of relaying that
are not further elaborated on in this work. For example, the relay channel with di�erent
forms of (causal noiseless) feedback was considered in [12, 13, 18, 21, 39]. The capacity
of the relay channel with feedback from the destination to the relay is achieved by the
DF strategy, which follows from the fact that such a relay channel is degraded [21]. In
addition, it was shown in [12,13,18] that feedback from the relay and/or the destination
to the source does not improve the capacity of the semideterministic relay channel. For
general relay channels with relay-source or destination-source feedback, achievable
rates that improve on the best known lower bounds without feedback were presented
in [13,39], and like for the relay channel without feedback, the best known upper bound
on the capacity is the CSB, cf. [13].

Another topic we do not further discuss in the following is the lookahead relay
channel, where the relay encoder may also use the current observation or even the
entire received sequence to generate the relay input. Upper and lower bounds on the
capacities of lookahead relay channels were studied in [33], for example. An interesting
result is that the classical CSB, which was derived based on the assumption that the relay
encoder operates in a causal manner, does not hold for relay-without-delays, where the
relay inputs may depend on the current and past inputs. More speci�cally, it was shown
in [33] that instantaneous (or memoryless) relaying, where the relay input depends
on the current observation only, can achieve rates above the classical CSB. The relay-
without-delay and instantaneous relaying were subsequently also considered in many
other works, cf. [69] and references therein, for example.

To conclude this chapter, we want to remark that excellent surveys on the literature
on the relay channel (and more general relay networks) through 2005 and 2007 can be
found in [77] and [131], respectively.
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Chapter 3

Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

The information theoretical results described in the previous chapter were all derived for
the discrete memoryless relay channel, i.e., a channel model with �nite input and output
alphabets. However, we focus on the Gaussian relay channel in this work, where the
channels connecting the nodes are continuous-alphabet channels in which the receiving
nodes are subject to additive Gaussian noise. More precisely, we study the Gaussian
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relay channel, where all nodes may be equipped
with multiple antennas. Before we can apply any of the results presented in Chapter 2
to the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, we thus have to establish that the corresponding
theorems remain valid for channels with continuous input and output alphabets. The
details are deferred to subsequent sections.

Like for the discrete memoryless case, the capacity of the Gaussian MIMO relay
channel remains an open problem.1 After introducing the system model for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel in Section 3.1, we hence study the same capacity bounds as in the
previous chapter. Using the entropy maximizing property of the Gaussian distribution,
it is established in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, that the cut-set bound (CSB) CCSB
and the maximum achievable decode-and-forward (DF) rate RDF are attained by jointly
Gaussian source and relay inputs. Furthermore, we show that if the channel gain
matrices are known perfectly and instantaneously at all nodes, CCSB and RDF can be
determined as the solutions of convex optimization problems.

Rates that can be achieved using the partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy are
discussed in Section 3.4. In particular, we �rst show that the maximum achievable PDF
rate RPDF is also attained by Gaussian channel inputs. The derivation of this result is
quite involved (it extends over Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2) as the entropy maximizing prop-
erty cannot directly be applied. Although the optimal channel input distribution is then
known, it seems not always possible to (e�ciently) evaluate RPDF. In Section 3.4.3, we
therefore propose two principally di�erent suboptimal PDF schemes which both result
in rate maximization problems that can be solved using convex optimization techniques.

1We remark that this is in contrast to several other Gaussian MIMO channels, e.g., the single-user (or
point-to-point) MIMO channel, the MIMO multiple-access channel, and the MIMO broadcast channel, for
which characterizations of the capacity (regions) have been found, cf. [9, Chapter 2], for example.
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Section 3.4.4 identi�es several classes of Gaussian MIMO relay channels for which RPDF,
like CCSB and RDF, can be evaluated as the solution of a convex optimization problem,
and the chapter concludes in Section 3.5 with an overview of further noteworthy results
and bibliographical notes on the Gaussian (MIMO) relay channel.

3.1 System Model

Throughout this work, we use the discrete-time narrowband MIMO channel model
that is also considered in [9, Chapter 1] or [50, Chapter 10], for example. That is, we
assume frequency-�at fading over the bandwidth of interest, which is justi�ed if the
delay spread in the channel is negligible compared to the inverse bandwidth. Using this
model, which is also known as the linear MIMO model, the input-output characteristic
of the channel between nodes A and B is speci�ed by

yB = HABxA + nB. (3.1)

Here, xA ∈ �NA and yB ∈ �NB denote the signal vectors transmitted by node A and
received at node B, respectively, HAB ∈ �NB ×NA is the channel gain matrix such that
[HAB]k ,` represents the channel gain from transmit antenna ` to receive antenna k , and
nB ∈ �NB denotes the additive noise vector received at node B, which is assumed to be
independent of the transmit signal xA.

The additive noise is modeled as a zero-mean proper (circularly symmetric) complex
Gaussian random vector with covariance ZB, i.e., nB ∼ N� (0,ZB).2 This noise model is
reasonable in the sense that if the receiving node is subject to many independent noise
sources, their cumulative e�ect should approach a Gaussian distribution by the central
limit theorem. Furthermore, it has been shown that Gaussian noise is the worst-case
additive noise [27, 115]. Loosely speaking, this means that if a rate is achievable in a
Gaussian channel, it can also be achieved in the channel where the additive Gaussian
noise is replaced by any other additive noise of the same covariance.

The model for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1,
is obtained by applying the linear MIMO model to the considered relay scenario. The
receive signal vectors of the relay and the destination can then be expressed as

yR = H SRxS + nR , nR ∼ N� (0,ZR),

yD = H SDxS +HRDxR + nD , nD ∼ N� (0,ZD),
(3.2)

where H SR ∈ �NR ×NS , H SD ∈ �ND ×NS , and HRD ∈ �ND ×NR represent the channel gain
2A complex random vectorx is said to be circularly symmetric if its probability distribution is rotationally

invariant, i.e., if x and x exp(jϕ) have the same distribution for all ϕ ∈ [0, 2π ]. If x is circularly symmetric,
it hence follows that E[x] = 0 (from ϕ = π ) and E[xxT] = 0 (from ϕ = π/2). Furthermore, x is said to be
proper if E[xxT] = 0. As the Gaussian distribution is completely determined by second-order statistics, a
complex Gaussian random vector is circularly symmetric if and only if it is zero-mean and proper. For
more details on complex random vectors, the reader is referred to [1] or [111].
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

matrices, which we assume to be perfectly and instantaneously known at all nodes.
Moreover, nR ∼ N� (0,ZR) and nD ∼ N� (0,ZD) denote independent zero-mean proper
complex Gaussian noise vectors with nonsingular covariance matricesZR ∈ �NR ×NR and
ZD ∈ �ND ×ND . These noise vectors are also assumed to be independent of the transmit
signals xS ∈ �NS and xR ∈ �NR , and we assume perfectly synchronized transmission
and reception between all nodes.

In the following, we often assume the additive Gaussian noise to be white, i.e.,
ZR = INR and ZD = IND . Note that this is without loss of generality since any Gaussian
MIMO relay channel with nonsingular noise covariances ZR and ZD can be transformed
into one with additive white Gaussian noise vectors by means of a noise whitening
operation. In particular, if yR and yD are multiplied by Z −1/2

R and Z −1/2
D , respectively,

we obtain a Gaussian MIMO relay channel with white noise vectors and the e�ective
channel gain matrices Z −1/2

R H SR, Z −1/2
D H SD, and Z −1/2

D HRD, cf. [51].

Remark 3.1. It is implicitly assumed in (3.2) that the relay is able to completely cancel
its self-interference. In addition, the channel outputs yR and yD are conditionally inde-
pendent given the channel inputs xS and xR due to the assumption that the noise vectors
nR and nD are independent. In a corresponding discrete memoryless relay channel, this
would mean that the conditional probability mass function p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) specifying
the channel factors as p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) = p (yD |xS , xR)p (yR |xS , xR).

Without further conditions on the channel inputs, the capacity of the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel is in�nite because one can then choose in�nite subsets of inputs
arbitrarily far apart so that they are distinguishable at the outputs with arbitrarily small
probability of error, cf. [24, Chapter 9]. We therefore impose the power constraints

E[xH
SxS] ≤ PS , E[xH

RxR] ≤ PR (3.3)

on the channel inputs, where PS > 0 and PR > 0 denote the power budgets available
at the source and the relay, respectively.3 Note that without loss of generality, we can

3Adding such power constraints to single-letter mutual information expressions that were obtained for
discrete memoryless channels is generally more restrictive than imposing power constraints of the form
1
n

∑n
i=1 x

H
i x i ≤ P on the (2nR ,n) code for the corresponding Gaussian channel. However, both approaches

yield the same values for CCSB and RDF, and any rate that is achievable with the approach we consider is
also achievable with the standard approach, cf. Appendix B.1.1.
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restrict our attention to zero-mean inputs as the optimal xS and xR are always zero-
mean. The reason for this is that channel inputs with nonzero mean consume more
transmit power than the corresponding zero-mean signals, but they cannot convey more
information since translations do not change the di�erential entropy of continuous
random vectors, cf. [24, Theorem 8.6.3]. As a consequence, the covariance matrices of
the source and relay inputs are given by CS = E[xSxH

S] and CR = E[xRxH
R] so that the

transmit power constraints can equivalently be expressed as

tr(CS) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR. (3.4)

When discussing the di�erent capacity bounds in the following sections, we not only
have to consider the marginal distributions of xS and xR, but also their joint distribution.
In particular, we need the joint covariance matrix of the source and relay inputs, which
is equal to

C = E


xS
xR



xS
xR



H
=


CS CSR
CH

SR CR


. (3.5)

That is because the covariance matrix completely characterizes the zero-mean proper
complex Gaussian distribution, which plays a central role for the CSB and the achievable
DF and PDF rates. Finally, we remark that by de�ning the two selection matrices

DS =
[
INS 0NS ×NR

]
, DR =

[
0NR ×NS INR

]
, (3.6)

both the source and the relay transmit covariance matrices (and hence also the power
constraints) can be expressed as linear functions of the joint covariance matrix C:

CS = DSCD
H
S , CR = DRCD

H
R. (3.7)

3.2 Cut-Set Bound

Since the proof of the cut-set bound (CSB) applies to arbitrary (not necessarily discrete)
input and output alphabets, cf. [34, Section 16.5], Theorem 2.1 also holds for continuous-
alphabet channels. Taking the source and relay transmit power constraints into account,
the capacity of the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is thus upper bounded by

CCSB = max
p (xS ,xR)

min
{
I (xS;yR ,yD |xR), I (xS , xR;yD)

}
s.t. tr(CS) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR. (3.8)

In order to evaluate this bound, we have to determine which probability distribution
maximizes the minimum of the two mutual information terms.
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Theorem 3.1. For the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the cut-set bound (CSB) is attained
by jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs.

Proof. The power constraints only depend on CS and CR, which are determined by the
joint covariance matrix C . But for any given C , the Gaussian distribution maximizes
both di�erential entropy [24, Theorem 8.6.5] and conditional di�erential entropy [123]
and thus I (xS;yR ,yD |xR) = h(yR ,yD |xR) −h(nR ,nD) and I (xS , xR;yD) = h(yD) −h(nD).
In particular, the (conditional) di�erential entropy of a complex random vector is maxi-
mized by the zero-mean proper complex Gaussian distribution [94, 122]. �

This result is very useful as it allows us to represent the optimal joint distribution
of the source and relay inputs by a single parameter, their joint covariance matrix C .
Letting [ xS

xR
] ∼ N� (0,C ), the two mutual information terms de�ning the CSB simplify

to the log-det4 expressions

I (xS;yR ,yD |xR) = log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS|RH

H
S{RD}

)
,

I (xS , xR;yD) = log det
(
I +H {SR}DCH

H
{SR}D

)
,

(3.9)

where we have assumed that the additive Gaussian noise is white,

H S{RD} =

H SR
H SD


∈ �(NR+ND)×NS (3.10)

denotes the channel gain matrix of the composite channel from the source to the relay
and the destination, and

H {SR}D =
[
H SD HRD

]
∈ �ND × (NS+NR) (3.11)

represents the channel gain matrix of the composite channel from the source and the
relay to the destination. Furthermore,

CS|R = CS −CSRC
+
RC

H
SR (3.12)

is the conditional covariance matrix of xS given xR andC+R denotes the Moore–Penrose
pseudoinverse of CR, which is equal to C−1

R if CR is nonsingular. Evaluating the CSB
consequently requires to solve the following optimization problem:

CCSB = max
C

min
{
log det

(
I +H S{RD}CS|RH

H
S{RD}

)
, log det

(
I +H {SR}DCH

H
{SR}D

)}
s.t. C < 0, tr(DSCD

H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRCD

H
R) ≤ PR. (3.13)

For the actual computation of CCSB, it would be convenient if this optimization
problem were convex since there exist powerful methods to e�ciently solve convex

4The logarithm function log is assumed to be base 2 unless speci�ed otherwise.
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optimization problems, cf. [11], for example. In order to determine whether or not the
problem is convex, we need to examine the properties of its objective function and
constraints. To this end, �rst note that both log det(C ) and log det(CS|R) are concave
functions of the joint covariance matrix C , cf. [24, Theorems 17.9.1 and 17.10.1], from
which it follows that log det

(
I +H {SR}DCH

H
{SR}D

)
and log det

(
I +H S{RD}CS|RH

H
S{RD}

)
are

also concave in C < 0 as the arguments of the log-det terms are a�ne functions of C ,
cf. [11, Section 3.2.2]. Since the power constraints are linear functions of C , it can thus
be concluded that the optimization problem given in (3.13) is convex.

However, note that as the powerful interior point methods cannot directly be applied
to this problem, it is advantageous to reformulate the term involving the conditional
covariance matrix CS|R by means of an auxiliary variable. In particular, let

0 4 CQ 4 CS|R = CS −CSRC
+
RC

H
SR. (3.14)

Since I + H S{RD}CQH
H
S{RD} 4 I + H S{RD}CS|RH

H
S{RD} for CQ 4 CS|R and since det(CQ) is

nondecreasing in CQ < 0, cf. [60, Section 7.7], we then have

log det
(
I +H S{RD}CQH

H
S{RD}

)
≤ log det

(
I +H S{RD}CS|RH

H
S{RD}

)
(3.15)

for all 0 4 CQ 4 CS|R, which implies that

max
04CQ4CS|R

log det
(
I +H S{RD}CQH

H
S{RD}

)
= log det

(
I +H S{RD}CS|RH

H
S{RD}

)
(3.16)

for all conditional covariance matrices CS|R. Moreover, note that

CS|R < CQ ⇔ (CS −CQ) −CSRC
+
RC

H
SR < 0. (3.17)

The constraint resulting from the introduction of the auxiliary variableCQ can therefore
be reformulated by making use of the following lemma:

Lemma 3.2. The following conditions are equivalent:

1. CR < 0, (CS −CQ) −CSRC
+
RC

H
SR < 0, (I −CRC

+
R )C

H
SR = 0 (3.18)

2.

CS −CQ CSR
CH

SR CR


= C − DH

SCQDS < 0 (3.19)

Proof. Note that (CS −CQ) −CSRC+RC
H
SR is the Schur complement ofCR inC −DH

SCQDS.
The lemma hence follows from the Schur complement condition for positive semide�nite
matrices, cf. [2] or [61]. �

The �rst two conditions of (3.18) are clearly satis�ed as CR is itself a covariance
matrix and (CS −CQ) −CSRC+RC

H
SR < 0 is the condition on CQ stated in (3.17). In order

to apply Lemma 3.2 to our problem, it remains to verify that (I −CRC+R )C
H
SR = 0 for all
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possible joint covariance matricesC . But sinceC < 0, this again follows from the Schur
complement condition for positive semide�nite matrices. In fact, the desired result can
be obtained by setting CQ = 0 in Lemma 3.2.

With the help of an auxiliary variableCQ < 0, the CSB maximization problem given
in (3.13) can accordingly be formulated as

CCSB = max
C ,CQ

min
{
log det

(
I +H S{RD}CQH

H
S{RD}

)
, log det

(
I +H {SR}DCH

H
{SR}D

)}
s.t. C − DH

SCQDS < 0, CQ < 0, tr(DSCD
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRCD

H
R) ≤ PR. (3.20)

Note that the objective function of this optimization problem is concave because it is
the pointwise minimum of two functions that are jointly concave in C < 0 and CQ < 0,
cf. [11, Section 3.2.3]. In addition, all constraints are a�ne functions of the optimization
variables so that we can conclude the following:

Proposition 3.3. For the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, CCSB can be determined as the
solution of the convex optimization problem given in (3.20).

Remark 3.2. The constraints C − DH
SCQDS < 0 and CQ < 0 imply C < 0. While this

means that adding the latter constraint is redundant from a theoretical point of view,
it might nevertheless be useful (or even required) to explicitly de�ne C as a positive
semide�nite matrix when actually solving the problem.

Remark 3.3. Since CS and CR are linear functions of p (xS , xR), the CSB optimization
problem given in (3.8), where the maximization is over all joint distributions satisfying
the power constraints, is already convex, cf. Remark 2.2. This section hence reveals
that for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, this still holds if one restricts the joint
distribution of xS and xR to be zero-mean proper complex Gaussian.

3.3 Decode-and-Forward

The original decode-and-forward (DF) coding scheme of Cover and El Gamal [21] uses
random encoding and jointly typical decoding. More precisely, their achievability proof
is based on strong typicality, which can only be used for discrete random variables,
cf. [76, Chapter 1]. As pointed out in [77, Remark 28], however, Theorem 2.3 remains
valid for continuous-alphabet channels since it can also be derived using weakly typical
sequences, which apply to continuous random variables as well.

Considering the transmit power constraints, the maximum achievable DF rate for
the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is therefore equal to

RDF = max
p (xS ,xR)

min
{
I (xS;yR |xR), I (xS , xR;yD)

}
s.t. tr(CS) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR. (3.21)
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As previously discussed in Section 2.3, the only di�erence between (3.8) and (3.21) is
in the �rst mutual information term of the objective function, where an additional yD
appears in the CSB maximization problem. Apart from that, the optimization problems
have the same structure, optimization variables, and constraints. Like for the CSB, we
can therefore state the following theorem:

Theorem 3.4. For the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the maximum achievable decode-
and-forward (DF) rate is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay
inputs.

Proof. This result again follows from the entropy maximizing property of the zero-mean
proper complex Gaussian distribution, cf. Theorem 3.1. �

Letting [ xS
xR

] ∼ N� (0,C ) and assuming the Gaussian noise to be white again, the
mutual information terms that upper bound the achievable DF rate read as

I (xS;yR |xR) = log det
(
I +H SRCS|RH

H
SR

)
,

I (xS , xR;yD) = log det
(
I +H {SR}DCH

H
{SR}D

)
.

(3.22)

As a consequence, the optimization problem that determines the maximum achievable
DF rate for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is given by

RDF = max
C

min
{
log det

(
I +H SRCS|RH

H
SR

)
, log det

(
I +H {SR}DCH

H
{SR}D

)}
s.t. C < 0, tr(DSCD

H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRCD

H
R) ≤ PR. (3.23)

Note that except for the fact that the composite channel gain matrix H S{RD} has
been replaced by the source-to-relay channel gain matrix H SR, this rate maximization
problem is identical to the CSB maximization problem given in (3.13). This implies
that the problem as formulated in (3.23) is convex, but also that interior point methods
cannot be directly applied to it. However, by making use of the arguments and results
of the previous section, it is straightforward to show that the maximum achievable DF
rate can equivalently be evaluated by solving the optimization problem

RDF = max
C ,CQ

min
{
log det

(
I +H SRCQH

H
SR

)
, log det

(
I +H {SR}DCH

H
{SR}D

)}
s.t. C − DH

SCQDS < 0, CQ < 0, tr(DSCD
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRCD

H
R) ≤ PR. (3.24)

Since this DF rate maximization problem has obviously the same structure as the CSB
maximization problem in (3.20), we can state the following:

Proposition 3.5. For the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, RDF can be determined as the
solution of the convex optimization problem given in (3.24).
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Figure 3.2: Decomposition of the Source Transmit Signal for the DF Strategy

Remark 3.4. Due to the similarity of the problems given in (3.20) and (3.24), we only
need to solve one type of optimization problem in order to evaluateCCSB and RDF. That
is, if we can evaluate CCSB, then we can also evaluate RDF and vice versa. Accordingly,
Remarks 3.2 and 3.3 also apply to the DF rate maximization problem.

We also remark that the auxiliary variableCQ has a nice interpretation in the context
of the DF strategy. Recall that RDF is achieved by a block Markov superposition encoding
scheme that uses B blocks of transmission to convey B − 1 independent messages from
the source to the destination. Due to the causality of the relay encoder, the relay’s
transmit signal xR ∼ N� (0,CR) in block b is a function of the previous message wb−1.
Provided that the relay encoding function is deterministic, xR is then also known to
the source. If we let q ∼ N� (0,CQ) be a function of the current message wb only (and
independent of wb−1), the transmit signal of the source in block b can be expressed as
the superposition of q(wb ) and xR (wb−1) given by

xS = q +AxR , (3.25)

where A ∈ �NS ×NR speci�es a linear transformation the source may apply to xR. Since
q and xR are independent, it follows that xS ∼ N� (0,CQ +ACRAH).

Of course, both messages wb−1 and wb are ultimately decoded by the relay and, after
being re-encoded, forwarded to the destination. In block b, however, wb−1 is already
known to the relay while wb has yet to be decoded. Consequently, the source and the
relay can cooperatively transmit wb−1 to the destination by means of AxR and xR. On
the other hand, q contains the current message wb , which is provided to the relay in
order to allow cooperation in the next block, cf. Figure 3.2.

The auxiliary variableCQ hence speci�es the distribution of the signal partq, which
can be interpreted as the innovation the source introduces into the system. Furthermore,
ifC? andC?

Q denote the optimizers of the DF rate maximization problem given in (3.24),
we have C?

Q = C
?
S|R, i.e., for the optimal joint distribution of (xS , xR), CQ is equivalent

to the conditional covariance matrix CS|R. This essentially follows from (3.16) and the
fact that C uniquely determines CS|R for proper complex Gaussian signals. Note also
that if CS = CQ +ACRAH with CQ = CS|R, the linear transformation the source applies
to xR must be equal to A = CSRC+R .
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Since the joint covariance matrix C is completely speci�ed by CQ, CR, and A, it is
also possible to express the achievable DF rate as a function of these three matrices, e.g.,
to better re�ect the structure of xS given in (3.25). Unfortunately, the objective function
of the resulting DF rate maximization problem would be nonconvex as it would contain
the product ACRAH of the optimization variables A and CR.

However, the in�uence of the innovative and cooperative parts of the source input
on the achievable DF rate can also more easily be identi�ed if the problem in (3.24) is
reformulated as follows. Let C̄ = C − DH

SCQDS, then

RDF = max
C̄ ,CQ

min
{
log det

(
I +H SRCQH

H
SR

)
, log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD +H {SR}DC̄H

H
{SR}D

)}
s.t. C̄ ,CQ < 0, tr(CQ + DSC̄D

H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC̄D

H
R) ≤ PR. (3.26)

Here, CQ again denotes the covariance matrix of the innovative part q, whereas C̄ can
be interpreted as the joint covariance matrix of the cooperative part AxR of xS and the
relay transmit signal xR.

3.4 Partial Decode-and-Forward

In the previous section, it was argued that Theorem 2.3 remains valid for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel because the DF coding scheme can be derived by means of weakly
typical sequences, which apply to both discrete and continuous random variables. The
same reasoning can be used here to explain why Theorem 2.4 also holds for continuous-
alphabet channels. As a consequence, the maximum achievable partial decode-and-
forward (PDF) rate for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is equal to

RPDF = max
p (u ,xS ,xR)

min
{
I (u;yR |xR) + I (xS;yD |u , xR), I (xS , xR;yD)

}
s.t. u↔ (xS , xR)↔ (yD ,yR) , tr(CS) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR. (3.27)

Similar to the DF coding scheme, RPDF is achieved by a block Markov superposition
encoding scheme. However, the PDF strategy is more general in the sense that the relay
need not decode the entire source message, i.e., the source may split its message wb into
independent parts w′b and w

′′
b and send the second one w′′b directly to the destination via

the source-to-destination link. The transmit signal of the source in block b can hence
be expressed as the superposition of q(w′b ), xR (w

′
b−1), and v(w′′b ) given by

xS = q +AxR + v, (3.28)

where the interpretation of the signal parts is as follows. Like in (3.25), q represents the
innovation to be decoded by the relay and AxR denotes the cooperative part, which allows
the source and the relay to cooperatively transmit the message part w′b−1 the relay has
previously decoded to the destination, cf. Figure 3.3. The new part v represents the
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Figure 3.3: Decomposition of the Source Transmit Signal for the PDF Strategy

innovation not to be decoded by the relay, i.e., the part of the source message w
′′
b that is

conveyed to the destination over the direct link only. Since w
′′
b is not supposed to be

decoded by the relay, v acts as interference at the relay as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Note that at this point, it is not clear that the source input xS can be represented as

the superposition of three independent signal parts. For the DF strategy, independence
of q and xR could be assumed because the optimal source and relay inputs are jointly
Gaussian, cf. Theorem 3.4. For the PDF strategy, on the other hand, we still need to
prove the optimality of Gaussian channel inputs, which is much more involved than
proving the result for CCSB, RDF, or RP2P. In particular, we cannot simply invoke the
entropy maximizing property of the zero-mean proper complex Gaussian distribution
to argue that RPDF is maximized by Gaussian channel inputs. The reason for this is that
the entropy maximizing property cannot be applied to the term

I (u;yR |xR) + I (xS;yD |u , xR) = h(H SRxS + nR |xR) − h(nD)

+ h(H SDxS + nD |u , xR) − h(H SRxS + nR |u , xR),
(3.29)

which includes the di�erence h(H SDxS + nD |u , xR) − h(H SRxS + nR |u , xR) of two con-
ditional di�erential entropies involving u, xS, and xR.

We remark that for H SR = H SD = I, the maximization of such a di�erence over the
conditional probability distribution p (xS |u , xR) subject to a shaping constraint on the
conditional covariance matrix E[xSxH

S |u , xR] was analyzed in [85], where it was proved
that the optimal distribution is Gaussian. However, the term I (u;yR |xR)+I (xS;yD |u , xR),
and hence the di�erence h(H SDxS+nD |u , xR)−h(H SRxS+nR |u , xR), is only one part of
the objective function of the PDF rate maximization problem given in (3.27). Therefore,
we cannot directly apply [85, Theorem 8] to prove that the achievable PDF rate is
maximized by Gaussian channel inputs.

3.4.1 Aligned Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

As a �rst step towards proving that the maximum achievable PDF rate for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel is attained by Gaussian channel inputs, we consider the aligned
Gaussian MIMO relay channel. The results for this special case are then generalized in
the following section.
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Definition 3.1. The Gaussian MIMO relay channel is said to be aligned if NS = NR =

ND = N and H SR = H SD = IN .

If we consider the aligned Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the general relay channel
model given in (3.2) hence reduces to

yR = xS + nR , nR ∼ N� (0,ZR),

yD = xS +HRDxR + nD , nD ∼ N� (0,ZD).
(3.30)

For this special case, the theorem below shows that jointly Gaussian source and relay
inputs maximize the achievable PDF rate. The proof relies on a channel enhancement
argument, which, like the idea to �rst consider an aligned channel, goes back to Wein-
garten et al. [137].

Theorem 3.6. For the aligned Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the maximum achievable
partial decode-and-forward (PDF) rate is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian
source and relay inputs.

Proof. Achievability: Let q ∼ N� (0,CQ), v ∼ N� (0,CV), xR ∼ N� (0,CR) be indepen-
dent,u = q+AxR, and xS = u+v such that xS ∼ N� (0,CS) withCS = CQ+ACRAH+CV.
Then, the mutual information terms characterizing the achievable PDF rate simplify to

I (u;yR |xR) = log det (CQ +CV + ZR) − log det (CV + ZR) ,

I (xS;yD |u , xR) = log det (CV + ZD) − log det (ZD) ,

I (xS , xR;yD) = log det (
CQ +CV + (HRD +A)CR (HRD +A)

H + ZD
)

− log det (ZD) .

(3.31)

We can therefore conclude that

RPDF ≥ RN�
PDF = max

R ,CQ ,CV ,CR ,A
R

s.t. R ≤ log det (CQ +CV + ZR) − log det (CV + ZR)

+ log det (CV + ZD) − log det (ZD) ,

R ≤ log det (
CQ +CV + (HRD +A)CR (HRD +A)

H + ZD
) − log det (ZD) ,

CQ ,CV ,CR < 0, tr(CQ +CV +ACRA
H) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR ,

(3.32)

where RN�
PDF denotes a rate that is achievable by means of the PDF strategy and proper

complex Gaussian channel inputs.
To simplify the optimization problem that speci�es RN�

PDF, let S = CQ +CV be the
covariance of the innovative signal q + v. Using this de�nition and applying a primal
decomposition approach to the PDF rate maximization problem above, we obtain

RN�
PDF = max

S
RN�

PDF (S ) s.t. S < 0, tr(S ) ≤ PS (3.33)
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with

RN�
PDF (S ) = max

R ,CR ,A
R

s.t. R ≤ log det (S + ZR) − log det (ZD)

+ max
04CV4S

log det (CV + ZD) − log det (CV + ZR) ,

R ≤ log det (
S + (HRD +A)CR (HRD +A)

H + ZD
) − log det (ZD) ,

CR < 0, tr(ACRA
H) ≤ PS − tr(S ), tr(CR) ≤ PR.

(3.34)

Next, consider the inner maximization problem

max
CV

log det (CV + ZD) − log det (CV + ZR) s.t. 0 4 CV 4 S , (3.35)

which up to the additive constant log det (ZR)−log det (ZD) is mathematically equivalent
to the optimization problem that yields the secrecy capacity of the aligned Gaussian
MIMO wiretap channel (vector Gaussian wiretap channel) under a shaping constraint,
cf. [84, Section II-A].5 Adopting the considerations from the proof of [84, Theorem 2], the
optimal value of the inner maximization problem given in (3.35) can thus be determined
as follows.

First, note that the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions are necessary conditions
for this problem. That is because the Abadie constraint quali�cation is automatically
satis�ed if all constraints are linear [6, Section 5.1] and because the KKT conditions
readily extend to problems with generalized inequalities such as positive semide�nite-
ness constraints [11, Section 5.9.2]. As a consequence, any optimizer C?

V of the inner
maximization problem must satisfy

(C?
V + ZD)

−1 + Λ1 = (C?
V + ZR)

−1 + Λ2 , (3.36a)
C?

VΛ1 = 0, (3.36b)
(S −C?

V )Λ2 = 0, (3.36c)

where Λ1 < 0 and Λ2 < 0 are Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the (generalized)
inequality constraints CV < 0 and S −CV < 0, respectively. Now, let Z such that

(C?
V + Z )

−1 = (C?
V + ZD)

−1 + Λ1. (3.37)

It then follows from (3.36b) that an explicit expression for Z (as a function of ZD and
the Lagrangian multiplier Λ1) is given by

Z = (Z −1
D + Λ1)

−1 , (3.38)

5Comparing the problems given in (3.35) and [84, eq. (17)], we see that the destination plays the role of
the legitimate receiver and the relay that of the eavesdropper.
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and because ZD � 0 and Λ1 < 0, we can conclude that Z � 0. Furthermore, (3.36a) and
the de�nition of Z in (3.37) imply that

(C?
V + Z )

−1 = (C?
V + ZR)

−1 + Λ2. (3.39)

By means of the variable Z , it is hence possible to determine the optimal value of
the inner maximization problem given in (3.35). To this end, note that

(C?
V + Z )Z

−1 = C?
VZ
−1 + I (a)

= C?
V (Z

−1
D + Λ1) + I

(b)
= C?

VZ
−1
D + I = (C?

V + ZD)Z
−1
D ,

(3.40)

where (a) follows from (3.38) and (b) is due to (3.36b). As a result,

det(C?
V + ZD)

det(ZD)
=

det(C?
V + Z )

det(Z ) . (3.41)

Similarly, it holds that

(S + Z ) (C?
V + Z )

−1 = (S −C?
V +C

?
V + Z ) (C

?
V + Z )

−1

= (S −C?
V ) (C

?
V + Z )

−1 + I
(c )
= (S −C?

V )
(
(C?

V + ZR)
−1 + Λ2

)
+ I

(d )
= (S −C?

V ) (C
?
V + ZR)

−1 + I

= (S −C?
V +C

?
V + ZR) (C

?
V + ZR)

−1

= (S + ZR) (C
?
V + ZR)

−1 ,

(3.42)

where (c ) and (d ) are due to (3.39) and (3.36c), respectively. Consequently, we obtain

det(C?
V + Z )

det(C?
V + ZR)

=
det(S + Z )
det(S + ZR)

. (3.43)

The optimal value of the inner problem can therefore be calculated as

log det(C?
V + ZD) − log det(C?

V + ZR)

= log
det(C?

V + ZD)

det(ZD)
− log

det(C?
V + ZR)

det(ZD)

(e )
= log

det(C?
V + Z )

det(Z ) − log
det(C?

V + ZR)

det(ZD)

= log
det(C?

V + Z )

det(C?
V + ZR)

− log det(Z )
det(ZD)

(f )
= log det(S + Z )

det(S + ZR)
− log det(Z )

det(ZD)

= log det (S + Z ) − log det (Z ) −
(
log det (S + ZR) − log det (ZD)

)
,

(3.44)
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where (e ) follows from (3.41) and ( f ) is due to (3.43). Using this result, it is straightfor-
ward to verify that RN�

PDF (S ) is equal to

RN�
PDF (S ) = max

R ,CR ,A
R

s.t. R ≤ log det (S + Z ) − log det (Z ) ,
R ≤ log det (

S + (HRD +A)CR (HRD +A)
H + ZD

) − log det (ZD) ,

CR < 0, tr(ACRA
H) ≤ PS − tr(S ), tr(CR) ≤ PR.

(3.45)

Converse: From (3.37), (3.39) and the positive semide�niteness of the Lagrangian
multipliers Λ1 and Λ2, it follows that

Z 4 ZD , Z 4 ZR. (3.46)

We can thus use the variable Z to de�ne an enhanced aligned Gaussian MIMO relay
channel. In particular, let Z̃R = Z and

ỹR = xS + ñR , ñR ∼ N� (0, Z̃R),

yD = xS +HRDxR + nD , nD ∼ N� (0,ZD).
(3.47)

Since Z 4 ZR, yR is a stochastically degraded version of ỹR, which implies I (u;yR |xR) ≤
I (u; ỹR |xR) for all feasible p (u , xS , xR), cf. Appendix B.2.2. As a result, we obtain

RPDF ≤ R̃PDF = max
p (u ,xS ,xR)

min
{
I (u; ỹR |xR) + I (xS;yD |u , xR), I (xS , xR;yD)

}
s.t. u↔ (xS , xR)↔ (yD , ỹR), tr(CS) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR. (3.48)

Moreover, as Z 4 ZD, it follows that yD is a stochastically degraded version of ỹR as
well. Therefore,

I (u; ỹR |xR) + I (xS;yD |u , xR) ≤ I (u; ỹR |xR) + I (xS; ỹR |u , xR)

= I (u , xS; ỹR |xR) = I (xS; ỹR |xR),
(3.49)

where the last equation is due to the Markov condition u↔ (xS , xR)↔ (yD , ỹR). The
optimal PDF strategy for the enhanced relay channel de�ned in (3.47) is hence equivalent
to DF, i.e., R̃PDF = R̃DF with

R̃DF = max
p (xS ,xR)

min
{
I (xS; ỹR |xR), I (xS , xR;yD)

}
s.t. tr(CS) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR. (3.50)

However, we know from Theorem 3.4 that the maximum achievable DF rate for any
Gaussian MIMO relay channel is attained by proper complex Gaussian channel inputs.
Consequently, the achievable PDF rate for the enhanced aligned Gaussian MIMO relay
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channel is maximized by letting q ∼ N� (0,CQ) and xR ∼ N� (0,CR) be independent
and xS = q +AxR such that xS ∼ N� (0,CS) with CS = CQ +ACRAH, i.e.,

R̃PDF = max
R ,CQ ,CR ,A

R

s.t. R ≤ log det (CQ + Z ) − log det (Z ) ,
R ≤ log det (

CQ + (HRD +A)CR (HRD +A)
H + ZD

) − log det (ZD) ,

CQ ,CR < 0, tr(CQ +ACRA
H) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR.

(3.51)

If we again apply a primal decomposition approach, this maximization problem can
equivalently be written as

R̃PDF = max
CQ

R̃PDF (CQ) s.t. CQ < 0, tr(CQ) ≤ PS , (3.52)

where

R̃PDF (CQ) = max
R ,CR ,A

R

s.t. R ≤ log det (CQ + Z ) − log det (Z ) ,
R ≤ log det (

CQ + (HRD +A)CR (HRD +A)
H + ZD

) − log det (ZD) ,

CR < 0, tr(ACRA
H) ≤ PS − tr(CQ), tr(CR) ≤ PR.

(3.53)

Comparing (3.45) to (3.53), we notice that R̃PDF (CQ) = RN�
PDF (S ) for CQ = S , from which

we can conclude that R̃PDF = RN�
PDF as the constraints in (3.33) and (3.52) are the same.

But since R̃PDF ≥ RPDF ≥ RN�
PDF in general, this implies RPDF = RN�

PDF. �

Note that the key to proving Theorem 3.6 is the primal decomposition approach in
the achievability part, which we use to split the complicated PDF rate maximization
problem into subproblems. That is because this approach leads to an inner optimization
problem that is well known from the secrecy capacity of the aligned Gaussian MIMO
wiretap channel under a shaping constraint, cf. [84, Section II-A]. In particular, both the
optimal value of this inner problem, which enables us to simplify the expression for the
achievable rate, and the enhanced channel, which we require for the converse, follow
from considerations similar to those in the proof of [84, Theorem 2].

However, there is a di�erence in how the channel enhancement argument is used
in the proofs of Theorem 3.6 and [84, Theorem 2]. Whereas the secrecy capacity of the
aligned Gaussian MIMO wiretap channel is derived by enhancing the channel to the
legitimate receiver, we enhance the channel from the source to the relay, which plays
the role of the eavesdropper in the inner problem. The reason for this is that enhancing
the source-to-destination channel would not have yielded the desired converse for our
purpose as the second mutual information term inside the minimum of (3.48) would
also have increased.
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Like for the aligned Gaussian MIMO wiretap channel, on the other hand, we can
explain the existence and the properties of the enhanced channel by considering the
special case where the noise covariances are diagonal, cf. [84, Section III]. In particular,
it follows from [83] that the achievable PDF rate for the parallel Gaussian relay channel is
maximized if the relay decodes the entire information transmitted over the subchannels
for which it receives a better signal than the destination and no information sent over
the subchannels for which its receive signal is worse.6 An enhanced relay channel for
which the achievable PDF rate does not increase can therefore be constructed as follows.
On any subchannel where the destination receives a better signal than the relay, reduce
the noise variance of the relay to that of the destination. Then, on every subchannel of
the resulting enhanced parallel Gaussian relay channel, the destination’s receive signal
is no better than the relay’s receive signal. The enhanced relay channel hence belongs
to the class of stochastically degraded relay channels, for which the optimal PDF strategy
reduces to DF, cf. Section 3.4.4.

Following this line of thought, the enhanced aligned Gaussian MIMO relay channel
de�ned in (3.47) can be interpreted as the stochastically degraded relay channel that
is obtained by reducing the noise covariance of the relay “just enough” such that RPDF
remains the same as for the original aligned relay channel. Because the noise covariances
ZR and ZD may have di�erent eigendirections, �nding this enhanced channel is more
involved than for the parallel Gaussian relay channel. However, the fact that such an
enhanced channel exists can be concluded from the derivation of [84, Theorem 2].

3.4.2 General Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

We now extend the result that jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs
maximize the achievable PDF rate to the general Gaussian MIMO relay channel. The
main idea for extending the proof from the aligned to the general case is adopted
from [137] again. We �rst argue that any Gaussian MIMO relay channel can be described
by a channel model with square channel gain matrices. Then, we use the singular value
decomposition (SVD) to enhance H SR and H SD by adding small perturbations to their
singular values such that the resulting channel gain matrices are invertible. Finally, we
show that the maximum achievable PDF rate for the original Gaussian MIMO relay
channel can be obtained by a limit process on the maximum achievable PDF rate for
the enhanced (perturbed) relay channel.

Theorem 3.7. For the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the maximum achievable partial
decode-and-forward (PDF) rate is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian source and
relay inputs.

6As pointed out in [83, Remark 2], the parallel relay channel is not a simple combination of independent
subchannels since information sent to the relay on one subchannel may be forwarded to the destination on
other subchannels. Consequently, it would not be entirely accurate to state that the optimal PDF strategy
reduces to DF/P2P transmission on subchannels where the source-to-relay channel is better/worse than
the source-to-destination channel.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that H SR ,H SD ,HRD ∈ �N ×N with
N = max {NS ,NR ,ND}. If this is not the case, we can augment the matrices with zeros
to obtain an equivalent Gaussian MIMO relay channel with square N × N channel gain
matrices that preserves the achievable PDF rate under the same power constraints. As
previously discussed, we may also assume that the additive Gaussian noise is white, i.e.,
ZR = ZD = IN .

Achievability: Let q ∼ N� (0,CQ), v ∼ N� (0,CV), xR ∼ N� (0,CR) be independent,
u = q +AxR, and xS = u + v such that xS ∼ N� (0,CS) with CS = CQ +ACRAH +CV.
Then, the rate

RN�
PDF = max

CQ ,CV ,CR ,A
RN�

PDF (CQ ,CV ,CR ,A)

s.t. CQ ,CV ,CR < 0, tr(CQ +CV +ACRA
H) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR (3.54)

is achievable with jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs, where

RN�
PDF (CQ ,CV ,CR ,A) = min

{
log det

(
I +H SR (CQ +CV)H

H
SR

)
−log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
, log det

(
I +H SD (CQ +CV)H

H
SD +HCRH

H
)}

(3.55)

and H = HRD +H SDA.

Converse: Suppose the SVDs of H SR and H SD are given by

H SR = USRΣSRV
H

SR , H SD = USDΣSDV
H

SD , (3.56)

where USR ,USD ,VSR ,VSD ∈ �N ×N are the unitary matrices containing the singular
vectors, and where the diagonal matrices ΣSR , ΣSD ∈ �N ×N

+ contain the singular values
of H SR and H SD, respectively. Moreover, let

H̄ SR = USR (ΣSR + εI)V H
SR , H̄ SD = USD (ΣSD + εI)V H

SD (3.57)

for some ε > 0, and consider the following enhanced Gaussian MIMO relay channel:

ȳR = H̄ SRxS + nR , nR ∼ N� (0, IN ),
ȳD = H̄ SDxS +HRDxR + nD , nD ∼ N� (0, IN ).

(3.58)

Since both H̄ SR and H̄ SD are invertible, this relay channel is equivalent to an aligned
Gaussian MIMO relay channel with ZR = (H̄H

SRH̄ SR)
−1 and ZD = (H̄H

SDH̄ SD)
−1, for

which the achievable PDF rate is maximized by proper complex Gaussian channel
inputs, cf. Theorem 3.6. Furthermore, note that

H SR = MSRH̄ SR , MSR = USRΣSR (ΣSR + εI)−1U H
SR 4 IN ,

H SD = MSDH̄ SD , MSD = USDΣSD (ΣSD + εI)−1U H
SD 4 IN ,

(3.59)
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which according to [114, Lemma 5] is equivalent to

HH
SRH SR 4 H̄H

SRH̄ SR , HH
SDH SD 4 H̄H

SDH̄ SD. (3.60)

However, this means that yR and yD are stochastically degraded versions of ȳR and ȳD,
respectively, cf. Appendix B.2.2. As a result, we have

R̄N�
PDF = R̄PDF ≥ RPDF ≥ RN�

PDF , (3.61)

where

R̄N�
PDF = max

CQ ,CV ,CR ,A
R̄N�

PDF (CQ ,CV ,CR ,A)

s.t. CQ ,CV ,CR < 0, tr(CQ +CV +ACRA
H) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR (3.62)

is the maximum achievable PDF rate for the enhanced Gaussian MIMO relay channel
de�ned in (3.58),

R̄N�
PDF (CQ ,CV ,CR ,A) = min

{
log det

(
I + H̄ SR (CQ +CV)H̄

H
SR

)
−log det

(
I + H̄ SRCVH̄

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I + H̄ SDCVH̄

H
SD

)
, log det

(
I + H̄ SD (CQ +CV)H̄

H
SD + H̄CRH̄

H
)}
, (3.63)

and H̄ = HRD+H̄ SDA. The proof can hence be completed by showing that R̄N�
PDF → RN�

PDF
as ε → 0.

To this end, suppose CQ ,CV ,CR, and A are �xed. Then, R̄N�
PDF (CQ ,CV ,CR ,A) is a

continuous function of ε since it is the pointwise minimum of two functions that are
continuous in ε . As a consequence,

lim
ε→0

R̄N�
PDF (CQ ,CV ,CR ,A) = RN�

PDF (CQ ,CV ,CR ,A). (3.64)

Because (3.64) holds for any A and CQ ,CV ,CR < 0, it also holds for the maximizers
C?

Q ,C
?
V ,C

?
R ,A

? of the problem given in (3.62). In addition, these maximizers also satisfy
the constraints of (3.54), which means that

lim
ε→0

R̄N�
PDF = lim

ε→0
R̄N�

PDF (C
?
Q ,C

?
V ,C

?
R ,A

?) = RN�
PDF (C

?
Q ,C

?
V ,C

?
R ,A

?) ≤ RN�
PDF. (3.65)

But since R̄N�
PDF ≥ RN�

PDF in general, this implies limε→0 R̄N�
PDF = RN�

PDF. �

Because the maximum achievable PDF rate is attained by jointly Gaussian source
and relay inputs, xS can indeed be decomposed as xS = q +AxR + v with q, xR, and v

being independent. However, like for the DF strategy, it is not convenient to express the
correlation of xS and xR by means of A and CR if one actually wants to evaluate RPDF.
This is again because the corresponding maximization problem would then contain the
product ACRAH of two optimization variables.
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For the purpose of avoiding this issue, let us de�ne u = q +AxR. In this case, the
source input can be represented as

xS = u + v (3.66)

with u and xR being correlated by design (to enable cooperative transmission from the
source and the relay to the destination) and independent of v. The joint covariance
matrix of the source and relay inputs is consequently equal to

C =


u + v

xR



u + v

xR



H
=


CU +CV CUR
CH

UR CR


=


CU CUR
CH

UR CR


+

CV 0

0 0


, (3.67)

where CU and CV denote the covariance matrices of u and v, respectively, and where
CUR is the cross-covariance matrix that speci�es the correlation between xS and xR. If
we further de�ne Č to be the joint covariance matrix of u and xR, it follows that

C = Č + DH
SCVDS. (3.68)

Note also that like for the discrete memoryless relay channel, we then obtain RPDF = RDF
if u = xS and RPDF = RP2P if u = 0, where

RP2P = max
p (xS)

I (xS;yD |xR = 0) s.t. tr(CS) ≤ PS. (3.69)

Remark 3.5. The auxiliary variable u represents the part of the source message the
relay has to decode in the PDF strategy, which means that u must contain q and that it
must not contain v. It is hence also possible to de�ne u = q, in which case the source
input can be expressed as xS = u + w with w = AxR + v and xR being correlated by
design and independent of u. But setting u = xS would then imply that xS and xR
are independent, and input distributions that factor as p (xS , xR) = p (xS)p (xR) do not
always attain the maximum achievable DF rate. For this reason, we shall mostly prefer
the de�nition where the cooperative part AxR of the source input belongs to u.

Using the decomposition of xS de�ned in (3.66) and jointly Gaussian source and
relay inputs, i.e., v ∼ N� (0,CV) and [ u

xR
] ∼ N� (0, Č ), the mutual information terms

which characterize the achievable PDF rate hence simplify to

I (u;yR |xR) = log det
(
I +H SR (CU|R +CV)H

H
SR

)
− log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
,

I (xS;yD |u , xR) = log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
,

I (xS , xR;yD) = log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD +H {SR}DČH

H
{SR}D

)
,

(3.70)

where, for simplicity, we have assumed the Gaussian noise to be white again, and
whereCU|R = CU −CURC+RC

H
UR denotes the conditional covariance matrix of u given xR,

cf. (3.12). The maximum achievable PDF rate for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is
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therefore equal to

RPDF = max
R ,Č ,CV

R

s.t. R ≤ log det
(
I +H SR (CU|R +CV)H

H
SR

)
− log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD +H {SR}DČH

H
{SR}D

)
,

Č ,CV < 0, tr(CV + DSČD
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRČD

H
R) ≤ PR.

(3.71)

Note that we can again introduce an auxiliary variable CQ to relax and reformulate
the equality constraint on the conditional covariance matrix CU|R, cf. (3.14). It is then
straightforward to show that RPDF can equivalently be determined as the solution of
the following optimization problem:

RPDF = max
R ,Č ,CQ ,CV

R

s.t. R ≤ log det
(
I +H SR (CQ +CV)H

H
SR

)
− log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD +H {SR}DČH

H
{SR}D

)
,

Č − DH
SCQDS < 0, CQ ,CV < 0,

tr(CV + DSČD
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRČD

H
R) ≤ PR.

(3.72)

Moreover, if one wants to emphasize the in�uence of the innovative components and
the cooperative part of xS on the achievable PDF rate, it is possible to reformulate the
problem once more. In particular, if C̄ = Č − DH

SCQDS, it follows that

RPDF = max
R ,C̄ ,CQ ,CV

R

s.t. R ≤ log det
(
I +H SR (CQ +CV)H

H
SR

)
− log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ log det
(
I +H SD (CQ +CV)H

H
SD +H {SR}DC̄H

H
{SR}D

)
,

C̄ ,CQ ,CV < 0, tr(CQ +CV + DSC̄D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC̄D

H
R) ≤ PR ,

(3.73)

where CQ denotes the covariance matrix of the cooperative part to be decoded by the
relay, CV represents the covariance matrix of the innovative part not to be decoded
by the relay, and where C̄ can be interpreted as the joint covariance matrix of the
cooperative part AxR of the source input xS and the relay input xR.7

7Another equivalent problem could be obtained by de�ning Ĉ = C̄ + DH
SCVDS. In fact, the resulting

optimization problem would correspond to the case where u = q such that xS = u + w with w = AxR + v
and Ĉ being equal to the joint covariance matrix of w and xR.
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We remark that if CV = 0, the problems given in (3.72) and (3.73) reduce to the DF
rate maximization problems given in (3.24) and (3.26), respectively. As opposed to the
latter, the optimization problems that determine RPDF are not convex though. This is
because of the term − log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
in the �rst constraint on R, which results

from the fact that v must be considered as interference at the relay.

3.4.3 Suboptimal Partial Decode-and-Forward Rates

Since evaluating RPDF would thus require to solve a di�cult nonconvex optimization
problem, we instead consider two approaches that yield suboptimal solutions to the
rate maximization problem given in (3.72). The �rst one is based on zero-forcing (ZF)
the interference the relay would su�er from, i.e., the part of the source input the relay
is not supposed to decode, which is a common way to deal with interference in wireless
communication systems, cf. [9, 50, 128], for example. The second approach uses the so-
called inner approximation algorithm (IAA), which solves a sequence of approximating
convex optimization problems instead of the original nonconvex one [88].

3.4.3.1 Zero-Forcing PDF Approach

In order to suppress the interference the relay would otherwise su�er from, we introduce
a ZF receive �lter G at the relay and require that all possible realizations of v satisfy
GH SRv = 0. Because v is a zero-mean proper complex Gaussian random vector, this
condition is equivalent to

GH SRCVH
H
SRG

H = 0, (3.74)

which is linear in CV. By adding the ZF condition to (3.72), the PDF rate maximization
problem hence becomes a convex problem provided thatG is �xed. Naturally, this raises
the question of what is a good choice forG . As there is no clear-cut answer from theory,
two di�erent types of ZF receive �lters are considered below. The �rst one performs
an antenna selection for signal reception at the relay, whereas the second one uses a
selection of left singular vectors of the channel gain matrix H SR to form G.

Antenna Selection Let A = {a1 , . . . , a |A | } be an index set such that ∅ ⊆ A ⊆ INR ,
where INR = {1, . . . ,NR}, and let ei ∈ {0, 1}NR denote the i-th canonical unit vector of
dimension NR. Then, if we apply the relay receive �lter

GAS = FA = [ea1 , . . . , ea |A | ]H ∈ {0, 1} |A | ×NR , (3.75)

only a selection A ⊆ INR of all available antennas is used for signal reception at the
relay. For this choice of G, the ZF condition reads as

FAH SRCVH
H
SRF

H
A = 0 |A | × |A | , (3.76)
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or equivalently, range(CV) ⊆ null(FAH SR). Since GASGH
AS = FAFH

A = I |A | , it is straight-
forward to verify that all rates up to

R̃A
AS = max

R ,Č ,CQ ,CV
R

s.t. R ≤ log det
(
I + FAH SRCQH

H
SRF

H
A
)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD +H {SR}DČH

H
{SR}D

)
,

Č − DH
SCQDS < 0, CQ ,CV < 0, FAH SRCVH

H
SRF

H
A = 0,

tr(CV + DSČD
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRČD

H
R) ≤ PR

(3.77)

can be achieved by means of the considered ZF PDF scheme with relay receive �lter
GAS = FA.

Now, let ČA ,CA
Q ,C

A
V denote the optimizers of the convex optimization problem

above. It then follows from the data processing inequality [24, Theorem 2.8.1] that
for given channel inputs, the information rate on the source-to-relay link cannot be
improved by applying a relay receive �lter. Since ČA ,CA

Q ,C
A
V also satisfy the constraints

of (3.72), this implies that by dropping the ZF �lter, all rates smaller than or equal to

RA
AS = min

{
log det

(
I +H SR (C

A
Q +C

A
V )H

H
SR

)
− log det

(
I +H SRC

A
VH

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDC

A
VH

H
SD

)
, log det

(
I +H SDC

A
VH

H
SD +H {SR}DČ

AHH
{SR}D

)}
(3.78)

are achievable with the selection A, where RA
AS ≥ R̃A

AS. The best rate we can achieve
using the proposed antenna selection ZF approach is then given by

RAS = max
∅⊆A⊆INR

RA
AS. (3.79)

Because RA
AS needs to be evaluated for any possible selection ∅ ⊆ A ⊆ INR , we have

to solve 2NR convex optimization problems in order to determine RAS. Note also that
RAS ≥ max{RDF , RP2P}. This is easily veri�ed as RP2P is obtained by letting A = ∅ and
Č = 0 in (3.77), whereas choosing A = INR and CV = 0 yields RDF.

Remark 3.6. For actually solving the problem given in (3.77), the ZF condition should
be rewritten as tr(FAH SRCVH

H
SRF

H
A) = 0. Since FAH SRCVH

H
SRF

H
A < 0, this is equivalent

to FAH SRCVH
H
SRF

H
A = 0 and avoids specifying redundant constraints.

SVD-Based Zero-Forcing Obviously, the design of GAS does not take into account the
channel properties. Therefore, we also want to consider a more sophisticated relay
receive �lter that is based on the SVD of the source-to-relay channel gain matrix. To
this end, let the SVD of H SR be given as

H SR = USRΣSRV
H

SR , (3.80)
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whereUSR ∈ �NR ×NR andVSR ∈ �NS ×NS are the unitary matrices containing the left and
right singular vectors ofH SR, respectively, and where the diagonal matrixΣSR ∈ �NR ×NS

+

is assumed to contain the singular values of H SR in descending order. Furthermore, let
B denote an index set such that ∅ ⊆ B ⊆ Irank(HSR) . For a given selection B, we then
choose the ZF receive �lter based on the left singular vectors of H SR as

GSVD = FBU
H
SR ∈ � |B | ×NR , (3.81)

where FB is de�ned in the same manner as FA in (3.75). We remark that receive �lters
of this type are also considered in [10, 146], where they are used to implement ZF
beamforming schemes for the Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel.

For this choice of G, the ZF condition requires that range(CV) ⊆ null(FBU H
SRH SR),

which can equivalently be expressed as

FBV
H

SRCVVSRF
H
B = 0 |B | × |B | (3.82)

since null(FBU H
SRH SR) = null(FBV H

SR) for B ⊆ Irank(HSR) . Moreover, note that GSVD also
satis�es GSVDGH

SVD = FBU H
SRUSRFH

B = I |B | . By applying the PDF scheme with ZF receive
�lter GSVD = FBU H

SR at the relay, we can thus achieve all rates R ≤ R̃B
SVD, where

R̃B
SVD = max

R ,Č ,CQ ,CV
R

s.t. R ≤ log det
(
I + FBΣSRV

H
SRCQVSRΣ

H
SRF

H
B
)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD +H {SR}DČH

H
{SR}D

)
,

Č − DH
SCQDS < 0, CQ ,CV < 0, FBV

H
SRCVVSRF

H
B = 0,

tr(CV + DSČD
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRČD

H
R) ≤ PR.

(3.83)

Let ČB ,CB
Q ,C

B
V denote the optimizers of this optimization problem. Using the same

arguments as for the antenna selection ZF approach, it follows that all rates up to

RB
SVD = min

{
log det

(
I +H SR (C

B
Q +C

B
V)H

H
SR

)
− log det

(
I +H SRC

B
VH

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDC

B
VH

H
SD

)
, log det

(
I +H SDC

B
VH

H
SD +H {SR}DČ

BHH
{SR}D

)}
(3.84)

are achievable, where RB
SVD ≥ R̃B

SVD due to the data processing inequality. The best rate
we can achieve with the SVD-based ZF approach is then obtained by considering all
possible selections B, i.e.,

RSVD = max
∅⊆B⊆Irank(HSR )

RB
SVD. (3.85)

While it is easily shown that RSVD ≥ max{RDF , RP2P} again, we cannot make a
general statement about whether RSVD is smaller or larger than RAS. However, note that
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choosing A = B = ∅ yields RA
AS = RB

SVD = RP2P, whereas RA
AS = RB

SVD ≥ RDF if A = INR

and B = Irank(HSR) are the maximum index sets. Finally, we remark that evaluating
RSVD requires to solve at most the same number of convex optimization problems that
are necessary to determine RAS because rank(H SR) ≤ min{NS ,NR}.

3.4.3.2 Inner Approximation Algorithm

In contrast to the ZF approach, where the PDF rate maximization problem is treated from
the perspective of a communications engineer, we now consider a general mathematical
approach to deal with nonconvex optimization problems. In particular, we apply the
inner approximation algorithm (IAA), which is explained in more detail in Appendix A.1,
to the problem given in (3.72).

For this purpose, we �rst rewrite the nonconvex PDF rate maximization problem in
hypograph form, where the compact constraint set is speci�ed by the seven inequality
constraint functions д1 , . . . ,д7 such that дi (R , Č ,CQ ,CV) ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , 7}:8

RPDF = max
R ,Č ,CQ ,CV

R

s.t. д1 (·) = log det
(
I +H SR (CQ +CV)H

H
SR

)
− log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
− R ≥ 0,

д2 (·) = log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD +H {SR}DČH

H
{SR}D

)
− R ≥ 0,

д3 (·) = Č − DH
SCQDS < 0, д4 (·) = CQ < 0, д5 (·) = CV < 0,

д6 (·) = PS − tr(CV + DSČD
H
S ) ≥ 0, д7 (·) = PR − tr(DRČD

H
R) ≥ 0.

(3.86)

Clearly, the objective function of this problem is linear and the inequality constraint
functions are di�erentiable. Furthermore, all inequality constraint functions except
for д1 are jointly concave in the optimization variables.

The principle of the IAA is to solve a sequence of convex optimization problems
in which the nonconcave inequality constraint functions are approximated by concave
ones. In order to apply the IAA to the nonconvex problem given in (3.86), we thus have
to approximate д1. To this end, note that д1 can be expressed as the sum of a concave
and a convex function. In particular, with

д1a (R,CQ ,CV) = log det
(
I +H SR (CQ +CV)H

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
− R ,

д1b (CV) = − log det
(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
,

(3.87)

8Note that constraints of the form A < B can be thought of as generalized inequalities induced by the
proper cone of positive semide�nite matrices, cf. [11, Section 2.4]. This does not pose any problems for
the application of the IAA as the convex optimization theory the IAA relies on extends from ordinary
optimization problems to problems with generalized inequalities, cf. [11, Section 5.9].
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it follows that

д1 (R , Č ,CQ ,CV) = д1a (R,CQ ,CV) + д1b (CV), (3.88)

where д1a is concave and д1b is convex. This is because log det (I +HCHH) is concave
in C < 0 as previously discussed in Section 3.2. Since the sum of concave functions
is concave again [11, Section 3.2.1], a concave approximation of д1 can be obtained by
approximating only the convex part д1b.

Now, suppose we have solved the approximating convex optimization problem in
iteration k − 1, and assume that R (k−1)

IAA , Č
(k−1) ,C (k−1)

Q ,C (k−1)
V denote the optimizers. The

concave function д̃1b (CV;C (k−1)
V ) which is used to approximate д1b (CV) in iteration k

must then satisfy the following properties, cf. Appendix A.1:

д1b (CV) ≥ д̃1b (CV;C (k−1)
V ),∀CV < 0, (3.89a)

д1b (C
(k−1)
V ) = д̃1b (C

(k−1)
V ;C (k−1)

V ), (3.89b)
∇д1b (C

(k−1)
V ) = ∇д̃1b (C

(k−1)
V ;C (k−1)

V ). (3.89c)

Therefore, we can choose д̃1b (CV;C (k−1)
V ) to be the �rst-order Taylor series of д1b around

C (k−1)
V , which is an a�ne function that by de�nition satis�es (3.89b) and (3.89c), cf. [90,

Section 5.4]. Moreover, condition (3.89a) then holds because the �rst-order Taylor series
is a global underestimator for convex functions, cf. [11, Section 3.1.3].

In order to to determine д̃1b (CV;C (k−1)
V ), we require the gradient of д1b at C (k−1)

V . If,
for simplicity, we assume the logarithm to be the natural logarithm here, i.e., log = loge ,
this gradient is given by [38]

∇д1b (C
(k−1)
V ) = −HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SR 4 0. (3.90)

Consequently, we obtain

д̃1b (CV;C (k−1)
V ) = д1b (C

(k−1)
V ) +

〈
∇д1b (C

(k−1)
V ),CV −C (k−1)

V

〉
= c (C (k−1)

V ) − tr
(
HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SRCV
)
,

(3.91)

where the standard inner product between complex matrices 〈A,B〉 = tr (AHB) has been
used, cf. [91, Section 5.3], and where

c (C (k−1)
V ) = д1b (C

(k−1)
V ) −

〈
∇д1b (C

(k−1)
V ),C (k−1)

V

〉
= − log det

(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)
+ tr

(
HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SRC
(k−1)
V

)
(3.92)

has been introduced to collect all terms of the Taylor series that do not depend on CV.
Accordingly, the concave function we use to approximate the inequality constraint
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function д1 in iteration k is given by

д̃1 (R ,CQ ,CV;C (k−1)
V ) = д1a (R ,CQ ,CV) + д̃1b (CV;C (k−1)

V )

= log det
(
I +H SR (CQ +CV)H

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
− R + c (C (k−1)

V ) − tr
(
HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SRCV
)
,

(3.93)

which means that the approximating convex optimization problem that needs to be
solved in the k-th iteration of the IAA reads as

R (k )
IAA = max

R ,Č ,CQ ,CV
R

s.t. R ≤ log det
(
I +H SR (CQ +CV)H

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
+ c (C (k−1)

V ) − tr
(
HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SRCV
)
,

R ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD +H {SR}DČH

H
{SR}D

)
,

Č − DH
SCQDS < 0, CQ ,CV < 0,

tr(CV + DSČD
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRČD

H
R) ≤ PR.

(3.94)

Note that the sequence
{
R (k )

IAA

}
is nondecreasing in k , i.e., R (k )

IAA ≥ R (k−1)
IAA ,∀k ∈ �, as

the optimizers of iteration k − 1 are also feasible for the approximating convex problem
in iteration k . Since any sequence element is upper bounded by CCSB, we can conclude
that

{
R (k )

IAA

}
converges. Beyond this obvious result, the following can be stated with

regard to the convergence of the IAA:

Theorem 3.8. The IAA stops at a Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) point of the original
nonconvex problem, or the limit of any convergent subsequence is a KKT point.

Proof. See [88]. �

That is, if the optimization variables of the approximating convex problems converge,
the IAA yields a KKT point of the original optimization problem. However, since the
original problem is nonconvex, the KKT conditions are not always su�cient for local
optimality so that a KKT point is not necessarily a local maximizer.

In addition, note that convergence usually occurs only in the limit as k → ∞, which
means that we have to de�ne a practical termination criterion for the IAA. To this end,
let e (k )

s = R (k )
IAA − R (k−s )

IAA , s ∈ �. Although the nonnegative sequence
{
e (k )
s

}
need not be

decreasing in k , we can choose the absolute rate improvement e (k )
s or the relative rate

improvement e (k )
s /R

(k )
IAA over the last s iterations as termination criterion. In this case,

the IAA stops after iteration K > s if

e (K )
s < δ or e (K )

s

R (K )

IAA
< δ , (3.95)
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where δ > 0 speci�es a prede�ned accuracy. We remark that choosing s = 1 causes the
IAA to stop if there is only one iteration with little improvement in the objective value.
As e (k )

s � e (k−1)
s in general, better results are usually obtained by choosing s > 1.

Now, suppose the absolute or the relative rate improvement is used as termination
criterion and the IAA stops after iteration K . Then, the rate

RIAA = min
{
log det

(
I +H SR (C

(K )

Q +C
(K )

V )HH
SR

)
− log det

(
I +H SRC

(K )

V HH
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDC

(K )

V HH
SD

)
, log det

(
I +H SDC

(K )

V HH
SD +H {SR}DČ

(K )HH
{SR}D

)}
(3.96)

can be achieved by means of the PDF strategy, where RPDF ≥ RIAA ≥ R (K )

IAA. Note that the
last inequality is due to the fact that the approximated constraint is always stricter than
the original one. Moreover, since the IAA uses local approximations of the nonconcave
inequality constraint function, RIAA strongly depends on the initialization, i.e., on C (0)

V .
However, by appropriate choices of C (0)

V , it can easily be guaranteed that RIAA ≥ RDF
and/or RIAA ≥ RP2P, cf. Section 4.2.2.

3.4.4 Optimal Partial Decode-and-Forward Rates for Special Cases

Since an algorithm to (e�ciently) compute the optimal solution of the optimization
given in (3.72) has yet to be derived, the maximum achievable PDF rate for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel cannot always be determined. Therefore, the focus of this section
is on special cases for which it is possible to evaluate RPDF.

As a �rst step towards this end, note that CCSB, RDF, and RP2P can all be determined
as the solutions of convex optimization problems, cf. Proposition 3.3, Proposition 3.5,
and [122], respectively. We can therefore evaluate RPDF whenever the optimal PDF
strategy is equivalent to the DF strategy or direct transmission, or if the PDF strategy
achieves the CSB. Recall that for the discrete memoryless relay channel, such special
cases include the degraded relay channel (RPDF = RDF = CCSB), the reversely degraded
relay channel (RPDF = RP2P = CCSB), the semideterministic relay channel (RPDF = CCSB),
and the relay channel with orthogonal sender components (RPDF = CCSB), cf. Section 2.4.
Unfortunately, only one of these four special cases is also relevant for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel considered in this work. In particular:

(a) The Gaussian MIMO relay channel is never degraded according to the system
model de�ned in Section 3.1. The reason for this is that the Markov chain condition
xS ↔ (xR ,yR) ↔ yD can never be satis�ed if the noise vectors nR and nD are
independent.

(b) Likewise, the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is never reversely degraded.
(c) The Gaussian MIMO relay channel is never semideterministic according to the

system model de�ned in Section 3.1. This is because the de�ning condition of the
semideterministic relay channel requires that yR be a function of (xS , xR), which
is not satis�ed unless there is no noise at the relay.
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(d) The de�nition of the relay channel with orthogonal sender components can be
extended to the Gaussian MIMO relay channel as follows:

Definition 3.2. The Gaussian MIMO relay channel is said to have orthogonal sender
components if row(H S{RD}) = row(H SR) ⊥ row(H SD), i.e., if row(H S{RD}) is the direct
sum of the two orthogonal subspaces row(H SR) and row(H SD).

Remark 3.7. Here, we assume that XS = row(H S{RD}) = null⊥ (H S{RD}). This is without
loss of generality, however, as yR = nR and yD = HRDxR +nD for any xS ∈ null(H S{RD}).
Similarly, we may also assume that X ′S = row(H SR) and X ′′S = row(H SD).

Note that according to this de�nition, the Gaussian MIMO relay channel has or-
thogonal sender components if and only if row(H S{RD}) = row(H SR) + row(H SD) such
that row(H SR) ⊆ null(H SD) and row(H SD) ⊆ null(H SR). Moreover, this condition is
equivalent to p (yD ,yR |xS , xR) = p (yR |x ′S , xR)p (yD |x ′′S , xR) for all (x ′S , x

′′
S , xR ,yD ,yR) ∈

X ′S × X ′′S × XR × YD × YR, where X ′S = row(H SR) and X ′′S = row(H SD) constitute an
orthogonal decomposition of the source alphabet XS = row(H S{RD}), cf. De�nition 2.1
for the discrete memoryless relay channel. While this shows that De�nition 3.2 provides
an appropriate characterization of the Gaussian MIMO relay channel with orthogonal
sender components, the following proposition states an equivalent condition that is
much easier to work with:

Proposition 3.9. The Gaussian MIMO relay channel has orthogonal sender components
if and only if H SRH

H
SD = 0.

Proof. This result follows from the facts that row(H S{RD}) = row(H SR) + row(H SD) is
always satis�ed and that both row(H SR) = null⊥ (H SR) = range(HH

SR) ⊆ null(H SD) and
row(H SD) = null⊥ (H SD) = range(HH

SD) ⊆ null(H SR) are equivalent to the condition
stated in the proposition. �

Clearly, this is a very stringent condition on the channel gain matrices H SR and
H SD, which will not be satis�ed unless one assigns nonoverlapping frequency bands
to the channels from the source to the relay and the destination.9 However, the relay
then operates in half-duplex mode, which is not what we focus on in this �rst part of
the work. Nevertheless, it can be shown that like for the discrete memoryless case, the
PDF strategy achieves the CSB for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel with orthogonal
sender components.

Theorem 3.10. For the GaussianMIMO relay channel with orthogonal sender components,
the partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy achieves the cut-set bound (CSB), i.e., RPDF =

CCSB.

9The Gaussian relay channel where the channel from the source to the relay uses a di�erent frequency
band is referred to as sender frequency-division Gaussian relay channel in [34, Section 16.6.3].
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Proof. With XS = row(H S{RD}), X ′S = row(H SR), and X ′′S = row(H SD), it follows from
De�nition 3.2 thatXS = X ′S⊕X ′′S . For anyxS ∈ XS, there hence exist uniquex ′S ∈ X ′S and
x ′′S ∈ X ′′S such that xS = x ′S + x

′′
S [93, Lemma 4.10.1], which means that xS ≡ (x ′S , x

′′
S ).

As a result, we can follow the steps for the discrete memoryless relay channel with
orthogonal sender components [36] to show that the two mutual information terms
characterizing the CSB simplify to

I (xS;yR ,yD |xR) = I (x ′S;yR |xR) + I (x
′′
S ;yD |xR),

I (xS , xR;yD) = I (x ′′S , xR;yD).
(3.97)

Moreover, tr(CS) = tr(C ′S +C
′′
S ) since x ′H

S x ′′S = 0 for any (x ′S , x
′′
S ) ∈ X ′ × X ′′S . For the

Gaussian MIMO relay channel with orthogonal sender components, the CSB is thus
equal to

CCSB = max
p (x ′S ,x

′′
S ,xR)

min
{
I (x ′S;yR |xR) + I (x

′′
S ;yD |xR), I (x

′′
S , xR;yD)

}
s.t. tr(C ′S +C

′′
S ) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR , (3.98)

where it su�ces to maximize over all joint probability density functions of the form
p (x ′S , x

′′
S , xR) = p (x ′S |xR)p (x ′′S |xR)p (xR). The rate speci�ed by this problem can be

achieved using the PDF strategy with u = q = x ′S, i.e., if the auxiliary variable u is
de�ned to only contain the innovative part of xS the relay must decode. �

For the Gaussian MIMO relay channel with orthogonal sender components, we can
therefore conclude from Proposition 3.3 that RPDF can be determined as the solution of a
convex optimization problem. As previously stated, however, the Gaussian MIMO relay
channel with orthogonal sender components is characterized by the very restrictive
condition that the row spaces of H SR and H SD be orthogonal.

In the following, we identify two more relevant classes of relay channels for which
convex optimization techniques can be used to evaluate RPDF, the stochastically degraded
and the reversely stochastically degraded Gaussian relay channel, where either the source-
to-relay or the source-to-destination channel is better than the other one.

Definition 3.3. The Gaussian MIMO relay channel is said to be stochastically degraded
if HH

SRZ
−1
R H SR < HH

SDZ
−1
D H SD. Similarly, the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is said to be

reversely stochastically degraded if HH
SRZ

−1
R H SR 4 HH

SDZ
−1
D H SD. If the Gaussian MIMO

relay channel is either stochastically or reversely stochastically degraded, it is said to
be of stochastically degraded nature.

For stochastically degraded and reversely stochastically degraded Gaussian relay
channels, we show below that RPDF = RDF and RPDF = RP2P, respectively. Of course,
this immediately implies that the maximum achievable PDF rate for any Gaussian relay
channel of stochastically degraded nature can be determined as the solution of a convex
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optimization problem, cf. Proposition 3.5 and [122]. In order to prove the two results,
which are formalized in Theorems 3.12 and 3.13, we make use of the following lemma
(which was already applied in the derivation of Theorem 3.7):

Lemma 3.11. Let H 1 ∈ �N1 ×M and H 2 ∈ �N2 ×M , then HH
1H 1 < HH

2H 2 if and only if
there exists anM ∈ �N2 ×N1 such that H 2 = MH 1 andMMH 4 IN2 .

Proof. See [114, Lemma 5]. �

Theorem 3.12. If the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is stochastically degraded, the opti-
mal partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy is equivalent to the decode-and-forward (DF)
strategy, i.e., RPDF = RDF.

Proof. Applying Lemma 3.11 to H 1 = Z −1/2
R H SR and H 2 = Z −1/2

D H SD, it follows that
the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is stochastically degraded if and only if there exists
an M ∈ �ND ×NR such that H SD = MH SR and MZRMH 4 ZD. We thus have

I (xS;yD |u , xR) = I (xS;H SDxS +HRDxR + nD |u , xR)

= I (xS;H SDxS + nD |u , xR) = I (xS;MH SRxS + nD |u , xR)

(a)
= I (xS;M (H SRxS + nR) + ñ |u , xR)

(b)≤ I (xS;M (H SRxS + nR) |u , xR)
(c )≤ I (xS;H SRxS + nR |u , xR) = I (xS;yR |u , xR) ,

(3.99)

where in (a) we have de�ned ñ ∼ N� (0,ZD−MZRMH) to be independent of xS, xR, and
nR, (b) is due to the fact that M (H SRxS+nR)+ñ is a degraded version of M (H SRxS+nR),
and (c ) follows from the data processing inequality [24, Theorem 2.8.1] and the Markov
chain xS↔H SRxS + nR↔M (H SRxS + nR). As a consequence,

I (u;yR |xR) + I (xS;yD |u , xR) ≤ I (u;yR |xR) + I (xS;yR |u , xR)

= I (u , xS;yR |xR) = I (xS;yR |xR),
(3.100)

where the last equation is due to the Markov relationship u↔ (xS , xR)↔ (yR ,yD). Now,
let P = {

p (xS , xR) : tr(CS) ≤ PS , tr(CR) ≤ PR
} denote the set of feasible channel input

distributions, then

RPDF ≤ max
p (xS ,xR)∈P

min
{
I (xS;yR |xR), I (xS , xR;yD)

}
= RDF. (3.101)

But since RPDF ≥ RDF in general, it follows that RPDF = RDF. �

Note that the proof of Theorem 3.12 does not rely on the optimal channel input
distribution. Rather, it is based on the fact that the stochastic degradedness condition
HH

SRZ
−1
R H SR < HH

SDZ
−1
D H SD implies I (xS;yD |u , xR) ≤ I (xS;yR |u , xR) for all feasible

joint distributions p (u , xS , xR), cf. [113]. As a consequence, Theorem 3.12 can easily be
generalized to discrete memoryless relay channels.
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Remark 3.8. If I (xS;yD |u , xR) ≤ I (xS;yR |u , xR) for all feasible p (u , xS , xR), the relay
is conditionally more capable than the destination given u and xR. Here, the auxiliary
variable u and the channel input of the relay xR can be interpreted as a time-sharing
variable and a channel state, respectively, if we only consider these two mutual infor-
mation terms. Since the set of feasible joint distributions p (u , xS , xR) is convex, the
time-sharing variable u is obsolete in the more capable condition above. That is, the
above condition is equivalent to the condition that I (xS;yD |xR) ≤ I (xS;yR |xR) for all
feasible p (xS , xR), meaning that the relay is conditionally more capable than the des-
tination given xR. For Gaussian channels, the fact that the relay is more capable than
the destination given a channel state is equivalent to the fact that yD is a stochastically
degraded version of yR given the same channel state, cf. Appendix B.2.2. For discrete
memoryless channels, on the other hand, the more capable condition is less strict than
the stochastically degraded condition, cf. Appendix B.2.1, suggesting that Theorem 3.12
should in general be formulated using the weaker more capable condition. However,
for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel considered here, it is more convenient to use the
stochastically degraded condition because it is equivalent to and much easier to work
with than the more capable condition.

Theorem 3.13. If the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is reversely stochastically degraded,
the optimal partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy is equivalent to direct transmission,
i.e., RPDF = RP2P.

Proof. It again follows from Lemma 3.11 that the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is
reversely stochastically degraded if and only if there exists an M ∈ �NR ×ND such that
H SR = MH SD and MZDMH 4 ZR. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.12, we can therefore
construct a chain of inequalities to show that I (u;yR |xR) ≤ I (u;yD |xR) for all feasible
p (u , xS , xR), which in turn implies that

I (u;yR |xR) + I (xS;yD |u , xR) ≤ I (u;yD |xR) + I (xS;yD |u , xR)

= I (u , xS;yD |xR) = I (xS;yD |xR).
(3.102)

If P again denotes the set of feasible channel input distributions, it hence follows that

RPDF ≤ max
p (xS ,xR)∈P

min
{
I (xS;yD |xR), I (xS , xR;yD)

}
= max

p (xS ,xR)∈P
I (xS;yD |xR) = RP2P ,

(3.103)

and since RPDF ≥ RP2P in general, we can conclude that RPDF = RP2P. �

Remark 3.9. If I (u;yR |xR) ≤ I (u;yD |xR) for all feasible p (u , xS , xR), the destination is
conditionally less noisy than the relay given xR, cf. [124, De�nition 6]. Here, xR again
plays the role of a channel state if we only consider these two mutual information terms.
For Gaussian channels, the fact that the destination is less noisy than the relay given
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a channel state is equivalent to the fact that yR is a stochastically degraded version
of yD given the same channel state, cf. Appendix B.2.2. But for discrete memoryless
channels, the less noisy condition is less strict than the stochastically degraded condition,
cf. Appendix B.2.1, so Theorem 3.13 should in general be formulated using the weaker
less noisy condition.

Corollary 3.14. If NS = 1, i.e., if the source is equipped with one antenna, the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel is of stochastically degraded nature so that RPDF = max{RDF , RP2P}.

Proof. For NS = 1, the two channel gain matrices H SR and H SD become channel vectors,
i.e., H SR = hSR ∈ �NR ×1 and H SD = hSD ∈ �ND ×1. As a consequence, the conditions
for stochastic degradedness and reversely stochastic degradedness reduce to the scalar
inequalities hH

SRZ
−1
R hSR ≥ hH

SDZ
−1
D hSD and hH

SRZ
−1
R hSR ≤ hH

SDZ
−1
D hSD, respectively, of

which one is always satis�ed. �

While the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is not always of stochastically degraded
nature, Corollary 3.14 reveals that this is the case whenever the source is equipped with
one antenna. Moreover, we remark that Theorems 3.12 and 3.13 and Corollary 3.14
generalize a result presented in [35], where for the Gaussian relay channel with single-
antenna nodes and unit noise variances it was shown that

RPDF =

RDF if |hSR |2 ≥ |hSD |2 ,
RP2P if |hSR |2 < |hSD |2.

(3.104)

3.5 Further Results and Bibliographical Notes

The single-antenna Gaussian relay channel (with real-valued channel coe�cients) was
already considered in the seminal work of Cover and El Gamal [21]. In particular, they
established that both the cut-set bound (CSB) and the achievable decode-and-forward (DF)
rate are maximized by jointly Gaussian source and relay inputs. Using this fact, they
also formulated the maximization problems that yield CCSB and RDF, where the only
optimization variable is the correlation coe�cient ρ of the source and relay inputs xS
and xR. Later, closed-form expressions for CCSB and RDF were derived by El Gamal et
al. [35], who also showed that the optimal partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy
always reduces to DF or direct transmission if all nodes are equipped with a single
antenna, cf. (3.104).

The maximum achievable compress-and-forward (CF) rate RCF for the Gaussian
relay channel has yet to be determined because the optimal distribution of the source
input xS, the relay input xR, and the relay quantization ŷR is unknown. For jointly
Gaussian (xS , xR , ŷR), on the other hand, the achievable CF rate was for example given
by Høst-Madsen and Zhang in [63].10 Furthermore, Cover and El Gamal’s mixed strategy

10Unlike for the CSB and the achievable DF and PDF rates, one needs to be careful when applying the
information theoretical results for the CF strategy to the Gaussian relay channel. The reason for this is
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that combines DF and CF principles was recently applied to the Gaussian relay channel
by Luo et al. [87]. They showed that if the signals are restricted to be jointly Gaussian,
the maximum rate that can be achieved using this mixed strategy can be strictly greater
than the maximum of the achievable DF and CF rates.

Another relay strategy that has often been considered for the Gaussian relay channel
is amplify-and-forward (AF), which has the relay forward a linear function of its past
receive signal, cf. [35, 80, 108], for example. The AF strategy is a special case of linear
relaying, where the relay input is restricted to be a linear combination of its past receive
symbols. Despite its simplicity, linear relaying can sometimes outperform the more
sophisticated (P)DF and CF strategies in the Gaussian relay channel [35].

We remark that most of the abovementioned results for the single-antenna Gaussian
relay channel can nowadays be found in standard textbooks on network information
theory or cooperative communications, cf. [34, Chapter 16], [76, Chapter 9], and [78,
Section 4.2], for example.

Bounds on the capacity of the Gaussian MIMO relay channel with perfect channel
state information (CSI) were �rst studied by Wang et al. [132], who exploited matrix
inequalities to establish a generally loose upper bound to the CSB. This upper bound can
be evaluated by solving a maximization problem over the covariance matrices CS ,CR
and a scalar parameter that is related to the cross correlation of xS and xR, and it is
equal to the CSB if CCSB is achieved by independent source and relay inputs, cf. [46]. In
addition to an upper bound on the capacity, several achievable rates based on suboptimal
DF schemes were also derived in [132].

The CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel
were subsequently also considered by Simoens et al. [116]. However, they replaced the
conditional covariance matrix CS|R by CS in the CSB and the DF rate maximization
problems so that the convex optimization problems resulting from their considerations
only yield upper bounds to CCSB and RDF. Ng and Foschini then were the �rst to show
that if perfect CSI is available at all nodes and if the covariance matrix of the relay input is
positive de�nite,CCSB andRDF can be determined as the solutions of convex optimization
problems [95]. The key to proving this was to introduce an auxiliary variable and to
apply the Schur complement condition for positive de�nite matrices, which allows to
relax and reformulate the equality constraint on the conditional covariance matrix CS|R.
The same result was later independently derived by Gerdes and Utschick for the more
general case where CR may also be singular [46].

Employing PDF in the Gaussian MIMO relay channel was �rst considered by Lo et
al. [86], who termed the strategy “transmit-side message splitting”. More speci�cally,
they formulated the PDF rate maximization problem for jointly proper complex Gaussian
source and relay inputs, but they did not solve the resulting nonconvex optimization
problem. Moreover, no attempt was made to characterize the input distribution that

that the derivation of the achievable CF rate for the discrete memoryless relay channel uses the Markov
lemma [24, Lemma 15.8.1], which requires strong typicality. For Gaussian input distributions, however,
the Markov lemma can be generalized, cf. [77, Remark 30].
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maximizes the achievable PDF rate. Rather, proper complex Gaussian channel inputs
were assumed as part of the system model.

The results presented in Section 3.4 are all due to Gerdes, Hellings, Riemensberger,
Weiland, and Utschick [40, 47, 48, 57, 136]. It should be noted that the order in which
the results are presented in this work di�ers from that in which they were derived. In
particular, the two suboptimal PDF schemes (cf. Section 3.4.3) were actually derived
�rst, i.e., at a time when the optimal input distribution for the PDF strategy was not yet
known. In [48] and [136], proper complex Gaussian channel inputs were hence chosen to
obtain tractable expressions and to guarantee that the resulting achievable PDF rates are
no smaller than the maximum of RDF and RP2P. Subsequently, the maximum achievable
PDF rate RPDF was established for stochastically degraded and reversely stochastically
degraded Gaussian relay channels (cf. Section 3.4.4) in [47]. The �rst step towards
�nding the input distribution that maximizes the achievable PDF rate for the general
Gaussian MIMO relay channel was made in [57], where it was shown that jointly proper
source and relay inputs are optimal if the channel inputs are restricted to be complex
Gaussian. Furthermore, we remark that the primal decomposition approach, which
turned out to be a key ingredient for proving Theorem 3.6, was �rst used in [57]. Finally,
the fact that the maximum achievable PDF rate for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is
attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs is the most recent
result, which was proved in [40].

A suboptimal CF scheme for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel was proposed by Ng
and Foschini [95]. Since the joint design of the channel inputs and the quantization at the
relay ŷR seems intractable, they assumed (xS , xR , ŷR) to be jointly Gaussian and took a
greedy approach which works as follows. The destination performs successive decoding
with the relay’s message, i.e., the encoded relay quantization, being decoded �rst. Then,
the source covariance CS and the relay covariance CR are successively chosen as to
maximize the information rates on the source-to-destination channel and the resulting
e�ective relay-to-destination channel, respectively. Eventually, the quantization at the
relay is determined based on rate distortion compression.

Compared to the few works on achievable DF, PDF, and CF rates, there is a large
number of publications on AF schemes for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, cf. [103,
105, 121] and references therein, for example. Like for the CF strategy, the problem
of determining the maximum achievable AF rate seems intractable. Even if Gaussian
channel inputs are assumed, a di�cult nonconvex optimization problem is obtained
since the AF strategy su�ers from noise ampli�cation induced by the relay. Accordingly,
various suboptimal AF schemes have been proposed in the literature.

In addition to the topics discussed so far, there are many more interesting aspects
of the Gaussian (MIMO) relay channel that go beyond the scope of this work. Two of
these, we nevertheless want to mention in the following. First, note that an important
assumption of our system model (cf. Section 3.1) is that the noise vectors received at the
relay and the destination are independent. While this assumption is often reasonable, it
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does not account for scenarios where the relay and the destination are interfered with
by common random sources. Therefore, Zhang et al. [149] studied the e�ect of noise
correlation on the (single-antenna) Gaussian relay channel.

What is more, another important assumption we make is that the relay is able to
perfectly cancel its self-interference. From a practical perspective, a major problem with
this assumption is that even if the self-interference signal is assumed to be perfectly
known, the transmit signal of the relay may drown out its desired receive signal due to
the limited dynamic range of the relay’s receiver circuitry. This aspect of full-duplex
relaying was for example paid attention to by Day et al. [25], who explicitly modeled the
dynamic range limitations of the receiving and the transmitting nodes in the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel. Beyond that, we remark that the implementation of in-band full-
duplex wireless communication devices has generally received much attention during
the last few years. For recent discussions about the challenges and opportunities of full-
duplex operation with di�erent self-interference cancellation (mitigation) techniques,
we refer to [59, 104] and references therein.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Results and Discussion

In this chapter, we provide numerical results for various Gaussian MIMO relay channels
in which we compare the achievable decode-and-forward (DF) and partial decode-and-
forward (PDF) rates to each other as well as to the cut-set bound (CSB). In particular,
the e�ects of di�erent antenna con�gurations and relay positions on the achievable
rates and the CSB are investigated. Furthermore, we point out practical applications for
the results derived in Chapter 3, which were obtained based on the assumptions that
perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at all nodes and that the relay is able
to completely cancel its self-interference.

After introducing the example scenario we use to generate the channel gain matrices
in Section 4.1, numerical results are presented in Section 4.2. More speci�cally, we �rst
compare the CSB CCSB to the maximum achievable DF rate RDF in Section 4.2.1. This is
in order to identify channel conditions for which the DF strategy either performs very
well (RDF ≈ CCSB) or very poorly (RDF � CCSB). Whenever the �rst case occurs, i.e., if
RDF closely approaches CCSB, we (approximately) know the capacity of the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel so that there is no need to consider other relay strategies. The
second case is interesting because if the gap between RDF and CCSB is large, the PDF
strategy can potentially achieve much higher rates than the DF strategy.

In Section 4.2.2, we compare rates that can be achieved by means of the PDF strategy
to CCSB and RDF. Thereby, we distinguish between antenna con�gurations for which
the Gaussian MIMO relay channel has disjoint sender components and those for which it
does not. This is possible because for the considered example scenario, there is a simple
condition in terms of NS, NR, and ND which almost surely characterizes Gaussian MIMO
relay channels with disjoint sender components. In addition, we derive conditions on
NS, NR, and ND which almost surely are necessary for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel
to be stochastically degraded or reversely stochastically degraded and which show that
Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender components are not of stochastically
degraded nature. For channel conditions where we cannot evaluate RPDF, we employ
the two suboptimal approaches presented in Section 3.4.3, the zero-forcing (ZF) scheme
and the inner approximation algorithm (IAA), to obtain achievable PDF rates.
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Finally, we conclude this chapter, and hence the �rst part of this work, in Section 4.3
with a discussion of possible practical applications for the results derived in the previous
chapter. That is, we shed some light on how these results can be used in a meaningful
way although they are only valid for the idealistic case where perfect CSI is available at
all nodes and where the relay, working in full-duplex mode, is able to completely cancel
its self-interference.

4.1 Example Scenario

As an example scenario for our simulations, we choose the line network that is depicted
in Figure 4.1. The line network is a simple but commonly used network model in which
the distance between the source and the destination dSD is normalized to one and where
the relay is positioned on the line connecting the source and the destination such that
dSR = d and dRD = 1 − d for some d ∈ (0, 1). The advantage of considering this simple
scenario is that the geometry of our three-terminal relay network is parameterized by a
single scalar parameter.

Moreover, we assume uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, which means that the entries
of the channel gain matrices are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-
mean proper (circularly symmetric) complex Gaussian random variables, cf. [17]. The
variances of the channel gains are determined according to a simpli�ed path loss model,
cf. [50, Section 2.6]. More precisely, if dAB denotes the distance between nodes A and B,
the corresponding channel gain matrix is given by

HAB = d
−α/2
AB H̃AB , (4.1)

where α is the pass loss exponent and the elements of H̃AB are i.i.d. standard complex
Gaussian random variables, i.e., [H̃AB]k ,` ∼ N� (0, 1), k ∈ {1, . . . ,NB}, ` ∈ {1, . . . ,NA}.
Finally, the additive Gaussian noise is assumed to be white for simplicity, i.e., ZR = INR

and ZD = IND .
We remark that many real wireless propagation environments are not accurately

described using the (uncorrelated) Rayleigh fading model, cf. [26, 49] and references
therein, for example. However, the numerical results presented in the following section
are obtained based on the assumption that perfect CSI is available at all nodes, and our
focus is not on how speci�c MIMO channel models a�ect the achievable DF or PDF rates
for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel. Rather, we are interested in how the geometry
and the numbers of antennas the nodes are equipped with a�ect the performance of the
DF and PDF strategies as compared to the CSB and point-to-point (P2P) transmission
from source to destination. Since the model that is used to generate the channel gain
matrices is of secondary importance for this purpose, we assume uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading mainly because it is a simple and well-understood fading model. Beyond that, a
convenient property of uncorrelated Rayleigh fading is that the channel gain matrices
are drawn from a continuous distribution, by which we mean the following:
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S R D
dSR = d dRD = 1 − d

dSD = 1

Figure 4.1: Line Network

Definition 4.1. The channel gain matrices are said to be drawn from a continuous
distribution if the joint distribution of (H SR ,H SD ,HRD) is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure on the probability space �NR ×NS × �ND ×NS × �ND ×NR .

Note that if the joint distribution of (H SR ,H SD ,HRD) is absolutely continuous, all
channel gain matrices have full rank with probability one. This fact is very convenient
since it almost surely allows us to identify Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint
sender components by means of a condition that only depends on NS, NR, and ND,
cf. Section 4.2.2. Furthermore, it also enables us to derive necessary conditions in terms
of NS, NR, and ND which almost surely have to be satis�ed for the Gaussian MIMO relay
channel to be stochastically degraded or reversely stochastically degraded.

4.2 Numerical Results

As previously mentioned, we want to examine how the geometry of our three-terminal
relay network and the numbers of source, relay, and destination antennas a�ect the
achievable DF and PDF rates as compared to the CSB and the capacity of the source-to-
destination channel. To this end, we consider eight di�erent antenna con�gurations,
for each of which we vary d between 0.1 (the relay is very close to the source) and 0.9
(the relay is very close to the destination). All further parameters are �xed and remain
constant for all simulations. In particular:

• The path loss exponent is set to α = 4, which is a typical value for urban macrocell
environments or multi-level o�ce buildings [50, Table 2.2].

• The power budgets available at the source and the relay are assumed to be equal
and given by PS = PR = 10, which is a reasonable assumption in wireless ad hoc
networks, for example.

• All numerical results are based on the same 1000 independent realizations of
(H̃ SR , H̃ SD , H̃RD). For each of these realizations and every considered value of d ,
we determine the corresponding channel gain matrices H SR, H SD, and HRD by
scaling H̃ SR, H̃ SD, and H̃RD according to (4.1), respectively.

• For any value of d , the rate values presented below are therefore averages over
1000 independent channel realizations.

In order to evaluate CCSB, RDF, RP2P, and the achievable PDF rates, the optimization
problems yielding these values were solved using CVX [52,53], a package for specifying
and solving convex programs, with either SeDuMi [119] or SDPT3 [126, 127].
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Remark 4.1. For some of the generated realizations of (H̃ SR , H̃ SD , H̃RD), it turned out
that one or several of the problems could not be solved reliably, e.g., because neither
SeDuMi nor SDPT3 could achieve the desired accuracy. In this case, the realization was
discarded and a new one was generated.

4.2.1 Cut-Set Bound and Decode-and-Forward

In Figure 4.2, we compare the maximum achievable DF rate to both the CSB and the
capacity of the source-to-destination channel for eight di�erent antenna con�gurations.1

Note that the results forCCSB and RDF are normalized with respect to RP2P, i.e., RDF = 1.0
means that the maximum achievable DF rate is equal to the capacity of the source-to-
destination channel, for example.

The most obvious observation from Figure 4.2 is that RDF closely approachesCCSB as
long as d is small enough, i.e., if the relay is close enough to the source. This result is not
surprising as the DF strategy is known to perform well whenever the source-to-relay
link is strong compared to the source-to-destination and relay-to-destination links. In
particular, it has been shown that RDF approaches the capacity of the single-antenna
Gaussian relay channel if the relay is close enough to the source [77]. However, what
“close enough” means for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel strongly depends on NS, NR,
and ND (as well as PS, PR, and α ). For example, if NR = ND, close enough roughly means
d ≤ dmax ≈ 0.4 for the parameters we have chosen, where dmax is almost independent
of NS, cf. Figures 4.2(a), 4.2(b), 4.2(f), and 4.2(h). If NR < ND, on the other hand, the
relay must be closer to the source, i.e., dmax decreases, cf. Figures 4.2(c), 4.2(d), and 4.2(g),
whereas it increases if NR > ND, cf. Figure 4.2(e).

Another notable observation from Figure 4.2 is that the source-to-relay channel
eventually becomes the bottleneck if NR < ND. That is, the DF strategy performs worse
than P2P transmission from source to destination if the relay has fewer antennas than
the destination and d becomes too large, with the meaning of “too large” depending
on NS, NR, and ND again, cf. Figures 4.2(c), 4.2(d), and 4.2(g). In this case, it is clear
that PDF improves on DF since RPDF ≥ max{RDF , RP2P} in general. However, note that
CCSB decreases for all considered antenna con�gurations if d becomes too large, i.e., the
potential rate gains due to the relay are anyway limited if the relay is too close to the
destination.

We can also see from Figure 4.2 that both the maximum potential rate gain, i.e., the
maximum of CCSB over all values of d , and the corresponding optimal relay position
strongly depend on the antenna con�guration. Not surprisingly, the more antennas the
relay is equipped with as compared to NS and ND, the larger the maximum potential
rate gain. The optimal distance between the source and the relay decreases with the

1We do not consider antenna con�gurations with NS = 1 here because RPDF = max{RDF , RP2P} if the
source is equipped with a single antenna, cf. Corollary 3.14. Since PDF can then improve on DF only if
the source-to-relay channel is worse than the source-to-destination channel, this case is not of particular
interest to us.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of CCSB and RDF for Gaussian MIMO Relay Channels: PS = 10,
PR = 10, α = 4 (results averaged over 1000 independent channel realizations)
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ratio of (1 + NR/ND) and (1 + NR/NS), which can be explained as follows. If the �rst
term is small compared to the second one, the potential rate gain due to cooperative
transmission of the source and the relay tends to be larger than that due to cooperative
reception of the relay and the destination. Hence, the optimal relay position tends to be
closer to the source in order to facilitate cooperative transmission. If the �rst term is
large compared to the second one, the opposite is true and the optimal relay position
tends to be closer to the destination.

Finally, the most interesting result concerning the question under which conditions
the PDF strategy outperforms the DF strategy is the following. The maximum value
of RDF over all relay positions is close to the maximum potential rate gain if NS ≤ NR,
cf. Figures 4.2(b) and 4.2(c). But for the other six considered antenna con�gurations
where NS > NR, the gaps between the maximum values of RDF and CCSB are quite large.
This suggests that PDF can potentially achieve much higher rates than DF if the source
is equipped with more antennas than the relay.

4.2.2 Partial Decode-and-Forward

In this section, we distinguish between antenna con�gurations for which the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel has disjoint sender components and those for which it does not.
This is possible because for the considered example scenario with uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading, we can identify a simple condition in terms of NS, NR, and ND that almost surely
characterizes Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender components.

4.2.2.1 Gaussian MIMO Relay Channels with Disjoint Sender Components

Recall from Section 3.4.4 that Gaussian MIMO relay channels with orthogonal sender
components are characterized by the very restrictive condition that the row spaces of
H SR and H SD be orthogonal. The more general class of Gaussian MIMO relay channels
with disjoint sender components is obtained by relaxing this condition as follows:

Definition 4.2. The Gaussian MIMO relay channel is said to have disjoint sender
components if row(H S{RD}) = row(H SR) ⊕ row(H SD).

Proposition 4.1. The Gaussian MIMO relay channel has disjoint sender components if
and only if rank(H SR) + rank(H SD) = rank(H S{RD}).

Proof. Note that by de�nition, row(H S{RD}) = row(H SR) ⊕ row(H SD) is equivalent to
row(H S{RD}) = row(H SR) + row(H SD), dim (row(H SR) ∩ row(H SD)) = 0. However, the
�rst of these two conditions is always satis�ed while the second one is equivalent to
rank(H SR) + rank(H SD) = rank(H S{RD}) [89]. �

The proposition below shows that whenever the channel gain matrices are drawn
from a continuous distribution, the Gaussian MIMO relay channel almost surely has
disjoint sender components if and only if the source has at least as many antennas as
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the relay and the destination combined. In addition, note that since Gaussian MIMO
relay channels with orthogonal sender components also belong to the class of Gaussian
MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender components, it immediately follows that this
condition is also almost surely necessary for a Gaussian MIMO relay channel to have
orthogonal sender components. Most importantly, however, this proposition, together
with Proposition 4.3, implies that Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender
components are not of stochastically degraded nature with probability one.

Proposition 4.2. If the channel gain matrices are drawn from a continuous distribution,
the probability that the Gaussian MIMO relay channel has disjoint sender components is
one if NS ≥ NR + ND and zero otherwise.

Proof. Suppose the channel gain matrices are drawn from a continuous distribution.
Then, H SR, H SD, and H S{RD} almost surely have full rank, i.e.,

rank(H SR) = min{NS ,NR}, (4.2a)
rank(H SD) = min{NS ,ND}, (4.2b)

rank(H S{RD}) = min{NS ,NR + ND} (4.2c)

with probability one. In this case, the condition rank(H SR)+ rank(H SD) = rank(H S{RD}),
which according to Proposition 4.1 characterizes Gaussian MIMO relay channels with
disjoint sender components, is satis�ed if and only if min{NS ,NR + ND} = NR + ND, or
equivalently, if NS ≥ NR + ND. �

Note that four of the eight antenna con�gurations considered in Figure 4.2 satisfy
this condition (with equality). For the corresponding Gaussian MIMO relay channels,
which thus almost surely have disjoint sender components and are not of stochastically
degraded nature, we cannot evaluate the maximum achievable PDF rates. In Figure 4.3,
we hence compare RZF, which is achieved by means of the ZF PDF approach with
G = INR , to both RDF and CCSB for these four antenna con�gurations, where the results
are normalized with respect to RP2P again.2

It can be observed from Figure 4.3 that a suboptimal PDF scheme outperforms
the optimal DF scheme whenever RDF does not already approach CCSB. Moreover, for
three of the four antenna con�gurations, the basic ZF PDF scheme almost achieves
the maximum potential rate gain and the gaps between RPDF and CCSB are very small
for all considered relay positions, cf. Figures 4.3(a), 4.3(b), and 4.3(d). We can hence
conclude that PDF is almost capacity achieving in these three cases. For the fourth
antenna con�guration, the suboptimal PDF scheme also improves on the DF strategy,

2The reason we only consider this basic ZF PDF approach here is that for any Gaussian MIMO relay
channel with disjoint sender components, choosing the ZF �lter G = INR does not restrict the information
transfer from source to relay while still allowingCV to have rank up to ND = rank(HSD). Nevertheless, we
remark that this ZF PDF scheme does not attain RPDF for all Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint
sender components.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of CCSB, RDF, and RZF for Gaussian MIMO Relay Channels with
Disjoint Sender Components: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (results averaged over 1000
independent channel realizations)

but there are still considerable gaps between RPDF andCCSB for all relay positions where
RDF does not approach CCSB, cf. Figure 4.3(c). A possible explanation for this result
is that (ND + NR)/ND = 3 � 1.67 = (NS + NR)/NS if NS = 3, NR = 2, and ND = 1,
which suggests that cooperative reception of the relay and the destination may be
more bene�cial than cooperative transmission of the source and the relay in this case.
Consequently, a relay strategy like compress-and-forward (CF), which achieves gains
related to cooperative reception, may perform better than the DF and PDF strategies,
which achieve gains related to cooperative transmission, cf. [77].

Coming back to our main question, the results in Figure 4.3 clearly show that even
a suboptimal PDF scheme can achieve much higher rates than the optimal DF scheme
if RDF � CCSB and NS ≥ NR + ND (or NS = NR + ND, to be more precise). Furthermore,
it has been illustrated that this suboptimal PDF scheme almost achieves the maximum
potential rate gain and generally achieves rates close to the CSB for at least some of
these antenna con�gurations. An important question that remains open, however, is
whether this is only because the corresponding Gaussian MIMO relay channels have
disjoint sender components, or if the same holds for antenna con�gurations where
NR < NS < NR + ND.
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4.2.2.2 Gaussian MIMO Relay Channels without Disjoint Sender Components

If NS < NR+ND, it follows from Proposition 4.2 that the corresponding Gaussian MIMO
relay channel almost surely does not have disjoint sender components. In this case,
we can evaluate RPDF whenever the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is of stochastically
degraded nature.

From Corollary 3.14, we know that every Gaussian relay channel is either stochas-
tically degraded or reversely stochastically degraded if the source is equipped with
a single antenna. Unfortunately, there are no necessary and su�cient conditions in
terms of NS, NR, and ND that almost surely characterize stochastically degraded or
reversely stochastically degraded Gaussian MIMO relay channels if NS > 1. We only
have the following necessary conditions the antenna con�guration must satisfy for the
corresponding Gaussian MIMO relay channel to be stochastically degraded or reversely
stochastically degraded:

Proposition 4.3. If the channel gain matrices are drawn from a continuous distribution,
the Gaussian MIMO relay channel almost surely is not stochastically degraded or reversely
stochastically degraded if NS > NR or NS > ND, respectively.

Proof. Suppose that HH
SRH SR < HH

SDH SD, which according to De�nition 3.3 means that
the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is stochastically degraded. Then, by Lemma 3.11,
∃M ∈ �ND ×NR such thatHH

SD = HH
SRM

H. That is, every column ofHH
SD lies in the column

space of HH
SR, which in turn means that rank([HH

SR ,H
H
SD]) = rank(HH

S{RD}) = rank(HH
SR).

But rank(HH
S{RD}) = min {NS ,NR + ND} and rank(HH

SR) = min{NS ,NR} with probability
one if the channel gain matrices are drawn from a continuous distribution, which implies
HH

SRH SR 6< HH
SDH SD almost surely if NS > NR.

The proof for reversely stochastic degradedness proceeds along the same lines after
switching the roles of the relay and the destination. �

Consequently, it is not always possible to conclude from the antenna con�guration
whether or not a Gaussian MIMO relay channel is of stochastically degraded nature.
If NS > max{NR ,ND}, Proposition 4.3 implies that the Gaussian MIMO relay channel
almost surely is neither stochastically degraded nor reversely stochastically degraded.
But if NS ≤ NR and/or NS ≤ ND, we need to check if the source-to-relay and source-to-
destination channel gain matrices satisfy HH

SRH SR < HH
SDH SD or HH

SRH SR 4 HH
SDH SD.

In these two cases, it follows from Theorems 3.12 and 3.13, respectively, that RPDF = RDF
or RPDF = RP2P. If neither of the two conditions is satis�ed, on the other hand, the
Gaussian MIMO relay channel is not of stochastically degraded nature and we employ
the zero-forcing (ZF) approach and the inner approximation algorithm (IAA) to obtain
achievable PDF rates.

ZF For the four antenna con�gurations where NS < NR + ND, we �rst compare the
PDF rates that can be achieved using the ZF PDF approach to the CSB and the maximum
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Figure 4.4: Comparison ofCCSB, RDF, RAS, and RSVD for Gaussian MIMO Relay Channels
without Disjoint Sender Components: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (results averaged over
1000 independent channel realizations)

achievable DF rate in Figure 4.4. Like in the previous �gures, the results are normalized
with respect to RP2P. Note that RAS = RSVD = RDF or RAS = RSVD = RP2P for channel
realizations for which the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is stochastically degraded or
reversely stochastically degraded, respectively, since RPDF ≥ RAS ≥ max{RDF , RP2P}
and RPDF ≥ RSVD ≥ max{RDF , RP2P} in general. That is, if the Gaussian MIMO relay
channel is of stochastically degraded nature, both the ZF approach based on antenna
selection and that based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of H SR achieve
RPDF. Furthermore, we can directly conclude that the winning selections

Awin = arg max
∅⊆A⊆INR

RA
AS , Bwin = arg max

∅⊆B⊆Irank(HSR )

RB
SVD (4.3)

are given by Awin = INR and Bwin = Irank(HSR) if the relay channel is stochastically
degraded and by Awin = Bwin = ∅ if it is reversely stochastically degraded. Otherwise,
RAS and RSVD are obtained by considering all possible selections, cf. (3.79) and (3.85).
For two of the four antenna con�gurations considered in Figure 4.4 and some selected
values of d , the percentages of the winning selections Awin and Bwin are presented in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Percentages of Winning Selections for Zero-Forcing PDF Schemes: NS = 2,
NR = 2, ND = 2 (results for 1000 independent channel realizations)

(a) d = 0.5

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0.1 0.1
{1} 7.8 21.2
{2} 9.3 0
{1, 2} 82.8 78.7

(b) d = 0.7

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0.6 0.4
{1} 21.3 49.7
{2} 21.7 0.1
{1, 2} 56.4 49.8

(c) d = 0.9

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 4.9 4.4
{1} 33.8 72.8
{2} 36.3 0.5
{1, 2} 25.0 22.3

Table 4.2: Percentages of Winning Selections for Zero-Forcing PDF Schemes: NS = 3,
NR = 2, ND = 2 (results for 1000 independent channel realizations)

(a) d = 0.5

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0 0
{1} 0.4 1.1
{2} 0.2 0
{1, 2} 99.4 98.9

(b) d = 0.7

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0 0
{1} 3.3 9.9
{2} 3.7 0
{1, 2} 93.0 90.1

(c) d = 0.9

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0.5 0.2
{1} 13.0 33.3
{2} 13.7 0.2
{1, 2} 72.8 66.3

The most interesting observation from Figure 4.4 is that for the two cases where
NS > NR, cf. Figures 4.4(c) and 4.4(d), the results look similar to those for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender components in Figures 4.3(a), 4.3(b), and 4.3(d).
In particular, the suboptimal ZF PDF scheme can achieve much higher rates than the
DF strategy if RDF � CCSB, and RAS and RSVD closely approach the maximum potential
rate gain. The only minor di�erence is that for larger values of d , the gaps between RAS
or RSVD andCCSB in Figures 4.4(c) and 4.4(d) are not quite as small as those between RZF
and CCSB in Figures 4.3(a), 4.3(b), and 4.3(d). We can therefore conclude that the PDF
strategy is able to outperform the DF strategy whenever the source is equipped with
more antennas than the relay.

Note that this conclusion is also supported by the results in Table 4.2. For NS = 3,
NR = ND = 2, and d = 0.5, we see from Figure 4.4(c) that RDF � RAS = RSVD ≈ CCSB
while Table 4.2(a) shows that the maximum index set {1, 2} is the optimal ZF selection
for about 99% of the generated channel realizations. This means that the di�erences
between RDF and RAS or RSVD are almost entirely due to the fact that because NS > NR,
the condition range(CV) ⊆ null(H SR) does not implyCV = 0. Even for larger values ofd ,
this is the main reason why PDF is able to outperform DF if NS > NR as the maximum
index set remains the optimal ZF selection for the vast majority of the generated channel
realizations, cf. Tables 4.2(b) and 4.2(c).
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Table 4.3: Percentages of Channel Realizations for which the Gaussian MIMO Relay
Channel is Stochastically Degraded (Psto) or Reversely Stochastically Degraded (Prev):
NS = 2, NR = 2, ND = 2 (results for 1000 independent channel realizations)

d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Psto 100 99.5 96.8 89.4 75.8 61.6 40.9 24.7 13.0
Prev 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 2.3

For the two antenna con�guration where NS ≤ NR, on the other hand, Figures 4.4(a)
and 4.4(b) show that the suboptimal ZF PDF approach cannot signi�cantly outperform
the DF strategy. In particular, the maximum values of RAS and RSVD are only marginally
greater than the maximum values of RDF, which can partly be explained by the fact that
the latter already come close to the maximum potential rate gains. What is more, the
di�erences between RDF and RAS or RSVD are smaller than those between CCSB and RAS
or RSVD, respectively, as long as the relay is not very close to the destination.

The main reason for this result is revealed in Table 4.3, which for NS = NR = ND = 2
shows how likely the Gaussian MIMO relay channel turned out to be stochastically
degraded or reversely stochastically degraded. For d ≤ 0.3, it can be observed from
Table 4.3 that the Gaussian MIMO relay channel was stochastically degraded for at least
96% of the generated channel realizations, and even for d = 0.5, more than 75% of the
channel realizations satis�ed the stochastically degradedness condition. In this case,
however, we already know that PDF cannot outperform DF as both strategies achieve
exactly the same rates, i.e., RPDF = RDF.

Beyond that, Table 4.1 shows that the percentages of the channel realizations for
which Awin = {1, 2} or Bwin = {1, 2} are even higher. In contrast to the cases where
NS > NR, the ZF condition range(CV) ⊆ null(H SR) almost surely implies CV = 0 for
the considered example scenario if NS ≤ NR. As a result, RAS = RDF and RSVD = RDF
if Awin = {1, 2} and Bwin = {1, 2}, respectively. When the relay is placed exactly in
the middle between the source and the destination, this applies for about 80% of the
channel realizations, cf. Table 4.1(a), and for d = 0.7, this percentage is still about 50%,
cf. Table 4.1(b). On the other hand, the empty selection, which results in RAS = RSVD =

RP2P, really plays a role only if the relay is very close to the destination, cf. Table 4.1(c).
This is reasonable as Table 4.3 shows that HH

SRH SR 4 HH
SDH SD for more than 0.5% of

the generated channel realizations only if d > 0.8.

Finally, we see from Figure 4.4 that RSVD > RAS on average, as one might expect
since the ZF �lter design based on antenna selection completely neglects the channel
properties. However, the di�erence is not remarkable for any antenna con�guration,
and for some channel realizations, it actually turned out that RAS > RSVD. On the one
hand, this may indicate that we should not expect to obtain signi�cantly higher PDF
rates with more sophisticated ZF �lter designs, but on the other, it demonstrates that
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the SVD-based ZF �lter design is certainly not optimal. The latter is also supported by
the fact that Bwin = {2} for some channel realizations, cf. Table 4.1(c), for example. This
means that the singular vector that belongs to the smaller singular value of H SR can be
a better ZF �lter for our suboptimal PDF approach than that belonging to the stronger
one although it is clearly worse if only the information transfer from the source to the
relay is considered.

More sophisticated ZF �lter designs should of course be based on both the source-
to-relay and the source-to-destination channels. To this end, one could for example use
the generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) of H SR and H SD to form the ZF
�lter G as follows. Suppose the channel gain matrices H SR and H SD are given as in the
�rst theorem stated in [99], and assume that αi/βi ≥ 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , `′} and αi/βi < 1
for i ∈ {`′ + 1, . . . , `}. Then, let

GGSVD = [e1 , ..., ek+`′]HU ′H
SR ∈ �(k+`

′)×NR , (4.4)

where ei ∈ {0, 1}NR denotes the i-th canonical unit vector of dimension NR. For this
choice of G, it follows that the source signal part v, which the relay is not supposed to
decode, must not be transmitted along those directions of the composite channel H S{RD}
for which the relay receives a stronger signal than the destination. However, we remark
that it is not clear whether GGSVD is the optimal ZF �lter for the (generally suboptimal)
ZF PDF approach. In addition, the results for the PDF rates that can be obtained by
means of the IAA, which are presented below, suggest that any improvement over RSVD
due to more sophisticated ZF �lter designs is likely to be marginal.

IAA For the four antenna con�gurations considered in Figure 4.4, we now want to
compareCCSB, RDF, and RSVD to the achievable PDF rates that can be obtained by means
of the IAA.3 To this end, �rst recall from Section 3.4.3 that the principle of the IAA is
to locally approximate the nonconcave inequality constraint functions, which means
that the results may strongly depend on C (0)

V . Therefore, we choose the following two
di�erent initializations:

1. C (0)
V = 0 → RIAA1

Because settingCV = 0 in the PDF rate maximization problem yields RDF and the
sequence of achievable PDF rates that is generated by the IAA is nondecreasing,
this choice of C (0)

V guarantees that RIAA1 ≥ RDF. Moreover, setting C (0)
V = 0 means

that the IAA starts at a point where there is no interference signal at the relay,
and if the achievable PDF rate can be increased by moving away from this point,
the initial covariance matrix CV has no prede�ned structure.

2. C (0)
V = C

Bwin
V → RIAA2

With this choice of C (0)
V , we ensure that RIAA2 ≥ RSVD ≥ max{RDF , RP2P}. Further-

more, using this initialization allows us to assess the results obtained by means of

3RAS is omitted here since the SVD-based ZF approach yields better results on average.
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the ZF PDF approach. In particular, if the di�erences between RIAA2 and RSVD are
small, we can reasonably assume that the SVD-based ZF approach yields good
suboptimal solutions to the PDF rate maximization problem.

Note that for stochastically degraded Gaussian MIMO relay channels, it can immediately
be concluded that RIAA1 = RIAA2 = RDF, whereas RIAA2 = RP2P if the Gaussian MIMO
relay channel is reversely stochastically degraded. Consequently, it is not necessary to
run the IAA in order to determine RIAA1 or RIAA2 in these cases.

In addition to the initialization, the achievable PDF rates we obtain from the IAA
of course depend on the termination criterion. For the results presented in Figure 4.5,
where we compare RIAA1 and RIAA2 to CCSB, RDF, and RSVD, the termination criterion
for the IAA was based on the relative rate improvement over the last three iterations.
More precisely, the IAA was stopped after iteration K if K > 3 and

R (K )

IAA − R (K−3)
IAA

R (K )

IAA
< 10−2. (4.5)

The �rst notable observation from Figure 4.5 is that RIAA1 = RIAA2 for all considered
antenna con�gurations and relay positions, i.e., there is no di�erence between the
achievable PDF rates we obtain with the two di�erent initializations of the IAA. This
result suggests that for both of the initializations we have chosen, the IAA always �nds
good local solutions to the nonconvex PDF rate maximization problem as it would be
unlikely that RIAA1 = RIAA2 if this were not the case. In particular, since the structure
of CV is not prede�ned if C (0)

V = 0, one would expect that RIAA1 > RIAA2 for at least
some channel realizations (and thus also on average) if the IAA converged to bad local
solutions with C (0)

V = C
Bwin
V . Likewise, one would reasonably expect that RIAA1 < RIAA2

if the IAA did not always converge to good local solutions with C (0)
V = 0.

The second notable observation from Figure 4.5 is that the di�erences between RSVD
and RIAA1, RIAA2 are very small for all four antenna con�gurations and the considered
relay positions. As a consequence, we can conclude that the SVD-based ZF approach
already yields good suboptimal solutions to the PDF rate maximization problem, which
in turn implies that we are not likely to achieve much higher PDF rates with more
sophisticated ZF �lter designs.

Finally, we also want to compare the computational e�ort that needs to be spent
in order to evaluate RIAA1, RIAA2, and RSVD. To this end, �rst note that if the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel is not of stochastically degraded nature, the evaluation of RSVD for
one particular channel realization requires to solve 2min{NS ,NR } = 4 convex optimization
problems for each of the antenna con�gurations considered in Figure 4.5. Furthermore,
we remark that this is also the minimum number of iterations for the IAA with the
termination criterion speci�ed in (4.5). Because the Gaussian MIMO relay channel is
almost surely neither stochastically degraded nor reversely stochastically degraded if
NS > max{NR ,ND}, we here consider the computational e�ort for evaluating RIAA1 and
RIAA2 using the antenna con�guration NS = 3, NR = 2, and ND = 2 as an example. For
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Figure 4.5: Comparison ofCCSB, RDF, RSVD, and RIAA for Gaussian MIMO Relay Channels
without Disjoint Sender Components: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (results averaged over
1000 independent channel realizations)

this case, Table 4.4 shows the average, median, and maximum numbers of the iterations
the IAA required to compute RIAA1 and RIAA2, where the average iteration numbers
have been rounded to the nearest hundredth.

Recall that in each iteration of the IAA, one approximating convex optimization
problem must be solved, which dominates the computational cost of the iteration. More-
over, the computational complexity of such an approximating problem is comparable to
that of one of the four convex optimization problems which need to be solved in order
to evaluate RSVD. We therefore simply measure the computational e�ort for the IAA in
terms of the iteration numbers.

From Table 4.4, we can observe that both the average and the median numbers of the
iterations the IAA required to compute RIAA1 and RIAA2 are small. In particular, except
for the case where d = 0.9, the median numbers are equal to the minimum iteration
number for the chosen termination criterion, and even for d = 0.9, the median numbers
only increase by one. The average iteration numbers are also equal or at least very close
to the minimum iteration number as long as d does not become too large. Whereas the
median numbers are identical for both initializations, the average iteration numbers
for computing RIAA1 are slightly higher than those for RIAA2 if the relay is closer to
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Table 4.4: Number of Iterations for Computation of RIAA: NS = 3, NR = 2, ND = 2
(results for 1000 independent channel realizations)

(a) RIAA1 (C (0)
V = 0)

d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

average 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.08 4.39 4.83 5.67 6.86
median 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5
maximum 5 4 4 5 18 20 20 21 22

(b) RIAA2 (C (0)
V = C

Bwin
V )

d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

average 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.02 4.19 4.51 5.09 5.88
median 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5
maximum 5 4 4 5 8 18 34 29 32

the destination. However, the di�erence is less than one iteration on average for all
considered relay positions.

Consequently, we can conclude that for most of the channel realizations considered
here, the computational e�ort for the two suboptimal PDF approaches (ZF and IAA)
is comparable although the maximum iteration numbers in Table 4.4 reveal that the
computational cost of computing RIAA1 or RIAA2 can sometimes be signi�cantly higher
than that of RSVD. Here, it should of course be noted that we �rst need to evaluate RSVD
before RIAA2 can be computed and that the complexity of the SVD-based ZF approach
increases exponentially with min{NS ,NR}. For Gaussian MIMO relay channels that are
not of stochastically degraded nature, the IAA with initialization C (0)

V = 0 hence does
not only obtain the highest PDF rates, but it usually also has the best performance-
complexity tradeo� of the considered suboptimal PDF approaches.

4.3 Practical Applications

To conclude the �rst part of this work, we want to discuss the practical usability of
the theoretical results derived in Chapter 3 and the corresponding numerical results
presented in this chapter. Clearly, as these results are based on the idealistic assumptions
that perfect CSI is available at all nodes and that the relay operates in full-duplex mode
with perfect self-interference cancellation, they cannot directly be applied to practical
communication systems. However, there are several aspects which may help to design
future relay-aided wireless communication systems.

Using the results of Chapter 3, it is possible to e�ciently determine upper and lower
bounds on the capacity of the Gaussian MIMO relay channel. In particular, we showed
that evaluating the CSB or the maximum achievable DF rate only requires to solve one
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convex optimization problem, and for certain types of Gaussian MIMO relay channels,
the same is true for the maximum achievable PDF rate. Otherwise, convex optimization
techniques can still be employed to obtain good suboptimal PDF rates with reasonable
complexity. The evaluated upper and lower capacity bounds can serve as benchmarks
when studying the performance of other relay strategies, the in�uence of the MIMO
channel model on the achievable rates, or the performance degradation due to channel
estimation errors, imperfect self-interference cancellation at the relay, or imperfect CSI
at the transmitting nodes.

For the considered scenario with uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, it could for example
be concluded that using the PDF strategy instead of the simpler DF strategy is really
bene�cial only if the source is equipped with more antennas than the relay. Moreover,
for such antenna con�gurations, the results showed that a rather simple ZF scheme
can achieve PDF rates that closely approach the CSB. While our focus was on how the
achievable and potential rate gains are a�ected by the antenna con�gurations and relay
positions, one can just as well examine the impact of di�erent transmit power budgets
and/or path loss coe�cients on the rate gains, or how the results change for di�erent
MIMO channel models.

Numerical results we obtain under the assumptions of perfect CSI and perfect
self-interference cancellation at the relay may also help to answer further interesting
questions about (MIMO) relaying. For example, an important property of the DF and PDF
strategies is that the source and the relay can cooperatively transmit to the destination.
However, this only holds if both the absolute values and the phases of all channel
gains are known at the source and the relay. In particular, for phase fading, i.e., if only
the absolute values of the channel gains are known at the transmitting nodes and the
phases are assumed to vary uniformly over [0, 2π ], the maximum achievable ergodic
DF rate is attained by CS =

PS
NS
INS , CR =

PR
NR

INR , and CSR = 0, cf. [77]. Furthermore,
even if the channel phases are known, one may require the source and relay inputs
to be independent for practical reasons. By evaluating the achievable DF and PDF
rates for these channel inputs and comparing them to RDF and RPDF/RZF/RSVD/RIAA1,
respectively, it can be assessed how critical the knowledge of phase information at the
transmitting nodes and the cooperation between the source and the relay are to the
performance of the DF and PDF strategies.

Beyond that, we believe that a thorough understanding of the Gaussian MIMO
relay channel with perfect CSI can generally yield valuable insights for the analysis of
ergodic or outage rates in more realistic scenarios where the transmitting nodes only
have imperfect or statistical CSI. Likewise, we can reasonably assume that a thorough
understanding of the Gaussian MIMO relay channel with perfect self-interference can-
cellation at the relay is helpful if one wants to examine what happens if the relay is not
able to completely remove its self-interference.

The self-interference problem can be avoided if the relay operates in half-duplex
mode, with the additional bene�t that half-duplex devices are easier to build and thus
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cheaper than full-duplex devices. From a theoretical point of view, on the other hand,
evaluating the CSB or the maximum achievable DF and PDF rates for the half-duplex
case is more di�cult than for the full-duplex case (assuming perfect self-interference
cancellation at the relay). This is because in addition to the channel inputs, we have to
optimize the durations of the time slots or the bandwidths of the frequency bands that
are used for reception and transmission at the relay.

As far as the optimization of the channel inputs is concerned, however, the problems
we face for the half-duplex case are the same as those for the full-duplex case. Therefore,
many results for the relay channel straightforwardly carry over to the half-duplex relay
channel, which we discuss in the second part of this work. In particular, this means that
we can directly make use of the results derived in Chapter 3 to tackle the corresponding
rate maximization problems for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel.
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Chapter 5

Information Theoretical Results

In the second part of this work, we again consider the relay channel where one source
terminal S wants to convey information to one destination terminal D with the help
of a single relay node R. In contrast to the �rst part, however, we now impose a half-
duplex constraint on the relay, which means that it can either transmit or receive, but
not simultaneously transmit and receive, in the same frequency band. Consequently,
orthogonal resources have to be assigned for reception and transmission at the relay.
For this purpose, we assume that reception and transmission at the relay are separated
in time, i.e., we consider a time-division duplex (TDD) protocol where the relay and the
destination listen to the source in the �rst phase and where the destination listens to
the source and the relay in the second phase.

For this system model, we again want to investigate how much the relay can improve
the data transfer from the source to the destination in terms of achievable rates. To this
end, we �rst introduce an information theoretical model for the discrete memoryless
half-duplex relay channel in Section 5.1. Subsequently, we review the information
theoretical results on the capacity of the half-duplex relay channel that are important to
this work. More speci�cally, we discuss the cut-set bound (CSB) as well as the achievable
decode-and-forward (DF) and partial decode-and-forward (PDF) rates for the half-duplex
relay channel in Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, respectively. The system model and the results
presented in these four sections can be viewed as the natural extension of the system
model and the results presented in Sections 2.1–2.4 to the half-duplex relay channel
where TDD is used to separate transmission and reception at the relay.

Furthermore, we also want to study the half-duplex two-way relay channel in the
second part of this work, which models the more general scenario where two terminals
exchange information with the help of a single relay node. In Section 5.5, the half-
duplex relay channel model and the corresponding information theoretical results are
therefore generalized to bidirectional communication with all three nodes being subject
to a half-duplex constraint. The chapter concludes in Section 5.6 with an overview of
further noteworthy results and some bibliographical notes on uni- and bidirectional
communication in the half-duplex constrained relay channel.
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5.1 Channel Model

The discrete memoryless half-duplex relay channel, speci�ed by{
XS × XR ×M,p (yD ,yR |xS , xR ,m),YD × YR

}
, (5.1)

consists of �ve �nite sets XS, XR, M, YD, YR and a collection of probability mass
functions p (yD ,yR |xS , xR ,m), one for each (xS , xR ,m) ∈ XS × XR ×M. Like for the
full-duplex case, the interpretation is that xS and xR are the channel inputs of the source
and the relay, respectively, whereas yR and yD denote the channel outputs of the relay
and the destination, cf. Figure 5.1. Without loss of generality, it is assumed here that
the transmit alphabet of the relay XR contains a “quiet” symbol q and that the receive
alphabet of the relay YR contains an “erasure” symbol e .

In order to account for the half-duplex constraint, the half-duplex relay channel
model contains an additional random variable M ∈ M = {1, 2}, which models the
state/mode of the relay, i.e., whether the relay receives or transmits.1 As the relay has
to receive information from the source before it can forward this information to the
destination, the relay is de�ned to be in receive mode if M = 1 and in transmit mode if
M = 2. If we further de�ne

XAm = XA |{M =m}, YBm = YB |{M =m}, (5.2)

the constraint that the relay cannot simultaneously transmit and receive in the same
frequency band can be expressed in terms of the conditional probability mass function
that speci�es the half-duplex relay channel as

p (yD ,yR |xS , xR ,m) =

p (yD1 ,yR1 |xS1)δq (xR1) ifm = 1,
p (yD2 |xS2 , xR2)δe (yR2) ifm = 2,

(5.3)

where

δa (b) =

1 if a = b ,
0 otherwise.

(5.4)

In particular, this also means that the channel input distribution p (xS , xR ,m) takes on
the following form:

p (xS , xR ,m) =

p (xS1)δq (xR1) ifm = 1,
p (xS2 , xR2) ifm = 2.

(5.5)

1Note that if we consider unidirectional communication, the source and the destination are not a�ected
by a half-duplex constraint. This is because the source does not want to receive any information and thus
may transmit the whole time, whereas the destination does not have any information to transmit and
hence may listen the whole time.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the Half-Duplex Relay Channel

Remark 5.1. Our notation di�ers from that of Khojastepour et al. [66–68], who simply
treat M as a state that is known to all nodes. Their notation hence follows Wolfowitz’
notation for �nite-state channels with state calculable by both sender and receiver [138,
Section 3.5]. We treat M as a channel input, however, since the distribution of M can be
chosen like the distribution of (XS ,XR).

Remark 5.2. Although we treat M as a channel input in our notation, we assume that
it is noncausally known to all three nodes. That is, we assume that the source and the
destination always know in advance which mode (receive or transmit) the relay is using.
Therefore, M cannot be used to convey information from the source to the destination,
as would be the case if the destination did not know M , cf. [75].

Letmn ∈Mn be a sequence of relay modes that is noncausally known to all three
nodes. Then, a (2nR ,n) code for the half-duplex relay channel consists of a message set
W = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRe}, an encoder (at the source) that assigns a codeword X n

S (w) ∈ X n
S

to each message w ∈ W , a relay encoder that assigns a symbol XR ,i (y
i−1
R ) ∈ XR to each

past received sequencey i−1
R ∈ Y i−1

R for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} withXR ,i (y
i−1
R ) = q ifmi = 1,

and a decoder (at the destination) that assigns an estimate Ŵ (ynD) ∈ W (or possibly an
error message) to each received sequence ynD ∈ Yn

D . For generality, the encoding and
decoding functions are allowed to be stochastic.

Note that the de�nition of the relay encoder includes two important conditions. The
�rst one is that the relay’s transmit symbol XR ,i may depend on its past observations
Y i−1

R = (YR ,1 , . . . ,YR ,i−1) only, which ensures that the relay operates in a causal manner.
Beyond that, the relay encoder must select the quiet symbol q whenever the relay is in
receive mode, i.e., XR ,i = q ifmi = 1, to satisfy the half-duplex constraint.

The half-duplex relay channel is memoryless in the sense that the current channel
outputs (YD ,i ,YR ,i ) depend on (X i

S ,X
i
R ,M

i ) only through (XS ,i ,XR ,i ,Mi ). For any p (w)

and choice of the code, the joint probability mass function on W × X n
S × X n

R ×Mn ×
Yn

D × Yn
R hence factors as

p (w, xnS , x
n
R ,m

n ,ynD ,y
n
R ) = p (w)p (x

n
S |w)

n∏
i=1

p (xR ,i |y i−1
R )p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ,mi ),

(5.6)

where p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ,mi ) satis�es (5.3) for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and p (xR ,i |y i−1
R ) =
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δq (xR ,i ) for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that mi = 1. Furthermore, the transmissions are
modeled as taking place synchronously again, cf. Section 2.1 for a detailed explanation
of what this means.

IfW is uniformly distributed over W and P
(n)
e = Pr[Ŵ ,W ] denotes the average

probability of error, a rate R is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of (2nR ,n)
codes for which P

(n)
e → 0 as n → ∞. The capacity C of the half-duplex relay channel is

then de�ned as the supremum of the set of achievable rates.
We remark that if nm =

∑n
i=1 δm (mi ), it follows that

tm =
nm
n
→ p (m) ∈ [0, 1] as n → ∞. (5.7)

That is, as the number of channel uses becomes large, the (normalized) durations of the
relay receive and transmit phases t1 and t2, which we also refer to as the time-shares
of the relay receive and transmit phases in the following, can be interpreted as the
probabilities that the relay is in receive or in transmit mode, respectively. For our half-
duplex relay channel model, where M is assumed to be known to all three nodes, any
maximization with respect to the time-shares t1 and t2 thus implicitly corresponds to a
maximization with respect to p (m).

Like for the full-duplex case, the capacity of the half-duplex relay channel is still
unknown for the general case. However, for the four types of relay channels de�ned in
De�nition 2.1, the de�nitions and the corresponding capacity results that are stated in
Section 2.4 can easily be extended to the half-duplex case.

Definition 5.1. The discrete memoryless half-duplex relay channel
{
XS × XR ×M,

p (yD ,yR |xS , xR ,m),YD × YR
}

(a) is degraded if p (yD1 ,yR1 |xS1) can be written in the form

p (yD1 ,yR1 |xS1) = p (yR1 |xS1)p (yD1 |yR1), (5.8)

or equivalently, if XS1↔YR1↔YD1 form a Markov chain;
(b) is reversely degraded if p (yD1 ,yR1 |xS1) can be written in the form

p (yD1 ,yR1 |xS1) = p (yD1 |xS1)p (yR1 |yD1), (5.9)

or equivalently, if XS1↔YD1↔YR1 form a Markov chain;
(c) is semideterministic if YR1 is a function of XS1, i.e., if YR1 = yR1 (XS1);
(d) has orthogonal sender components if XS = X ′S × X ′′S and p (yD1 ,yR1 |xS1) can be

written in the form

p (yD1 ,yR1 |xS1) = p (yR1 |x ′S1)p (yD1 |x ′′S1) (5.10)

for all (x ′S1 , x
′′
S1 ,yD1 ,yR1) ∈ X ′S × X ′′S × YD × YR.
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Note that the relay transmit mode is irrelevant to De�nition 5.1, i.e., whether a half-
duplex relay channel is degraded, reversely degraded, semideterministic, or whether it
has orthogonal sender components only depends on the properties of the channel in
relay receive mode. Since the capacities of these four half-duplex relay channels are
achieved by the DF strategy and/or the PDF strategy, the corresponding capacity results
are stated at the end of Section 5.4.

5.2 Cut-Set Bound

As the capacity of the half-duplex relay channel is unknown for the general case, we
usually have to study capacity bounds again. To this end, we �rst introduce the cut-set
bound (CSB), which is the best known upper bound on the capacity of the half-duplex
relay channel.

Theorem 5.1. For any half-duplex relay channel
{
XS × XR ×M,p (yD ,yR |xS , xR ,m),

YD × YR
}
, the capacity is upper bounded by C ≤ CCSB, where

CCSB = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (XS1;YR1 ,YD1) + t2I (XS2;YD2 |XR2),

R ≤ t1I (XS1;YD1) + t2I (XS2 ,XR2;YD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1.
(5.11)

Proof. See [66, Section 3.2], for example. �

This result is obtained by extending the arguments of Cover and El Gamal [21] to
the considered half-duplex relay channel model. Like for the full-duplex case, the CSB
thus has a nice max-�ow min-cut interpretation, which is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The
�rst constraint on R in (5.11) implies that the source cannot transmit information to
the destination at a higher rate than if the relay and the destination fully cooperate in
receiving, cf. Figure 5.2(a). Of course, the relay and the destination can only cooperate
in receiving if the relay is in receive mode, i.e., if m = 1. If m = 2, on the other hand,
the relay is transmitting and cannot receive any information due to the half-duplex
constraint. The second constraint on R in (5.11) results from the fact that the destination
cannot receive information at a higher rate than if the source and the relay cooperate in
transmitting, cf. Figure 5.2(b), which, however, is only possible if the relay is in transmit
mode, i.e., if m = 2.

We remark that the CSB for the half-duplex relay channel can also be viewed as
a special case of a more general max-�ow min-cut theorem for general multiterminal
networks with a �nite number of states and the state being known noncausally to all
nodes, cf. [66]. In particular, suppose we have a network that is comprised of a �nite set
of nodesN , and assume thatM ∈M denotes the state of the network, whereM is �nite.
Furthermore, assume that node A sends information to node B at rate RA ,B. If S ⊆ N
and Sc is the complement of S in N , a cut that separates nodes A and B is a partition
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the CSB for the Half-Duplex Relay Channel

(S , Sc) of N such that A ∈ S and B ∈ Sc. Letting XSm = {XA : A ∈ S }|{M = m} and
YSm = {YB : B ∈ S }|{M =m}, we have the following result:

Theorem 5.2. Let the state of the networkM be known noncausally to all nodes in the
network. Then, if the information rates {RA ,B} are achievable, there exists ∏m∈M p (xNm )

such that ∑
A∈S ,B∈Sc

RA ,B ≤ max
tm

min
S

∑
m∈M

tmI (XSm;YScm |XScm ), (5.12)

where the minimum is taken over all subsets S ⊆ N and the maximum is with respect to
all tm ≥ 0 such that

∑
m∈M tm = 1.

Proof. See [66, Corollary 2]. �

For the half-duplex relay channel, the node set is given by N = {S, R,D} and there
is only one rate R = RS ,D. Therefore, we obtain CCSB in (5.11) by applying (5.12) to the
two cuts speci�ed by S = {S} and S = {S, R}, cf. Figure 5.2. To conclude this section
about the CSB for the half-duplex relay channel, we remark that CCSB does not depend
on the exact sequence of relay modesmn , but only on the portions of the time the relay
is used in receive and transmit mode, i.e., on the time-shares t1 and t2.

5.3 Decode-and-Forward

The �rst lower bound on the capacity of the half-duplex relay channel we consider is
the achievable decode-and-forward (DF) rate. If the relay uses the DF strategy in the
half-duplex relay channel, it is required to decode the entire information transmitted
by the source while the relay is in receive mode. That is, the source may send additional
(“new”) information to the destination in the relay transmit phase, which the relay is of
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the Rate Bounds for the Half-Duplex DF Strategy

course not able to decode as it cannot receive any information when it is transmitting.
Since the relay does not have to decode the entire information the source communicates
to the destination, this strategy is sometimes already referred to as a partial decode-and-
forward (PDF) strategy, cf. [116], for example. Nevertheless, we consider this strategy
as a DF strategy because the relay decodes everything it can receive.

Theorem 5.3. The capacity of the half-duplex relay channel speci�ed by
{
XS × XR ×M,

p (yD ,yR |xS , xR ,m),YD × YR
}
is lower bounded by C ≥ RDF, where

RDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (XS1;YR1) + t2I (XS2;YD2 |XR2) ,

R ≤ t1I (XS1;YD1) + t2I (XS2 ,XR2;YD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
(5.13)

denotes the maximum rate that can be achieved with the decode-and-forward (DF) protocol.

Proof. See [68, Section II], for example. �

Similar to the CSB, this result is obtained by extending the DF strategy derived by
Cover and El Gamal [21] to the considered half-duplex relay channel model, and like for
the full-duplex case, the achievable DF rate is limited by two mutual information terms.
The �rst rate bound, RDF ≤ t1I (XS1;YR1) + t2I (XS2;YD2 |XR2), is due to the condition
that the relay must decode the entire information transmitted by the source in the
relay receive phase and the fact that the source may transmit new information to the
destination in the relay transmit phase. The second rate bound, RDF ≤ t1I (XS1;YD1) +

t2I (XS2 ,XR2;YD2), again states that the achievable DF rate cannot be higher than the
combined information transfer from the source and the relay to the destination, with
the restriction that the relay does not transmit when it is receiving, i.e., if m = 1. An
illustration of these two rate bounds is given in Figure 5.3.
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Note also that the optimization problems that determine RDF and CCSB only di�er
in the �rst mutual information term of the �rst rate bound, where an additional YD1
appears in (5.11) as compared to (5.13). Since the second rate bound, the optimization
variables, and the constraints are exactly the same, the DF strategy performs quite well
whenever the source-to-relay link is (much) better than the source-to-destination link.
For example, DF is the capacity achieving strategy for the degraded half-duplex relay
channel, cf. Section 5.4.

In contrast to the full-duplex case, where RDF is achieved by a block Markov super-
position encoding scheme that is based on conveying B − 1 messages from the source to
the destination in B blocks of transmission, the DF coding scheme for the half-duplex
relay channel operates on only one block. This one block consists of n channel uses,
where the relay is in receive mode for the �rst n1 channel uses and in transmit mode
for the remaining n2 = n − n1 channel uses.

More speci�cally, the source splits its messageW into two independent partsW1
andW2, and the source encoder then assigns two codewords X n1

S1 (w1) and X n2
S2 (w1 ,w2)

to each (w1 ,w2) = w ∈ W . Assuming that the relay has correctly decoded w1 after the
relay receive phase, which is justi�ed if the rate associated withW1 is no greater than
t1I (XS1;YR1), both the source and the relay know w1. If the relay encoder is deterministic,
the source can determine the relay’s codeword xn2

R2 (w1) sent in the relay transmit phase,
which implies that the source can generate X n2

S2 (w1 ,w2) from xn2
R2 (w1) via superposition

coding. As a result, input distributions of the form p (xS2 |xR2)p (xR2) = p (xS2 , xR2) are
permissible for the relay transmit phase.

We remark that in this DF coding scheme,W2 represents the new information the
source may communicate to the destination in the relay transmit phase. If W2 = ∅,
or equivalently, if W1 = W , it follows that I (XS2;YD2 |XR2) = 0 and we obtain the DF
strategy that is referred to as “full DF” in [116]. Like for the full-duplex case, it may
happen that the best rate that can be achieved with this strategy is smaller than

RP2P = max
xR2∈XR

max
p (xS2)

I (XS2;YD2 |xR2). (5.14)

However, the maximum achievable DF rate RDF as de�ned in Theorem 5.3 is never
smaller than RP2P, i.e.,

RDF ≥ RP2P , (5.15)

since RP2P can always be achieved by setting t1 = 0 and t2 = 1 in (5.13).

5.4 Partial Decode-and-Forward

While the considered half-duplex DF strategy never performs worse than direct trans-
mission, higher rates can usually be achieved if the constraint that the relay decode the
entire information the source transmits during the relay receive phase is relaxed. To
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the Rate Bounds for the Half-Duplex PDF Strategy

this end, we consider the partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy, where the part
W1 of the source messageW = (W1 ,W2) the source transmits during the relay receive
phase is further decomposed into two independent partsW ′

1 andW ′′
1 of which the relay

is only required to decodeW ′
1 . By constructing separate codebooks forW ′

1 andW ′′
1 and

using superposition coding at the source to generate X n1
S1 (w

′
1 ,w

′′
1 ), the following lower

bound on the capacity of the half-duplex relay channel can be obtained:

Theorem 5.4. The capacity of the half-duplex relay channel speci�ed by
{
XS × XR ×M,

p (yD ,yR |xS , xR ,m),YD × YR
}
is lower bounded by C ≥ RPDF, where

RPDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (u ,xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (U ;YR1) + t1I (XS1;YD1 |U )

+ t2I (XS2;YD2 |XR2),

R ≤ t1I (XS1;YD1) + t2I (XS2 ,XR2;YD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1

(5.16)

denotes the maximum rate that can be achieved with the partial decode-and-forward (PDF)
protocol, and where the maximization over p (u , xS1) is subject to the constraint that U↔
XS1↔ (YD1 ,YR1) form a Markov chain.

Proof. The achievability of RPDF can be proved by extending the half-duplex DF coding
scheme as explained above. A rigorous proof, which follows along the same lines as the
proof of Theorem 5.3 in [68, Section II], is given in [118]. �

Similar to the full-duplex case, U is an auxiliary random variable which represents
the part of the information the relay must decode (after the relay receive phase). By
optimizing over (the distribution of) U , the PDF strategy therefore allows to tradeo�
sending information to the destination via the relay versus sending it over the direct
link (in the relay receive phase). This tradeo� is also re�ected in the �rst two mutual
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information terms of the �rst rate bound on RPDF in (5.16), cf. Figure 5.4(a). The second
rate bound, on the other hand, is again the same as for the CSB and the DF rate in (5.11)
and (5.13), respectively. It is given by the rate of the information the source and the
relay can cooperatively send to the destination, with the restriction that the relay does
not transmit when it is receiving, cf. Figure 5.4(b).

Like for the full-duplex case, it is also easy to verify that the PDF strategy includes
the DF strategy as a special case. In particular, note that if we choose U = XS1 in (5.16),
it follows that t1I (U ;YR1) + t1I (XS1;YD1 |U ) = t1I (XS1;YR1) so that PDF reduces to DF.
Moreover, as the DF strategy already includes direct transmission as a special case for
the half-duplex relay channel, cf. (5.15), we can conclude that

RPDF ≥ RDF ≥ RP2P. (5.17)

Beyond that, it is easily shown that PDF is the capacity achieving strategy for the
four half-duplex relay channels de�ned in Section 5.1:

(a) The capacity of the degraded half-duplex relay channel is given by [68]

C = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (XS1;YR1) + t2I (XS2;YD2 |XR2),

R ≤ t1I (XS1;YD1) + t2I (XS2 ,XR2;YD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1.
(5.18)

It is achieved by the DF strategy, and the converse follows from the fact that
I (XS1;YR1 ,YD1) = I (XS1;YR1) if the half-duplex relay channel is degraded since
XS1↔YR1↔YD1 form a Markov chain in this case.

(b) If the half-duplex relay channel is reversely degraded, on the other hand, the
capacity is achieved by direct transmission, i.e.,

C = max
xR2∈XR

max
p (xS2)

I (XS2;YD2 |xR2). (5.19)

The converse follows from the fact that I (XS1;YR1 ,YD1) = I (XS1;YD1) if the half-
duplex relay channel is reversely degraded since XS1↔YD1↔YR1 form a Markov
chain in this case.

(c) The capacity of the semideterministic half-duplex relay channel is equal to

C = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1H (YR1) + t1I (XS1;YD1 |YR1)

+ t2I (XS2;YD2 |XR2),

R ≤ t1I (XS1;YD1) + t2I (XS2 ,XR2;YD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1.

(5.20)

Achievability follows from the PDF strategy with U = YR1, which is feasible as
YR1 is a function of XS1, and the converse follows from the CSB.
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(d) Finally, if the half-duplex relay channel has orthogonal sender components, its
capacity is given by

C = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (x ′S1 ,x
′′
S1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (X
′
S1;YR1) + t1I (X

′′
S1;YD1)

+ t2I (XS2;YD2 |XR2),

R ≤ t1I (X
′′
S1;YD1) + t2I (XS2 ,XR2;YD2) ,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1,

(5.21)

where it is su�cient to maximize with respect to joint probability mass functions
p (x ′S1 , x

′′
S1) that factor as p (x ′S1)p (x

′′
S1). The proof of achievability uses the PDF

strategy with U = X ′S1, and the converse again follows from the CSB.

5.5 Bidirectional Communication

In this section, we extend the half-duplex relay channel model and the corresponding
information theoretical results to the half-duplex two-way relay channel, which models
the more general scenario where two terminals exchange information with the help of
a relay. More speci�cally, we consider the restricted half-duplex two-way relay channel
in this work. That is, we assume that the bidirectional communication is restricted in
the sense that the encoders at the two terminals may neither cooperate, nor are they
allowed to use previously decoded information to encode their messages.

The discrete memoryless half-duplex two-way relay channel, speci�ed by{
XA × XB × XR ×M,p (yA ,yB ,yR |xA , xB , xR ,m),YA × YB × YR

}
, (5.22)

consists of seven �nite sets XA, XB, XR, M, YA, YB, YR and a collection of probability
mass functions p (yA ,yB ,yR |xA , xB , xR ,m), one for each (xA , xB , xR ,m) ∈ XA × XB ×
XR ×M. The interpretation is that xA, xB, xR and yA, yB, yR are the channel inputs and
outputs, respectively, of terminal A, terminal B, and the relay, cf. Figure 5.5. Without
loss of generality, it is assumed here that the three transmit alphabets XA, XB, and XR
contain a “quiet” symbol q and that the three receive alphabets YA, YB, and YR contain
an “erasure” symbol e .

In order to account for the half-duplex constraint, the half-duplex two-way relay
channel model contains the random variable M ∈M = {1, . . . , 6}, which models the
state/mode of the three-terminal relay network, i.e., which nodes transmit and which
nodes receive. Note that |M| = 6 since there are six states/modes where either one
or two nodes transmit. Evidently, no information can be conveyed when all nodes
are silent or when all nodes transmit simultaneously, where the latter is due to the
half-duplex constraint imposed on all nodes. We de�ne these six states as follows:

M = 1: Terminal A transmits to the relay and terminal B.
M = 2: Terminal B transmits to the relay and terminal A.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the Half-Duplex Two-Way Relay Channel

M = 3: Terminals A and B transmit to the relay.
M = 4: The relay transmits to terminals A and B.
M = 5: Terminal B and the relay transmit to terminal A.
M = 6: Terminal A and the relay transmit to terminal B.

Using (5.2), the constraint that the nodes cannot simultaneously transmit and receive in
the same frequency band can be expressed in terms of the conditional probability mass
function that speci�es the half-duplex two-way relay channel as

p (yA ,yB ,yR |xA , xB , xR ,m) =



p (yB1 ,yR1 |xA1)δq (xB1)δq (xR1)δe (yA1) ifm = 1,
p (yA2 ,yR2 |xB2)δq (xA2)δq (xR2)δe (yB2) ifm = 2,
p (yR3 |xA3 , xB3)δq (xR3)δe (yA3)δe (yB3) ifm = 3,
p (yA4 ,yB4 |xR4)δq (xA4)δq (xB4)δe (yR4) ifm = 4,
p (yA5 |xB5 , xR5)δq (xA5)δe (yB5)δe (yR5) ifm = 5,
p (yB6 |xA6 , xR6)δq (xB6)δe (yA6)δe (yR6) ifm = 6.

(5.23)

Like for the half-duplex relay channel, we assume that all nodes know the state of the
network noncausally, cf. Remark 5.2, which implies that M cannot be used to exchange
information between terminals A and B.

Letmn ∈Mn be a sequence of states that is noncausally known to all three nodes.
Then, a (2nRA , 2nRB ,n) code for the restricted half-duplex two-way relay channel con-
sists of two message sets WA = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRAe} and WB = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRBe}, two
encoders (one at each terminal) that assign codewords X n

A (wA) ∈ X n
A and X n

B (wB) ∈ X n
B

to each wA ∈ WA and wB ∈ WB, respectively, a relay encoder that assigns a symbol
XR ,i (y

i−1
R ) ∈ XR to each past received sequence y i−1

R ∈ Y i−1
R for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},

and two decoders (one at each terminal again) that assign estimates ŴA (y
n
B ) ∈ WA and

ŴB (y
n
A) ∈ WB (or possibly an error message) to each received sequence ynB ∈ Yn

B and
ynA ∈ Yn

A , respectively. For generality, the encoding and decoding functions are allowed
to be stochastic again.

The de�nition of the relay encoder already includes the condition that the relay’s
transmit symbol XR ,i may depend on its past observations Y i−1

R = (YR ,1 , . . . ,YR ,i−1)

only, which ensures that the relay operates in a causal manner. Similarly, the terminal
encoders are restricted in the sense that the codewords X n

A and X n
B may depend on the
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messages wA and wB only. Beyond that, however, all nodes must satisfy the half-duplex
constraint. To this end, we require the encoders at the terminals and the relay to select
the quiet symbol whenever the corresponding node is in receive mode, i.e., for any
i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, we require

XA ,i (wA) = q ifmi ∈ {2, 4, 5},
XB ,i (wB) = q ifmi ∈ {1, 4, 6},

XR ,i (y
i−1
R ) = q ifmi ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

(5.24)

The half-duplex two-way relay channel is memoryless in the sense that the cur-
rent channel outputs (YA ,i ,YB ,i ,YR ,i ) depend on all previous channel inputs and states
(X i

A ,X
i
B ,X

i
R ,M

i ) only through (XA ,i ,XB ,i ,XR ,i ,Mi ). For any p (wA), p (wB), and choice
of the code, the joint probability mass function on WA ×WB ×X n

A ×X n
B ×X n

R ×Mn ×
Yn

A × Yn
B × Yn

R hence factors as

p (wA ,wB , x
n
A , x

n
B , x

n
R ,m

n ,ynA ,y
n
B ,y

n
R ) = p (wA)p (wB)p (x

n
A |wA)p (x

n
B |wB)·

n∏
i=1

p (xR ,i |y i−1
R )p (yA ,i ,yB ,i ,yR ,i |xA ,i , xB ,i , xR ,i ,mi ), (5.25)

wherep (yA ,i ,yB ,i ,yR ,i |xA ,i , xB ,i , xR ,i ,mi ) andp (xR ,i |y i−1
R ),p (xA ,i |wA),p (xB ,i |wB) must

satisfy (5.23) and (5.24), respectively, for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Finally, the transmissions
are modeled as taking place synchronously again.

IfWA andWB are uniformly distributed over WA and WB, respectively, and if P (n)
e =

Pr[ŴA ,WA ∨ ŴB ,WB] denotes the average probability of error, a rate pair (RA , RB)

is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of (2nRA , 2nRB ,n) codes for which
P
(n)
e → 0 as n → ∞. The capacity region C of the restricted half-duplex two-way relay

channel is de�ned as the closure of the set of achievable rate pairs.

Theorem 5.5. Suppose the rate pair (RA , RB) is achievable in the half-duplex two-way
relay channel, then (RA , RB) ∈ CCSB with

CCSB =
⋃

∏6
m=1 p (xAm ,xBm ,xRm )

{
(RA , RB) ∈ �2

+ : t1 , . . . , t6 ≥ 0,∑6
m=1 tm = 1,

RA ≤ t1I (XA1;YR1 ,YB1) + t3I (XA3;YR3 |XB3) + t6I (XA6;YB6 |XR6) ,

RA ≤ t1I (XA1;YB1) + t4I (XR4;YB4) + t6I (XA6 ,XR6;YB6),

RB ≤ t2I (XB2;YR2 ,YA2) + t3I (XB3;YR3 |XA3) + t5I (XB5;YA5 |XR5) ,

RB ≤ t2I (XB2;YA2) + t4I (XR4;YA4) + t5I (XB5 ,XR5;YA5)
}
.

(5.26)

Proof. This result is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2. In particular, the two rate
bounds on RA = RA ,B are obtained from the cuts S = {A} and S = {A, R}, whereas the
two rate bounds on RB = RB ,A follow from the cuts S = {B} and S = {B, R}. �
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The outer bound on the capacity region de�ned in Theorem 5.5 is referred to as
the cut-set outer bound (CSOB) in the following. We remark that the CSOB is not only
valid for the restricted half-duplex two-way relay channel, but also for half-duplex two-
way relay channels where the terminal encoders may cooperate. This is because input
distributions of the form p (xA3 , xB3) are permissible in Theorem 5.5. For any half-duplex
two-way Gaussian relay channel, however, we show in Chapter 7 that CCSB is attained
if the joint distribution factors as p (xA3 , xB3) = p (xA3)p (xB3).

Whereas the CSOB region CCSB does not depend on the sequence of statesmn , but
only on the time-shares tm = nm/n, the coding schemes that yield the achievable DF
and PDF rate regions given below are based on a speci�c state sequence. In particular,
the DF and PDF coding schemes for the restricted half-duplex two-way relay channel
operate on one block of n channel uses where m = 1 for the �rst n1 channel uses,
m = 2 for the next n2 channel uses, and so forth. Therefore, we commonly use the term
phasem when we refer to the nm consecutive channel uses the half-duplex two-way
relay channel is used in statem.

If the relay uses the DF strategy in the half-duplex two-way relay channel, it is
required to decode the entire information transmitted by terminals A and B while the
relay is in receive mode, i.e., in phases 1, 2, and 3. Similar to the case of unidirectional
communication in the half-duplex relay channel, this means that in phases 5 and 6,
where one terminal and the relay transmit to the respective other terminal, the two
terminals may exchange information which the relay does not decode.

Theorem 5.6. If p (xA3 , xB3) = p (xA3)p (xB3), the following rate region is achievable for
the restricted half-duplex two-way relay channel:

RDF =
⋃

∏6
m=1 p (xAm ,xBm ,xRm )

{
(RA , RB) ∈ �2

+ : t1 , . . . , t6 ≥ 0,∑6
m=1 tm = 1,

RA ≤ t1I (XA1;YR1) + t3I (XA3;YR3 |XB3) + t6I (XA6;YB6 |XR6),

RA ≤ t1I (XA1;YB1) + t4I (XR4;YB4) + t6I (XA6 ,XR6;YB6),

RB ≤ t2I (XB2;YR2) + t3I (XB3;YR3 |XA3) + t5I (XB5;YA5 |XR5),

RB ≤ t2I (XB2;YA2) + t4I (XR4;YA4) + t5I (XB5 ,XR5;YA5),

RA + RB ≤ t1I (XA1;YR1) + t2I (XB2;YR2) + t3I (XA3 ,XB3;YR3)

+ t5I (XB5;YA5 |XR5) + t6I (XA6;YB6 |XR6)
}
.

(5.27)

Proof. See [118] for a rigorous proof. An outline of the coding scheme that achieves
RDF is given in Appendix B.3.1. �

Note that the achievable DF rate region RDF and the CSOB region CCSB are de�ned
by similar rate constraints. In particular, the second rate bounds on RA and RB in (5.27)
are exactly the same as in (5.26), and the �rst rate bounds only di�er in the �rst mutual
information terms, where (YR1 ,YB1) and (YR2 ,YA2) in (5.26) are replaced by YR1 and YR2
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in (5.27), respectively. The main di�erence between RDF and CCSB is the additional
constraint on the sum rate in (5.27). This constraint results from the fact that the relay
must decode the entire information transmitted by terminal A and terminal B in phase 3
when it uses DF.

A better inner bound on the capacity region C can again be obtained if the relay
uses the PDF strategy, where the constraint that the relay decode the entire information
transmitted by the terminals in phases 1 and 2 is relaxed.2 More speci�cally, if the relay
is only required to decode some parts of the messages transmitted by terminals A and B
during phases 1 and 2, respectively, the following rate region can be achieved:

Theorem 5.7. If p (xA3 , xB3) = p (xA3)p (xB3) and p (uA , xA1) and p (uB , xB2) are such that
UA↔XA1↔ (YB1 ,YR1) and UB↔XB2↔ (YA2 ,YR2) form Markov chains, respectively, the
following rate region is achievable for the restricted half-duplex two-way relay channel:

RPDF =
⋃

p (uA ,xA1)p (uB ,xB2)∏6
m=3 p (xAm ,xBm ,xRm )

{
(RA , RB) ∈ �2

+ : t1 , . . . , t6 ≥ 0,∑6
m=1 tm = 1,

RA ≤ t1I (UA;YR1) + t1I (XA1;YB1 |UA) + t3I (XA3;YR3 |XB3) + t6I (XA6;YB6 |XR6),

RA ≤ t1I (XA1;YB1) + t4I (XR4;YB4) + t6I (XA6 ,XR6;YB6),

RB ≤ t2I (UB;YR2) + t2I (XB2;YA2 |UB) + t3I (XB3;YR3 |XA3) + t5I (XB5;YA5 |XR5) ,

RB ≤ t2I (XB2;YA2) + t4I (XR4;YA4) + t5I (XB5 ,XR5;YA5),

RA + RB ≤ t1I (UA;YR1) + t1I (XA1;YB1 |UA) + t2I (UB;YR2) + t2I (XB2;YA2 |UB)

+ t3I (XA3 ,XB3;YR3) + t5I (XB5;YA5 |XR5) + t6I (XA6;YB6 |XR6)
}
. (5.28)

Proof. This result is a rather straightforward generalization of Theorem 5.6, cf. [118].
An outline of the coding scheme that achieves RPDF is given in Appendix B.3.2. �

Here, UA and UB are again auxiliary random variables which represent the parts of
the information the relay must decode. Obviously, if we chooseUA = XA1 andUB = XB2
in (5.28), RPDF reduces to RDF so that we have

RDF ⊆ RPDF ⊆ C ⊆ CCSB. (5.29)

Furthermore, note that RDF and RPDF of course include unidirectional DF and PDF
transmission, respectively, from terminal A to terminal B (t2 = t3 = t4 = t5 = 0), from
terminal B to terminal A (t1 = t3 = t4 = t6 = 0), and time-sharing between unidirectional
transmission in both directions (t3 = t4 = 0) as special cases. Similarly, the CSOB region
CCSB reduces to the CSB if only unidirectional transmission is considered.

2If the relay does not decode the entire information transmitted by one of the terminals in phase 3,
this information never arrives at the respective other terminal. This is because neither terminal listens in
phase 3 and since the relay cannot forward any information it has not previously decoded if it uses the
PDF strategy. Without loss of generality, we hence assume that the relay decodes the entire information
transmitted by both terminals in phase 3.
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To conclude this section, we remark that the de�nitions of and the capacity results
for the degraded, the reversely degraded, and the semideterministic half-duplex relay
channels as well as the half-duplex relay channel with orthogonal sender components
can easily be extended to the restricted half-duplex two-way relay channel. In particular,
it can be shown that PDF achieves the capacity regions of these types of half-duplex
constrained two-way relay channels.

5.6 Further Results and Bibliographical Notes

The cut-set bound (CSB, cf. Section 5.2) on the capacity of the half-duplex relay channel
with time-division duplex (TDD) was established by Khojastepour et al. [66] as a special
case of the max-�ow min-cut theorem for general multiterminal networks with a �nite
number of states and the state being known to all nodes (Theorem 5.2). In [68], they
also derived the maximum achievable decode-and-forward (DF) rate (cf. Section 5.3) for
the half-duplex (“cheap”) relay channel, which they used to establish the capacity of the
degraded half-duplex relay channel. The corresponding DF coding scheme was later
generalized by Stein [118], who obtained the expression for the maximum achievable
partial decode-and-forward (PDF) rate (cf. Section 5.4).

Achievable compress-and-forward (CF) rates for the half-duplex relay channel with
TDD were independently derived by Stein [118] and Yao et al. [144]. In addition, Cover
and El Gamal’s mixed strategy [21, Theorem 7] was also generalized to the half-duplex
relay channel in [118]. Like for DF and PDF, the corresponding half-duplex coding
schemes operate on one block of n channel uses where the relay is in receive mode for
the �rst n1 channel uses and in transmit mode for the remaining n2 channel uses.

Throughout this work, we assume that all three nodes noncausally know whether
the relay is in receive or in transmit mode, which is a reasonable assumption for com-
munication protocols where a TDD schedule is de�ned and communicated to all nodes
a priori. In [75], Kramer considered a random sleep-listen-or-talk (SLoT) strategy for
the relay, where the destination does not know the relay mode in advance. In particular,
he showed that strategies with deterministic schedules are generally suboptimal as the
relay may also forward information to the destination through its choice of operating
mode if it uses a random schedule. However, the potential rate gain is limited to 1 bpcu
since |M| = 2, and there are several challenges for implementing random schedules as
discussed in [78, Section 4.3].

Instead of separating reception and transmission at the relay in time, it is of course
also possible to consider frequency-division duplex (FDD) protocols, where the relay
uses di�erent frequency bands for transmission and reception. If the channel from
the source to the relay is assigned a separate frequency band, which is referred to as
sender frequency-division in [34, Chapter 16], the relay channel has orthogonal sender
components. Its capacity is thus achieved by the PDF strategy, cf. Section 2.4. On the
other hand, the capacity of the relay channel with receiver frequency-division, where the
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(a) Multiple-access broadcast (MABC) protocol
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(b) Time-division broadcast (TDBC) protocol
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(c) Hybrid broadcast (HBC) protocol
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(d) One-way time-sharing (OWTS) protocol

Figure 5.6: Timing Diagrams of MABC, TDBC, HBC, and OWTS Protocols: Gray areas
denote transmissions by the respective nodes, where it is assumed that the nodes listen
when they are not transmitting.

relay-to-destination channel is assigned a separate frequency band, remains unknown.
For this relay channel with orthogonal receiver components as well as for the half-duplex
relay channel with a more general FDD protocol in which the source may utilize the
entire spectrum for transmission, upper bounds on the capacity and achievable rates
can be derived in the same way as for the half-duplex relay channel with TDD.

The (restricted) half-duplex two-way relay channel model was introduced by Rankov
and Wittneben [101, 102], who noted that a signi�cant portion of the loss in spectral
e�ciency su�ered due to the half-duplex constraint can be compensated when bidirec-
tional communication is considered. Various achievable rate regions for the half-duplex
two-way relay channel have since been derived, most of them based on a two-phase
TDD communication protocol in which the terminals �rst transmit their messages to
the relay in a multiple-access phase before the relay then broadcasts its signal to both
terminals, cf. [70–72, 96, 100, 109, 110, 141] and references therein, for example. This
protocol, which is illustrated in Figure 5.6(a), is commonly referred to as multiple-access
broadcast (MABC) protocol.

However, note that all information is sent via the relay in the MABC protocol since
the terminals cannot overhear each other’s transmissions during the multiple-access
phase due to the half-duplex constraint. As a result, this protocol is only optimal if
the direct link between the two terminals can be neglected, e.g., because of shadowing
e�ects. Otherwise, communication protocols that also utilize the direct link yield larger
achievable rate regions in general, cf. [70–72], for example. Protocols of this kind having
been considered in the literature include the time-division broadcast (TDBC) protocol
(cf. Figure 5.6(b)), the hybrid broadcast (HBC) protocol (cf. Figure 5.6(c)), as well as the
one-way time-sharing (OWTS) protocol (cf. Figure 5.6(d)).3

3The protocol names are due to [72] (MABC, TDBC, HBC) and [41] (OWTS).
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We remark that the six-phase protocol that was used to derive the achievable rate
regions RDF and RPDF (cf. Theorems 5.6 and 5.7) includes all four of these protocols
as special cases. In particular, the MABC protocol (consisting of phases 3 and 4), the
TDBC protocol (phases 1, 2, 4), the HBC protocol (phases 1, 2, 3, 4), and the OWTS
protocol (phases 1, 2, 5, 6) can all be obtained from the considered six-phase protocol by
setting some of the time-shares t1 , . . . , t6 to zero. Consequently, any rate region that is
achievable with the MABC/TDBC/HBC/OWTS protocol and the DF or PDF strategy is
a subset of RDF or RPDF, respectively. Furthermore, an outer bound on the largest rate
region that can be achieved with some speci�c protocol can be obtained by setting the
appropriate time-shares in the CSOB region (cf. Theorem 5.5) to zero.
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Chapter 6

Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

After having discussed various information theoretical results for the discrete memory-
less half-duplex relay channel in the previous chapter, we now apply these results to the
half-duplex constrained Gaussian multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relay channel.
To this end, we �rst have to ensure that the achievable rates and the capacity upper
bounds that were derived for a channel model with �nite input and output alphabets
are also valid for continuous-alphabet channels. However, since the same arguments as
for the full-duplex case can be used to argue why this is the case, we do not elaborate on
the details. In addition, note that this chapter focuses on unidirectional communication
in the half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay channel, whereas bidirectional
communication is subsequently addressed in Chapter 7. The structure of this chapter is
therefore identical to that of Chapter 3.

The system model for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is introduced
in Section 6.1, where we remark that two di�erent power constraints are considered, a
per-phase power constraint and an average power constraint, cf. Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.
Using the entropy maximizing property of the Gaussian distribution, we then establish
in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, respectively, that the cut-set bound (CSB)CCSB and the maximum
achievable decode-and-forward (DF) rate RDF are attained by jointly Gaussian source
and relay inputs for both power constraints. Furthermore, we show that if the channel
gain matrices are known perfectly and instantaneously at all nodes, CCSB and RDF can
be determined as the solutions of convex optimization problems. More speci�cally, we
derive dual decomposition approaches that allow to e�ciently solve the corresponding
rate maximization problems with respect to the channel inputs and the time-shares of
the relay receive and transmit phases in the Lagrangian dual domain.

Rates that can be achieved using the partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy
are subsequently discussed in Section 6.4, where we �rst show that the maximum
achievable PDF rate RPDF is also attained by Gaussian channel inputs. The derivation
proceeds along the same lines as for the full-duplex case: In Section 6.4.1, we use a
channel enhancement argument to prove that jointly Gaussian source and relay inputs
maximize the achievable PDF rate for the aligned half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
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channel, and in Section 6.4.2, we extend this result to the general half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channel. However, because an algorithm to (e�ciently) evaluate RPDF for
the general case has yet to be derived, Section 6.4.3 again considers the two approaches
that were introduced in Section 3.4.3 to obtain suboptimal solutions to the PDF rate
maximization problem. Using either of these approaches, suboptimal PDF rates can
be determined by means of convex optimization techniques. In Section 6.4.4, we show
that convex optimization techniques can also be used to evaluate RPDF for half-duplex
Gaussian relay channels of stochastically degraded nature, and the chapter concludes in
Section 6.5 with an overview of further noteworthy results and bibliographical notes
on the half-duplex Gaussian (MIMO) relay channel.

6.1 System Model

Note that like for the full-duplex case, our half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel
model, which is illustrated in Figure 6.1, is obtained by applying the linear MIMO model
to the considered relay scenario. More precisely, let H SR ∈ �NR ×NS , H SD ∈ �ND ×NS ,
and HRD ∈ �ND ×NR again denote the channel gain matrices, which are assumed to be
perfectly and instantaneously known at all nodes. Then, if xAm and yBm represent the
transmit signal of node A and the receive signal of node B during phasem, respectively,
the receive signals of the relay and the destination during the relay receive phase (1)
and the relay transmit phase (2) can be expressed as follows:

(1) The source transmits to the relay and the destination:

yR1 = H SRxS1 + nR1 , nR1 ∼ N� (0,ZR),

yD1 = H SDxS1 + nD1 , nD1 ∼ N� (0,ZD).
(6.1)

(2) The source and the relay transmit to the destination:

yD2 = H SDxS2 +HRDxR2 + nD2 , nD2 ∼ N� (0,ZD). (6.2)

Here, the channel from the source to the destination is assumed to be the same for both
phases. For the results presented in this chapter, this is without loss of generality as we
anyhow require all channel gain matrices to be perfectly known at all nodes. Moreover,
nR1 ∼ N� (0,ZR), nD1 ∼ N� (0,ZD), and nD2 ∼ N� (0,ZD) denote zero-mean proper
complex Gaussian noise vectors with nonsingular covariance matrices ZR ∈ �NR ×NR

and ZD ∈ �ND ×ND . These noise vectors are assumed to be independent of each other as
well as of the transmit signals. In particular, the additive Gaussian noise vectorsnD1 and
nD2, which are received at the destination during the relay receive and transmit phases,
respectively, are assumed to be independent. Finally, we assume perfectly synchronized
transmission and reception between all nodes.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

Following the same reasoning as in Section 3.1, it is clear that the capacity of the half-
duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is in�nite without further restrictions on xS1, xS2,
and xR2. Like for the full-duplex case, we therefore impose transmit power constraints
on the channel inputs of the source and the relay. However, for the half-duplex case,
we actually consider two di�erent power constraints.

6.1.1 Per-Phase Power Constraint

First, suppose that if node A transmits during phase m ∈M, then it is subject to the
power constraint

E[xH
AmxAm] ≤ PAm , (6.3)

where PAm > 0 represents the power budget that is available to node A in phasem. This
constraint is referred to as per-phase power constraint in the following. We remark that
with this constraint, the power node A may consume during phasem is independent of
the duration of this phase, i.e., independent of tm .

Note that without loss of generality, we can again assume that all channel inputs are
zero-mean because channel inputs with nonzero mean consume more transmit power
to convey the same amount of information, cf. Section 3.1. For the half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channel, the per-phase power constraint hence requires that

tr(CS1) ≤ PS , tr(CS2) ≤ PS , tr(CR2) ≤ PR , (6.4)

whereCS1,CS2, andCR2 denote the covariance matrices of xS1, xS2, and xR2, respectively,
and where we have assumed that PS1 = PS2 = PS and PR2 = PR for simplicity.

6.1.2 Average Power Constraint

The second power constraint we consider is an average power constraint, which requires
the channel inputs of any node A that is part of the network to satisfy∑

m∈M
tm E[xH

AmxAm] ≤ PA. (6.5)
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Here, PA > 0 is the total power budget that is available to node A and M represents the
set of all states/modes of the network. In contrast to the per-phase power constraint,
the powers node A may consume during the di�erent phases strongly depend on the
durations of the phases, i.e., on the time shares tm ,m ∈M.

For the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the average power constraint
requires the channel inputs of the source and the relay to satisfy

t1 tr(CS1) + t2 tr(CS2) ≤ PS , t2 tr(CR2) ≤ PR. (6.6)

We remark that if the values of PS and PR are the same as for the per-phase power
constraint in (6.4), the average power constraint is less restrictive. That is, any set of
covariance matrices (CS1 ,CS2 ,CR2) that satis�es (6.4) also satis�es (6.6) because the
time-shares t1 , t2 ≥ 0 are normalized such that t1 + t2 = 1.1

6.2 Cut-Set Bound

The derivation of the cut-set bound (CSB) for the half-duplex relay channel applies to
arbitrary input and output alphabets so that Theorem 5.1 also holds for continuous-
alphabet channels. Consequently, the capacity of the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel with the per-phase or the average power constraint is upper bounded by

CCSB = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (xS1;yR1 ,yD1) + t2I (xS2;yD2 |xR2),

R ≤ t1I (xS1;yD1) + t2I (xS2 , xR2;yD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1,
(CS1 ,CS2 ,CR2) ∈ P ,

(6.7)

where the set P is given by

P =
{
(CS1 ,CS2 ,CR2) : tr(CS1) ≤ PS , tr(CS2) ≤ PS , tr(CR2) ≤ PR

}
(6.8)

for the per-phase power constraint and by

P =
{
(CS1 ,CS2 ,CR2) : t1 tr(CS1) + t2 tr(CS2) ≤ PS , t2 tr(CR2) ≤ PR

}
(6.9)

for the average power constraint. Now, the �rst step to evaluate this bound for either
power constraint is to determine the probability distribution that attains CCSB. To this
end, the entropy maximizing property of the Gaussian distribution can be used to show
that like for the full-duplex case, CCSB is attained by proper complex Gaussian channel
inputs for both the per-phase and the average power constraint.

1Adding the average power constraints to the single-letter mutual information expressions that were
obtained for the discrete memoryless half-duplex relay channel yields the same values for the CSB and the
maximum achievable DF rate as imposing standard power constraints of the form 1

n
∑n
i=1 x

H
i x i ≤ P on

the (2nR ,n) code for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel, cf. Appendix B.1.2.
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Theorem 6.1. For the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the per-phase or
the average power constraint, the cut-set bound (CSB) is attained by jointly proper complex
Gaussian source and relay inputs.

Proof. Suppose t1 and t2 are �xed, and let C2 denote the joint covariance matrix of xS2
and xR2. Then, both transmit power constraints only depend on CS1 and C2 as CS2 and
CR2 are determined byC2. For any t1 , t2 andCS1,C2, however, the Gaussian distribution
simultaneously maximizes all mutual information terms in (6.7) since it maximizes
both di�erential entropy [24, Theorem 8.6.5] and conditional di�erential entropy [123].
More precisely, the (conditional) di�erential entropy of a complex random vector is
maximized by the zero-mean proper complex Gaussian distribution [94, 122]. �

The optimal distributions of the channel inputs for the relay receive and transmit
phases can hence be represented by the covariance matrix of xS1 and the joint covariance
matrix of xS2 and xR2. In particular, let xS1 ∼ N� (0,CS1) and [ xS2

xR2
] ∼ N� (0,C2), then

the mutual information terms that de�ne the CSB simplify to the log-det expressions

I (xS1;yR1 ,yD1) = log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
,

I (xS1;yD1) = log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
,

I (xS2;yD2 |xR2) = log det
(
I +H SDCS |R2H

H
SD

)
,

I (xS2 , xR2;yD2) = log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
.

(6.10)

Here, we have assumed that the additive Gaussian noise is white, H S{RD} denotes the
channel gain matrix of the composite channel from the source to the relay and the
destination, cf. (3.10), and H {SR}D represents the channel gain matrix of the composite
channel from the source and the relay to the destination, cf. (3.11). Moreover,CS |R2 is the
conditional covariance matrix of xS2 given xR2, which is equal to the Schur complement
of CR2 in C2. In order to evaluate the CSB for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel, we thus have to solve the optimization problem

CCSB = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCS |R2H

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,C2 < 0, (CS1 ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P ,

(6.11)

where P is given by (6.8) or (6.9) depending on the considered power constraint, and
where DS and DR are the selection matrices that were introduced in (3.6).

In the following, we show that CCSB can be determined as the solution of a convex
optimization problem for both the per-phase and the average power constraint. More
speci�cally, we derive dual decomposition approaches that allow to e�ciently solve the
corresponding optimization problems with respect to the covariance matrices and the
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time-shares of the relay receive and transmit phases in the Lagrangian dual domain. We
remark that the average power constraint is considerably more di�cult to deal with, both
from a theoretical and a practical point of view. This is because we need to introduce
more dual variables as for the per-phase power constraint and because the constraint
sets of the subproblems encountered in the dual domain are unbounded only for the
average power constraint. The latter means that several additional mathematical details
have to be taken into account in order to ensure the correctness of the optimization
strategy. On the other hand, the per-phase power constraint can easily be incorporated
into the framework for the average power constraint. Since the converse is not true,
the dual decomposition approach for the average power constraint is more general.

6.2.1 Per-Phase Power Constraint

First, suppose the source and the relay are subject to the per-phase power constraint.
In this case, the CSB for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is equal to

CCSB = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCS |R2H

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,C2 < 0,

tr(CS1) ≤ PS , tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR.

(6.12)

Note that for �xed time-shares, it can be shown that the optimization problem given
in (6.12) is convex in the remaining optimization variables. However, similar to the full-
duplex case, it is advantageous to reformulate the �rst rate bound of this optimization
problem by introducing an auxiliary variable CQ = CS |R2 < 0, relaxing the equality
constraint to 0 4 CQ 4 CS |R2, and applying Lemma 3.2, which eventually yields

CCSB = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2 ,CQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

tr(CS1) ≤ PS , tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR.

(6.13)

Since log det (I +HCHH) is concave inC < 0, cf. Section 3.2, the nonnegative weighted
sum of concave functions is concave [11, Section 3.2.1], and the remaining constraints
are linear in CS1, C2, CQ, this maximization problem is convex in (R ,CS1 ,C2 ,CQ) for
given t1 , t2 ≥ 0. However, it is not jointly convex in all optimization variables, so further
reformulation steps are needed to obtain a convex optimization problem.
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One way to convexify the maximization problem given in (6.13) is to apply a change
of variables. In particular, let

KS1 = t1CS1 , K2 = t2C2 , KQ = t2CQ , (6.14)

then the optimization problem that determines CCSB can equivalently be expressed as

CCSB = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,KS1 ,K2 ,KQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H S{RD} (KS1/t1)H

H
S{RD}

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SD (KQ/t2)H

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SD (KS1/t1)H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}D (K2/t2)H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, KS1 ,KQ < 0, K2 − DH
SKQDS < 0,

tr(KS1) ≤ t1PS , tr(DSK2D
H
S ) ≤ t2PS , tr(DRK2D

H
R) ≤ t2PR. (6.15)

Note that д : (C , t ) 7→ t log det (I +H (C/t )HH) with dom(д) = {(C , t ) : C < 0, t > 0}
is the perspective of the function f : C 7→ log det (I +HCHH), which is concave on
dom( f ) = {C : C < 0}. It hence follows from the convexity preserving property of the
perspective operation [11, Section 3.2.6] that д is jointly concave inC and t on its entire
domain, which implies that the two rate constraints de�ne a convex set. In addition, all
other constraints are linear functions of the optimization variables so that we have the
following result:

Proposition 6.2. For the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the per-phase
power constraint,CCSB can be determined as the solution of the convex optimization problem
given in (6.15).

Remark 6.1. The perspective function is de�ned only for positive t . However, if either
t1 = 0, t2 = 1 or t1 = 1, t2 = 0 were optimal in (6.13), the CSB would be equal to the
capacity of the source-to-destination link, i.e.,

CCSB = RP2P = max
CS

log det
(
I +H SDCSH

H
SD

)
s.t. CS < 0, tr(CS) ≤ PS. (6.16)

But unless the relay cannot help the source convey information to the destination at
all, which happens if and only if H SR = 0 and/or HRD = 0, we must have CCSB > RP2P.
For all relevant scenarios, we therefore only need to apply the change of variables and
the perspective operation for positive t1 , t2. Furthermore, continuity arguments can
be used to show that the �rst and second terms of both rate bounds in (6.15) vanish if
t1 = 0, t2 = 1 and t1 = 1, t2 = 0, respectively, so that the constraints need not explicitly
exclude these cases.

While the optimization problem given in (6.15) is convex, we remark that it does
not satisfy the ruleset of disciplined convex programming (DCP) [54]. This is important
as problems adhering to the DCP ruleset can automatically be converted to solvable
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form, which allows to directly apply standard semide�nite program (SDP) solvers to
such problems. Unfortunately, the same does not hold for optimization problems that
violate the DCP ruleset, even if they are convex. Consequently, other solution methods
like subgradient algorithms need to be considered in order to determine CCSB from the
rate maximization problem given in (6.15).

Instead of developing such an algorithm, we propose an alternative approach to
e�ciently evaluate CCSB based on dual decomposition. To this end, let us �rst de�ne
the two rate regions

SCSB1 =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s1 ≤ log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
,

CS1 < 0, tr(CS1) ≤ PS
} (6.17)

and

SCSB2 =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s1 ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR

}
,

(6.18)

which are associated with the contributions of the relay receive and transmit phases
to the CSB, respectively. Note that it is straightforward to show that both SCSB1 and
SCSB2 are compact (i.e., closed and bounded since SCSB1 , SCSB2 ⊆ �2) and convex. By
means of these two rate regions, the maximization problem given in (6.13) can now be
rewritten as

CCSB = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,s1 ,s2

R s.t. R1 ≤ t1s1 + t2s2 ,

s1 ∈ SCSB1 , s2 ∈ SCSB2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1.
(6.19)

Next, let us de�ne

SCSB =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s = t1s1 + t2s2 ,

s1 ∈ SCSB1 , s2 ∈ SCSB2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
}
,

(6.20)

which is a compact convex set as well since the convex sum of convex sets is convex,
cf. [11, Section 2.3.2]. Using this de�nition, we can rewrite (6.19) once more to obtain

CCSB = max
R ,s

R s.t. R1 ≤ s , s ∈ SCSB. (6.21)

Because SCSB is a convex set with nonempty interior, this is a convex optimization
problem for which strong duality holds [11, Section 5.3.2], which means that we can
equivalently solve the problem in the Lagrangian dual domain.
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Derivation of the Dual Problem In the approach considered here, the constraint R1 ≤ s

is incorporated into the objective function using the Lagrangian multiplier λ. This leads
to a dual problem in which the relay receive and transmit phases decouple – hence the
term “dual decomposition”. The corresponding Lagrangian function reads as

L(R , s ,λ) = R − λT (R1 − s ) , (6.22)

and the resulting dual function is given by

Θ(λ) = sup
R ,s∈SCSB

L(R , s ,λ) =

maxs∈SCSB λ
Ts if 1Tλ = 1,

+∞ otherwise
(6.23)

as SCSB is compact. In order to determine CCSB, we therefore have to solve the dual
problem

CCSB = min
λ

max
s

λTs s.t. s ∈ SCSB , λ ≥ 0, 1Tλ = 1. (6.24)

In the following, we explain how this can be done by means of the cutting-plane method,
an outer-approximation method in which the dual functionΘ(λ) is approximated and
iteratively re�ned by a set of linear inequalities.

Solution by means of the Cutting-Plane Algorithm Note that an equivalent formulation
of the dual problem is given by

CCSB = min
z ,λ

z s.t. z ≥ λTs ,∀s ∈ SCSB , λ ≥ 0, 1Tλ = 1. (6.25)

If the cutting-plane algorithm is applied to this problem, the set SCSB is approximated by
a �nite set {

s (0) , . . . , s (k−1)} of feasible rate vectors, i.e., s (`) ∈ SCSB ,∀` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}.
More precisely, in the k-th iteration of the cutting-plane algorithm, the approximated
dual problem

min
z ,λ

z s.t. z ≥ λTs (`) ,∀` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, λ ≥ 0, 1Tλ = 1 (6.26)

is solved instead of the original dual problem. This approximated dual problem is a
linear program, and it is called the master program of the cutting-plane algorithm.

Let z (k ) and λ (k ) denote the optimizers of the master program in the k-th iteration.
In order to check whether (z (k ) ,λ (k ) ) is an optimal solution to the original dual problem
given in (6.25), we need to solve the Lagrangian subproblem

Θ(λ (k ) ) = max
s∈SCSB

λ (k ) ,Ts = max
s1∈SCSB1 ,s2∈SCSB2
t1 ,t2≥0 , t1+t2=1

t1λ
(k ) ,Ts1 + t2λ

(k ) ,Ts2

= max
m=1 ,2

max
sm ∈SCSBm

λ (k ) ,Tsm ,
(6.27)
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i.e., we need to evaluate the dual function at λ (k ) . As can be seen from (6.27), the
Lagrangian subproblem decomposes into two independent subproblems. In particular,
the evaluation ofΘ(λ (k ) ) requires to solve two weighted sum rate (WSR) maximization
problems, one overSCSB1 and one overSCSB2. We remark that for solving these problems,
standard SDP solvers like SDPT3 [126, 127] or LogdetPPA [133] which are capable of
dealing with log-det terms in the objective function can be used.

Note that if z (k ) ≥ Θ(λ (k ) ), it follows that (z (k ) ,λ (k ) ) is an optimal solution to the
original dual problem given in (6.25). If z (k ) < Θ(λ (k ) ), on the other hand, (z (k ) ,λ (k ) ) is
no valid solution to the original dual problem since the constraint z ≥ λTs is violated
for s (k ) = arg maxs∈SCSB λ

(k ) ,Ts , where

s (k ) =

s (k )
1 if λ (k ) ,Ts (k )

1 ≥ λ (k ) ,Ts (k )
2 ,

s (k )
2 if λ (k ) ,Ts (k )

1 < λ (k ) ,Ts (k )
2

(6.28)

is the maximizer of the Lagrangian subproblem in iteration k and

s (k )
m = arg max

sm ∈SCSBm

λ (k ) ,Tsm . (6.29)

In that case, the approximation of the dual problem is re�ned by imposing the additional
constraint z ≥ λTs (k ) on the master program of the next iteration, i.e., by adding s (k ) to
the set of rate vectors that de�ne the approximation of the constraint set SCSB.

In each iteration, one more constraint is thus added to the master program, which
implies that the sequence {

z (k )} is nondecreasing. Furthermore, note thatCCSB, which is
the optimal value of the dual problem, is bounded by z (k ) ≤ CCSB ≤ min`∈{1 , . . . ,k }Θ(λ (`) )

with the upper bound being nonincreasing in k . Hence, we stop the algorithm after
iteration K and setCCSB = z (K ) if min`∈{1 , . . . ,K }Θ(λ (`) ) − z (K ) < δ , where δ > 0 speci�es
the desired accuracy of the optimal value. For a convergence analysis and further details
on the cutting-plane method, we refer to Appendix A.2.

Primal Recovery The proposed dual decomposition approach allows to evaluate CCSB
without determining the optimal time-shares t?1 and t?2 of the relay receive and transmit
phases. But we are usually also interested in these values, e.g., for designing resource
allocation protocols. In order to determine t?1 and t?2 , we need to recover the optimal
primal variables from the sequences of primal and dual variables generated by the
cutting-plane algorithm, a process called primal recovery.

Suppose the cutting-plane algorithm has converged after iteration K , and consider
the dual problem of the corresponding master program, which reads as

max
R′ ,τ0 , . . . ,τK−1

R′ s.t. R′1 ≤
K−1∑
`=0

τ`s
(`) , τ` ≥ 0,∀` ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1},

K−1∑
`=0

τ` = 1.

(6.30)
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Here, R′ and τ` are Lagrangian multipliers associated with the constraints 1Tλ = 1 and
z ≥ λTs (`) of the master program, respectively. Moreover, we remark that this problem
is an approximation of the primal problem given in (6.21), where SCSB is replaced by
conv (

{
s (0) , . . . , s (K−1)}) ⊆ SCSB, i.e., by a convex combination of feasible points. Now, let

I1 =
{
` : s (`) ∈ SCSB1

} ⊆ {0, . . . ,K − 1} and I2 =
{
` : s (`) ∈ SCSB2

}\I1 ⊆ {0, . . . ,K − 1},
then we can rewrite the problem given in (6.30) as

max
R′ ,τ0 , . . . ,τK−1

R′ s.t. R′1 ≤
∑
`∈I1

τ`s
(`) +

∑
`∈I2

τ`s
(`) ,

τ` ≥ 0,∀` ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1},
K−1∑
`=0

τ` = 1.
(6.31)

Furthermore, because SCSB1 and SCSB2 are convex, it follows that∑
`∈Im

τ`s
(`) =

∑
k∈Im

τk
∑
`∈Im

τ`∑
k∈Im τk

s (`) =

( ∑
k∈Im

τk

)
sm (6.32)

for some sm ∈ SCSBm , m ∈ {1, 2}. Finally, if we insert (6.32) into (6.31) and compare the
result to the original optimization problem given in (6.19), we can conclude that

t?m =
∑
`∈Im

τ` . (6.33)

That is, the optimal time-shares t?1 and t?2 can easily be obtained from the Lagrangian
dual variables that correspond to the constraints z ≥ λTs (`) in the master program of
the �nal cutting-plane iteration (cf. also Appendix A.2).

Remark 6.2. Since SCSB1 and SCSB2 are convex, time-sharing within either of the two
rate regions that correspond to the relay receive and transmit phases, respectively, is
not necessary. As a result, there is usually only one ` ∈ Im such that τ` > 0 form = 1
andm = 2.

6.2.2 Average Power Constraint

Now, suppose the source and the relay are subject to the average power constraint. The
CSB for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is then given by

CCSB,av = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCS |R2H

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,C2 < 0,

t1 tr(CS1) + t2 tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , t2 tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR.

(6.34)
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Like the corresponding problem with the per-phase power constraint (6.12), this opti-
mization problem is jointly convex in (R ,CS1 ,C2) if the time-shares t1 , t2 ≥ 0 are �xed.
Furthermore, following the steps in Section 6.2.1, we can reformulate the problem given
in (6.34) by means of an auxiliary variable CQ < 0 such that

CCSB,av = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2 ,CQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

t1 tr(CS1) + t2 tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , t2 tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR.

(6.35)

This reformulated problem is again convex in (R ,CS1 ,C2 ,CQ) for given t1 , t2 ≥ 0, but
not jointly convex in all optimization variables. Moreover, by applying the same change
of variables as for the per-phase power constraint, cf. (6.14), it can easily be shown that
the maximization problem given in (6.35) is equivalent to

CCSB,av = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,KS1 ,K2 ,KQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H S{RD} (KS1/t1)H

H
S{RD}

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SD (KQ/t2)H

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SD (KS1/t1)H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}D (K2/t2)H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, KS1 ,KQ < 0, K2 − DH
SKQDS < 0,

tr(KS1) + tr(DSK2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRK2D

H
R) ≤ PR. (6.36)

Note that the rate constraints in (6.36) are the same as in the corresponding optimization
problem with the per-phase power constraint, cf. (6.15), where they were shown to de�ne
a convex set. In addition, all other constraints are linear functions of the optimization
variables so that we can conclude the following:

Proposition 6.3. For the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the average
power constraint, CCSB,av can be determined as the solution of the convex optimization
problem given in (6.36).

Like for the per-phase power constraint, this convex optimization problem does not
satisfy the DCP ruleset, so we again propose a dual decomposition approach that allows
to e�ciently evaluate CCSB,av in the Lagrangian dual domain. For this purpose, we �rst
de�ne the two rate-power regions

ZCSB1 =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s1 ≤ log det

(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
,

p1 = tr(CS1), p2 = 0, CS1 < 0
} (6.37)
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and

ZCSB2 =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s1 ≤ log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

p1 = tr(DSC2D
H
S ), p2 = tr(DRC2D

H
R),

CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0

}
,

(6.38)

which specify the contributions of the relay receive and transmit phases to the CSB,
respectively, both in terms of rate and power consumption. Note that ZCSB1 and ZCSB2
are closed and convex, but not compact, because neither the rates nor the transmit
powers are bounded above (except for p2 in ZCSB1). Moreover, with ptx = [PS , PR]T, the
maximization problem given in (6.35) can be rewritten as

CCSB,av = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,s1 ,s2 ,p1 ,p2

R s.t. R1 ≤ t1s1 + t2s2 , t1p1 + t2p2 ≤ ptx ,

(s1 ,p1) ∈ ZCSB1 , (s2 ,p2) ∈ ZCSB2 ,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1.
(6.39)

For the next reformulation step, let us de�ne

ZCSB =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s = t1s1 + t2s2 , p = t1p1 + t2p2 ,

(s1 ,p1) ∈ ZCSB1 , (s2 ,p2) ∈ ZCSB2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
}
,

(6.40)

which is also closed and convex since the convex sum of convex sets is convex, cf. [11,
Section 2.3.2]. Using this de�nition, we can rewrite (6.39) as

CCSB,av = max
R ,s ,p

R s.t. R1 ≤ s , p ≤ ptx , (s ,p) ∈ ZCSB. (6.41)

Because ZCSB is a convex set with nonempty interior, this convex optimization problem
can again be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain, cf. [11, Section 5.3.2].

Derivation of the Dual Problem If we incorporate the constraints R1 ≤ s and p ≤ ptx
into the objective function using the Lagrangian multipliers λ and µ, respectively, the
Lagrangian function reads as

L(R, s ,p ,λ, µ) = R − λT (R1 − s ) − µT (p − ptx) , (6.42)

and the corresponding dual function is given by

Θ(λ, µ) = sup
R ,(s ,p)∈ZCSB

L(R , s ,p ,λ, µ)

=

µTptx + sup(s ,p)∈ZCSB λ
Ts − µTp if 1Tλ = 1,

+∞ otherwise.

(6.43)
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Proposition 6.4. For any λ ≥ 0 such that 1Tλ = 1 and λ2 > 0, the dual functionΘ(λ, µ)
is �nite if and only if µ > 0.

Proof. First, note that since

sup
(s ,p)∈ZCSB

λTs − µTp = sup
(s1 ,p1)∈ZCSB1 ,(s2 ,p2)∈ZCSB2

t1 ,t2≥0 , t1+t2=1

t1 (λ
Ts1 − µTp1) + t2 (λ

Ts2 − µTp2)

= sup
m=1 ,2

sup
(sm ,pm )∈ZCSBm

λTsm − µTpm , (6.44)

it follows that Θ(λ, µ) < +∞ if and only if sup(sm ,pm )∈ZCSBm λTsm − µTpm < +∞ for
bothm = 1 andm = 2.

In order to prove the “if” part of the proposition, assume that µ > 0. For any λ ≥ 0

such that 1Tλ = 1, we then have

sup
(s1 ,p1)∈ZCSB1

λTs1 − µTp1 ≤ sup
CS1<0

log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
− µ1 tr(CS1)

= sup
CS1<0

log det
(
I +HH

S{RD}H S{RD}CS1
)
− µ1 tr(CS1),

(6.45)

where the inequality in the �rst line is due to the fact that log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
≤

log det
(
I +H S{RD}CS1H

H
S{RD}

)
for any CS1 < 0. Now, let HH

S{RD}H S{RD} = UΦU H with
Φ = diag(ϕ1 , . . . ,ϕNS ) < 0 andCS1 = VΣV H withΣ = diag(σ1 , . . . , σNS ) < 0 denote the
eigenvalue decompositions of HH

S{RD}H S{RD} andCS1, respectively. Then, the trace ofCS1
is independent of the modal matrixV and equal to the sum of its nonnegative eigenvalues
σ1 , . . . , σNS . Furthermore, if µ1 > 0, Hadamard’s inequality [24, Theorem 17.9.2] can
be used to show that the supremum is attained for V = U and σi = max

{
1
µ1
− 1

ϕi
, 0

}
,

i ∈ {1, . . . ,NS}, i.e.,

sup
CS1<0

log det
(
I +HH

S{RD}H S{RD}CS1
)
− µ1 tr(CS1)

=

NS∑
i=1

max
σi ≥0

log (1 + ϕiσi ) − µ1σi =
∑
i∈I

log
( ϕi
µ1

)
−

(
1 − µ1

ϕi

)
< +∞, (6.46)

where I =
{
i : ϕi > µ1

} ⊆ {1, . . . ,NS}.
Similarly, for any λ ≥ 0 such that 1Tλ = 1, we have

sup
(s2 ,p2)∈ZCSB2

λTs2 − µTp2 ≤ sup
C2<0

log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
− ν tr(C2)

= sup
C2<0

log det
(
I +HH

{SR}DH {SR}DC2
)
− ν tr(C2)

(6.47)

with ν = min {
µ1 , µ2

}
> 0 if µ > 0. Using the same arguments as above, it can hence be

shown that sup(s2 ,p2)∈ZCSB2 λ
Ts2 − µTp2 < +∞ whenever µ > 0.
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Conversely, assume that µ ≯ 0. In particular, if µ1 ≤ 0, we have

sup
(s1 ,p1)∈ZCSB1

λTs1 − µTp1 ≥ sup
a≥0

log det
(
I + aH SDH

H
SD

)
+ |µ1 |aNS = +∞ (6.48)

for any λ ≥ 0 such that 1Tλ = 1. Likewise, if µ2 ≤ 0 and λ ≥ 0 is such that λ2 > 0, it
follows that

sup
(s2 ,p2)∈ZCSB2

λTs2 − µTp2 ≥ sup
b≥0

λ2 log det
(
I + bHRDH

H
RD

)
+ |µ2 |bNR = +∞, (6.49)

which completes the proof. �

The meaning of Proposition 6.4 is as follows. Note that for the two subproblems
sup(sm ,pm )∈ZCSBm λTsm − µTpm ,m ∈ {1, 2}, the Lagrangian multipliers µ1 and µ2 can be
understood as prices for the transmit powers p1m and p2m of the source and the relay in
phasem, respectively. If the prices are positive, both subproblems have �nite optimal
solutions because the transmit power cost µTpm is a linear function of pm , whereas
the rates only increase logarithmically with the powers. If one of the prices is zero (or
negative), on the other hand, the transmit power of the corresponding node and the
associated rate value(s) can be increased to in�nity without incurring any costs.

Remark 6.3. For λ = [ 1
0
] , the dual function is also �nite if µ2 = 0 and µ1 > 0. However,

whether or not the relay transmits, and hence the entire relay transmit phase, has no
e�ect on Θ(λ, µ) if λ2 = 0 since the only rate expression that depends on CR2 (s2m) is
weighted with zero in this case. If λ = [ 1

0
] were an optimal solution to the dual problem,

it would thus follow that CCSB,av = RP2P. But this cannot happen unless H SR = 0 and/or
HRD = 0, cf. Remark 6.1, so for all relevant scenarios, we can conclude that λ?2 > 0,
which in turn implies µ? > 0.

For any λ ≥ 0 such that λ2 > 0, it follows from Proposition 6.4 that the dual function
is equal to

Θ(λ, µ) =

µTptx +max(s ,p)∈ZCSB λ
Ts − µTp if 1Tλ = 1, µ > 0,

+∞ otherwise.
(6.50)

In order to determine the CSB for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with
the average power constraint, we therefore have to solve the dual problem

CCSB,av = min
λ ,µ

max
s ,p

µT (ptx − p) + λTs

s.t. (s ,p) ∈ ZCSB , λ ≥ 0, 1Tλ = 1, µ > 0. (6.51)

Like for the corresponding dual problem with the per-phase power constraint, cf. (6.24),
this can for example be done by means of the cutting-plane method.
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Solution by means of the Cutting-Plane Algorithm Suppose we apply the cutting-plane
algorithm to the dual problem given in (6.51). The master program of the k-th iteration
then reads as

CCSB,av = min
z ,λ ,µ

z s.t. z ≥ µT (ptx − p (`) ) + λTs (`) ,∀` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1},
λ ≥ 0, 1Tλ = 1, µ > 0,

(6.52)

where (s (`) ,p (`) ) ∈ ZCSB ,∀` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. Furthermore, we can conclude from (6.44)
that the Lagrangian subproblem in iteration k , i.e., the evaluation of the dual function at
(λ (k ) , µ (k ) ), requires to solve two independent convex optimization problems, one over
each of the two rate-power regions ZCSB1 and ZCSB2 that are associated with the relay
receive and the relay transmit phase, respectively. For this purpose, we can again use
SDP solvers like SDPT3 [126, 127] or LogdetPPA [133] that are capable of dealing with
log-det terms in the objective function.

Remark 6.4. For the cutting-plane algorithm to work in practice, the constraint µ > 0

in the master program must be replaced by µ ≥ 0. This does not change the optimal
solution of the dual problem given in (6.51) because we know that µ? > 0. However, if
z (k ) ,λ (k ) , µ (k ) are the optimizers of the master program in iteration k , the initialization of
the cutting-plane algorithm must ensure that z (k ) is �nite and that µ (k ) > 0 (or µ (k )

2 = 0
and λ (k )

2 = 0) for all k ∈ �. Otherwise, the algorithm runs into problems when the dual
function is evaluated.

Remark 6.5. Because µ? > 0, the complementary slackness condition µ?,T (p?−ptx) = 0
of the primal problem given in (6.41) implies that p? = ptx, which means that both the
source and the relay exhaust their available transmit power budgets.

Primal Recovery If the cutting-plane algorithm is used to solve the dual problem, the
optimal time-shares t?1 and t?2 of the relay receive and transmit phases can be recovered
in the same way as for the per-phase power constraint. In particular, assume that the
cutting-plane algorithm has converged after iteration K , and consider the dual problem
of the corresponding master program, which reads as

max
R′ ,τ0 , . . . ,τK−1

R′ s.t. R′1 ≤
K−1∑
`=0

τ`s
(`) ,

K−1∑
`=0

τ`p
(`) ≤ ptx ,

τ` ≥ 0,∀` ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1},
K−1∑
`=0

τ` = 1.
(6.53)

Here, R′ and τ` again represent Lagrangian multipliers that are associated with the
constraints 1Tλ = 1 and z ≥ µT (ptx − p (`) ) + λTs (`) of the master program, respectively.
Moreover, this problem is an approximation of the primal problem given in (6.41),
where the set ZCSB is replaced by conv (

{
(s (0) ,p (0) ), . . . , (s (K−1) ,p (K−1) )

}
) ⊆ ZCSB. Letting
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I1 =
{
` : (s (`) ,p (`) ) ∈ ZCSB1

} ⊆ {0, . . . ,K − 1} and I2 =
{
` : (s (`) ,p (`) ) ∈ ZCSB2

} \ I1 ⊆
{0, . . . ,K − 1}, it follows that we can rewrite the problem given in (6.53) as

max
R′ ,τ0 , . . . ,τK−1

R′ s.t. R′1 ≤
∑
`∈I1

τ`s
(`) +

∑
`∈I2

τ`s
(`) ,

∑
`∈I1

τ`p
(`) +

∑
`∈I2

τ`p
(`) ≤ ptx ,

τ` ≥ 0,∀` ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1},
K−1∑
`=0

τ` = 1. (6.54)

Furthermore, note that since ZCSB1 and ZCSB2 are convex, it can again be shown that∑
`∈Im τ` (s

(`) ,p (`) ) = (
∑

k∈Im τk ) (sm ,pm ) for some (sm ,pm ) ∈ ZCSBm , m ∈ {1, 2}. If
we plug these expressions into (6.54) and compare the result to the original optimization
problem given in (6.39), we can eventually conclude that

t?m =
∑
`∈Im

τ` . (6.55)

This means that the optimal time-shares can again be obtained from the Lagrangian
dual variables that correspond to the constraints z ≥ µT (ptx −p (`) ) +λTs (`) in the master
program of the �nal cutting-plane iteration. Beyond that, Remark 6.2 applies here as
well since both rate-power regions ZCSB1 and ZCSB2 are convex.

To conclude this section, we remark that the average and the per-phase power
constraints can also be dealt with simultaneously.2 To this end, we simply need to add
the per-phase transmit power constraints we want to impose on the source and the
relay to the de�nitions of the rate-power regions ZCSB1 and ZCSB2. Since these sets are
then bounded, Proposition 6.4 becomes obsolete as no condition on µ is required for the
dual function to be �nite in this case. Consequently, the per-phase power constraint can
easily be incorporated into the dual decomposition approach presented in this section.
Because the converse is not true, the approach for the average power constraint is more
general than that for the per-phase power constraint.

6.3 Decode-and-Forward

Since Theorem 5.3 can be derived using weakly or strongly typical sequences, it is also
valid for continuous-alphabet channels. Therefore, the maximum achievable decode-
and-forward (DF) rate for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is equal to

RDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (xS1;yR1) + t2I (xS2;yD2 |xR2),

R ≤ t1I (xS1;yD1) + t2I (xS2 , xR2;yD2) ,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1,
(CS1 ,CS2 ,CR2) ∈ P ,

(6.56)

2Note that PS and PR in (6.4) should then be larger than the corresponding values in (6.6) because
otherwise the per-phase power constraint dominates the average power constraint, cf. Section 6.1.2.
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where P is given by (6.8) or (6.9) depending on the considered power constraint. As
already discussed in Section 5.3, the only di�erence between the optimization problems
given in (6.7) and (6.56) is in the �rst mutual information term of the �rst rate bound,
where an additional yD1 appears in in (6.7) as compared to (6.56). Apart from that, both
problems have the same structure, optimization variables, and constraints. Like for the
CSB (and the full-duplex case), we can hence use the entropy maximizing property of
the Gaussian distribution to show that the maximum achievable DF rate is attained by
proper complex Gaussian channel inputs for both the per-phase and the average power
constraint.

Theorem 6.5. For the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the per-phase or
the average power constraint, the maximum achievable decode-and-forward (DF) rate is
attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs.

Proof. The proof of this result follows exactly the same lines as the proof of Theorem 6.1.
�

As a consequence, the optimal distributions of the source and relay inputs can again
be represented by the covariance matrix of xS1 and the joint covariance matrix of xS2
and xR2. With xS1 ∼ N� (0,CS1),

[ xS2
xR2

] ∼ N� (0,C2), and assuming the Gaussian noise
to be white, the mutual information terms that upper bound RDF are given by

I (xS1;yR1) = log det
(
I +H SRCS1H

H
SR

)
,

I (xS1;yD1) = log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
,

I (xS2;yD2 |xR2) = log det
(
I +H SDCS |R2H

H
SD

)
,

I (xS2 , xR2;yD2) = log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
.

(6.57)

In order to determine the maximum achievable DF rate for the half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channel with the power constraint speci�ed by P , we thus have to solve
the optimization problem

RDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2 ,CQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SRCS1H

H
SR

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

(CS1 ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P .

(6.58)

Note that to obtain this formulation of the DF rate maximization problem, we have
already reformulated the constraint involving the conditional covariance matrix CS |R2
by introducing an auxiliary variableCQ = CS |R2 < 0, relaxing the equality constraint to
0 4 CQ 4 CS |R2, and applying Lemma 3.2.
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While the problem given in (6.58) is only convex if the time-shares t1 , t2 ≥ 0 are
�xed, we could again apply a change of variables to obtain a problem that is jointly
convex in all optimization variables. For both the per-phase and the average power
constraint, however, the resulting convex optimization problems would not satisfy
the DCP ruleset. So instead of elaborating on a change of variables, we discuss how
the corresponding maximum achievable DF rates can also be evaluated using the dual
decomposition approaches presented in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.

If the source and the relay are subject to the per-phase power constraint, the DF
rate maximization problem is given by

RDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2 ,CQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SRCS1H

H
SR

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

tr(CS1) ≤ PS , tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR.

(6.59)

Now, we �rst de�ne the two rate regions

SDF1 =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s1 ≤ log det
(
I +H SRCS1H

H
SR

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
,

CS1 < 0, tr(CS1) ≤ PS
} (6.60)

and

SDF2 =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s1 ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR

}
,

(6.61)

where SDF1 ⊆ SCSB1 and SDF2 = SCSB2 are both compact and convex. By means of these
two rate regions, which specify the contributions of the relay receive and the relay
transmit phase to RDF, respectively, (6.59) can be rewritten as

RDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,s1 ,s2

R s.t. R1 ≤ t1s1 + t2s2 ,

s1 ∈ SDF1 , s2 ∈ SDF2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1.
(6.62)

Furthermore, if we de�ne

SDF =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s = t1s1 + t2s2 ,

s1 ∈ SDF1 , s2 ∈ SDF2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
}
,

(6.63)
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we can rewrite (6.62) once more to obtain

RDF = max
R ,s

R s.t. R1 ≤ s , s ∈ SDF. (6.64)

Finally, since SDF is a convex set with nonempty interior, this is a convex optimization
problem that can equivalently be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain. In particular,
note that for this purpose, we can apply the dual decomposition approach presented in
Section 6.2.1, where we simply need to replace SCSB with SDF, or equivalently, replace
SCSB1 with SDF1 as SDF2 = SCSB2.

Similarly, if the source and the relay are subject to the average power constraint,
the DF rate maximization problem reads as

RDF,av = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2 ,CQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SRCS1H

H
SR

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

t1 tr(CS1) + t2 tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , t2 tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR.

(6.65)

If we de�ne the two rate-power regions

ZDF1 =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s1 ≤ log det

(
I +H SRCS1H

H
SR

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
,

p1 = tr(CS1), p2 = 0, CS1 < 0
} (6.66)

and

ZDF2 =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s1 ≤ log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

p1 = tr(DSC2D
H
S ), p2 = tr(DRC2D

H
R),

CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0

}
,

(6.67)

which specify the contributions (in terms of rate and power) of the relay receive and the
relay transmit phase to RDF,av, respectively, the DF rate maximization problem given
in (6.65) can be rewritten as

RDF,av = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,s1 ,s2 ,p1 ,p2

R s.t. R1 ≤ t1s1 + t2s2 , t1p1 + t2p2 ≤ ptx ,

(s1 ,p1) ∈ ZDF1 , (s2 ,p2) ∈ ZDF2 ,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1.
(6.68)

Note that ZDF1 ⊆ ZCSB1 and ZDF2 = ZCSB2 are closed and convex. They are not compact,
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Figure 6.2: Decomposition of the Source Transmit Signals for the Half-Duplex DF
Strategy (signals for relay transmit phase in gray)

however, because neither the rates nor the transmit powers are bounded above (except
for p2 in ZDF1). If we further de�ne

ZDF =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s = t1s1 + t2s2 , p = t1p1 + t2p2 ,

(s1 ,p1) ∈ ZDF1 , (s2 ,p2) ∈ ZDF2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
}
,

(6.69)

which is also closed and convex, we can rewrite (6.68) again to obtain

RDF,av = max
R ,s ,p

R s.t. R1 ≤ s , p ≤ ptx , (s ,p) ∈ ZDF. (6.70)

Like for the per-phase power constraint, this optimization problem is convex and can
equivalently be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain. To this end, we can apply the
dual decomposition approach presented in Section 6.2.2 if ZCSB is replaced with ZDF,
or equivalently, if ZCSB1 is replaced with ZDF1 since ZDF2 = ZCSB2.

The quintessence of this section is that due to the similarity of the optimization
problems that determine the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate, we only need
to solve one type of problem in order to evaluate CCSB/CCSB,av and RDF/RDF,av. Like for
the full-duplex case, this means that if we can evaluate CCSB/CCSB,av, then we can also
evaluate RDF/RDF,av and vice versa, cf. Remark 3.4.

Before we conclude this section, however, we would also like to point out that the
auxiliary variable CQ in the DF rate maximization problems given in (6.59) and (6.65)
has a nice interpretation again. Recall that in the half-duplex DF coding scheme, the
source splits its message w into two independent parts w1, w2 and the source encoder
generates the two codewords xS1 (w1) and xS2 (w1 ,w2). Due to the causality of the relay
encoder, the relay’s transmit signal xR2 ∼ N� (0,CR2) must be a function of the message
part w1 only, and provided that the relay encoding function is deterministic, xR2 is also
known to the source. If we let q ∼ N� (0,CQ) be a function of w2 only, the transmit
signal of the source in the relay transmit phase can be expressed as the superposition
of q(w2) and xR2 (w1) given by

xS2 = q +AxR2 , (6.71)
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where A ∈ �NS ×NR speci�es a linear transformation the source may apply to xR2. Since
q and xR2 are independent, it follows that xS2 ∼ N� (0,CQ +ACR2AH).

Using this form of superposition coding, the source and the relay can cooperatively
transmit w1 to the destination in the relay transmit phase by means of AxR2 and xR2,
whereas the signal part q, which contains the message w2, represents the information
the relay never decodes as it cannot receive when it is transmitting, cf. Figure 6.2. The
auxiliary variableCQ hence speci�es the distribution of the signal part that contains the
new information the source may communicate to the destination in the relay transmit
phase, cf. Section 5.3.

6.4 Partial Decode-and-Forward

Theorem 5.4 can be derived using weakly or strongly typical sequences, so it is also
valid for continuous-alphabet channels. Consequently, the maximum achievable partial
decode-and-forward (PDF) rate for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is
determined by the optimization problem

RPDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (u ,xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (u;yR1) + t1I (xS1;yD1 |u)
+ t2I (xS2;yD2 |xR2),

R ≤ t1I (xS1;yD1) + t2I (xS2 , xR2;yD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1,
u↔xS1↔ (yD1 ,yR1), (CS1 ,CS2 ,CR2) ∈ P ,

(6.72)

where the set P is again given by (6.8) for the per-phase power constraint or by (6.9)
for the average power constraint.

Recall that the half-duplex PDF strategy generalizes the half-duplex DF strategy in
the sense that the relay need not decode the entire message the source transmits during
the relay receive phase. That is, the source may further split w1 into two independent
parts w′1 and w

′′
1 and send the second one w

′′
1 directly to the destination via the source-

to-destination link. The transmit signal of the source in the relay receive phase can thus
be expressed as the superposition of u (w′1) and v(w′′1 ) given by

xS1 = u + v, (6.73)

where u contains the part of the information the relay must decode and v represents the
information not to be decoded by the relay, i.e., the part of w1 that is conveyed to the
destination over the direct link only. Note that since w

′′
1 is not supposed to be decoded

by the relay, v acts as interference at the relay as illustrated in Figure 6.3. Furthermore,
we remark that the transmit signal of the source in the relay transmit phase can again be
expressed as the superposition of q(w2) and xR2 (w

′
1), cf. (6.71), with the only di�erence

being that xR2 is a function of w′1 instead of w1.
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Figure 6.3: Decomposition of the Source Transmit Signals for the Half-Duplex PDF
Strategy (signals for relay transmit phase in gray)

However, it is not yet clear that the source inputs xS1 and xS2 can be represented
as the superpositions of independent signal parts for the PDF strategy. In particular,
independence of q and xR2 for the DF strategy could be assumed because the optimal
source and relay inputs are jointly Gaussian, cf. Theorem 6.5. For the PDF strategy, on
the other hand, the optimality of Gaussian channel inputs still needs to be proved. Since
we cannot simply invoke the entropy maximizing property of the zero-mean proper
complex Gaussian distribution for this purpose, we proceed like for the full-duplex
case. That is, we �rst prove that jointly Gaussian source and relay inputs maximize
the achievable PDF rate for the aligned half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel, and
subsequently, we use a limiting argument to extend this result from the aligned to the
general half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel.

6.4.1 Aligned Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

Definition 6.1. The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is said to be aligned
if NS = NR = ND = N and H SR = H SD = IN .

If we consider the aligned half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the general
half-duplex relay channel model speci�ed in (6.1) and (6.2) therefore reduces to

yR1 = xS1 + nR1 , nR1 ∼ N� (0,ZR),

yD1 = xS1 + nD1 , nD1 ∼ N� (0,ZD),

yD2 = xS2 +HRDxR2 + nD2 , nD2 ∼ N� (0,ZD).

(6.74)

For this special case, the theorem below reveals that jointly Gaussian source and relay
inputs maximize the achievable PDF rate. We remark that like for the full-duplex case,
the proof of this result is based on a channel enhancement argument, which goes back
to Weingarten et al. [137].

Theorem 6.6. For the aligned half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the per-
phase or the average power constraint, the maximum achievable partial decode-and-
forward (PDF) rate is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs.
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Proof. Achievability: Let u ∼ N� (0,CU) and v ∼ N� (0,CV) be independent such that
xS1 = u + v ∼ N� (0,CS1) with CS1 = CU +CV, and let [ xS2

xR2
] ∼ N� (0,C2). The mutual

information terms that characterize the achievable PDF rate then simplify to

I (u;yR1) = log det (CS1 + ZR) − log det (CV + ZR) ,

I (xS1;yD1 |u) = log det (CV + ZD) − log det (ZD) ,

I (xS1;yD1) = log det (CS1 + ZD) − log det (ZD) ,

I (xS2;yD2 |xR2) = log det (
CS |R2 + ZD

) − log det (ZD) ,

I (xS2 , xR2;yD2) = log det (
HC2H

H + ZD
) − log det (ZD) ,

(6.75)

where H = [I,HRD] and where CS |R2 again denotes the conditional covariance matrix
of xS2 given xR2. It hence follows that

RPDF ≥ RN�
PDF = max

R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2
R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det (CS1 + ZR) + t2 log det (
CS |R2 + ZD

) − log det (ZD)

+ t1 max
04CV4CS1

log det (CV + ZD) − log det (CV + ZR) ,

R ≤ t1 log det (CS1 + ZD) + t2 log det (
HC2H

H + ZD
) − log det (ZD) ,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,C2 < 0, (CS1 ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P ,

(6.76)

where RN�
PDF is achievable by means of the PDF strategy and proper complex Gaussian

channel inputs. Note that the inner maximization problem

max
CV

log det (CV + ZD) − log det (CV + ZR) s.t. 0 4 CV 4 CS1 (6.77)

is identical to the optimization problem given in (3.35). Consequently, we can follow the
steps in the proof of Theorem 3.6 to show that the optimal value of this inner problem
is equal to

log det(C?
V + ZD) − log det(C?

V + ZR) =

log det (CS1 + Z ) − log det (Z ) −
(
log det (CS1 + ZR) − log det (ZD)

)
(6.78)

for some Z � 0 such that Z 4 ZR and Z 4 ZD. Using this result, it is straightforward to
verify that

RN�
PDF = max

R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2
R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det (CS1 + Z ) − t1 log det (Z )
+ t2 log det (

CS |R2 + ZD
) − t2 log det (ZD)

R ≤ t1 log det (CS1 + ZD) + t2 log det (
HC2H

H + ZD
) − log det (ZD) ,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,C2 < 0, (CS1 ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P .

(6.79)
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Converse: Since 0 ≺ Z 4 ZR, we can useZ to de�ne an enhanced aligned half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channel. In particular, if Z̃R = Z and

ỹR1 = xS1 + ñR1 , ñR1 ∼ N� (0, Z̃R),

yD1 = xS1 + nD1 , nD1 ∼ N� (0,ZD),

yD2 = xS2 +HRDxR2 + nD2 , nD2 ∼ N� (0,ZD),

(6.80)

yR1 is a stochastically degraded version of ỹR1, which implies that I (u;yR1) ≤ I (u; ỹR1)

for all feasible p (u , xS1), cf. Appendix B.2.2. As a result, we have RPDF ≤ R̃PDF with

R̃PDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (u ,xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (u; ỹR1) + t1I (xS1;yD1 |u)
+ t2I (xS2;yD2 |xR2),

R ≤ t1I (xS1;yD1) + t2I (xS2 , xR2;yD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1,
u↔xS1↔ (yD1 , ỹR1), (CS1 ,CS2 ,CR2) ∈ P .

(6.81)

Moreover, note that because Z 4 ZD, yD1 is a stochastically degraded version of ỹR1
as well, which means that

I (u; ỹR1) + I (xS1;yD1 |u) ≤ I (u; ỹR1) + I (xS1; ỹR1 |u) = I (xS1; ỹR1). (6.82)

The optimal PDF strategy for the enhanced half-duplex relay channel de�ned in (6.80)
is therefore equivalent to DF, i.e., R̃PDF = R̃DF with

R̃DF = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (xS1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (xS1; ỹR1) + t2I (xS2;yD2 |xR2),

R ≤ t1I (xS1;yD1) + t2I (xS2 , xR2;yD2) ,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1,
(CS1 ,CS2 ,CR2) ∈ P .

(6.83)

However, the maximum achievable DF rate for any half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel is attained by proper complex Gaussian channel inputs, cf. Theorem 6.5. As a
consequence, R̃PDF is attained by u = xS1 ∼ N� (0,CS1) and [ xS2

xR2
] ∼ N� (0,C2), i.e.,

R̃PDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,C2

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det (CS1 + Z ) − t1 log det (Z )
+ t2 log det (

CS |R2 + ZD
) − t2 log det (ZD)

R ≤ t1 log det (CS1 + ZD) + t2 log det (
HC2H

H + ZD
) − log det (ZD) ,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CS1 ,C2 < 0, (CS1 ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P .

(6.84)

The optimization problems given in (6.79) and (6.84) are obviously the same so that
R̃PDF = RN�

PDF. But since R̃PDF ≥ RPDF ≥ RN�
PDF in general, this implies RPDF = RN�

PDF. �
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We remark that like for Theorem 3.6, the key to proving Theorem 6.6 is the inner
maximization problem, which up to an additive constant is mathematically equivalent
to the optimization problem that yields the secrecy capacity of the aligned Gaussian
MIMO wiretap channel under a shaping constraint, cf. [84, Section II-A]. In particular,
recall that both the optimal value of this inner problem and the enhanced channel
we require for the converse follow from considerations similar to those in the proof
of [84, Theorem 2]. Furthermore, note that like for the full-duplex case, the enhanced
half-duplex relay channel used in the converse belongs to the class of stochastically
degraded half-duplex relay channels, for which the optimal PDF strategy always reduces
to DF as shown in Section 6.4.4.

6.4.2 General Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

We now generalize the result that the maximum achievable PDF rate is attained by
jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs. The main idea for extending
the proof from the aligned to the general half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is
exactly the same as for the full-duplex case, cf. Section 3.4.2.

Theorem 6.7. For the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the per-phase or
the average power constraint, the maximum achievable partial decode-and-forward (PDF)
rate is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that H SR ,H SD ,HRD ∈ �N ×N with
N = max {NS ,NR ,ND}. If this is not the case, we can augment the matrices with zeros
to obtain an equivalent half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with square N × N

channel gain matrices that preserves the achievable PDF rate under the same power
constraints. Beyond that, we may also assume the additive Gaussian noise to be white
again, i.e., ZR = ZD = IN .

Achievability: Let u ∼ N� (0,CU) and v ∼ N� (0,CV) be independent such that
xS1 = u + v ∼ N� (0,CS1) with CS1 = CU +CV, and let [ xS2

xR2
] ∼ N� (0,C2). Then,

RN�
PDF = max

t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2
RN�

PDF (t1 , t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2)

s.t. t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, 0 4 CV 4 CS1 , C2 < 0,

(CS1 ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P

(6.85)

is achievable with jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs, where

RN�
PDF (t1 , t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2) = min

{
t1 log det

(
I +H SRCS1H

H
SR

)
− t1 log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
+ t1 log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCS |R2H

H
SD

)
,

t1 log det
(
I +H SDCS1H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)}
.

(6.86)
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Converse: Suppose the singular value decompositions (SVDs) of the channel gain
matrices H SR and H SD are given by

H SR = USRΣSRV
H

SR , H SD = USDΣSDV
H

SD , (6.87)

where USR ,USD ,VSR ,VSD ∈ �N ×N are the unitary matrices containing the singular
vectors, and where the diagonal matrices ΣSR , ΣSD ∈ �N ×N

+ contain the singular values
of H SR and H SD, respectively. For some ε > 0, let

H̄ SR = USR (ΣSR + εI)V H
SR , H̄ SD = USD (ΣSD + εI)V H

SD , (6.88)

and consider the following enhanced half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel:

ȳR1 = H̄ SRxS1 + nR1 , nR1 ∼ N� (0, IN ),
ȳD1 = H̄ SDxS1 + nD1 , nD1 ∼ N� (0, IN ),
ȳD2 = H̄ SDxS2 +HRDxR2 + nD2 , nD2 ∼ N� (0, IN ).

(6.89)

Note that since H̄ SR and H̄ SD are invertible, this half-duplex relay channel is equivalent
to an aligned half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with ZR = (H̄H

SRH̄ SR)
−1 and

ZD = (H̄H
SDH̄ SD)

−1, for which we know from Theorem 6.6 that the achievable PDF rate is
maximized by proper complex Gaussian channel inputs. Moreover, HH

SRH SR 4 H̄H
SRH̄ SR

and HH
SDH SD 4 H̄H

SDH̄ SD, which means that yR1 and yD1 are stochastically degraded
versions of ȳR1 and ȳD1, respectively, cf. Appendix B.2.2. As a result, it follows that

R̄N�
PDF = R̄PDF ≥ RPDF ≥ RN�

PDF , (6.90)

where

R̄N�
PDF = max

t1 ,t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2
R̄N�

PDF (t1 , t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2)

s.t. t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, 0 4 CV 4 CS1 , C2 < 0,

(CS1 ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P

(6.91)

is the maximum achievable PDF rate for the enhanced half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channel de�ned in (6.89),

R̄N�
PDF (t1 , t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2) = min

{
t1 log det

(
I + H̄ SRCS1H̄

H
SR

)
− t1 log det

(
I + H̄ SRCVH̄

H
SR

)
+ t1 log det

(
I + H̄ SDCVH̄

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I + H̄ SDCS |R2H̄

H
SD

)
,

t1 log det
(
I + H̄ SDCS1H̄

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I + H̄ {SR}DC2H̄

H
{SR}D

)}
,

(6.92)

and H̄ {SR}D = [H̄ SD ,HRD]. Like for the full-duplex case, we can therefore complete the
proof by showing that R̄N�

PDF → RN�
PDF as ε → 0.
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To this end, suppose t1 , t2 and CS1 ,CV ,C2 are �xed. Then, R̄N�
PDF (t1 , t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2)

is a continuous function of ε since it is the pointwise minimum of two functions that
are continuous in ε . As a consequence, we have

lim
ε→0

R̄N�
PDF (t1 , t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2) = RN�

PDF (t1 , t2 ,CS1 ,CV ,C2). (6.93)

Because (6.93) holds for any t1 , t2 and CS1 ,CV ,C2 < 0, it also holds for the maximizers
t?1 , t

?
2 ,C

?
S1 ,C

?
V ,C

?
2 of the problem given in (6.91). In addition, these maximizers also

satisfy the constraints of (6.85), which means that

lim
ε→0

R̄N�
PDF = lim

ε→0
R̄N�

PDF (t
?
1 , t

?
2 ,C

?
S1 ,C

?
V ,C

?
2 ) = RN�

PDF (t
?
1 , t

?
2 ,C

?
S1 ,C

?
V ,C

?
2 ) ≤ RN�

PDF. (6.94)

But since R̄N�
PDF ≥ RN�

PDF in general, it follows that limε→0 R̄N�
PDF = RN�

PDF. �

Because the maximum achievable PDF rate is attained by jointly Gaussian source and
relay inputs, xS1 and xS2 can indeed be decomposed as xS1 = u + v and xS2 = q +AxR2
with u, v, q, and xR2 being independent. However, like for the DF strategy (as well as
the full-duplex case), it is not convenient to express the correlation of xS2 and xR2 by
means of A and CR2 if one actually wants to evaluate RPDF. The reason for this is that
the PDF rate maximization problem would then contain the product ACR2AH of two
optimization variables.

In order to avoid this issue, we represent the optimal source and relay inputs as in
the proofs of Theorems 6.6 and 6.7. In particular, let u ∼ N� (0,CU) and v ∼ N� (0,CV)

be independent such that xS1 = u + v ∼ N� (0,CU + CV), and let [ xS2
xR2

] ∼ N� (0,C2).
Then, the optimization problem that speci�es the maximum achievable PDF rate for the
half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel can be expressed as

RPDF = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CU ,CV ,C2 ,CQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SR (CU +CV)H

H
SR

)
− t1 log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
+ t1 log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SD (CU +CV)H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CU ,CV ,CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

(CU +CV ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P

(6.95)

with the set P given by (6.8) or (6.9) depending on the considered power constraint.
We remark that to obtain this formulation of the PDF rate maximization problem, we
have again reformulated the term involving the conditional covariance matrix CS |R2
by introducing the auxiliary variable CQ = CS |R2 < 0, relaxing the equality constraint
to 0 4 CQ 4 CS |R2, and applying Lemma 3.2. Furthermore, note that we have chosen
CU and CV as optimization variables in (6.95) (instead of CS1 and CV) since this is more
convenient for the following considerations.
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The PDF rate maximization problem reduces to the DF rate maximization problem
given in (6.58) if CV = 0, i.e., if u = xS1. However, note that even for �xed time-shares
t1 , t2 ≥ 0, the general PDF rate maximization problem is nonconvex due to the term
−t1 log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
in the �rst rate constraint, which results from the fact that

v must be considered as interference at the relay, cf. Figure 6.3. Like for the full-duplex
case, this means that evaluating the maximum achievable PDF rate for the half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channel would require to solve a di�cult nonconvex optimization
problem (for both the per-phase and the average power constraint).

6.4.3 Suboptimal Partial Decode-and-Forward Rates

Instead of trying to evaluate RPDF for the general case, we thus focus on approaches that
yield suboptimal solutions to the PDF rate maximization problem. In particular, we again
apply the zero-forcing (ZF) PDF approach and the inner approximation algorithm (IAA),
which were already considered in Section 3.4.3, to the problem given in (6.95).

6.4.3.1 Zero-Forcing PDF Approach

Recall that the ZF approach is based on suppressing the interference the relay would
su�er from, i.e., the part of the source input the relay is not supposed to decode. To
this end, we introduce a ZF receive �lter G at the relay and require that all possible
realizations of v satisfy GH SRv = 0, which is equivalent to

GH SRCVH
H
SRG

H = 0 (6.96)

if v is a zero-mean proper complex Gaussian random vector. By adding the relay receive
�lter and the corresponding ZF constraint to (6.95), we obtain

R̃ZF = max
R ,t1 ,t2 ,CU ,CV ,C2 ,CQ

R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +GH SRCUH

H
SRG

H
)
+ t1 log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SD (CU +CV)H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CU ,CV ,CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

(CU +CV ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P , GH SRCVH

H
SRG

H = 0,

(6.97)

where, without loss of generality, we have assumed that the ZF receive �lter is chosen
such that GGH = IM for some M ∈ {1, . . . ,NR}. Since the ZF condition is linear in CV,
this problem is convex in (R ,CU ,CV ,C2 ,CQ) for given time-shares t1 , t2 ≥ 0. For any
�xed ZF �lter G, the best rates that can be achieved using the ZF PDF approach can
therefore again be determined by means of the dual decomposition approaches that
were proposed in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.
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In particular, if the source and the relay are subject to the per-phase power constraint,
we de�ne

SZF1 =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s1 ≤ log det
(
I +GH SRCUH

H
SRG

H
)

+ log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H SD (CU +CV)H

H
SD

)
,

CU ,CV < 0, tr(CU +CV) ≤ PS , GH SRCVH
H
SRG

H = 0
} (6.98)

and

SZF2 =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s1 ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR

}
,

(6.99)

where the compact convex rate regions SZF1 ⊆ SCSB1 and SZF2 = SDF2 = SCSB2 specify
the contributions of the relay receive and transmit phases to R̃ZF, respectively. Further-
more, let

SZF =
{
s ∈ �2

+ : s = t1s1 + t2s2 ,

s1 ∈ SZF1 , s2 ∈ SZF2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
}
,

(6.100)

then for the per-phase power constraint, the optimization problem given in (6.97) can
be rewritten as

R̃ZF = max
R ,s

R s.t. R1 ≤ s , s ∈ SZF. (6.101)

Since SZF is a convex set with nonempty interior, this is a convex optimization problem
which can equivalently be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain. For this purpose, we
can again apply the dual decomposition approach presented in Section 6.2.1, where
we simply need to replace SCSB with SZF, or equivalently, replace SCSB1 with SZF1 as
SZF2 = SCSB2.

Similarly, if the source and the relay are subject to the average power constraint,
we de�ne the two closed convex rate-power regions

ZZF1 =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s1 ≤ log det

(
I +GH SRCUH

H
SRG

H
)

+ log det
(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H SD (CU +CV)H

H
SD

)
,

p1 = tr(CU +CV), p2 = 0,

CU ,CV < 0, GH SRCVH
H
SRG

H = 0
}

(6.102)
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and

ZZF2 =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s1 ≤ log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

p1 = tr(DSC2D
H
S ), p2 = tr(DRC2D

H
R),

CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0

}
,

(6.103)

where ZZF1 ⊆ ZCSB1 and ZZF2 = ZDF2 = ZCSB2. If we further de�ne

ZZF =
{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s = t1s1 + t2s2 , p = t1p1 + t2p2 ,

(s1 ,p1) ∈ ZZF1 , (s2 ,p2) ∈ ZZF2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
}
,

(6.104)

which is also closed and convex, we can rewrite (6.97) as

R̃ZF,av = max
R ,s ,p

R s.t. R1 ≤ s , p ≤ ptx , (s ,p) ∈ ZZF (6.105)

for the average power constraint. This problem is convex again, and because the interior
of ZZF is nonempty, it can be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain. To this end, we can
apply the dual decomposition approach presented in Section 6.2.2 if ZCSB is replaced
with ZZF, or equivalently, if ZCSB1 is replaced with ZZF1 since ZZF2 = ZCSB2.

Because the rate(-power) regions SZF1/ZZF1 and SZF2/ZZF2 are convex, time-sharing
within the relay receive or the relay transmit phase is again not necessary, cf. Remark 6.2.
That is, we usually have t?m = τ` and s?m = s (`) ∈ SZFm/(s?m ,p?

m ) = (s (`) ,p (`) ) ∈ ZZFm ,
m ∈ {1, 2}, for one particular ` ∈ {1, . . . ,K } if the cutting-plane algorithm has converged
after K iterations. In this case, the optimal primal variables C?

U ,C
?
V ,C

?
2 ,C

?
Q can easily

be recovered as well, and by dropping the ZF �lter, we can then conclude that all rates
smaller than or equal to

min
{
t?1 log det

(
I +H SR (C

?
U +C

?
V )H

H
SR

)
− t?1 log det

(
I +H SRC

?
VH

H
SR

)
+ t?1 log det

(
I +H SDC

?
VH

H
SD

)
+ t?2 log det

(
I +H SDC

?
QH

H
SD

)
,

t?1 log det
(
I +H SD (C

?
U +C

?
V )H

H
SD

)
+ t?2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC

?
2 H

H
{SR}D

)} (6.106)

are achievable using the ZF PDF approach with relay receive �lter G. Moreover, if RZF
and RZF,av denote the values of (6.106) for the per-phase and the average power con-
straint, respectively, it follows from the data processing inequality [24, Theorem 2.8.1]
that RZF ≥ R̃ZF and RZF,av ≥ R̃ZF,av.

Note also that like for the full-duplex case, there is no clear-cut answer from theory
as to what is the best choice for the ZF receive �lter. In general, we therefore have to
use heuristics to choose G. Reasonable ZF receive �lters can for example be obtained
using antenna selection or the SVD of H SR, cf. Section 3.4.3, or from the generalized
singular value decomposition (GSVD) of H SR and H SD as discussed in Section 4.2.2.
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6.4.3.2 Inner Approximation Algorithm

In contrast to the ZF approach, which is speci�c to the PDF rate maximization problem,
the IAA is a general mathematical approach to deal with nonconvex optimization
problems. In particular, the idea of the IAA is to solve a sequence of approximating
convex problems instead of the original nonconvex one, cf. Appendix A.1. If we want to
apply the IAA to the nonconvex PDF rate maximization problem given in (6.95), then like
for the full-duplex case, we need to approximate the �rst rate constraint. In iteration k ,
we therefore replace − log det

(
I +H SRCVH

H
SR

)
by its �rst-order Taylor series around

C (k−1)
V , which is equal to3

c (C (k−1)
V ) − tr

(
HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SRCV
)
, (6.107)

cf. (3.91), and where C (k−1)
V is an optimizer of the approximating convex optimization

problem in iteration k − 1. The approximating convex optimization problem that needs
to be solved in the k-th iteration of the IAA hence reads as

R (k )
IAA = max

R ,t1 ,t2 ,CU ,CV ,C2 ,CQ
R

s.t. R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SR (CU +CV)H

H
SR

)
+ t1 log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
+ t1c (C

(k−1)
V ) − t1 tr

(
HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SRCV
)

+ t2 log det
(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

R ≤ t1 log det
(
I +H SD (CU +CV)H

H
SD

)
+ t2 log det

(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1, CU ,CV ,CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

(CU +CV ,DSC2D
H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P (6.108)

with P depending on the considered power constraint. Note that if t1 , t2 ≥ 0 are �xed,
this problem is convex in (R,CU ,CV ,C2 ,CQ) for both the per-phase and the average
power constraint. Consequently, the optimal solutions can be obtained using the dual
decomposition approaches presented in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.

In particular, suppose the source and the relay are subject to the per-phase power
constraint. If we de�ne

S (k )
IAA1 =

{
s ∈ �2

+ : s1 ≤ log det
(
I +H SR (CU +CV)H

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
+ c (C (k−1)

V )

− tr
(
HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SRCV
)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H SD (CU +CV)H

H
SD

)
,

CU ,CV < 0, tr(CU +CV) ≤ PS
}

(6.109)

3We remark that c (C (k−1)
V ) simply collects all terms of the Taylor series that do not depend on CV,

cf. (3.92), and like for the full-duplex case, log = loge is assumed here for simplicity.
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and

S (k )
IAA2 =

{
s ∈ �2

+ : s1 ≤ log det
(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0,

tr(DSC2D
H
S ) ≤ PS , tr(DRC2D

H
R) ≤ PR

}
,

(6.110)

the rate regions S (k )
IAA1 ⊆ SCSB1 and S (k )

IAA2 = SDF2 = SCSB2, k ∈ �, which specify the
contributions of the relay receive and transmit phases to R (k )

IAA, respectively, are compact
and convex. Moreover, if

S (k )
IAA =

{
s ∈ �2

+ : s = t1s1 + t2s2 ,

s1 ∈ S (k )
IAA1 , s2 ∈ S (k )

IAA2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
}
,

(6.111)

then for the per-phase power constraint, the optimization problem given in (6.108) can
be rewritten as

R (k )
IAA = max

R ,s
R s.t. R1 ≤ s , s ∈ S (k )

IAA. (6.112)

Similarly, if the source and the relay are subject to the average power constraint,
we can de�ne the two closed convex rate-power regions

Z (k )
IAA1 =

{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s1 ≤ log det

(
I +H SR (CU +CV)H

H
SR

)
+ log det

(
I +H SDCVH

H
SD

)
+ c (C (k−1)

V )

− tr
(
HH

SR
(
I +H SRC

(k−1)
V HH

SR
)−1

H SRCV
)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H SD (CU +CV)H

H
SD

)
,

p1 = tr(CU +CV), p2 = 0, CU ,CV < 0
}

(6.113)

and

Z (k )
IAA2 =

{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s1 ≤ log det

(
I +H SDCQH

H
SD

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {SR}DC2H

H
{SR}D

)
,

p1 = tr(DSC2D
H
S ), p2 = tr(DRC2D

H
R),

CQ < 0, C2 − DH
SCQDS < 0

}
,

(6.114)

where Z (k )
IAA1 ⊆ ZCSB1 and Z (k )

IAA2 = ZDF2 = ZCSB2 for all k ∈ �. Furthermore, if

Z (k )
IAA =

{
(s ,p) ∈ �2

+ × �2
+ : s = t1s1 + t2s2 , p = t1p1 + t2p2 ,

(s1 ,p1) ∈ Z (k )
IAA1 , (s2 ,p2) ∈ Z (k )

IAA2 , t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1
}
,

(6.115)
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then for the average power constraint, we can rewrite (6.108) as

R (k )
IAA,av = max

R ,s ,p
R s.t. R1 ≤ s , p ≤ ptx , (s ,p) ∈ Z (k )

IAA. (6.116)

Since S (k )
IAA and Z (k )

IAA are convex sets with nonempty interiors, the problems given
in (6.112) and (6.116) are convex and can also be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain.
For this purpose, we can again apply the dual decomposition approaches proposed in
Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 if SCSB and ZCSB are replaced with S (k )

IAA and Z (k )
IAA, respectively.

We remark that this is equivalent to replacing SCSB1 and ZCSB1 with S (k )
IAA1 and Z (k )

IAA1 as
S (k )

IAA2 = SCSB2 and Z (k )
IAA2 = ZCSB2 for all k ∈ �.

Note also that the sequences
{
R (k )

IAA

}
and

{
R (k )

IAA,av

}
are nondecreasing ink , i.e., R (k )

IAA ≥
R (k−1)

IAA and R (k )
IAA,av ≥ R (k−1)

IAA,av for all k ∈ �. This is because the optimizers of iteration k −1
are also feasible for the approximating convex problems in iteration k . As the sequence
elements R (k )

IAA and R (k )
IAA,av are upper bounded by CCSB and CCSB,av, respectively, we can

conclude that both sequences converge. In addition, it follows from Theorem A.1 that
the IAA stops at a Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) point of the original nonconvex problem,
or the limit of any convergent subsequence is a KKT point. However, since convergence
usually occurs only in the limit as k → ∞, we have to de�ne a practical termination
criterion. As discussed in Section 3.4.3, this criterion may for example be based on the
absolute or the relative rate improvement over the last iteration(s) .

What is more, because the rate(-power) regions S (k )
IAA1/Z (k )

IAA1 and S (k )
IAA2/Z (k )

IAA2 are
convex for all k ∈ �, time-sharing within the relay receive and transmit phases is not
necessary, cf. Remark 6.2. Like for the ZF PDF approach, this means that we can easily
recover all primal optimal variables t (k )1 , t

(k )
2 ,C

(k )
U ,C

(k )
V ,C

(k )
2 ,C

(k )
Q of the approximating

optimization problems. If the IAA has terminated after K iterations, it follows that all
rates smaller than or equal to
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are achievable by means of the PDF strategy. Furthermore, if RIAA and RIAA,av denote
the values of (6.117) for the per-phase and the average power constraint, respectively,
we have RPDF ≥ RIAA ≥ R (K )

IAA and RPDF,av ≥ RIAA,av ≥ R (K )

IAA,av since the approximated
rate constraint is stricter than the original one. Finally, we remark that RIAA and RIAA,av
strongly depend on how the IAA is initialized. However, with appropriate initializations,
e.g., C (0)

V = 0, we can ensure that RIAA ≥ RDF and RIAA,av ≥ RDF,av.

6.4.4 Optimal Partial Decode-and-Forward Rates for Special Cases

Recall that for the discrete memoryless half-duplex relay channel, special cases for which
the maximum achievable PDF rate can be determined include the degraded half-duplex
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relay channel, the reversely degraded half-duplex relay channel, the semideterministic
half-duplex relay channel, and the half-duplex relay channel with orthogonal sender
components. In particular, it was shown in Section 5.4 that the PDF strategy achieves
the CSB for these four types of discrete memoryless half-duplex relay channels. Like
for the full-duplex case, however, only one of these special cases is also relevant for the
half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel considered in this work.

(a) The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is never degraded according to
the system model de�ned in Section 6.1. The reason for this is that the Markov
chain condition xS1↔yR1↔yD1 can never be satis�ed if the noise vectors nR1
and nD1 are independent.

(b) Likewise, the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is never reversely de-
graded.

(c) The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is never semideterministic ac-
cording to the system model de�ned in Section 6.1. This is because the de�ning
condition of the semideterministic half-duplex relay channel requires that yR1 be
a function of xS1, which is not satis�ed unless there is no noise at the relay.

(d) For the half-duplex relay channel with orthogonal sender components, we can
extend the de�nition to the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel as follows:

Definition 6.2. The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel has orthogonal sender
components if row(H S{RD}) = row(H SR) ⊥ row(H SD), i.e., if row(H S{RD}) is the direct
sum of the two orthogonal subspaces row(H SR) and row(H SD).

Remark 6.6. Like for the full-duplex case, it is assumed here that XS = row(H S{RD}) =

null⊥ (H S{RD}). This is without loss of generality, however, as yR1 = nR1 and yD1 = nD1
for any xS1 ∈ null(H S{RD}). Similarly, we may also assume that X ′S = row(H SR) and
X ′′S = row(H SD).

According to this de�nition, it follows that if the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel has orthogonal sender components, thenp (yD1 ,yR1 |xS1) = p (yR1 |x ′S1)p (yD1 |x ′′S1)

for all (x ′S1 , x
′′
S1 ,yD1 ,yR1) ∈ X ′S × X ′′S × YD × YR, where X ′S = row(H SR) and X ′′S =

row(H SD) form an orthogonal decomposition of XS = row(H S{RD}), cf. De�nition 5.1.
While this shows that De�nition 6.2 provides an appropriate characterization of the
half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with orthogonal sender components, there
is an equivalent condition that is much easier to work with.

Proposition 6.8. The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel has orthogonal sender
components if and only if H SRH

H
SD = 0.

Proof. Since the condition that de�nes the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel
with orthogonal sender components is the same as for the full-duplex case, the proof of
this result is identical to the proof of Proposition 3.9. �
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Now, this condition on H SR and H SD will not be satis�ed unless we assign nonover-
lapping frequency bands to the source-to-relay and the source-to-destination channels.
But this case is mostly of theoretical interest because if we use frequency-division du-
plex (FDD) to orthogonalize the channels, we can also use FDD instead of time-division
duplex (TDD) to separate transmission and reception at the relay. Nevertheless, it can be
shown that the PDF strategy achieves the CSB for the considered half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channel with orthogonal sender components.

Theorem 6.9. For the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with orthogonal sender
components, the partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy achieves the cut-set bound (CSB),
i.e., RPDF = CCSB and RPDF,av = CCSB,av.

Proof. If the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel has orthogonal sender compo-
nents, we can follow the steps in the proof of Theorem 3.10 to show that the CSB is
equal to

CCSB = max
R ,t1 ,t2

p (x ′S1 ,x
′′
S1)p (xS2 ,xR2)

R s.t. R ≤ t1I (x
′
S1;yR1) + t1I (x

′′
S1;yD1)

+ t2I (xS2;yD2 |xR2),

R ≤ t1I (x
′′
S1;yD1) + t2I (xS2 , xR2;yD2),

t1 , t2 ≥ 0, t1 + t2 = 1,
(C ′S1 +C

′′
S1 ,DSC2D

H
S ,DRC2D

H
R) ∈ P ,

(6.118)

where it su�ces to maximize over all joint probability density functions that factor as
p (x ′S1 , x

′′
S1) = p (x

′
S1)p (x

′′
S1). The upper bound speci�ed by this problem can be achieved

using the PDF strategy with u = x ′S1. �

Consequently, the maximum achievable PDF rate for a half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channel with orthogonal sender components can be evaluated based on dual
decomposition, cf. Section 5.2. As noted above, however, this result is not of great
practical relevance.

In the following, we show that the proposed dual decomposition approaches can also
be used to evaluate RPDF and RPDF,av for the more relevant stochastically degraded and
reversely stochastically degraded half-duplex Gaussian relay channels, which are charac-
terized by the fact that the source-to-relay channel is better or worse (in a probabilistic
sense) than the source-to-destination channel.

Definition 6.3. The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is stochastically de-
graded if HH

SRZ
−1
R H SR < HH

SDZ
−1
D H SD. Similarly, the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay

channel is reversely stochastically degraded if HH
SRZ

−1
R H SR 4 HH

SDZ
−1
D H SD. If the half-

duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is either stochastically or reversely stochastically
degraded, it is said to be of stochastically degraded nature.
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Like for the full-duplex case, we can show that if the half-duplex Gaussian relay
channel is stochastically degraded or reversely stochastically degraded, the optimal
PDF strategy reduces to DF or direct transmission. For any half-duplex Gaussian relay
channel of stochastically degraded nature, the maximum achievable PDF rates for the
per-phase and the average power constraint can thus be determined using the dual
decomposition approaches proposed in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, respectively.

Theorem 6.10. If the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is stochastically de-
graded, the optimal partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy is equivalent to the decode-
and-forward (DF) strategy, i.e., RPDF = RDF and RPDF,av = RDF,av.

Proof. Applying Lemma 3.11 to H 1 = Z −1/2
R H SR and H 2 = Z −1/2

D H SD, it follows that
the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is stochastically degraded if and only if
there exists an M ∈ �ND ×NR such that H SD = MH SR and MZRMH 4 ZD. Therefore,

I (xS1;yD1 |u) = I (xS1;H SDxS1 + nD1 |u) = I (xS1;MH SRxS1 + nD1 |u)
(a)
= I (xS1;M (H SRxS1 + nR1) + ñ1 |u)

(b)≤ I (xS1;M (H SRxS1 + nR1) |u)
(c )≤ I (xS1;H SRxS1 + nR1 |u) = I (xS1;yR1 |u),

(6.119)

where in (a) we have de�ned ñ1 ∼ N� (0,ZD−MZRMH) to be independent ofxS1 andnR1,
(b) is due to the fact thatM (H SRxS1+nR1)+ñ1 is a degraded version ofM (H SRxS1+nR1),
and (c ) follows from the data processing inequality [24, Theorem 2.8.1] and the Markov
chain xS1↔H SRxS1 + nR1↔M (H SRxS1 + nR1). As a consequence,

I (u;yR1) + I (xS1;yD1 |u) ≤ I (u;yR1) + I (xS1;yR1 |u)
= I (u , xS1;yR1) = I (xS1;yR1),

(6.120)

where the last equation is due to the Markov relationship u↔ xS1↔ (yR1 ,yD1). The
maximum achievable PDF rate is hence attained by choosing u = xS1, which implies
that the optimal PDF strategy is equivalent to the DF strategy. �

Note that like for Theorem 3.12, the proof of Theorem 6.10 does not rely on the
optimal channel input distribution. Rather, it is based on the fact that the condition
HH

SRZ
−1
R H SR < HH

SDZ
−1
D H SD implies I (xS1;yD1 |u) ≤ I (xS1;yR1 |u) for all feasible joint

distributionsp (u , xS1), so Theorem 6.10 can easily be generalized to discrete memoryless
half-duplex relay channels.

Remark 6.7. If I (xS1;yD1 |u) ≤ I (xS1;yR1 |u) for all feasible p (u , xS1), the relay is condi-
tionally more capable than the destination givenu, where the auxiliary variableu can be
interpreted as a time-sharing variable if we only consider these two mutual information
terms. Since the set of feasible joint distributions p (u , xS1) is convex, the time-sharing
variable u is obsolete in the condition above. That is, the above condition is equivalent
to the condition that I (xS1;yD1) ≤ I (xS1;yR1) for all feasible p (xS1), meaning that the
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relay is more capable than the destination. For Gaussian channels, the fact that the relay
is more capable than the destination is equivalent to the fact that yD is a stochastically
degraded version of yR, cf. Appendix B.2.2. For discrete memoryless channels, on the
other hand, the more capable condition is less strict than the stochastically degraded
condition, cf. Appendix B.2.1, so Theorem 6.10 should in general be formulated using the
weaker more capable condition. In the context of Gaussian MIMO relay channels, how-
ever, it is more convenient to use the stochastically degraded condition as it is equivalent
to and much easier to work with than the more capable condition, cf. Remark 3.8.

Theorem 6.11. If the half-duplex GaussianMIMO relay channel is reversely stochastically
degraded, the optimal partial decode-and-forward (PDF) strategy is equivalent to direct
transmission from source to destination, i.e., RPDF = RPDF,av = RP2P.

Proof. It again follows from Lemma 3.11 that the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel is reversely stochastically degraded if and only if there exists an M ∈ �NR ×ND

such that H SR = MH SD and MZDMH 4 ZR. Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.10, we
can therefore construct a chain of inequalities to show that I (u;yR1) ≤ I (u;yD1) for all
feasible p (u , xS1), which in turn implies that

I (u;yR1) + I (xS1;yD1 |u) ≤ I (u;yD1) + I (xS;yD1 |u) = I (xS1;yD1). (6.121)

Consequently, the maximum achievable PDF rate is attained by choosing u = 0, i.e., the
optimal PDF strategy reduces to direct transmission from source to destination. �

Remark 6.8. If I (u;yR1) ≤ I (u;yD1) for all feasible p (u , xS1), the destination is less
noisy than the relay. For Gaussian channels, the fact that the destination is less noisy
than the relay is equivalent to the fact that yR is a stochastically degraded version of
yD, cf. Appendix B.2.2. But for discrete memoryless channels, the less noisy condition
is less strict than the stochastically degraded condition, cf. Appendix B.2.1. Therefore,
Theorem 6.11 should in general be formulated using the weaker less noisy condition,
cf. Remark 3.9.

Remark 6.9. Because direct transmission is a special case of the DF strategy for the
half-duplex relay channel, it immediately follows from Theorem 6.11 that RPDF = RDF
andRPDF,av = RDF,av if the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is reversely stochas-
tically degraded.

Obviously, the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is not always of stochasti-
cally degraded nature. However, like for the full-duplex case, this is the case whenever
the source is equipped with a single antenna.

Corollary 6.12. If NS = 1, i.e., if the source is equipped with only one antenna, the
half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is of stochastically degraded nature so that
RPDF = RDF and RPDF,av = RDF,av.
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Proof. Since the conditions that de�ne the stochastically and reversely stochastically
degraded half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels are the same as for the full-duplex
case, the proof of this result is exactly the same as the proof of Corollary 3.14. �

6.5 Further Results and Bibliographical Notes

Early on, the half-duplex constrained single-antenna Gaussian relay channel with time-
division duplex (TDD) was considered by Høst-Madsen [62]. Assuming the source and
the relay to be subject to average power constraints, he stated the cut-set bound (CSB)
and the maximum achievable decode-and-forward (DF) rate for the half-duplex Gaussian
relay channel. For �xed time-shares, he also derived closed-form expressions for the
optimal correlations of xS2 and xR2. An achievable compress-and-forward (CF) rate for the
same half-duplex relay channel model was proposed by Høst-Madsen and Zhang [63].
Because the optimal joint distribution of the channel inputs xS1 , xS2 , xR2 and the relay
quantization ŷR1 is unknown, they assumed (xS1 , xS2 , xR2 , ŷR1) to be jointly Gaussian.
For �xed time-shares, the achievable CF rate with Gaussian signals can then be computed
in closed form, but like for the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate, the optimal
time-shares must generally be found by numerical search methods.

For the single-antenna half-duplex Gaussian relay channel with TDD and per-phase
power constraints imposed on the source and the relay, the CSB and the maximum
achievable DF rate were derived by Khojastepour et al. [67]. Moreover, Yao et al. [144]
stated an achievable CF rate for this half-duplex relay channel model. Their CF strategy
is also based on choosing (xS1 , xS2 , xR2 , ŷR1) to be jointly Gaussian, and for �xed time-
shares, the corresponding CF rate can again be computed in closed form. For jointly
Gaussian channel inputs, which were not yet known to be optimal, the maximum
achievable partial decode-and-forward (PDF) rate for the half-duplex Gaussian relay
channel with TDD and per-phase power constraints was stated by Stein in [118]. There,
it was already observed that PDF cannot improve on DF if |hSR |2 ≥ |hSD |2 and that
both PDF and DF reduce to direct transmission if |hSR |2 < |hSD |2 (assuming equal noise
variances). Beyond that, Cover and El Gamal’s mixed strategy [21, Theorem 7] was also
applied to the half-duplex single-antenna Gaussian relay channel in [118], where jointly
Gaussian (xS1 , xS2 , xR2 , ŷR1) were chosen again.

The receiver frequency-division single-antenna Gaussian relay channel, in which the
relay-to-destination channel is assigned a separate frequency band, was considered by
El Gamal et al. [35] and by Liang and Veeravalli [82]. More speci�cally, for the average
power constraint and equal frequency-shares, closed-form expressions for the CSB,
the maximum achievable DF rate, an achievable CF rate with jointly Gaussian channel
inputs and relay quantization, and an achievable amplify-and-forward (AF) rate were
derived in [35]. Furthermore, it was shown that PDF always reduces to DF or direct
transmission and that linear relaying can outperform the (P)DF and CF strategies for
certain channel conditions. In [82], the properties of the optimal frequency allocation
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for the DF strategy in the receiver frequency-division Gaussian relay channel with the
average power constraint were analyzed, and it was proved that DF achieves the CSB if
the relay-to-destination channel is weak compared to the other channels.

For the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the average power constraint
and the more general frequency-division duplex (FDD) protocol where the source may
utilize the entire spectrum for transmission, Ng and Foschini [95] showed that the CSB
and the maximum achievable DF rate can be determined as the solutions of convex
optimization problems. The key to proving this was the convexity preserving property
of the perspective operation. In combination with the change of variables discussed in
Section 6.2.1, this property was also exploited by Simoens et al. [116], who considered
the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel with TDD and the per-phase power constraint. But like for the full-duplex case,
they simply replaced the conditional covariance matrix CS |R2 by CS2 in the �rst rate
constraints so that the convex optimization problems resulting from their considerations
only yield upper bounds to CCSB and RDF.

The fact that both the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate for the half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channel with TDD and the per-phase power constraint can indeed
be determined as the solutions of convex optimization problems was later proved by
Gerdes and Utschick [45]. In order to obtain the convex rate maximization problems, the
terms involving CS |R2 were �rst reformulated by means of an auxiliary variable before
the change of variables and the perspective operation were applied, cf. Section 6.2.1.
Moreover, it was also noted in [45] that the convex optimization problems that yield
CCSB and RDF do not satisfy the ruleset of disciplined convex programming (DCP), which
means that it is not possible to directly apply standard semide�nite program (SDP)
solvers to these problems.

The dual decomposition approaches that can be used to evaluate CCSB/CCSB,av and
RDF/RDF,av in the Lagrangian dual domain, e.g., by means of the cutting-plane method,
are due to Gerdes, Riemensberger, and Utschick [41, 43]. In particular, the approach to
determine the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate for the half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channel with TDD in the dual domain was �rst derived for the per-phase
power constraint in [41] and then generalized to the average power constraint in [43].
The beauty of the proposed dual decomposition approaches is that the phases of the
TDD communication protocol decouple in the dual problem. In addition, evaluating the
dual function only requires to solve one convex optimization problem for each phase of
the protocol so that the complexity scales linearly with the number of protocol phases.
Therefore, the dual decomposition approaches can easily be extended to the half-duplex
two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel, cf. Chapter 7.

The results concerning achievable PDF rates for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channel presented in this chapter had not explicitly been reported so far, with the
exception of the zero-forcing (ZF) PDF approach for the per-phase power constraint,
cf. [135]. However, we remark that the results of Sections 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and Section 6.4.4 are
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rather straightforward extensions of the corresponding results for the full-duplex case,
cf. Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.4, respectively, which were originally derived
in [40] and [47]. Furthermore, for the per-phase power constraint, it was already
pointed out in [48] and [136] that the ZF PDF approach and the inner approximation
algorithm (IAA) can of course also be applied to the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel and that the resulting rate maximization problems can again be tackled by the
dual decomposition approach derived in [41].

A suboptimal CF scheme for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with
TDD and per-phase power constraints imposed on the source and the relay was proposed
by Simoens et al. [117], who assumed (xS1 , xS2 , xR2 , ŷR1) to be jointly Gaussian and took
a greedy alternating optimization approach that works as follows. In the relay receive
phase, the destination performs successive decoding with the relay’s message, i.e., the
encoded relay quantization, being decoded �rst. In the �rst and second steps of the
algorithm, CS2 and CR2 are then chosen as to maximize the information rates on the
source-to-destination channel and the resulting e�ective relay-to-destination channel,
respectively. The third step consists of an outer and an inner loop. In the outer loop,
the achievable CF rate is maximized with respect to the time-shares t1 and t2 while the
inner loop alternates between optimizing the achievable rate with respect to CS1 and
the relay quantization.

Note that this greedy optimization approach is similar to that proposed by Ng and
Foschini for the full-duplex case [95]. However, an important di�erence between the
two suboptimal CF schemes is that Ng and Foschini used rate distortion quantization
with squared-error distortion to determine the relay quantization, whereas in [117],
the relay quantization is chosen as to maximize I (xS1; ŷR1 |yD1), i.e., the information ŷR1
contains about xS1 givenyD1. Although not mentioned in [117], this means that the relay
quantization is determined according to the information bottleneck method [14, 56, 125],
which implicitly uses information divergence (relative entropy) as distortion measure.
Consequently, it could be shown in [117] that this approach achieves higher CF rates
than classical rate distortion quantization with squared-error distortion.

Like for the full-duplex case, there are also many works on AF schemes for the half-
duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay channel. However, it again does not seem
possible to determine the maximum achievable AF rate since the AF strategy su�ers
from noise ampli�cation induced by the relay, which means that di�cult nonconvex
optimization problems have to be solved even if Gaussian channel inputs are assumed.
For an overview of suboptimal AF schemes for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel, we refer to [105] and references therein.

Finally, the results that have so far been mentioned in this chapter are based on the
assumption that all three nodes noncausally know which resources the relay uses for
transmission and reception. That is, all nodes know the time-shares of the relay receive
and transmit phases or the frequency-shares of the source-to-relay and the relay-to-
destination channels in advance. On the other hand, Kramer considered a random sleep-
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listen-or-talk (SLoT) strategy for the half-duplex relay channel with TDD, where the
destination does not a priori know when the relay transmits [75], cf. Section 5.6. In this
work, Kramer not only showed that �xed TDD schedules are generally suboptimal, but
also that Gaussian source and relay inputs do not always attain the highest achievable
rates for the half-duplex Gaussian relay channel.
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Chapter 7

Half-Duplex Two-Way Gaussian MIMO
Relay Channel

In this chapter, we consider the half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel,
which models the scenario where two terminals exchange information with the help of
a relay. More speci�cally, we study bounds on the capacity region of the restricted half-
duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel, where the bidirectional communication
is restricted in the sense that the encoders at the terminals may neither cooperate, nor
are they allowed to use previously decoded information to encode their messages. To
this end, we apply the information theoretical results of Section 5.5, which also hold for
continuous-alphabet channels, to the Gaussian MIMO relay channel model. Note that
since many results presented here are direct extensions of the results for unidirectional
communication, this chapter is less detailed than the previous one.

The system model for the restricted half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay
channel is introduced in Section 7.1. We remark that like in Chapter 6, two di�erent
power constraints are considered, the per-phase and the average power constraint. In
Sections 7.2 and 7.3, respectively, we then prove that the cut-set outer bound (CSOB)
region CCSB and the achievable decode-and-forward (DF) rate region RDF are attained by
jointly Gaussian channel inputs for both power constraints. These results again follow
from the entropy maximizing property of the Gaussian distribution. In addition, we
exemplarily show how the dual decomposition approach that was derived in Section 6.2.1
can be extended to the half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel in order to
evaluate CCSB and RDF for the per-phase power constraint.

The achievable partial decode-and-forward (PDF) rate region RPDF is discussed in
Section 7.4. Even though the entropy maximizing property of the Gaussian distribution
cannot directly be applied, we can again show that RPDF is also attained by jointly Gaus-
sian channel inputs. As opposed to CCSB and RDF, however, RPDF can in general not be
evaluated using convex optimization techniques. In Section 7.4.1, we therefore consider
the suboptimal PDF rate regions that are obtained by applying the zero-forcing (ZF)
PDF approach or the inner approximation algorithm (IAA) to the half-duplex two-way
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Gaussian MIMO relay channel. These rate regions can always be determined by means
of the dual decomposition approaches proposed in Section 6.2. Special cases for which
it is possible to evaluate RPDF based on dual decomposition are studied in Section 7.4.2,
and the chapter eventually concludes in Section 7.5 with bibliographical notes and an
overview of further noteworthy results on bidirectional communication in the half-
duplex constrained Gaussian (MIMO) relay channel.

7.1 System Model

Our half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel model is again obtained by
applying the linear MIMOmodel to the considered relay scenario. In particular, letHKL ∈
�NL ×NK denote the channel gain matrix of the channel between nodes K and L, where
K, L ∈ {A, B, R}, and let xKm and yLm represent the input and output signals of nodes K
and L during phase m, respectively. The six phases of the considered communication
protocol, which are illustrated in Figure 7.1, can then be described as follows:

(1) Terminal A transmits to the relay and terminal B:

yR1 = HARxA1 + nR1 , nR1 ∼ N� (0,ZR),

yB1 = HABxA1 + nB1 , nB1 ∼ N� (0,ZB).
(7.1)

(2) Terminal B transmits to the relay and terminal A:

yR2 = HBRxB2 + nR2 , nR2 ∼ N� (0,ZR),

yA2 = HBAxB2 + nA2 , nA2 ∼ N� (0,ZA).
(7.2)

(3) Terminals A and B transmit to the relay:

yR3 = HARxA3 +HBRxB3 + nR3 , nR3 ∼ N� (0,ZR). (7.3)

(4) The relay transmits to terminals A and B:

yA4 = HRAxR4 + nA4 , nA4 ∼ N� (0,ZA),

yB4 = HRBxR4 + nB4 , nB4 ∼ N� (0,ZB).
(7.4)

(5) Terminal B and the relay transmit to terminal A:

yA5 = HBAxB5 +HRAxR5 + nA5 , nA5 ∼ N� (0,ZA). (7.5)

(6) Terminal A and the relay transmit to terminal B:

yB6 = HABxA6 +HRBxR6 + nB6 , nB6 ∼ N� (0,ZB). (7.6)
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of the Half-Duplex Two-Way Gaussian MIMO Relay Channel

Here, the channels are assumed to remain constant for all phases, which for the
results presented in this chapter is without loss of generality because we anyhow
require all channel gain matrices to be perfectly known at all nodes. Furthermore,
nAm ∼ N� (0,ZA), nBm ∼ N� (0,ZB), and nRm ∼ N� (0,ZR) denote the zero-mean
proper complex Gaussian noise vectors that are received at terminal A, terminal B, and
the relay during phasem, respectively. The noise vectors are assumed to be independent
of each other as well as of the transmit signals. More precisely, the additive Gaussian
noise nKm received at node K during phase m is assumed to be independent of the
noise nLm′ received at another node L for all phases m′ ∈ {1, . . . , 6} and independent
of nKm′ for allm′ ,m. Finally, we assume the noise covariance matrices ZA ∈ �NA ×NA ,
ZB ∈ �NB ×NB , and ZR ∈ �NR ×NR to be nonsingular.

Since we consider the restricted half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel,
it follows that the channel input distribution of phase 3 must factor as p (xA3 , xB3) =

p (xA3)p (xB3). In addition, it is clear that the capacity region is unbounded if we do not
impose further restrictions on the channel inputs, cf. Section 3.1. Like in Chapter 6, we
thus require the channel inputs to satisfy a per-phase power constraint or an average
power constraint. Without loss of generality, we may again assume that all channel in-
puts are zero-mean because channel inputs with nonzero mean consume more transmit
power to convey the same amount of information, cf. Section 3.1.
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The per-phase power constraint hence imposes the conditions

tr(CAm ) ≤ PA , tr(CBm ) ≤ PB , tr(CRm ) ≤ PR , ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , 6} (7.7)

on the channel inputs xAm , xBm , and xRm if CAm , CBm , and CRm denote the respective
covariance matrices. Note that for simplicity, we have assumed here that the power
budgets that are available to the nodes in a particular phase do not change over the
di�erent phases. On the other hand, the average power constraint requires the channel
inputs of terminal A, terminal B, and the relay to satisfy

6∑
m=1

tm tr(CAm ) ≤ PA ,
6∑

m=1
tm tr(CBm ) ≤ PB ,

6∑
m=1

tm tr(CRm ) ≤ PR. (7.8)

We again remark that the average power constraint is dominated by the per-phase power
constraint if the values of PA > 0, PB > 0, and PR > 0 in (7.7) and (7.8) are the same.
That is, if the covariance matrices (CAm ,CBm ,CRm ),m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, satisfy (7.7), they
also satisfy (7.8) since the time-shares tm ≥ 0 are normalized such that ∑6

m=1 tm = 1.

7.2 Cut-Set Outer Bound

For any half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the capacity region is a
subset of the cut-set outer bound (CSOB) region

CCSB =
⋃

∏6
m=1 p (xAm ,xBm ,xRm )

{
(RA , RB) ∈ �2

+ :

t1 , . . . , t6 ≥ 0, ∑6
m=1 tm = 1, (CAm ,CBm ,CRm )m∈{1 , . . . ,6} ∈ P ,

RA ≤ t1I (xA1;yR1 ,yB1) + t3I (xA3;yR3 |xB3) + t6I (xA6;yB6 |xR6),

RA ≤ t1I (xA1;yB1) + t4I (xR4;yB4) + t6I (xA6 , xR6;yB6),

RB ≤ t2I (xB2;yR2 ,yA2) + t3I (xB3;yR3 |xA3) + t5I (xB5;yA5 |xR5),

RB ≤ t2I (xB2;yA2) + t4I (xR4;yA4) + t5I (xB5 , xR5;yA5)
}
,

(7.9)

where for the per-phase power constraint, the set P is given by

P =
{
(CAm ,CBm ,CRm )m∈{1 , . . . ,6} :

tr(CAm ) ≤ PA , tr(CBm ) ≤ PB , tr(CRm ) ≤ PR , ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}
}
, (7.10)

and where for the average power constraint, P is equal to

P =
{
(CAm ,CBm ,CRm )m∈{1 , . . . ,6} :∑6
m=1 tm tr(CAm ) ≤ PA ,

∑6
m=1 tm tr(CBm ) ≤ PB ,

∑6
m=1 tm tr(CRm ) ≤ PR

}
. (7.11)
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Now, we can once again invoke the entropy maximizing property of the Gaussian dis-
tribution to prove that the CSOB region is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian
channel inputs for both the per-phase and the average power constraint. Beyond that,
the theorem below reveals that we only need to consider channel input distributions for
which p (xA3 , xB3) factors as p (xA3 , xB3) = p (xA3)p (xB3). As a result, we can conclude
that CCSB is the tightest outer bound on the capacity region of the restricted half-duplex
two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel that can be obtained by means of standard
cut-set arguments.

Theorem 7.1. For the half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the
per-phase or the average power constraint, the cut-set outer bound (CSOB) region CCSB is
attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian channel inputs such that p (xA3 , xB3) factors
as p (xA3 , xB3) = p (xA3)p (xB3).

Proof. The fact that CCSB is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian channel inputs
can be proved by following the steps in the proof of Theorem 6.1. In particular, for
�xed time-shares tm and (joint) covariance matrices Cm ,m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, the Gaussian
distribution simultaneously maximizes all mutual information terms in (7.9) because
it maximizes both di�erential entropy [24, Theorem 8.6.5] and conditional di�erential
entropy [123]. More precisely, the (conditional) di�erential entropy of a complex random
vector is maximized by the zero-mean proper (circularly symmetric) complex Gaussian
distribution [94, 122].

In order to prove that it su�ces to consider input distributionsp (xA3 , xB3) that factor
as p (xA3 , xB3) = p (xA3)p (xB3), note that the relay’s receive signal in phase 3 is given
by yR3 = HARxA3 +HBRxB3 +nR3, where the additive Gaussian noise is independent of
both xA3 and xB3. The two mutual information terms associated with phase 3 in (7.9)
can therefore be upper bounded by

I (xA3;yR3 |xB3) = h(yR3 |xB3) − h(yR3 |xA3 , xB3)

= h(HARxA3 + nR3 |xB3) − h(nR3) (7.12)
≤ h(HARxA3 + nR3) − h(nR3),

I (xB3;yR3 |xA3) = h(yR3 |xA3) − h(yR3 |xA3 , xB3)

= h(HBRxB3 + nR3 |xA3) − h(nR3) (7.13)
≤ h(HBRxB3 + nR3) − h(nR3),

with equality in (7.12) and (7.13) if and only ifxA3 andxB3 are independent [24, Corollary
to Theorem 8.6.1]. �

As a consequence, the optimal channel input distributions can be represented by
the (joint) covariance matrices Cm , m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, and all mutual information terms
in (7.9) reduce to log-det expressions. In the following, we make use of this result
to show how CCSB can be evaluated if the relay and both terminals are subject to the
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per-phase power constraint. To this end, �rst note that we can determine the boundary
of the CSOB region CCSB by solving WSR maximization problems over CCSB for di�erent
weight vectors w ∈ �2

+. More speci�cally, the boundary of CCSB can be determined with
arbitrary precision by varying the ratio of the weights w1

w2
from zero to in�nity. For a

given weight vector w, the optimization problem we then need to solve reads as

max
r

w
Tr s.t. r ∈ CCSB. (7.14)

However, this formulation of the WSR maximization problem is not very convenient
if we actually want to perform the optimization, so we seek a parameterization that is
more suitable to the problem. For this purpose, we �rst �nd a convex parameterization of
the CSOB region CCSB. Because the objective function is linear, we then obtain a convex
optimization problem for which strong duality holds and which can thus be solved in the
Lagrangian dual domain. In particular, this means that the WSR maximization problem
given in (7.14) can be solved by an extension of the dual decomposition approach that
was derived in Section 6.2.1.

Convex Parameterization of Cut-Set Outer Bound Region CCSB For the per-phase power
constraint and additive white Gaussian noise vectors, let us de�ne the rate regions

SCSB1 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , s2 , 0, 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +HA{RB}CA1H

H
A{RB}

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +HABCA1H

H
AB

)
,

CA1 < 0, tr(CA1) ≤ PA
}
,

(7.15)

SCSB2 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [0, 0, s3 , s4]T ,

s3 ≤ log det
(
I +HB{RA}CB2H

H
B{RA}

)
,

s4 ≤ log det
(
I +HBACB2H

H
BA

)
,

CB2 < 0, tr(CB2) ≤ PB
}
,

(7.16)

SCSB3 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , 0, s3 , 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +HARCA3H

H
AR

)
,

s3 ≤ log det
(
I +HBRCB3H

H
BR

)
,

CA3 < 0, tr(CA3) ≤ PA ,

CB3 < 0, tr(CB3) ≤ PB
}
,

(7.17)

SCSB4 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [0, s2 , 0, s4]T ,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +HRBCR4H

H
RB

)
,

s4 ≤ log det
(
I +HRACR4H

H
RA

)
,

CR4 < 0, tr(CR4) ≤ PR
}
,

(7.18)
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SCSB5 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [0, 0, s3 , s4]T ,

s3 ≤ log det
(
I +HBACQ5H

H
BA

)
,

s4 ≤ log det
(
I +H {BR}AC5H

H
{BR}A

)
,

CQ5 < 0, C5 − DH
BCQ5DB < 0,

tr(DBC5D
H
B) ≤ PB , tr(DRBC5D

H
RB) ≤ PR

}
,

(7.19)

SCSB6 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , s2 , 0, 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +HABCQ6H

H
AB

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +H {AR}BC6H

H
{AR}B

)
,

CQ6 < 0, C6 − DH
ACQ6DA < 0,

tr(DAC6D
H
A) ≤ PA , tr(DRAC6D

H
RA) ≤ PR

}
,

(7.20)

where DA, DB, DRA, DRB are selection matrices de�ned as

DA =
[
INA 0NA ×NR

]
, DRA =

[
0NR ×NA INR

]
,

DB =
[
INB 0NB ×NR

]
, DRB =

[
0NR ×NB INR

]
,

(7.21)

and where HA{RB}, HB{RA}, H {AR}B, H {BR}A denote the composite channel gain matrices
given by

HA{RB} =

HAR
HAB


, H {AR}B =

[
HAB HRB

]
,

HB{RA} =

HBR
HBA


, H {BR}A =

[
HBA HRA

]
.

(7.22)

Note that SCSB1 , . . . , SCSB6, which are easily shown to be compact and convex, specify
the contributions of the six phases to the four rate bounds of the CSOB region CCSB,
cf. (7.9). Furthermore, we remark that inSCSB5 andSCSB6, respectively, the constraints on
s3 and s1 have been reformulated by introducing the auxiliary variablesCQ5 = CB |R5 < 0

and CQ6 = CA |R6 < 0, relaxing these equality constraints, and applying Lemma 3.2.

By means of these six rate regions, the WSR maximization problem given in (7.14)
can be rewritten as

max
r ,tm ,sm

w
Tr s.t. Ar ≤

6∑
m=1

tmsm ,
6∑

m=1
tm = 1,

sm ∈ SCSBm , tm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , 6},
(7.23)

where each row of A = [ 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1

]T selects one of the four rate constraints. This optimiza-
tion problem is convex for given time shares t1 , . . . , t6, but it is not jointly convex in all
optimization variables since tmsm is not jointly concave in tm and sm .
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Consequently, another reformulation step is necessary. For this purpose, we further
de�ne the set

SCSB =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = ∑6
m=1 tmsm ,

∑6
m=1 tm = 1,

sm ∈ SCSBm , tm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}
}
,

(7.24)

which is the convex sum of the six convex rate regions SCSB1 , . . . , SCSB6 and thus convex
as well, cf. [11, Section 2.3.2]. Using this de�nition, it follows that we can rewrite (7.23)
once more to obtain

max
r ,s

w
Tr s.t. Ar ≤ s , s ∈ SCSB. (7.25)

Since SCSB is a convex set with nonempty interior, this is a convex optimization problem
for which strong duality holds [11, Section 5.3.2]. In particular, the constraints of this
reformulated WSR maximization problem specify a convex set, which means that a
convex parameterization of the CSOB region is given by

CCSB =
{
r ∈ �2

+ : Ar ≤ s , s ∈ SCSB
}
. (7.26)

Derivation of the Dual Problem As strong duality holds for the WSR maximization
problem given in (7.25), it can equivalently be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain.
To this end, we incorporate the constraint Ar ≤ s into the objective function using the
Lagrangian multiplier λ. The resulting Lagrangian function is then equal to

L(r , s ,λ) = w
Tr − λT (Ar − s ) , (7.27)

and since SCSB is also compact, the corresponding dual function is given by

Θ(λ) = sup
r ,s∈SCSB

L(r , s ,λ) =

maxs∈SCSB λ
Ts if ATλ = w,

+∞ otherwise.
(7.28)

As a consequence, it follows that the Lagrangian dual problem of the WSR maximization
problem given in (7.25) reads as

min
λ

max
s

λTs s.t. s ∈ SCSB , λ ≥ 0, ATλ = w. (7.29)

Solution by means of the Cutting-Plane Algorithm Like for unidirectional communi-
cation, this dual problem can for example be solved by means of the cutting-plane
algorithm, an outer-approximation method in which the dual function is approximated
and iteratively re�ned by a set of linear inequalities. In particular, recall from Section 6.2
that in each iteration of the cutting-plane algorithm, we must solve an approximated
dual problem, the so-called master program, and the Lagrangian subproblem, i.e., we
have to evaluate the dual function.
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If we apply the cutting-plane algorithm to the dual problem given in (7.29), the
master program in the k-th iteration reads as

min
z ,λ

z s.t. z ≥ λTs (`) ,∀` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, λ ≥ 0, ATλ = w, (7.30)

where for all ` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, we have s (`) ∈ SCSBm for some m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. Further-
more, note that since

Θ(λ (k ) ) = max
s∈SCSB

λ (k ) ,Ts = max
m=1 , . . . ,6

max
sm ∈SCSBm

λ (k ) ,Tsm , (7.31)

evaluating the dual function at λ (k ) requires to solve six independent WSR maximization
problems, one over each of the compact convex rate regions SCSB1 , . . . , SCSB6 that are
associated with the six phases of the communication protocol. We again remark that
for this purpose, standard SDP solvers like SDPT3 [126, 127] or LogdetPPA [133] which
are capable of dealing with log-det terms in the objective function can be used.

Primal Recovery The proposed dual decomposition approach allows to determine the
optimal value of the primal problem given in (7.25) without explicitly optimizing the
rate vector that attains the maximum WSR or the corresponding optimal time-shares
which need to be allocated to the six phases of the communication protocol. In order to
determine r? and t?1 , . . . , t

?
6 , we again have to perform a primal recovery, i.e., we must

recover the optimal primal variables from the sequences of primal and dual variables
generated by the cutting-plane algorithm.

To this end, suppose the cutting-plane algorithm has converged after iteration K ,
and consider the dual problem of the corresponding master program, which reads as

max
r ′ ,τ0 , . . . ,τK−1

w
Tr ′ s.t. Ar ′ ≤

K−1∑
`=0

τ`s
(`) , τ` ≥ 0,∀` ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1},

K−1∑
`=0

τ` = 1.

(7.32)

Here, r ′ and τ` are Lagrangian multipliers associated with the constraints ATλ = w and
z ≥ λTs (`) of the master program, respectively. Moreover, we remark that this problem
is an approximation of the primal problem given in (7.25), where SCSB is replaced by
conv (

{
s (0) , . . . , s (K−1)}) ⊆ SCSB, i.e., by a convex combination of feasible points. Now,

if we let Im =
{
` : s (`) ∈ SCSBm

} \ ⋃m−1
j=1 Ij ⊆ {0, . . . ,K − 1}, m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, we can

equivalently express the problem given in (7.32) as

max
r ′ ,τ0 , . . . ,τK−1

w
Tr ′ s.t. Ar ′ ≤

6∑
m=1

∑
`∈Im

τ`s
(`) ,

τ` ≥ 0,∀` ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1},
K−1∑
`=0

τ` = 1.

(7.33)
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In addition, note that because the rate regions SCSBm are convex, it follows that

∑
`∈Im

τ`s
(`) =

∑
k∈Im

τk
∑
`∈Im

τ`∑
k∈Im τk

s (`) =

( ∑
k∈Im

τk

)
sm (7.34)

for some sm ∈ SCSBm ,m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. Finally, if we insert (7.34) into (7.33) and compare
the result to the optimization problem given in (7.23), we can conclude that

r? = r ′, t?m =
∑
`∈Im

τ` . (7.35)

That is, the optimal rate vector r? ∈ ∂CCSB and the optimal time-shares t?m can easily be
obtained from the Lagrangian dual variables that correspond to the constraintsATλ = w

and z ≥ λTs (`) in the master program of the �nal cutting-plane iteration.

Remark 7.1. Since all SCSBm are convex, time-sharing within the rate regions associ-
ated with the six phases of the communication protocol is not necessary. As a result,
there is usually only one ` ∈ Im such that τ` > 0 for anym ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, cf. Remark 6.2.

Compared to the evaluation of the CSB for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel with the per-phase power constraint, cf. Section 6.2.1, the main di�erence is
that six independent WSR maximization problems need to be solved in each iteration
of the cutting-plane method instead of just two. Accordingly, we can also extend the
dual decomposition approach presented in Section 6.2.2 to the half-duplex two-way
Gaussian MIMO relay channel if we want to determine the CSOB region for the average
power constraint, cf. [43].

7.3 Decode-and-Forward
Provided that p (xA3 , xB3) factors as p (xA3 , xB3) = p (xA3)p (xB3), the achievable decode-
and-forward (DF) rate region RDF for the restricted half-duplex two-way Gaussian
MIMO relay channel is speci�ed by

RDF =
⋃

∏6
m=1 p (xAm ,xBm ,xRm )

{
(RA , RB) ∈ �2

+ :

t1 , . . . , t6 ≥ 0, ∑6
m=1 tm = 1, (CAm ,CBm ,CRm )m∈{1 , . . . ,6} ∈ P ,

RA ≤ t1I (xA1;yR1) + t3I (xA3;yR3 |xB3) + t6I (xA6;yB6 |xR6) ,

RA ≤ t1I (xA1;yB1) + t4I (xR4;yB4) + t6I (xA6 , xR6;yB6),

RB ≤ t2I (xB2;yR2) + t3I (xB3;yR3 |xA3) + t5I (xB5;yA5 |xR5),

RB ≤ t2I (xB2;yA2) + t4I (xR4;yA4) + t5I (xB5 , xR5;yA5),

RA+RB ≤ t1I (xA1;yR1) + t2I (xB2;yR2) + t3I (xA3 , xB3;yR3)

+ t5I (xB5;yA5 |xR5) + t6I (xA6;yB6 |xR6)
}
,

(7.36)
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with P depending on the considered power constraint, cf (7.10) and (7.11). Like for the
CSOB region, it is easily shown that the achievable DF rate region is attained by jointly
proper complex Gaussian channel inputs.

Theorem 7.2. For the restricted half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel with
the per-phase or the average power constraint, the achievable decode-and-forward (DF)
rate regionRDF is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian channel inputs.

Proof. The proof of this result follows exactly the same lines as the �rst part of the proof
of Theorem 7.1. �

Consequently, the optimal channel input distributions can again be represented by
the (joint) covariance matrices Cm , m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, and all mutual information terms
in (7.36) reduce to log-det expressions. Beyond that, the boundary of RDF can also be
determined by solving WSR maximization problems of the form

max
r

w
Tr s.t. r ∈ RDF (7.37)

if the weight vector w ∈ �2
+ is varied appropriately. As RDF and CCSB are similar in

structure, any such WSR maximization problem can again be solved based on dual
decomposition. In particular, we can �nd convex parameterizations of RDF for both
the per-phase and the average power constraint so that strong duality holds for the
resulting convex optimization problems. These problems can then be solved in the dual
domain using the cutting-plane method, and the optimal rate vectors and the optimal
time-shares can eventually be determined by means of primal recovery.

Below, we exemplarily derive a suitable convex parameterization of RDF for the
per-phase power constraint. For the extension of the dual decomposition approach to
the average power constraint, we again refer to [43].

Convex Parameterization of Achievable DF Rate RegionRDF Assuming the Gaussian
noise to be white again, let us de�ne the six compact convex rate regions

SDF1 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , s2 , 0, 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +HARCA1H

H
AR

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +HABCA1H

H
AB

)
,

CA1 < 0, tr(CA1) ≤ PA
}
,

(7.38)

SDF2 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [0, 0, s3 , s4]T ,

s3 ≤ log det
(
I +HBRCB2H

H
BR

)
,

s4 ≤ log det
(
I +HBACB2H

H
BA

)
,

CB2 < 0, tr(CB2) ≤ PB
}
,

(7.39)
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SDF3 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , 0, s3 , 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +HARCA3H

H
AR

)
,

s3 ≤ log det
(
I +HBRCB3H

H
BR

)
,

s1+s3 ≤ log det
(
I +HARCA3H

H
AR +HBRCB3H

H
BR

)
,

CA3 < 0, tr(CA3) ≤ PA ,

CB3 < 0, tr(CB3) ≤ PB
}
,

(7.40)

and SDFm = SCSBm for m ∈ {4, 5, 6}. Note that SDFm ⊆ SCSBm for m ∈ {1, 2, 3}, where
the main di�erence between the CSOB region and the achievable DF rate region is the
additional sum rate constraint in SDF3 as compared to SCSB3. Obviously, this constraint
comes from the third phase of the communication protocol, a multiple-access phase
in which both terminals transmit to the relay. The sum rate constraint in SDF3 is due
to the fact that the relay must decode the messages from both terminals when it uses
DF. Moreover, similar to the relay receive phase for unidirectional communication in
the half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay channel, the composite channel gain
matrices HA{RB} and HB{RA} have been replaced by HAR and HBR in SDF1 and SDF2 as
compared to SCSB1 and SCSB2, respectively.

On the other hand, the rate regions associated with the phases in which the relay
transmits are the same for the CSOB region and the DF rate region. We remark that
phase 4 corresponds to a bidirectional broadcast channel, whose capacity region was
derived in [96] (cf. also [79, 139]). Beyond that, phases 5 and 6 are already known
from the relay transmit phase for unidirectional communication. They correspond to
multiple-access channels with correlated sources [22], where the information that serves
as the source of the relay is completely known at terminal B (phase 5) or terminal A
(phase 6) since the relay has no own information to transmit.

Having de�ned the six rate regions SDF1 , . . . , SDF6, we can now express the WSR
maximization problem that yields a point on the boundary of RDF as follows:

max
r ,tm ,sm

w
Tr s.t. Ar ≤

6∑
m=1

tmsm ,
6∑

m=1
tm = 1,

sm ∈ SDFm , tm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}.
(7.41)

Note that the sum rate constraint is not explicitly expressed by a �fth constraint like
in (7.36), but rather it is implicitly accounted for in the de�nition of SDF3. Moreover,
(7.41) and (7.23) have exactly the same structure, so the �nal step to obtain a convex
parameterization of RDF is the same as for the CSOB region. In particular, we de�ne
SDF to be the convex sum of the six convex rate regions SDF1 , . . . , SDF6, i.e.,

SDF =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = ∑6
m=1 tmsm ,

∑6
m=1 tm = 1,

sm ∈ SDFm , tm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}
}
,

(7.42)
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which is also convex, cf. [11, Section 2.3.2] again. Using this de�nition, it follows that
we can rewrite (7.41) once more to obtain

max
r ,s

w
Tr s.t. Ar ≤ s , s ∈ SDF. (7.43)

Since the constraints of this problem de�ne a convex set, we can conclude that a convex
parameterization of the achievable DF rate region RDF is given by

RDF =
{
r ∈ �2

+ : Ar ≤ s , s ∈ SDF
}
. (7.44)

Furthermore, the interior of SDF is nonempty, so the reformulated WSR maximization
problem can again be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain by means of the dual
decomposition approach that was presented in the previous section. After performing
the primal recovery, the optimal time-shares t?1 , . . . , t?6 then eventually reveal which
of the six protocol phases should be used (and for how long) to attain r? ∈ ∂RDF.

Remark 7.2. Because all SDFm ,m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, are convex, Remark 7.1 applies here as
well. In addition, note that SDF = conv

(⋃6
m=1 SDFm

)
and that ⋃6

m=1 SDFm is connected.
The latter is due to 0 ∈ ⋂6

m=1 SDFm and the fact that the union of connected sets with
nonempty intersection is connected. It hence follows from the strengthened version of
Carathéodory’s theorem [30, Theorem 18(ii)] that s? ∈ SDF ⊆ �4

+ can be represented
as a convex combination of no more than four points in ⋃6

m=1 SDFm , which means that
at most four of the six protocol phases need to be used in order to attain r? ∈ ∂RDF.

7.4 Partial Decode-and-Forward

Let P again denote the set of feasible covariance matrices for the per-phase or the
average power constraint, cf. (7.10) and (7.11). The corresponding achievable partial
decode-and-forward (PDF) rate region RPDF for the restricted half-duplex two-way
Gaussian MIMO relay channel is then given by

RPDF =
⋃

p (uA ,xA1)p (uB ,xB2)∏6
m=3 p (xAm ,xBm ,xRm )

{
(RA , RB) ∈ �2

+ :

t1 , . . . , t6 ≥ 0, ∑6
m=1 tm = 1, (CAm ,CBm ,CRm )m∈{1 , . . . ,6} ∈ P ,

RA ≤ t1I (uA;yR1) + t1I (xA1;yB1 |uA) + t3I (xA3;yR3 |xB3) + t6I (xA6;yB6 |xR6),

RA ≤ t1I (xA1;yB1) + t4I (xR4;yB4) + t6I (xA6 , xR6;yB6),

RB ≤ t2I (uB;yR2) + t2I (xB2;yA2 |uB) + t3I (xB3;yR3 |xA3) + t5I (xB5;yA5 |xR5),

RB ≤ t2I (xB2;yA2) + t4I (xR4;yA4) + t5I (xB5 , xR5;yA5) ,

RA+RB ≤ t1I (uA;yR1) + t1I (xA1;yB1 |uA) + t2I (uB;yR2) + t2I (xB2;yA2 |uB)

+ t3I (xA3 , xB3;yR3) + t5I (xB5;yA5 |xR5) + t6I (xA6;yB6 |xR6)
}
, (7.45)
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where the union is over all input distributions such thatp (xA3 , xB3) = p (xA3)p (xB3), and
where the auxiliary variablesuA anduB must be chosen such thatuA↔xA1↔ (yB1 ,yR1)

and uB↔xB2↔ (yA2 ,yR2) form Markov chains, respectively. Unlike for CCSB or RDF,
we cannot simply invoke the entropy maximizing property of the Gaussian distribution
to argue that RPDF is attained by jointly Gaussian channel inputs. However, we can
again use a channel enhancement argument to prove that the optimal channel inputs
for the PDF strategy are jointly Gaussian as well.

Theorem 7.3. For the restricted half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel
with the per-phase or the average power constraint, the achievable partial decode-and-
forward (PDF) rate region RPDF is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian channel
inputs.

Proof. First, consider the aligned half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel,
which is characterized by NA = NB = NR = N and HAR = HAB = HBR = HBA = IN .
Following the steps in the proof of Theorem 6.6, it can be shown that RN�

PDF = R̃PDF,
where RN�

PDF denotes a PDF rate region for the aligned relay channel that can be achieved
with jointly proper complex Gaussian channel inputs, and where R̃PDF is the achievable
PDF rate region of an enhanced aligned half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay
channel. This enhanced aligned relay channel is obtained by replacing nR1 ∼ N� (0,ZR)

and nR2 ∼ N� (0,ZR) with ñR1 ∼ N� (0,Z 1) and ñR2 ∼ N� (0,Z 2), respectively, where
Z 1 and Z 2 are such that 0 ≺ Z 1 ,Z 2 4 ZR ,ZD. Since RN�

PDF ⊆ RPDF ⊆ R̃PDF in general,
it follows that jointly proper complex Gaussian channel inputs attain RPDF if the half-
duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel is aligned.

The theorem can therefore be proved by extending the above result to the general
half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel. To this end, we can follow the steps
in the proof of Theorem 6.7. In particular, note that any half-duplex two-way Gaussian
MIMO relay channel can be described by a channel model with square channel gain
matrices, and we can enhance HAR, HAB, HBR, and HBA by adding small perturbations
to their singular values such that the resulting channel gain matrices are invertible.
Furthermore, we can show that the achievable PDF rate region RPDF for the original
relay channel can be obtained by a limit process on the achievable PDF rate region for
the enhanced (perturbed) relay channel. �

The fact that RPDF is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian channel inputs
implies that we may again represent the channel input distributions by the (joint)
covariance matrices Cm ,m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. Moreover, we may decompose xA1 and xB2 as

xA1 = uA + vA , (7.46)
xB2 = uB + vB (7.47)

with uA ∼ N� (0,CU1) and uB ∼ N� (0,CU2) being independent of vA ∼ N� (0,CV1)

and vB ∼ N� (0,CV2), respectively. Assuming the nodes are subject to the per-phase
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power constraint and the additive Gaussian noise is white, a parameterization of the
achievable PDF rate region RPDF for the restricted half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO
relay channel is thus given by

RPDF =
{
r ∈ �2

+ : Ar ≤ s , s ∈ SPDF
}
, (7.48)

where

SPDF =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = ∑6
m=1 tmsm ,

∑6
m=1 tm = 1,

sm ∈ SPDFm , tm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}
} (7.49)

and

SPDF1 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , s2 , 0, 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +HAR (CU1 +CV1)H

H
AR

)
− log det

(
I +HARCV1H

H
AR

)
+ log det

(
I +HABCV1H

H
AB

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +HAB (CU1 +CV1)H

H
AB

)
,

CU1 ,CV1 < 0, tr(CU1 +CV1) ≤ PA
}
,

(7.50)

SPDF2 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [0, 0, s3 , s4]T ,

s3 ≤ log det
(
I +HBR (CU2 +CV2)H

H
BR

)
− log det

(
I +HBRCV2H

H
BR

)
+ log det

(
I +HBACV2H

H
BA

)
,

s4 ≤ log det
(
I +HBA (CU2 +CV2)H

H
BA

)
,

CU2 ,CV2 < 0, tr(CU2 +CV2) ≤ PB
}
,

(7.51)

SPDF3 = SDF3 ⊆ SCSB3, and SPDFm = SDFm = SCSBm for m ∈ {4, 5, 6}. However, we
remark that this parameterization of RPDF is not a convex one because SPDF1 and SPDF2
are generally nonconvex, which in turn implies thatSPDF need not be convex. In contrast
to the CSOB region CCSB and the achievable DF rate region RDF, the achievable PDF rate
region RPDF can therefore not always be evaluated by means of the dual decomposition
approach presented in Section 7.2.

7.4.1 Suboptimal Partial Decode-and-Forward Rate Regions

Instead of trying to evaluate RPDF for the general case, we hence focus on approaches
that allow to determine suboptimal achievable PDF rate regions for the restricted half-
duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel based on dual decomposition. For this
purpose, we again apply the zero-forcing (ZF) PDF approach and the inner approxima-
tion algorithm (IAA), which were originally considered in Section 3.4.3.
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7.4.1.1 Zero-Forcing PDF Approach

Note that the two rate regions SPDF1 and SPDF2 are generally not convex because of the
terms − log det

(
I +HARCV1H

H
AR

)
and − log det

(
I +HBRCV2H

H
BR

)
in the constraints on

s1 and s3, respectively. These terms are due to the fact that v1 and v2 must be considered
as interference at the relay. In order to suppress the interference the relay would su�er
from during phases 1 and 2, we introduce two ZF receive �ltersG1 andG2 at the relay and
require that all possible realizations of v1 and v2 satisfyG1HARv1 = 0 andG2HBRv2 = 0,
which is equivalent to

G1HARCV1H
H
ARG

H
1 = 0, G2HBRCV2H

H
BRG

H
2 = 0 (7.52)

for v1 ∼ N� (0,CV1) and v2 ∼ N� (0,CV2). If the �rst condition is added to SPDF1 and
the second one to SPDF2, we then obtain the two compact convex rate regions

SZF1 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , s2 , 0, 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +G1HARCU1H

H
ARG

H
1
)

+ log det
(
I +HABCV1H

H
AB

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +HAB (CU1 +CV1)H

H
AB

)
,

CU1 ,CV1 < 0, tr(CU1 +CV1) ≤ PA ,

G1HARCV1H
H
ARG

H
1 = 0

}
,

(7.53)

SZF2 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [0, 0, s3 , s4]T ,

s3 ≤ log det
(
I +G2HBRCU2H

H
BRG

H
2
)

+ log det
(
I +HBACV2H

H
BA

)
,

s4 ≤ log det
(
I +HBA (CU2 +CV2)H

H
BA

)
,

CU2 ,CV2 < 0, tr(CU2 +CV2) ≤ PB ,

G2HBRCV2H
H
BRG

H
2 = 0

}
,

(7.54)

where, without loss of generality, we have assumed that G1GH
1 = IM1 and G2GH

2 = IM2

for some M1 ,M2 ∈ {1, . . . ,NR}.
Now, if we replace SPDF1 and SPDF2 with SZF1 and SZF2 in (7.49), respectively, the

resulting set, which we term SZF, is convex. This is because SPDF3 , . . . , SPDF6 are convex
and because the convex sum of convex sets is convex, cf. [11, Section 2.3.2] again. As a
consequence, we can conclude that

RZF =
{
r ∈ �2

+ : Ar ≤ s , s ∈ SZF
}

(7.55)

is a convex rate region which can be achieved by means of the ZF PDF approach with
relay receive �ltersG1 andG2. In addition, it also follows that like for CCSB and RDF, the
boundary of this achievable rate region can be determined by solving WSR maximization
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problems of the form

max
r ,s

w
Tr s.t. Ar ≤ s , s ∈ SZF (7.56)

if the weight vector w ∈ �2
+ is varied appropriately. Finally, since the interior of SZF

is nonempty, any such WSR maximization problem can again be solved using the dual
decomposition approach presented in Section 7.2, and it is straightforward to verify
that Remark 7.2 also applies to the ZF PDF scheme.

7.4.1.2 Inner Approximation Algorithm

Recall that the IAA is a general mathematical approach to tackle nonconvex optimiza-
tion problems which is based on solving a sequence of approximating convex problems
instead of the original nonconvex one. In particular, in every iteration of the IAA, the
nonconvex inequality constraints are approximated by convex ones such that the con-
straint set of the approximating convex problem is contained in the original nonconvex
constraint set, cf. Appendix A.1.

Now, suppose we would like to determine a point on the boundary of the achievable
PDF rate region RPDF by solving the WSR rate maximization problem

max
r ,s

w
Tr s.t. Ar ≤ s , s ∈ SPDF (7.57)

for some w ∈ �2
+, but as discussed above, SPDF is nonconvex so that this optimization

problem is nonconvex. Like for unidirectional communication in the (half-duplex con-
strained) Gaussian MIMO relay channel, however, we can apply the IAA to obtain a
suboptimal solution to above problem. To this end, we approximate the convex functions
− log det

(
I +HARCV1H

H
AR

)
and − log det

(
I +HBRCV2H

H
BR

)
in SPDF1 and SPDF2 by their

�rst-order Taylor series aroundCV1 andCV2, respectively. More precisely, in iteration k

of the IAA, we replace these two functions by their �rst-order Taylor series around
C (k−1)

V1 and C (k−1)
V2 , which are equal to1

c1 (C
(k−1)
V1 ) − tr

(
HH

AR
(
I +HARC

(k−1)
V1 HH

AR
)−1

HARCV1
)
, (7.58)

c2 (C
(k−1)
V2 ) − tr

(
HH

BR
(
I +HBRC

(k−1)
V2 HH

BR
)−1

HBRCV2
)
, (7.59)

cf. (3.91), and where C (k−1)
V1 and C (k−1)

V2 are the optimizers of the approximating convex
optimization problem in iteration k − 1.

Assuming all three nodes are subject to the per-phase power constraint, this means
that the two nonconvex rate regions SPDF1 and SPDF2, which specify the contributions of
phases 1 and 2 to the achievable PDF rate region RPDF, respectively, are approximated

1We remark that c1 (C
(k−1)
V1 ) and c2 (C

(k−1)
V2 ), respectively, collect all terms of the Taylor series that do not

depend on CV1 and CV2, cf. (3.92). Besides, we again assume log = loge for simplicity.
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by the two convex rate regions

S (k )
IAA1 =

{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , s2 , 0, 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +HAR (CU1 +CV1)H

H
AR

)
+ log det

(
I +HABCV1H

H
AB

)
+ c (C (k−1)

V1 )

− tr
(
HH

AR
(
I +HARC

(k−1)
V1 HH

AR
)−1

HARCV1
)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +HAB (CU1 +CV1)H

H
AB

)
,

CU1 ,CV1 < 0, tr(CU1 +CV1) ≤ PA
}
,

(7.60)

S (k )
IAA2 =

{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [0, 0, s3 , s4]T ,

s3 ≤ log det
(
I +HBR (CU2 +CV2)H

H
BR

)
+ log det

(
I +HBACV2H

H
BA

)
+ c (C (k−1)

V2 )

− tr
(
HH

BR
(
I +HBRC

(k−1)
V2 HH

BR
)−1

HBRCV2
)
,

s4 ≤ log det
(
I +HBA (CU2 +CV2)H

H
BA

)
,

CU2 ,CV2 < 0, tr(CU2 +CV2) ≤ PB
}
.

(7.61)

Furthermore, note that because the �rst-order Taylor series is a global underestimator
for convex functions, cf. [11, Section 3.1.3], we have S (k )

IAA1 ⊆ SPDF1 and S (k )
IAA2 ⊆ SPDF2

for all k ∈ �. The constraint set of the approximating convex optimization problem in
iteration k is thus obtained as

R(k )
IAA =

{
r ∈ �2

+ : Ar ≤ s , s ∈ S (k )
IAA

}
⊆ RPDF , (7.62)

where

S (k )
IAA =

{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = ∑6
m=1 tmsm ,

∑6
m=1 tm = 1,

sm ∈ S (k )
IAAm , tm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}

}
⊆ SPDF

(7.63)

and S (k )
IAAm = SPDFm = SDFm ,m ∈ {3, . . . , 6}, for all k ∈ �. As S (k )

IAA is a convex set with
nonempty interior, it again follows that the approximating convex problem

max
r ,s

w
Tr s.t. Ar ≤ s , s ∈ S (k )

IAA (7.64)

can be solved using the dual decomposition approach presented in Section 7.2.
Note that if r (k ) denotes an optimizer of this approximating convex problem, we

have r (k ) ∈ ∂R(k )
IAA ⊆ RPDF. Moreover, the sequence {

w
Tr (k )} is nondecreasing in k as

r (k ) ∈ R(k+1)
IAA for all k ∈ �, which in turn implies that the sequence converges because

RPDF is compact. Beyond that, it follows from Theorem A.1 that the IAA stops at a
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) point of the original nonconvex problem given in (7.57),
or the limit of any convergent subsequence is a KKT point.
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Since all rate vectors r (k ) , k ∈ �, generated by the IAA are element of RPDF, the
IAA allows to determine a suboptimal achievable PDF rate region by means of convex
programming techniques. The obtained rate region of course depends on the initializa-
tion of the IAA as well as on the termination criterion. However, with an appropriate
initialization of the IAA, e.g., by choosingC (0)

V1 = 0 andC (0)
V2 = 0 for any w ∈ �2

+, we can
ensure that the obtained PDF rate region contains RDF.

7.4.2 Optimal Partial Decode-and-Forward Rate Regions for Special Cases

Like for unidirectional communication in the half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO
relay channel, there exist some special cases for which it is possible to evaluate RPDF
based on dual decomposition. In particular, note that whenever bothSPDF1 andSPDF2 can
be shown to be convex, it follows thatSPDF andRPDF are convex. The WSR maximization
problem given in (7.57) can then be solved using the dual decomposition approach
derived in Section 7.2. In the following propositions, we state such su�cient conditions
under which the set SPDF1 is convex. Obviously, the results also apply to SPDF2 if the
roles of terminals A and B are reversed.

Proposition 7.4. If HH
ARZ

−1
R HAR < HH

ABZ
−1
B HAB, then SPDF1 = SDF1.

Proof. This result follows from the fact that I (uA1;yR1) + I (xA1;yB1 |uA1) ≤ I (xA1;yR1)

for all feasible p (uA1 , xA1) if HH
ARZ

−1
R HAR < HH

ABZ
−1
B HAB, i.e., if yB1 is a stochastically

degraded version of yR1, cf. Theorem 6.10. �

Proposition 7.5. If HH
ARZ

−1
R HAR 4 HH

ABZ
−1
B HAB, then SPDF1 = SP2P1 with

SP2P1 =
{
s ∈ �4

+ : s = [s1 , s2 , 0, 0]T ,

s1 ≤ log det
(
I +HABCA1H

H
AB

)
,

s2 ≤ log det
(
I +HABCA1H

H
AB

)
,

CA1 < 0, tr(CA1) ≤ PA
}
.

(7.65)

Proof. Similarly, this result follows from the fact that I (uA1;yR1) + I (xA1;yB1 |uA1) ≤
I (xA1;yB1) for all feasible p (uA1 , xA1) if HH

ARZ
−1
R HAR 4 HH

ABZ
−1
B HAB, i.e., if yR1 is a

stochastically degraded version of yB1, cf. Theorem 6.11. �

Remark 7.3. Note that SP2P1 ⊆ SPDF6. That is, if the channel from terminal A to the
relay is worse than the channel from terminal A to terminal B, phase 1 will never be
used because its contribution to the achievable PDF rate region is always smaller than
or equal to that of phase 6.

Remark 7.4. If we only consider unidirectional communication from terminal A to
terminal B, Propositions 7.4 and 7.5 characterize the stochastically degraded and the
reversely stochastically degraded half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels.
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Loosely speaking, we can thus state that a su�cient condition for RPDF to be convex
is that for both directions of information transfer, the half-duplex constrained Gaus-
sian MIMO relay channel is of stochastically degraded nature. Note that in this case,
Remark 7.2 also applies to RPDF. To conclude this section, we remark that like for
unidirectional communication, the ZF PDF approach, the approach using the IAA, and
Propositions 7.4 and 7.5 can be generalized to the case where the nodes are subject to
the average power constraint or a combination of the per-phase and average power
constraints.

7.5 Further Results and Bibliographical Notes

The restricted half-duplex two-way Gaussian relay channel with single-antenna nodes
has been considered in many works, of which we only want to mention a few here.
For example, Rankov and Wittneben [101, 102] initially studied the sum rate that can
be achieved with the MABC protocol (cf. Figure 5.6(a)) and the relay using decode-
and-forward (DF) or amplify-and-forward (AF). Furthermore, Wyrembelski et al. [141]
considered the achievable DF rate region for the MABC protocol, and Kim et al. [70–72]
compared various achievable rate regions for the MABC protocol, the TDBC protocol
(cf. Figure 5.6(b)), and the HBC protocol (cf. Figure 5.6(c)) that are based on the relay
using DF, AF, or compress-and-forward (CF). In [71], they also introduced a mixed
forward scheme for the TDBC protocol, where the relay uses DF for one direction and
CF for the other one, and a lattice DF scheme for the MABC protocol, where the relay
decodes the sum of the terminals’ codewords after the multiple-access phase. Moreover,
outer bounds on the rate regions that are achievable with the MABC, TDBC, and HBC
protocols were derived in [72].

The general cut-set outer bound (CSOB) region CCSB and the achievable DF rate
region RDF for the half-duplex two-way single-antenna Gaussian relay channel were
independently derived by Stein [118] and by Ashar et al. [5]. In addition, the latter also
noted that at most four of the six optimal time-shares t?1 , . . . , t?6 need to be positive for
any point on the boundary of CCSB. However, they used a di�erent argument than we
did in Remark 7.2 to arrive at this conclusion.

The vast majority of publications on the half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay
channel has focused on the MABC protocol so far. Early on, rate regions that can be
achieved with the MABC protocol and the relay using DF were for example considered by
Hammerström et al. [55], and the same topic was later extensively studied by Bjelaković,
Oechtering, Schnurr, Wyrembelski, and Boche [97, 98, 140, 141], with emphasis on the
properties of the optimal channel inputs for the (bidirectional) broadcast phase. Many
works have also addressed achievable AF rate regions for the MABC protocol. However,
even for Gaussian channel inputs, di�cult nonconvex optimization problems would
have to be solved in order to jointly optimize the channel inputs of the relay and both
terminals if all nodes are equipped with multiple antennas. As a consequence, the
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optimal AF strategy for the MABC protocol has only been obtained for single-antenna
terminals [150], whereas for the general case, only suboptimal solutions have been
derived, cf. [134, 142], for example.

The results on the general CSOB region CCSB and the achievable DF rate region RDF
for the half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel are due to Gerdes, Riemens-
berger, and Utschick [41, 43]. In particular, like for unidirectional communication, the
approach to evaluate CCSB and RDF in the dual domain was �rst derived for the per-
phase power constraint in [41] and then generalized to the average power constraint
in [43]. Beyond that, it was also shown by Gerdes, Riemensberger, and Utschick [42]
how the convex parameterization of RDF and the dual decomposition approach can be
used to e�ciently solve utility maximization problems over RDF if the utility function
is nondecreasing and concave. Note that in addition to the (weighted) sum rate, utility
functions that satisfy these conditions include the utilities associated with max-min
fairness [7], proportional fairness [65], and α-fairness [92], which is a generalization of
the �rst two fairness measures.

Finally, we remark that none of the results for the partial decode-and-forward (PDF)
strategy presented in Section 7.4 had been published so far. However, it is clear that
these results are rather straightforward extensions of the corresponding results for
unidirectional communication in the half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay
channel, cf. Section 6.4.
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Chapter 8

Numerical Results and Discussion

In this chapter, we provide numerical results for various half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channels in which we compare the achievable decode-and-forward (DF) and partial
decode-and-forward (PDF) rates to each other as well as to the cut-set bound (CSB).1

In particular, we investigate the e�ects of di�erent antenna con�gurations and relay
positions on the achievable rates and the CSB for both the per-phase and the average
power constraint. Beyond that, we point out some practical applications for the results
derived in Chapters 6 and 7, which were obtained based on the assumption that perfect
channel state information (CSI) is available at all nodes.

After introducing the example scenario we use to generate the channel gain matrices
in Section 8.1, numerical results are presented in Section 8.2. Like for the full-duplex
case, we �rst compare CCSB and CCSB,av to the maximum achievable DF rates RDF and
RDF,av in Section 8.2.1, respectively. The reason for this is again to identify channel
conditions for which the DF strategy performs very well or very poorly. If RDF ≈ CCSB
or RDF,av ≈ CCSB,av, we (approximately) know the capacity of the corresponding half-
duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel, in which case there is no need to consider other
relay strategies. On the other hand, the PDF strategy can potentially achieve much
higher rates than the DF strategy if RDF � CCSB or RDF,av � CCSB,av.

In Section 8.2.2, we then compare rates that can be achieved by means of the PDF
strategy to CCSB/CCSB,av and RDF/RDF,av, where we again distinguish between antenna
con�gurations for which the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel has disjoint
sender components and those for which it does not. Like for the full-duplex case, this
is possible because for the considered example scenario, there is a necessary and su�-
cient condition in terms of NS, NR, and ND that almost surely characterizes half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender components. What is more, we
also derive conditions on NS, NR, and ND which almost surely are necessary for the
half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel to be stochastically degraded or reversely
stochastically degraded and which show that half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels

1We remark that numerical results for the half-duplex two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel are not
presented in this work.
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with disjoint sender components are not of stochastically degraded nature with proba-
bility one. For half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels that are not of stochastically
degraded nature, we employ the zero-forcing (ZF) approach presented in Section 6.4.3
to obtain achievable PDF rates.2

This chapter and the second part of this work eventually conclude in Section 8.3
with a discussion of practical applications for the results derived in Chapters 6 and 7.
More speci�cally, we discuss how these results may be helpful in designing practical
wireless communication systems although they were derived and are valid only for the
idealistic case where perfect CSI is available at all nodes.

8.1 Example Scenario

The example scenario for the simulation results presented in this chapter is the same
as for the full-duplex case. That is, we consider the line network that is depicted in
Figure 4.1, where the distance between the source and the destination dSD is normalized
to one and where the relay is positioned on the line connecting the source and the
destination such that dSR = d and dRD = 1 − d for some d ∈ (0, 1). Furthermore, we
assume uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, which means that the entries of the channel gain
matrices are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean proper (circularly
symmetric) complex Gaussian random variables, and the variances of the channel gains
are determined according to a simpli�ed path loss model, cf. (4.1). Finally, we again
assume that the additive white Gaussian noise is white, i.e., ZR = INR and ZD = IND .

8.2 Numerical Results

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, we want to examine how the geometry
of our three-terminal relay network and the numbers of source, relay, and destination
antennas a�ect the achievable DF and PDF rates as compared to the CSB. To this end,
we consider the same eight antenna con�gurations as for the full-duplex case, and for
each of these antenna con�gurations, we again vary the distance between the source
and the relay dSR = d from 0.1 to 0.9. All further parameters remain constant and are
chosen as follows, cf. Section 4.2:

• The path loss exponent is set to α = 4, which is a typical value for urban macrocell
environments or multi-level o�ce buildings [50, Table 2.2].

• The source and the relay have equal power budgets given by PS = PR = 10, which
is a reasonable assumption in wireless ad hoc networks, for example.

• All results are based on the same realizations of (H̃ SR , H̃ SD , H̃RD) as for the full-
duplex case. For each realization and every considered value of d , we determine
the channel gain matrices by scaling H̃ SR, H̃ SD, and H̃RD according to (4.1).

2The inner approximation algorithm (IAA) is not considered in this chapter.
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• For any given d , the rate values presented below are therefore averages over 1000
independent channel realizations again.

In order to evaluateCCSB/CCSB,av, RDF/RDF,av, and the corresponding achievable PDF
rates, the optimization problems yielding these values were solved by means of the dual
decomposition approaches proposed in Chapter 6. More precisely, the cutting-plane
algorithm was applied to solve the dual problems (with δ = 10−2), where the master
programs were solved using CVX [52,53] with either SeDuMi [119] or SDPT3 [126,127]
and where the Lagrangian subproblems were solved using SDPT3.

8.2.1 Cut-Set Bound and Decode-and-Forward

8.2.1.1 Per-Phase Power Constraint

In Figure 8.1, we �rst compare the maximum achievable DF rate to the CSB and the
capacity of the source-to-destination channel for the per-phase power constraint. We
remark that like for the full-duplex case, the results for CCSB and RDF are normalized
with respect to RP2P, i.e., RDF = 1.0 means that the maximum achievable DF rate is equal
to the capacity of the source-to-destination channel, for example.

The most obvious di�erence between the results for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channel in Figure 8.1 and the corresponding results for the full-duplex case in
Figure 4.2 is the range of values for CCSB and RDF. In particular, note that Figure 8.1
only shows values between 1.0 and 1.8, whereas in Figure 4.2, the range is exactly twice
as large (0.8 to 2.4). The lower limit on the values in Figure 8.1 is easily explained by
the fact that RDF ≥ RP2P for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel, cf. (5.15).
Furthermore, the reason why the largest values in Figure 8.1 are much smaller than in
Figure 4.2 is because the (potential) gains of relaying are much smaller if the relay is
forced to operate in half-duplex mode.3

Apart from these quantitative di�erences, the results in Figure 8.1 and Figure 4.2
share several qualitative similarities. First, note that like for the full-duplex case, the
maximum achievable DF rate for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel with
the per-phase power constraint approaches the CSB if d is su�ciently small, i.e., if
the source-to-relay link is strong compared to the source-to-destination and relay-to-
destination links. Of course, the meaning of “su�ciently small” again depends on NS,
NR, and ND (in addition to the �xed parameters PS, PR, and α ), and compared to the full-
duplex case, the relay must be closer to the source for RDF to approach CCSB. However,
another similarity between the half- and full-duplex cases is that the source-to-relay
channel eventually becomes the bottleneck if NR < ND, which for the half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channel means that RDF/RP2P → 1 as d → 1.

From Figure 8.1, we can also observe that both the maximum potential rate gain, i.e.,
the maximum of CCSB over all considered values of d , and the corresponding optimal

3Recall that for the results presented in Figure 4.2, it was assumed that the relay is able to perfectly
cancel its self-interference.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of CCSB and RDF for Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO Relay Chan-
nels: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (per-phase power constraint, results averaged over 1000
independent channel realizations)
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relay position strongly depend on the antenna con�guration again. Obviously, the more
antennas the relay is equipped with as compared to NS and ND, the larger the maximum
potential rate gain. Moreover, like for the full-duplex case, the optimal distance between
the source and the relay decreases with the ratio of (1 + NR/ND) and (1 + NR/NS)

(cf. Section 4.2.1 for an explanation).
However, the most interesting similarity between the results presented in Figure 8.1

and Figure 4.2 is that if NS ≤ NR, the maximum value of RDF over all relay positions is
also close to the maximum potential rate gain for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel, cf. Figures 8.1(b) and 8.1(c). On the other hand, the gaps between the maximum
values of RDF and CCSB are again quite large for the other six antenna con�gurations
where NS > NR. If the source is equipped with more antennas than the relay, we can
therefore reasonably expect that the PDF strategy can also achieve much higher rates
than the DF strategy for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel.

8.2.1.2 Average Power Constraint

In Figure 8.2, the maximum achievable DF rate is compared to the CSB and the capacity of
the source-to-destination channel for the average power constraint. We remark that only
six of the eight antenna con�gurations are considered for the average power constraint
because the algorithms to computeCCSB,av and RDF,av proved to be numerically unstable
for the two antenna con�gurations with ND = 1. Moreover, note that for comparison,
we have also plotted the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate for the per-phase
power constraint in Figure 8.2.

Since the per-phase power constraint is more restrictive than the average power
constraint, cf. Section 6.1, it can be observed from Figure 8.2 that CCSB,av ≥ CCSB and
RDF,av ≥ RDF for all antenna con�gurations and relay positions. The additional gains
due to the less restrictive power constraint are up to 10% of RP2P, and they are most
pronounced around the relay positions where CCSB,av and RDF,av attain their respective
maximum values. If the relay is placed close to the destination, however, the gaps
between CCSB,av/RDF,av and CCSB/RDF vanish. This is because the source-to-relay link,
and thus the relay-receive phase, increasingly becomes the bottleneck of the information
transfer as d approaches one. The optimal time-share of the relay-receive phase t?1 then
also approaches one so that the relay transmit power constraint has almost no e�ect on
the optimal solution. Furthermore, the average transmit power constraint imposed on
the source becomes t?1 tr(CS1) + t

?
2 tr(CS2) ≈ tr(CS1) ≤ PS in this case, i.e., it basically

amounts to a per-phase power constraint for the relay-receive phase.
Beyond that, we see from Figure 8.2 that the qualitative behavior of the results for the

two di�erent power constraints is remarkably similar. In particular, if the relay is close
enough to the source, the maximum achievable DF rate approaches the CSB, regardless
of whether we consider the per-phase or the average power constraint. Moreover, the
relay positions at which the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate attain their
respective maximum values are almost the same for both power constraints, and like
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of CCSB,av and RDF,av for Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO Relay
Channels: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (average power constraint, results averaged over
1000 independent channel realizations)
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Table 8.1: Average Numbers of Cutting-Plane Iterations for Computing CSBs and Maxi-
mum Achievable DF Rates (δ = 10−2, results averaged over all relay positions and 1000
independent channel realizations)

CCSB RDF CCSB,av RDF,av

NS = 2,NR = 2,ND = 2 4.59 4.63 12.02 11.70
NS = 2,NR = 2,ND = 3 4.10 4.06 11.99 11.58
NS = 3,NR = 1,ND = 2 5.04 4.51 12.28 11.58
NS = 3,NR = 2,ND = 2 5.23 5.16 12.58 11.99
NS = 3,NR = 2,ND = 3 4.83 4.89 12.64 12.15
NS = 4,NR = 2,ND = 2 5.19 5.45 12.84 12.47

for the per-phase power constraint, there are considerable gaps between the maximum
values of CCSB,av and RDF,av for all antenna con�gurations with NS > NR.

On the other hand, a major di�erence between the per-phase and the average power
constraint is the computational e�ort that needs to be spent in order to evaluate the CSB
CCSB/CCSB,av or the maximum achievable DF rate RDF/RDF,av. In fact, Table 8.1 reveals
that for all considered antenna con�gurations, the average numbers of iterations the
cutting-plane algorithm required until convergence were more than twice as large for the
average power constraint. This is because compared to the per-phase power constraint,
two additional (scalar) dual variables are needed to formulate the dual problem if the
nodes are subject to the average power constraint.

However, we remark that the numbers of required iterations are reasonably small
for both power constraints. Consequently, the results in Table 8.1 also con�rm that
the dual decomposition approaches that were derived in Chapter 6 indeed allow to
e�ciently evaluate the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate for the half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the per-phase or the average power constraint.

8.2.2 Partial Decode-and-Forward

Like for the full-duplex case, we can distinguish between antenna con�gurations for
which the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel has disjoint sender components
and those for which it does not. This is again possible because there exists a simple
condition in terms of NS, NR, and ND which almost surely characterizes half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender components for the considered
example scenario with uncorrelated Rayleigh fading.

Definition 8.1. The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is said to have disjoint
sender components if row(H S{RD}) = row(H SR) ⊕ row(H SD).

Proposition 8.1. The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel has disjoint sender
components if and only if rank(H SR) + rank(H SD) = rank(H S{RD}).
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Proof. Because the condition that de�nes the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel
with disjoint sender components is the same as for the full-duplex case, the proof of
this result is the same as the proof of Proposition 4.1. �

Proposition 8.2. If the channel gain matrices are drawn from a continuous distribution,
the probability that the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel has disjoint sender
components is one if NS ≥ NR + ND and zero otherwise.

Proof. Since the condition that de�nes the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel
with disjoint sender components is the same as for the full-duplex case, the proof of
this result is identical to the proof of Proposition 4.2. �

We remark that since the class of half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels with
disjoint sender components properly contains the class of half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channels with orthogonal sender components, Proposition 8.2 also implies that the
source must have at least as many antennas as the relay and the destination combined
for a half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel to have orthogonal sender components.
More importantly, however, this proposition, together with Proposition 8.3, implies that
half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender components are almost
surely not of stochastically degraded nature.

Proposition 8.3. If the channel gain matrices are drawn from a continuous distribution,
the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel almost surely is not stochastically degraded
or reversely stochastically degraded if NS > NR or NS > ND, respectively.

Proof. Because the conditions that de�ne the stochastically and the reversely stochas-
tically degraded half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels are the same as for the
full-duplex case, the proof of this result is identical to the proof of Proposition 4.3. �

If the source is equipped with more antennas than the relay and the destination, it
clearly follows from Proposition 8.3 that the corresponding half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channel is almost surely not of stochastically degraded nature. On the other hand,
if NS ≤ NR and/or NS ≤ ND, we need to check if the source-to-relay and source-to-
destination channel gain matrices satisfy HH

SRH SR < HH
SDH SD or HH

SRH SR 4 HH
SDH SD.

In these two cases, it follows from Theorems 6.10 and 6.11, respectively, that RPDF = RDF
and RPDF,av = RDF,av or that RPDF = RPDF,av = RP2P. If neither of the two conditions is
satis�ed, however, the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is not of stochastically
degraded nature and we employ the zero-forcing (ZF) approach proposed in Section 6.4.3
to obtain achievable PDF rates.

8.2.2.1 Per-Phase Power Constraint

Let us �rst consider the per-phase power constraint and the antenna con�gurations
where NS ≥ NR+ND. For the corresponding half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels,
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of CCSB, RDF, and RZF for Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO Relay
Channels with Disjoint Sender Components: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (per-phase power
constraint, results averaged over 1000 independent channel realizations)

which almost surely have disjoint sender components and are not of stochastically
degraded nature, we cannot evaluate the maximum achievable PDF rates. In Figure 8.3,
we hence compare RZF, which is achieved by means of the ZF PDF approach with
G = INR , to RDF and CCSB, where the results are normalized with respect to RP2P.

Note that like for the full-duplex case, cf. Figure 4.3, we can observe from Figure 8.3
that the suboptimal PDF scheme clearly outperforms the optimal DF scheme whenever
RDF does not already approach CCSB. In fact, for three of the four considered antenna
con�gurations, the basic ZF PDF scheme almost achieves the maximum potential rate
gain, cf. Figures 8.3(a), 8.3(b), and 8.3(d). On the other hand, while the basic ZF PDF
scheme also improves on the DF strategy for the fourth antenna con�guration, cf. Fig-
ure 8.3(c), there are still considerable gaps between RZF and CCSB for all relay positions
where RDF � CCSB (cf. Section 4.2.2 for a possible explanation). However, the results
in Figure 8.3 con�rm that much higher rates can be achieved by using PDF instead of
DF for scenarios where RDF � CCSB and NS ≥ NR + ND. Furthermore, the results show
that the basic ZF PDF scheme almost achieves the maximum potential rate gain and
that RZF generally comes close to CCSB for at least some half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channels with disjoint sender components.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of CCSB, RDF, RAS, and RSVD for Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO
Relay Channels without Disjoint Sender Components: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (per-
phase power constraint, results averaged over 1000 independent channel realizations)

Now, in order to examine whether this only holds for half-duplex Gaussian MIMO
relay channels with disjoint sender components, let us turn our attention to the antenna
con�gurations where NS < NR + ND. Since we do not know how to determine the
maximum achievable PDF rates for all channel realizations, Figure 8.4 compares PDF
rates that can be achieved using the ZF approach to CCSB and RDF. Like for the full-
duplex case, the ZF �lters we consider are based on antenna selection and the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of H SR, cf. Section 3.4.3.

We remark that because RPDF ≥ RAS , RSVD ≥ RDF ≥ RP2P in general, it follows that
RAS = RSVD = RDF or RAS = RSVD = RDF = RP2P for channel realizations for which
the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is stochastically degraded or reversely
stochastically degraded, respectively. That is, if the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel is of stochastically degraded nature, both the ZF approach based on antenna
selection and that based on the SVD of H SR achieve RPDF = RDF. Moreover, we can
again conclude that Awin = INR and Bwin = Irank(HSR) if the half-duplex relay channel is
stochastically degraded, cf. Section 4.2.2. If it is reversely stochastically degraded, on the
other hand, we have RPDF = RP2P, which means that RPDF is attained by t?1 = 0, t?2 = 1.
In this case, we de�ne Awin = Bwin = ∅ since RPDF is achieved by not letting the relay
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decode any information that is conveyed from the source to the destination. If the half-
duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is not of stochastically degraded nature, RAS and
RSVD are obtained by considering all possible selections A and B, cf. (3.79) and (3.85),
respectively. Finally, note that for two of the four antenna con�gurations considered
in Figure 8.4 and some selected values of d , the percentages of the winning selections
Awin and Bwin are presented in Tables 8.2 and 8.3.

Like for the full-duplex case, the most interesting observation from Figure 8.4 is
that for the antenna con�gurations where NS > NR, cf. Figures 8.4(c) and 8.4(d), the
results look similar to those for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels with
disjoint sender components in Figures 8.3(a), 8.3(b), and 8.3(d). More speci�cally, we
see that the suboptimal ZF PDF scheme can again achieve much higher rates than the
DF strategy if RDF � CCSB and that both RAS and RSVD closely approach the maximum
potential rate gain. Although for larger values of d the gaps between RAS or RSVD and
CCSB in Figures 8.4(c) and 8.4(d) are not quite as small as those between RZF and CCSB
in Figures 8.3(a), 8.3(b), and 8.3(d), we can thus conclude that the half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channel need not have disjoint sender components for the PDF strategy
being able to outperform the DF strategy. Rather, it again su�ces that the source is
equipped with more antennas than the relay.

Furthermore, we remark that this conclusion is also supported by the results shown
in Table 8.3. In particular, forNS = 3, NR = ND = 2, andd = 0.5, we see from Figure 8.4(c)
that RDF � RAS = RSVD ≈ CCSB while Table 8.3(a) reveals that the maximum index
set {1, 2} is the optimal ZF selection for about 99% of the generated channel realizations.
Hence, the di�erences between RDF and RAS or RSVD are again almost entirely due to the
fact that the condition range(CV) ⊆ null(H SR) does not imply CV = 0 if NS > NR. Note
that even for relay positions closer to the destination, this is the main reason why the
suboptimal PDF scheme is able to outperform the DF strategy as the maximum index
set remains the optimal ZF selection for the vast majority of the generated channel
realizations, cf. Tables 8.3(b) and 8.3(c).

For the two antenna con�guration where NS ≤ NR, on the other hand, Figures 8.4(a)
and 8.4(b) show that the ZF PDF approach can again not signi�cantly outperform the
DF strategy. Part of the reason for this is that RDF already approaches CCSB if d is small.
Beyond that, however, we can see that the di�erences between RDF and RAS or RSVD
are smaller than those between CCSB and RAS or RSVD, respectively, if RDF < CCSB. The
main reason for this result is that the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel is very
likely to be stochastically degraded if NS ≤ NR. For example, Table 8.4 shows that for
NS = NR = ND = 2 and d = 0.5, more than 75% of the generated channel realizations
satis�ed the stochastically degradedness condition.4 In this case, however, we already
know that RPDF = RDF, i.e., we know that PDF cannot outperform DF as both strategies
achieve exactly the same rates.

4Note that the results in Table 8.4 are identical to those in Table 4.3 since the results for the full- and
half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels are based on the same 1000 channel realizations.
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Table 8.2: Percentages of Winning Selections for Zero-Forcing PDF Schemes: NS = 2,
NR = 2, ND = 2 (results for per-phase power constraint, 1000 independent channel
realizations)

(a) d = 0.5

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0.1 0.1
{1} 7.8 21.8
{2} 9.2 0
{1, 2} 82.9 78.1

(b) d = 0.7

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0.7 0.4
{1} 20.8 50.5
{2} 21.7 0.1
{1, 2} 56.8 49.0

(c) d = 0.9

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 5.4 3.9
{1} 33.3 73.5
{2} 34.9 0.5
{1, 2} 26.4 22.1

Table 8.3: Percentages of Winning Selections for Zero-Forcing PDF Schemes: NS = 3,
NR = 2, ND = 2 (results for per-phase power constraint, 1000 independent channel
realizations)

(a) d = 0.5

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0 0
{1} 0.4 1.3
{2} 0.1 0
{1, 2} 99.5 98.7

(b) d = 0.7

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0 0
{1} 3.3 10.7
{2} 4.1 0
{1, 2} 92.6 89.3

(c) d = 0.9

sel. Awin Bwin

∅ 0.6 0.2
{1} 12.9 35.0
{2} 13.6 0.2
{1, 2} 72.9 64.6

In addition, Table 8.2 shows that the percentages of the channel realizations for
which Awin = {1, 2} or Bwin = {1, 2} are even higher than Psto. Recall that in contrast to
the antenna con�gurations where NS > NR, the ZF condition range(CV) ⊆ null(H SR)

almost surely implies CV = 0 for the considered example scenario if NS ≤ NR. As a
result, RAS = RDF and RSVD = RDF if Awin = {1, 2} and Bwin = {1, 2}, respectively. Like
for the full-duplex case, this applies for about 80% of the channel realizations when the
relay is exactly in the middle between the source and the relay, cf. Table 8.2(a), and for
d = 0.7, this percentage is still about 50%, cf. Table 8.2(b).

Table 8.4: Percentages of Channel Realizations for which the Half-Duplex Gaussian
MIMO Relay Channel is Stochastically Degraded (Psto) or Reversely Stochastically De-
graded (Prev): NS = 2, NR = 2, ND = 2 (results for 1000 independent channel realizations)

d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Psto 100 99.5 96.8 89.4 75.8 61.6 40.9 24.7 13.0
Prev 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 2.3
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Of course, the ZF PDF approach does not generally attain the maximum achievable
PDF rate for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel, and achievable PDF rates
greater than RAS and RSVD may for example be obtained by more sophisticated ZF �lter
designs or the application of the IAA, cf. Section 4.2.2. However, the results presented
in this section strongly suggest that for the considered Rayleigh fading environment
and the per-phase power constraint, the PDF strategy can achieve signi�cant gains as
compared to the DF strategy if and only if NS > NR.

8.2.2.2 Average Power Constraint

For the average power constraint and the antenna con�gurations where NS ≥ NR + ND
and ND > 1, we compare RZF,av to RDF,av and CCSB,av in Figure 8.5. The results are
normalized with respect to RP2P again, and the two antenna con�gurations with ND = 1
are not considered here because the algorithms to compute CCSB,av, RDF,av, and RZF,av
proved to be numerically unstable for this case.

Note that qualitatively the results in Figures 8.5(a) and 8.5(b) are very similar to the
corresponding results for the per-phase power constraint in Figures 8.3(b) and 8.3(d),
respectively. In particular, the basic ZF PDF scheme almost achieves the maximum
potential rate gain, and RZF,av generally comes close to CCSB,av for all considered re-
lay positions so that the PDF strategy clearly outperforms the DF strategy whenever
RDF,av � CCSB,av. For half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channels with disjoint sender
components, the conclusions we can draw from these results hence are the same as those
we were able to draw for the per-phase power constraint in the previous subsection.

Next, let us turn our attention to achievable PDF rates for half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channels that do not have disjoint sender components and where the nodes
are subject to the average power constraint. To this end, we compare RZF,av to RDF,av
and CCSB,av in Figure 8.6. We remark that Figure 8.6 only shows results for the antenna
con�gurations where NR < NS < NR + ND because if NS ≤ NR, the ZF condition
H SRCVH

H
SR = 0 implies CV = 0 and thus RZF,av = RDF,av for the considered example

scenario.
The results in Figure 8.6 again reveal that the PDF strategy can signi�cantly outper-

form the DF strategy if the source is equipped with more antennas than the relay. In fact,
we can again see that the basic ZF PDF scheme almost achieves the maximum potential
rate gain, and for all relay positions where RDF,av < CCSB,av, the gaps between RZF,av
andCCSB,av are smaller than those between RZF,av and RDF,av. Since RZF,av is achieved by
only considering the ZF �lter G = INR , which corresponds to A = B = {1, 2}, the gains
in comparison to RDF,av are entirely due to the fact that NS > NR as the ZF condition
H SRCVH

H
SR = 0 does not imply CV = 0 in this case.

Finally, we compare the computational e�ort that needs to be spent in order to
evaluate the achievable PDF rates for the per-phase and the average power constraint
in Table 8.5. Note that for simplicity, the results for RAS and RSVD are based only on
the results for the winning selections Awin and Bwin, respectively. Like for the CSB and
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of CCSB,av, RDF,av, and RZF,av for Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO
Relay Channels with Disjoint Sender Components: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (average
power constraint, results averaged over 1000 independent channel realizations)
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of CCSB,av, RDF,av, and RZF,av for Half-Duplex Gaussian MIMO
Relay Channels without Disjoint Sender Components: PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (average
power constraint, results averaged over 1000 independent channel realizations)

Table 8.5: Average Numbers of Cutting-Plane Iterations for Computing Achievable PDF
Rates (δ = 10−2, results averaged over all relay positions and 1000 independent channel
realizations)

RZF RSVD RAS RZF,av

NS = 2,NR = 2,ND = 2 — 4.95 4.89 —
NS = 2,NR = 2,ND = 3 — 4.59 4.49 —
NS = 3,NR = 1,ND = 2 5.66 — — 13.77
NS = 3,NR = 2,ND = 2 — 5.19 5.18 13.39
NS = 3,NR = 2,ND = 3 — 5.10 5.07 13.34
NS = 4,NR = 2,ND = 2 5.55 — — 14.01
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the maximum achievable DF rate, cf. Table 8.1, we see that for all considered antenna
con�gurations, the average numbers of iterations the cutting-plane algorithm required
until convergence were more than twice as large for the average power constraint.
However, the iteration numbers are again reasonably small for both power constraints,
so the dual decomposition approaches that were derived in Chapter 6 also allow to
e�ciently evaluate achievable PDF rates for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay
channel with the per-phase or the average power constraint.

8.3 Practical Applications

To round o� the second part of this work, we want to discuss the practical usability of
the theoretical results derived in Chapters 6 and 7 and the numerical results presented in
this chapter. Since these results are based on the idealistic assumption that perfect CSI is
available at all nodes, they can of course not directly be applied in practice. Nevertheless,
there are several aspects that may be helpful in designing future relay-aided wireless
communication systems.

8.3.1 Unidirectional Communication

By means of the dual decomposition approaches derived in Chapter 6, it is possible
to e�ciently determine upper and lower bounds on the capacity of the half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the per-phase power constraint, the average power
constraint, or a combination of both. In particular, we showed that convex optimization
techniques can be used to evaluate the CSB and the maximum achievable DF rate for
any half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel and that for certain classes of half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channels, the same holds for the maximum achievable PDF rate.
In addition, we showed how convex optimization techniques can always be employed
to determine suboptimal PDF rates.

The most immediate application of these results is to obtain benchmarks for assess-
ing the performance of other relay strategies, the in�uence of di�erent MIMO channel
models on the achievable rates, or the performance degradation due to imperfect CSI.
From the numerical results presented in this chapter, we could for example conclude
that for uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, using the PDF strategy instead of the simpler
DF strategy is really bene�cial only if the source is equipped with more antennas than
the relay. Moreover, we observed that like for the full-duplex case, a rather simple ZF
scheme can then achieve PDF rates close to the CSB. While we focused on how the
achievable and potential rate gains are a�ected by di�erent antenna con�gurations
and relay positions, there are many other aspects that could be examined as well, e.g.,
the impact of di�erent transmit power budgets on the rate gains or how critical the
knowledge of phase information and the cooperation between the source and the relay
are to the performance of the DF and PDF strategies.
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Figure 8.7: Histograms of Optimal Time-Shares for Maximum Achievable DF Rates:
NS = 2, NR = 2, ND = 2, PS = 10, PR = 10, α = 4 (results for 1000 independent channel
realizations)

For half-duplex relay channels where time-division duplex (TDD) is used to separate
transmission and reception at the relay, a particularly interesting question is how long
the relay should receive and transmit. In practical communication systems, the time-
shares may not assume any value between zero and one, but rather a �xed number of
bits will be used to represent the possible durations of the relay receive and transmit
phases. In order to determine a suitable quantization, however, it would be very helpful
if the distribution of the optimal time-shares were known. Using the results of Chapter 6,
we can for example determine the empirical distribution of the optimal time-shares if
the relay employs the DF strategy. For NS = NR = ND = 2 and four di�erent relay
positions, the histograms of the time-shares that attain the maximum achievable DF
rates RDF and RDF,av are depicted in Figure 8.7. Even though the results are based on
only 1000 channel realizations, they clearly show that the range and the distribution of
the optimal time-shares strongly depend on the relay position/channel statistics and, to
a lesser degree, on the considered power constraint.

Furthermore, note that once a quantization has been chosen, the results of Chapter 6
can also be used to quantify the rate loss due to the quantized time-shares. In particular,
recall that for any given t1 , t2 ≥ 0, evaluating the achievable DF rates for the half-duplex
Gaussian MIMO relay channel with the per-phase or the average power constraint
only requires to solve one standard convex optimization problem, cf. (6.58) and (6.65),
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respectively. As a result, we can easily determine the DF rates that can be achieved with
quantized time-shares and compare them to RDF and RDF,av.

8.3.2 Bidirectional Communication

The most immediate application of the results we derived for the case of bidirectional
communication in the half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay channel is the same
as for unidirectional communication. By means of the dual decomposition approaches
proposed in Chapter 7, it is possible to determine both upper and lower bounds on the
capacity region of the restricted half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel. In particular,
the cut-set outer bound (CSOB) region CCSB, the achievable DF rate region RDF, and the
achievable PDF rate regions RPDF/RZF/RIAA we can evaluate may serve as benchmarks
when studying other relay strategies, the in�uence of di�erent MIMO channel models
on the achievable rates, the performance degradation due to imperfect CSI, etc.

Beyond that, the results of Chapter 7 may be helpful in deciding which protocol(s)
should be used for bidirectional communication in half-duplex constrained relay chan-
nels with TDD. For example, suppose the relay employs the DF strategy and we are
interested in the maximum sum rate that can be achieved in the restricted half-duplex
two-way Gaussian MIMO relay channel. From Remark 7.2, we know that at most four of
the six phases illustrated in Figure 7.1 are needed to attain the maximum sum rate, but
we do not a priori know which ones. However, this is not at all necessary as the solution
to the general sum rate maximization problem (the WSR problem given in (7.41) with
w = 1), which can be obtained by means of the dual decomposition approach presented
in Section 7.3, yields this information.

What is more, this dual decomposition may be applied to any utility maximization
problem over RDF with nondecreasing and concave utility function, and by setting
some of the time-shares tm , m ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, to zero, it may also be used to evaluate
the performance of speci�c communication protocols like the MABC, TDBC, HBC,
and OWTS protocols that have been considered in the literature. As a consequence,
the results of Chapter 7 may for example be helpful in designing resource allocation
protocols for a DF relay. In particular, an interesting question that could be addressed
is whether there exist speci�c protocols using less than all six phases that perform well
for a wide variety of scenarios.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

In this work, we examined the information theoretical performance limits of uni- and
bidirectional communication in the (half-duplex constrained) Gaussian multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) relay channel. As opposed to several other (multi-user) Gaus-
sian MIMO channels for which characterizations of the capacity (regions) have been
found, the capacity of the (half-duplex) Gaussian MIMO relay channel remains un-
known in general. Therefore, we studied capacity upper bounds and achievable rates
on the basis of the cut-set bound (CSB) and the decode-and-forward (DF) and partial
decode-and-forward (PDF) strategies, respectively.

For the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, we showed in Chapter 3 that the CSB CCSB
and the maximum achievable DF rate RDF can be determined as the solutions of convex
optimization problems if perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at all nodes.
To arrive at these results, we �rst made use of the fact that CCSB and RDF are attained
by jointly proper complex Gaussian channel inputs and then exploited the Schur com-
plement condition for positive semide�nite matrices. In Chapters 6 and 7, these results
were also generalized to uni- and bidirectional communication in the half-duplex con-
strained Gaussian MIMO relay channel where the nodes use time-division duplex (TDD)
to separate transmission and reception. In particular, we derived dual decomposition
approaches that allow to e�ciently solve the corresponding optimization problems with
respect to the channel inputs and the time-shares allocated to the di�erent phases of
the TDD communication protocols in the Lagrangian dual domain.

Another important result of this work is that the optimal channel input distribution
for the PDF strategy is proper complex Gaussian as well. In particular, for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel, we proved in Chapter 3 that the maximum achievable PDF rate
RPDF is attained by jointly proper complex Gaussian source and relay inputs. We remark
that unlike for CCSB and RDF, the proof of this result was quite involved because the
entropy maximizing property of the Gaussian distribution could not directly be applied.
Moreover, even though RPDF is attained by Gaussian channel inputs, the general PDF
rate maximization problem as formulated in (3.72) or (3.73) is nonconvex. Rather than
trying to solve this nonconvex problem, we considered two approaches which both
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yield suboptimal PDF rates that can be evaluated using standard convex optimization
techniques. More speci�cally, the �rst approach was based on zero-forcing (ZF) the
interference the relay would su�er from in the PDF strategy, whereas the second one
used the so-called inner approximation algorithm (IAA). After all, we showed that for
certain classes of relay channels, namely stochastically degraded and reversely stochas-
tically degraded Gaussian relay channels, the maximum achievable PDF rate RPDF can
be determined as the solution of a convex rate maximization problem. Finally, like
for the CSB and the DF strategy, Chapters 6 and 7 generalized these results to uni-
and bidirectional communication in the half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay
channel, respectively.

The most immediate practical application of the results we derived in Chapters 3, 6,
and 7 certainly is to obtain benchmarks for assessing the performance of other relay
strategies, the in�uence of di�erent MIMO channel models on the achievable rates,
the performance degradation due to imperfect or outdated CSI, etc. For example, from
the numerical results presented in Chapters 4 and 8, we could conclude that the PDF
strategy can achieve signi�cant gains as compared to the DF strategy if and only if the
source is equipped with more antennas than the relay. It must of course be mentioned
that we only considered a scenario with uncorrelated Rayleigh fading. However, the
results nevertheless suggest that using the PDF strategy instead of the simpler DF
strategy may considerably improve the downlink performance of relay-aided cellular
wireless communication systems (source ≡ base station), but not so much the uplink
performance (source ≡ mobile terminal).

An interesting question that was not addressed in this work is how the compress-
and-forward (CF) strategy compares to the DF and PDF strategies. As pointed out in
Sections 3.5 and 6.5, the maximum achievable CF rate for the (half-duplex) Gaussian
MIMO relay channel has yet to be determined because the optimal joint distribution of
the channel inputs and the relay quantization is unknown. However, one could compare
the achievable DF and PDF rates to the rates that are achievable with the suboptimal
CF scheme proposed by Simoens et al. [117], which is based on choosing the channel
inputs and the relay quantization to be jointly Gaussian and on determining the relay
quantization according to the information bottleneck method, cf. Section 6.5. Since the
CF strategy generally performs well if the relay-to-destination link is strong compared
to the source-to-relay and source-to-destination links, it is reasonable to expect that
this suboptimal CF scheme can at least outperform the (suboptimal) PDF scheme(s) if
the relay is placed close to the destination.

Apart from that, it would of course be desirable to be able to evaluate the maximum
achievable PDF rate RPDF for any (half-duplex) Gaussian MIMO relay channel. However,
as mentioned above, we did not attempt to solve the general PDF rate maximization
problem in this work. In particular, a question we did not address is whether or not the
primal decomposition approach that was the key to proving Theorems 3.6 and 6.6 may
also be helpful for deriving an algorithm which is able to compute RPDF in cases where
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the (half-duplex) Gaussian MIMO relay channel is not of stochastically degraded nature.
To conclude this work, we want to brie�y explain why there is a good reason to believe
that the answer to this question is “yes”.

If we de�ne S = CQ +CV and apply the primal decomposition approach to the PDF
rate maximization problem given in (3.73), then one of the resulting subproblems is
a standard convex optimization problem. Furthermore, as noted in [57], the second
subproblem we obtain is mathematically equivalent to the optimization problem that
yields the sum capacity of the 2-user Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel under a shaping
constraint. According to the minimax duality for linear conic constraints derived in [29],
this sum capacity can equivalently be determined from a dual problem that is convex,
cf. [57]. For any given shaping matrix S < 0, it hence follows that both subproblems,
and thus the inner optimization problem, can e�ciently be solved. If one can also �nd
an e�cient method to solve the outer problem, i.e., the maximization with respect to the
shaping matrix S , it will therefore be possible to solve the general PDF rate maximization
problem by means of primal decomposition.
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Appendix A

Algorithms

A.1 Inner Approximation Algorithm

The inner approximation algorithm (IAA) described in [88] is a general mathematical
approach to deal with nonconvex optimization problems. More speci�cally, the IAA
solves a sequence of approximating convex problems in order to locate a Karush–Kuhn–
Tucker (KKT) point of the original nonconvex problem.

To explain how the IAA works, consider the following nonconvex optimization
problem in epigraph form:

min
x

f (x ) s.t. дi (x ) ≤ 0,∀i ∈ I , дj (x ) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J . (A.1)

Here, f : �n → � is a di�erentiable objective function, and I and J are �nite index
sets such that дi : �n → �, i ∈ I , are di�erentiable convex functions and дj : �n → �,
j ∈ J , are di�erentiable nonconvex functions. Furthermore, the constraint set

X =
{
x ∈ �n : дi (x ) ≤ 0,∀i ∈ I , дj (x ) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J

}
(A.2)

is assumed to be compact (i.e., closed and bounded since X ⊆ �n). In every iteration of
the IAA, each nonconvex inequality constraint function is approximated by a convex
function such that the constraint set of the approximating convex problem is contained
in the original constraint set X (hence the name inner approximation). The detailed
steps of the IAA are given in Algorithm 1.

Theorem A.1. The IAA stops at a KKT point of the original nonconvex optimization
problem given in (A.1), or the limit of any convergent subsequence is a KKT point.

Proof. See [88]. �

The key to the IAA and Theorem A.1 lies in how the nonconvex inequality constraint
functions are approximated. In particular, since дj (x ) ≤ д̃j (x ;x (k−1) ) for any x ∈ X (k−1)

and j ∈ J , it follows that x (k ) ∈ X (k−1) ⊆ X , i.e., all points generated by the IAA are
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Algorithm 1 Inner Approximation Algorithm (IAA)
Require: initial point x (0) ∈ X

Set p (0) = f (x (0) ) and de�ne S (0) =
{
x ∈ X : f (x ) = p (0)}.

Repeat

Step 1: In iteration k ∈ �, replace each inequality constraintдj (x ) ≤ 0, j ∈ J , by a
constraint д̃j (x ;x (k−1) ) ≤ 0, where x (k−1) ∈ S (k−1) and д̃j (x ;x (k−1) ) is a di�erentiable
convex function such that

(i) дj (x ) ≤ д̃j (x ;x (k−1) ),∀x ∈ X (k−1) ,

(ii) дj (x (k−1) ) = д̃j (x (k−1);x (k−1) ),

(iii) ∇дj (x (k−1) ) = ∇д̃j (x (k−1);x (k−1) ).

The constraint set X (k−1) =
{
x ∈ �n : дi (x ) ≤ 0,∀i ∈ I , д̃j (x ;x (k−1) ) ≤ 0,∀j ∈ J

}
of the approximating convex problem, which is a subset of X due to condition (i),
must satisfy Slater’s constraint quali�cation for convex optimization problems,
cf. [6, Section 5.2] or [11, Section 5.2.3].

Step 2: Solve the approximating convex problem

p (k ) = min
x

f (x ) s.t. x ∈ X (k−1)

and let S (k ) =
{
x ∈ X : f (x ) = p (k )}.

until p (k ) = p (k−1) .

Return x (k−1) , which is a KKT point of the original nonconvex optimization problem
given in (A.1).

contained in the compact set X . If x (k ) does not satisfy the termination criterion, then
p (k ) < p (k−1) because x (k−1) ∈ X (k−1) . On the other hand, p (k ) = p (k−1) implies that x (k−1) is
a KKT point of the original nonconvex problem. To see this, note that x (k−1) is a global
optimizer of the k-th approximating convex problem in this case. As it is assumed
that Slater’s constraint quali�cation holds, this means that x (k−1) must satisfy the KKT
conditions of the approximating problem. But because дj (x (k−1) ) = д̃j (x (k−1);x (k−1) )

and ∇дj (x (k−1) ) = ∇д̃j (x (k−1);x (k−1) ), it then follows that x (k−1) also satis�es the KKT
conditions of the original nonconvex problem. Finally, Theorem A.1 is established by
noting that Zangwill’s convergence theorem [148, Convergence Theorem A] can be
applied to the IAA.

Since convergence usually occurs only in the limit as k → ∞, practical rules for
terminating the IAA have to be de�ned in general, cf. [6, Section 7.2]. Such termination
criteria may for example be based on the total or the relative improvement of the
objective function over several iterations. To conclude this section, we remark that the
IAA is explicitly mentioned in [16, Section 5.3.4] as one method to deal with nonconvex
utility maximization problems in wireless communication sytems.
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A.2 Cutting-Plane Method

A cutting-plane algorithm for solving certain convex optimization problems was �rst
derived by Kelley [64] and Cheney and Goldstein [15]. The attractiveness of the cutting-
plane method lies in the fact that it does not require any line searches and that the
subproblem to be solved at each iteration is a linear program and thus simple to solve.
Furthermore, we remark that various cutting-plane algorithms have been developed,
cf. [37] and references therein, for example, and that the cutting-plane method belongs
to the more general class of bundle methods, cf. [58, Chapter XV].

In order to explain the dual cutting-plane algorithm used in this work, consider the
inequality constrained primal optimization problem

p? = min
x

f (x ) s.t. g(x ) ≤ 0, x ∈ S , (A.3)

where f : �n → � is the objective function, g : �n → �m speci�esm scalar inequality
constraints, and S ⊆ �n denotes an abstract constraint set, which we assume to be
closed. The (Lagrangian) dual problem associated with this primal problem is

d? = max
u

Θ(u) s.t. u ≥ 0, (A.4)

where

Θ(u) = inf
x ∈S

L(x ,u) (A.5)

denotes the (Lagrangian) dual function and

L(x ,u) = f (x ) +uTg(x ) (A.6)

is the Lagrangian function. Any u for whichΘ(u) = −∞ is certainly not an optimizer
of the dual problem, so we can equivalently express the dual problem as

d? = max
u

Θ(u) s.t. u ∈ U = {
u ∈ �m : u ≥ 0, Θ(u) > −∞}

. (A.7)

Using the fact that the dual function Θ : �m → � is concave [8, Proposition 6.2.1], it
is straightforward to show that the set U is convex. Beyond that, we assume U to be
closed in the following.1

Note that from the de�nitions of the dual function in (A.5) and the Lagrangian
function in (A.6), it follows that

Θ(u) ≤ f (x ) +uTg(x ),∀x ∈ S . (A.8)

1This assumption is not really a restriction. It is for example true if the setS is compact and the functions
f and g are continuous, in which caseΘ(u) is real-valued for all u ∈ �m and U = {u ∈ �m : u ≥ 0} = �m+ ,
cf. [8, Section 8.3].
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By means of introducing an auxiliary variable z, the dual problem given in (A.7) can
therefore be reformulated as

d? = max
z ,u

z s.t. z ≤ f (x ) +uTg(x ),∀x ∈ S , u ∈ U , (A.9)

which is a linear program in the variables z and u. However, this problem has in�nitely
many constraints (unless S is �nite), and the constraints are not explicitly known.

The cutting-plane algorithm we use in this work is based on approximating the
reformulated dual problem given in (A.9) and successively re�ning this approximation
as follows. In particular, suppose we have the points x (0) , . . . , x (k−1) ∈ S . In the k-th
iteration, we then solve the approximated dual problem

max
z ,u

z s.t. z ≤ f (x (`) ) +uTg(x (`) ),∀` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, u ∈ U , (A.10)

which is also known as the master program of the cutting-plane algorithm. It is a linear
program with a �nite number of constraints, and it can for example be solved by means
of the simplex algorithm [6, Section 2.7].

Now, let (z (k ) ,u (k ) ) be an optimal solution to the master program in the k-th iteration.
Then, we have z (k ) ≥ d?, where d? is the optimal value of the dual problem, because
the approximated dual problem has less restrictive constraints than the original dual
problem. In order to check whether (z (k ) ,u (k ) ) is also an optimal solution to the original
dual problem, we need to solve the Lagrangian subproblem

min
x

f (x ) +u (k ) ,Tg(x ) s.t. x ∈ S , (A.11)

i.e., we have to evaluate the dual functionΘ at u (k ) ∈ U .2 Let x (k ) be an optimal solution
to above subproblem so thatΘ(u (k ) ) = f (x (k ) ) +u (k ) ,Tg(x (k ) ). If z (k ) ≤ Θ(u (k ) ), it follows
that (z (k ) ,u (k ) ) is an optimal solution to the (reformulated) dual problem given in (A.9).
Otherwise, (z (k ) ,u (k ) ) is no valid solution to the dual problem as it violates the constraint
z ≤ f (x )+uTg(x ) for x = x (k ) ∈ S . In that case, we re�ne the approximation of the dual
problem by imposing the additional constraint z ≤ f (x (k ) ) + uTg(x (k ) ) on the master
program of the next iteration, which is done by adding x (k ) to the current collection of
points x (0) , . . . , x (k−1) . The current optimizer of the master program (z (k ) ,u (k ) ) does not
ful�ll the added constraint and is thus cut away from the feasible set, hence the name
cutting-plane method.

Remark A.1. The initial point x (0) ∈ S should be strictly feasible, i.e., g(x (0) ) < 0. This
is because otherwise the master program in the �rst iteration may become unbounded
if g(x (0) ) has a positive component, e.g., when U = �m+ , or any u ∈ U is optimal if
g(x (0) ) = 0. In both cases, the cutting-plane algorithm will not work properly.

2Assuming that f and g are continuous, we may replace inf by min in (A.11) as S was assumed to be
closed andΘ(u) > −∞ for any u ∈ U .
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Algorithm 2 Cutting-Plane Algorithm
Require: initial point x (0) ∈ S such that g(x (0) ) < 0

Repeat
Step 1: In iteration k ∈ �, solve the master program

z (k ) = max
z ,u

z s.t. z ≤ f (x (`) ) +uTg(x (`) ),∀` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, u ∈ U .

Step 2: Solve the Lagrangian subproblem

Θ(u (k ) ) = min
x

f (x ) +u (k ) ,Tg(x ) s.t. x ∈ S .

until z (k ) = Θ(u (k ) ).
Return d? = z (k ) and u (k ) .

The cutting-plane method can also be understood as follows. For any x ∈ S , the
hyperplane given by

H(x ) =
{
(z ,u) : u ∈ U , z = f (x ) +uTg(x )

} (A.12)

bounds the dual functionΘ from above. Moreover, the master program in iteration k is
equivalent to the problem

max
u

Θ̂k (u) s.t. u ∈ U , (A.13)

where

Θ̂k (u) = min
`=0 , . . . ,k−1

f (x (`) ) +uTg(x (`) ) (A.14)

is a piecewise linear function that provides an outer approximation, or more precisely,
an outer linearization, of the concave dual functionΘ by considering only k bounding
hyperplanes (instead of in�nitely many if S is not �nite). In the k-th iteration, the master
program of the cutting-plane algorithm hence uses k hyperplanes to approximate the
dual function. With each additional hyperplane, the approximation becomes tighter
until it is good enough so that the master program yields an optimal solution to the
dual problem, cf. Algorithm 2.

In practice, however, this may only occur in the limit as k → ∞ unless the dual
functionΘ is polyhedral and can be put into the form

Θ(u) = min
i∈I

aT
iu + bi , (A.15)

where I is a �nite index set and where ai ∈ �m and bi ∈ � are given vectors and
scalars, respectively. The convergence properties of the cutting-plane algorithm are
established in the following theorem:
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Theorem A.2.
(a) Assume that

{
g(x (k ) )

}
is a bounded sequence. Then, every limit point of a sequence

of dual variables
{
u (k )} generated by the cutting-plane algorithm is a dual optimal

solution.

(b) Assume that the dual functionΘ is polyhedral of the form (A.15). Then, the cutting-
plane algorithm terminates �nitely, i.e., for some k ∈ �, u (k ) is a dual optimal
solution.

Proof. See [8, Proposition 8.3.1]. �

We remark that the boundedness assumption in Theorem A.2(a) can be replaced by
the assumption thatΘ(u) is real-valued for all u ∈ �m , which can be ascertained if S is
a �nite set, or alternatively, if f and g are continuous and S is compact [8, Section 8.3].

If the dual function is not polyhedral, convergence usually occurs only in the limit
as k → ∞, which means that we need some practical termination criterion. To this
end, note that {

z (k )} is a nonincreasing sequence that upper bounds d?. The reason
for this is that maxu∈U Θ(u) ≤ maxu∈U Θ̂k (u) ≤ maxu∈U Θ̂k−1 (u),∀k ∈ �, because
any Θ̂k is an outer approximation of Θ and the approximations become tighter with
increasing k . A lower bound on d? is given by the nondecreasing sequence {

y (k )}, where
y (k ) = max`=1 , . . . ,k Θ(u

(`) ). For any k ∈ �, the optimal dual objective value is thus
sandwiched between y (k ) and z (k ) , i.e., we have

y (k ) ≤ d? ≤ z (k ) ,∀k ∈ �, (A.16)

and the di�erence z (k ) − y (k ) is nonincreasing in k . Moreover, the sequence of dual
function values {

Θ(u (k ) )
} converges to d? so that limk→∞y (k ) = d?, and it can be shown

that limk→∞ z (k ) = d? [58, Chapter XII, Theorem 4.2.3]. Therefore, we can terminate the
cutting-plane algorithm after the k-th iteration if z (k ) − y (k ) < δ , where δ > 0 speci�es
a prede�ned accuracy.

A.2.1 Primal Recovery

So far, we have only explained a cutting-plane algorithm for solving a dual problem.
However, the main concern usually is to �nd an optimal solution to the primal problem,
not just solving the dual one. Consequently, we also need to discuss how the optimal
primal variables can be obtained from the sequences of primal and dual variables that
are generated by the cutting-plane algorithm, a process known as primal recovery. Note
that for this purpose, we need to assume that strong duality holds, which means that
the solutions to the primal problem and its dual problem are equivalent in the sense
that their optimal objective values are equal.

In particular, suppose the functions f : �n → � and g : �n → �m are convex and
the abstract constraint set S is convex and closed. Let X = {

x ∈ S : g(x ) ≤ 0
} denote
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the feasible set of the primal optimization problem given in (A.3), which we assume
to be nonempty, and let X ? =

{
x? ∈ X : x? = arg minx ∈X f (x )

} be the set of primal
optimal solutions, which is closed and convex. Finally, we assume that the interior
of X is nonempty, i.e., int ({x ∈ int (S ) : g(x ) < 0

}
) , ∅. Then, Slater’s constraint

quali�cation is satis�ed and strong duality holds, i.e., p? = d? [11, Section 5.3.2].
Now, suppose the cutting-plane algorithm is applied to the dual problem given

in (A.7). If it is properly initialized, i.e., if x (0) ∈ S such that g(x (0) ) < 0, the cutting-plane
algorithm generates a sequence {

u (k )} of dual feasible points as well as a corresponding
sequence {

x (k )} of primal variables. At iteration k , we can then obtain a primal feasible
point x̂ (k ) ∈ conv({x (0) , . . . , x (k−1)}) by solving the following linear program, which is
closely related to the master program of the k-th iteration:

min
λ0 , . . . ,λk−1

k−1∑
`=0

λ` f (x
(`) ) s.t.

k−1∑
`=0

λ`g(x
(`) ) ≤ 0,

k−1∑
`=0

λ` = 1, λ` ≥ 0,∀` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}.
(A.17)

In fact, this linear program is the dual problem of the master program given in (A.10),
as the following considerations show. Dualizing the constraints z ≤ f (x (`) ) +uTg(x (`) ),
` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, of the master program yields the dual function

ΘMP (λ) = sup
z ,u≥0

z −
k−1∑
`=0

λ`
(
z − f (x (`) ) − uTg(x (`) )

)

=


k−1∑
`=0

λ` f (x
(`) ) if

k−1∑
`=0

λ` = 1,
k−1∑
`=0

λ`g(x
(`) ) ≤ 0,

+∞ otherwise.

(A.18)

Therefore, the dual problem of the master program is equivalent to the problem given
in (A.17), whose optimal value is thus equal to z (k ) .

TheoremA.3. Letx (0) ∈ S such thatg(x (0) ) < 0, and let
{
u (k )} and {

x (k )} be the sequences
of dual and primal variables, respectively, that are generated by the cutting-plane algorithm
with x (k ) ∈ {

x̄ ∈ S : x̄ = arg minx ∈S f (x ) +u (k ) ,Tg(x )
}
. Moreover, let (λ̂0 , . . . , λ̂k−1) be

an optimal solution to the problem given in (A.17), and de�ne

x̂ (k ) =

k−1∑
`=0

λ̂`x
(`) . (A.19)

Then, x̂ (k ) ∈ X , i.e., x̂ (k ) is a feasible point for the primal problem given in (A.3). Further-
more, if z (k ) −Θ(u) ≤ δ for some u ∈ U , it follows that f (x̂ (k ) ) ≤ p? + δ .

Proof. See [6, Theorem 6.5.2]. �
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At each iteration of the cutting-plane algorithm, a primal feasible point can thus be
obtained by solving the linear program given in (A.17). Beyond that, we do not even
need to solve this problem in practice if we use a primal-dual linear program solver for
the master program which solves both the primal and the dual linear program at the
same time. In this case, we simply get (λ̂0 , . . . , λ̂k−1) as the optimal dual variables that
are associated with the inequality constraints z ≤ f (x (`) ) +uTg(x (`) ), ` ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1},
of the master program, meaning that the computation of the primal feasible point x̂ (k )

is basically for free.
What is more, recall that the cutting-plane algorithm re�nes the approximation of

the dual function as long as z (k ) > Θ(u (k ) ) and that it stops if z (k ) = Θ(u (k ) ). Because
z (k ) − Θ(u) ≤ 0 for u = u (k ) if the termination criterion is satis�ed, it follows from
Theorem A.3 that f (x̂ (k ) ) ≤ p? in this case. However, note that since x̂ (k ) ∈ X , we also
have f (x̂ (k ) ) ≥ p? = minx ∈X f (x ). As a result, we can conclude that f (x̂ (k ) ) = p?

if z (k ) = Θ(u (k ) ), i.e., x̂ (k ) is an optimal solution to the primal problem. In addition,
note that y (k ) = max`=1 , . . . ,k Θ(u

(`) ) implies y (k ) = Θ(u (`) ) for some ` ∈ {1, . . . , k }. If
for some δ > 0 the practical termination criterion z (k ) − y (k ) < δ is satis�ed, it hence
follows that there exists some u ∈ U for which z (k ) −Θ(u) < δ so that f (x̂ (k ) ) < p? + δ

by Theorem A.3. As a consequence, the practical termination criterion z (k ) − y (k ) < δ

guarantees that f (x̂ (k ) ) −p? < δ , which means that the cutting-plane algorithm obtains
a near-optimal primal feasible solution x̂ (k ) provided that δ is small.
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Appendix B

Information Theoretical Background

B.1 Standard Power Constraints for the Gaussian MIMO Relay
Channel

B.1.1 Full-Duplex

A (2nR ,n) code for the (discrete-time) Gaussian MIMO relay channel consists of a
message set W = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRe}, a source encoder that assigns a codeword xn

S (w) ∈
X n

S =
∏n

i=1 �
NS to each w ∈ W , a relay encoder that assigns an xR ,i (yi−1

R ) ∈ XR = �
NR

to each past received sequence yi−1
R ∈ Y i−1

R =
∏i−1

j=1 �
NR for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and a

decoder (at the destination) that assigns an estimate Ŵ (ynD) ∈ W (or possibly an error
message) to each received sequence ynD ∈ Yn

D =
∏n

i=1 �
ND .

The Gaussian MIMO relay channel we consider is memoryless in the sense that the
current channel outputs (yD ,i ,yR ,i ) depend on all previous channel inputs (x i

S , x
i
R) only

through the current channel inputs (xS ,i , xR ,i ). For any p (w) and choice of the code,
p (w, xn

S , x
n
R ,y

n
D ,y

n
R ) hence factors as

p (w, xn
S , x

n
R ,y

n
D ,y

n
R ) = p (w)p (x

n
S |w)

n∏
i=1

p (xR ,i |yi−1
R )p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ). (B.1)

Moreover, the transmissions are modeled as taking place synchronously, and since the
additive Gaussian noise at the relay and the destination is assumed to be independent,
p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ) factors as

p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ) = p (yD ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i )p (yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ). (B.2)

Note that except for the last condition, the de�nition of a code for the Gaussian MIMO
relay channel is so far identical to the de�nition of a code for the discrete memoryless
relay channel, cf. Section 2.1.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, however, we need to constrain the channel inputs for
continuous-alphabet channels because otherwise the capacity is unbounded. The most
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common input constraint is an average power constraint over the n channel uses of the
code. If we impose this standard power constraint on the channel inputs of the source
and the relay, we obtain

1
n

n∑
i=1

xS ,i (w)2
2 ≤ PS , ∀w ∈ W (B.3)

and

1
n

n∑
i=1

xR ,i (yR ,1 , . . . ,yR ,i−1)2
2 ≤ PR , ∀(yR ,1 , . . . ,yR ,n ) ∈ Yn

R . (B.4)

Now, letQ be a mixing or time-sharing random variable that is uniformly distributed
on {1, . . . ,n} and that is independent of (xS ,1 , . . . , xS ,n ) and (xR ,1 , . . . , xR ,n ). Further-
more, let us de�ne xA ,i = xA |{Q = i} and yB ,i = yB |{Q = i}. Then,

E[xH
SxS] = E

[
E[xH

SxS |Q]
]

=

n∑
i=1

Pr[Q = i] E[xH
SxS |Q = i] = 1

n

n∑
i=1

E[xH
S ,ixS ,i] ≤ PS

(B.5)

and

E[xH
RxR] = E

[
E[xH

RxR |Q]
]

=

n∑
i=1

Pr[Q = i] E[xH
RxR |Q = i] = 1

n

n∑
i=1

E[xH
R ,ixR ,i] ≤ PR.

(B.6)

In addition, following the steps of Cover and El Gamal [21] while taking into account
that we are dealing with a continuous-alphabet channel, cf. [145, Chapter 11], it can be
shown that

R ≤ min
{

1
n

n∑
i=1

I (xS ,i ;yR ,i ,yD ,i |xR ,i ),
1
n

n∑
i=1

I (xS ,i , xR ,i ;yD ,i )

}
+ εn

= min
{
I (xS;yR ,yD |xR ,Q ) , I (xS , xR;yD |Q )

}
+ εn

≤ min
{
I (xS;yR ,yD |xR), I (xS , xR;yD)

}
+ εn

(B.7)

if R is an achievable rate for the Gaussian MIMO relay channel, where the last inequality
is due to the concavity of the mutual information terms with respect to the joint input
distribution p (xS , xR), cf. [78, Section 3.7.1].

Consequently, the upper bound on the capacity of the Gaussian MIMO relay channel
we obtain if the source and relay inputs are subject to the standard power constraint
is equivalent to CCSB given in (3.8). The reason for this is that time-sharing over the
n channel uses of the code is not necessary to achieve the cut-set bound (CSB) since
both I (xS;yR ,yD |xR) and I (xS , xR;yD) are concave in p (xS , xR). Likewise, the maximum
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decode-and-forward (DF) rate that can be achieved with the standard power constraint
is equivalent to RDF given in (3.21) because I (xS;yR |xR) is also concave in p (xS , xR). On
the other hand, RPDF given in (3.27) is in general smaller than the maximum partial
decode-and-forward (PDF) rate that is achievable with the standard power constraint
as I (u;yR |xR) + I (xS;yD |u , xR) is not concave in p (u , xS , xR). However, whether or not
time-sharing in the code can actually improve the achievable PDF rate for the Gaussian
MIMO relay channel is not considered in this work, so for simplicity, we simply add
the power constraints given in (3.3) to the single-letter mutual information expressions
that were obtained for the discrete memoryless relay channel.

B.1.2 Half-Duplex

Letmn ∈Mn = {1, 2}n be a sequence of relay modes that is noncausally known to all
three nodes, where m = 1 means that the relay is in receive mode and m = 2 means
that the relay is in transmit mode. Then, a (2nR ,n) code for the half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channel consists of a message set W = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRe}, an encoder (at
the source) that assigns a codeword xn

S (w) ∈ X n
S =

∏n
i=1 �

NS to each message w ∈ W ,
a relay encoder that assigns an xR ,i (yi−1

R ) ∈ XR = �
NR to each past received sequence

yi−1
R ∈ Y i−1

R =
∏i−1

j=1 �
NR for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} with xR ,i (yi−1

R ) = 0 if mi = 1, and
a decoder (at the destination) that assigns an estimate Ŵ (ynD) ∈ W (or possibly an
error message) to each received sequence ynD ∈ Yn

D =
∏n

i=1 �
ND . Note that the relay

encoder must select xR ,i = 0 whenever the relay is in receive mode in order to satisfy
the half-duplex constraint.

The half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel we consider is memoryless in the
sense that the current channel outputs (yD ,i ,yR ,i ) depend on (x i

S , x
i
R ,M

i ) only through
(xS ,i , xR ,i ,Mi ) so that for any p (w) and choice of the code, p (w, xn

S , x
n
R ,m

n ,ynD ,y
n
R )

factors as

p (w, xn
S , x

n
R ,m

n ,ynD ,y
n
R ) = p (w)p (x

n
S |w)

n∏
i=1

p (xR ,i |yi−1
R )p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ,mi ).

(B.8)

Moreover, if we de�ne xAm ,i = xA ,i |{M = m} and yBm ,i = yB ,i |{M = m}, the condi-
tional probability density function p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ,mi ) satis�es

p (yD ,i ,yR ,i |xS ,i , xR ,i ,mi ) =


p (yD1 ,i ,yR1 ,i |xS1 ,i ) ifmi = 1, xR1 ,i = 0,

p (yD2 ,i |xS2 ,i , xR2 ,i ) ifmi = 2,yR2 ,i = 0,

0 otherwise
(B.9)

for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and p (xR ,i |yi−1
R ) = 0 for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such thatmi = 1 and

xR ,i , 0. Finally, like for the full-duplex case, the transmissions are modeled as taking
place synchronously.
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Now, let us impose the standard power constraints given in (B.3) and (B.4) on the
source and relay inputs, respectively. Furthermore, supposemi = 1 for n1 andmi = 2
for n2 = n − n1 channel uses, let t1 = n1

n and t2 =
n−n1
n =

n2
n , and let Q again denote

a time-sharing random variable that is uniformly distributed on {1, . . . ,n} and that is
independent of (xS ,1 , . . . , xS ,n ) and (xR ,1 , . . . , xR ,n ). With xAm = xA |{M = m} and
xA ,i = xA |{Q = i}, it then follows that

t1 E[xH
S1xS1] + t2 E[xH

S2xS2] =
2∑

m=1
Pr[M =m] E[xH

SxS |M =m]

= E
[
E[xH

SxS |M]
]
= E[xH

SxS] = E
[
E[xH

SxS |Q]
]

=

n∑
i=1

Pr[Q = i] E[xH
SxS |Q = i] = 1

n

n∑
i=1

E[xH
S ,ixS ,i] ≤ PS

(B.10)

and

t2 E[xH
R2xR2] =

2∑
m=1

Pr[M =m] E[xH
RxR |M =m]

= E
[
E[xH

RxR |M]
]
= E[xH

RxR] = E
[
E[xH

RxR |Q]
]

=

n∑
i=1

Pr[Q = i] E[xH
RxR |Q = i] = 1

n

n∑
i=1

E[xH
R ,ixR ,i] ≤ PR

(B.11)

as E[xH
R1xR1] = 0. Beyond that, all mutual information terms that characterize the CSB

and the maximum achievable DF rate for the half-duplex Gaussian MIMO relay channel
are concave in the channel inputs. The corresponding values we obtain if the source and
the relay are subject to the standard power constraint are therefore equivalent toCCSB,av
and RDF,av given in (6.34) and (6.65), respectively. Like for the full-duplex case, however,
the maximum PDF rate that can be achieved with the standard power constraint is
generally larger than RPDF,av considered in Section 6.4.

To conclude this discussion about power constraints for the half-duplex Gaussian
MIMO relay channel, we remark that the per-phase power constraints de�ned in (6.4)
are similarly related to the source and relay input constraints

1
n1

∑
i:mi=1

xS ,i (w)2
2 ≤ PS ,

1
n2

∑
i:mi=2

xS ,i (w)2
2 ≤ PS , ∀w ∈ W (B.12)

and

1
n2

∑
i:mi=2

xR ,i (yR ,1 , . . . ,yR ,i−1)2
2 ≤ PR , ∀(yR ,1 , . . . ,yR ,n ) ∈ Yn

R . (B.13)

Furthermore, the results straightforwardly carry over to bidirectional communication
in the half-duplex constrained Gaussian MIMO relay channel.
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B.2 Degraded Broadcast Channels

The broadcast channel models a multi-user communication system where one source
wants to convey (di�erent) information to several destinations. While the capacity
region of the general broadcast channel has yet to be determined, there are several
special cases for which it is known. In particular, it has been shown that superposition
coding achieves the (private message) capacity region of the (stochastically) degraded
broadcast channel. Furthermore, superposition coding is also optimal for the less noisy
and the more capable 2-user broadcast channels.

In this section, we discuss how the conditions that characterize these classes of
2-user broadcast channels (where the source-to-destination channels can be ordered
according to di�erent criteria) are related to each other and how these relations di�er
for the discrete memoryless and the Gaussian MIMO broadcast channels.

B.2.1 Discrete Memoryless Broadcast Channel

The 2-user discrete memoryless broadcast channel, which is speci�ed by{
X ,p (yA ,yB |x ),YA × YB

}
, (B.14)

consists of three �nite sets X , YA, YB and a collection of probability mass functions
p (yA ,yB |x ), one for each x ∈ X . The interpretation is that x is the channel input of
the source, whereas yA and yB denote the channel outputs of the destinations A and B,
respectively, as illustrated in Figure B.1.

Assuming that no common message is conveyed from the source to both destinations,
a (2nRA , 2nRB ,n) code for the 2-user broadcast channel consists of two message sets
WA = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRAe} and WB = {1, 2, . . . , d2nRBe}, a source encoder that assigns a
codeword X n (wA ,wB) to each message tuple (wA ,wB) ∈ WA × WB, and two decoders
(one at each destination) that assign estimates ŴA (y

n
A) and ŴB (y

n
B ) (or possibly an error

message) to each received sequence ynA ∈ Yn
A and ynB ∈ Yn

B , respectively.
The broadcast channel is memoryless in the sense that the current channel outputs

(YA ,i ,YB ,i ) depend on all previous channel inputs X i only through the current channel
input X i . For any p (wA ,wB) and choice of the code, the joint probability mass function

p (yA ,yB |x )S
A

B

X n

Y n
A

Y n
B

WA ,WB

ŴA

ŴB

Figure B.1: Illustration of the 2-User Broadcast Channel
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Figure B.2: Degraded Discrete Memoryless Broadcast Channels

on WA × WB × X n × Yn
A × Yn

B hence factors as

p (wA ,wB , x
n ,ynA ,y

n
B ) = p (wA ,wB)p (x

n |wA ,wB)
n∏
i=1

p (yA ,i ,yB ,i |xi ). (B.15)

IfWA andWB are uniformly distributed over WA and WB, respectively, and if P (n)
e =

Pr[ŴA ,WA ∨ ŴB ,WB] denotes the average probability of error, a rate tuple (RA , RB)

is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of (2nRA , 2nRB ,n) codes for which
P
(n)
e → 0 as n → ∞. The (private message) capacity region CBC of the 2-user broadcast

channel is de�ned as the closure of the set of achievable rate tuples (RA , RB). Finally,
we remark that an important property of the broadcast channel is that CBC depends
on the conditional probability mass function p (yA ,yB |x ) only through the conditional
marginals p (yA |x ) and p (yB |x ) [34, Lemma 5.1].

The capacity region CBC of the discrete memoryless broadcast channel is not known
in general. However, for the following classes of broadcast channels where the channel
from the source to destination A is better than the channel to destination B, the (private
message) capacity region is known and can be achieved using superposition coding,
cf. [34, Chapter 5]:

Definition B.1. The 2-user broadcast channel
{
X ,p (yA ,yB |x ),YA × YB

}
is said to be

(a) degraded if X↔YA↔YB form a Markov chain;
(b) stochastically degraded if there exists a ỸA with the same conditional distribution

as YA (given X ) such that X↔ỸA↔YB form a Markov chain;
(c) less noisy if I (U ;YA) ≥ I (U ;YB) for all p (u , x ) such that U↔X↔ (YA ,YB) form a

Markov chain;
(d) more capable if I (X ;YA) ≥ I (X ;YB) for all p (x ).

Obviously, a degraded broadcast channel is also stochastically degraded. Moreover, it
can be shown that if a discrete memoryless broadcast channel is stochastically degraded,
then it is less noisy, and if it is less noisy, it is more capable. However, the converse to
each of these statements is not true, cf. [34, Section 5.6]. The implications between these
four classes of discrete memoryless broadcast channels are illustrated in Figure B.2.

Note that the capacity region of a stochastically degraded broadcast channel is the
same as that of its corresponding degraded broadcast channel because CBC only depends
on p (yA |x ) and p (yB |x ). Furthermore, the less noisy condition guarantees that if the
source uses superposition coding, destination A can always recover the message for
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destination B. To conclude the discussion of the discrete memoryless broadcast channel,
we remark that the capacity region is not known for the less noisy K-user discrete
memoryless broadcast channel with K > 3 destinations or for the more capable K-user
discrete memoryless broadcast channel with K > 2 destinations [34, Remark 5.15].

B.2.2 Gaussian MIMO Broadcast Channel

The Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel models a wireless communication system in
which the source and each destination can have multiple antennas and where the
destinations are subject to additive Gaussian noise. Using the discrete-time narrowband
MIMO channel model, cf. [9, Chapter 1] and [50, Chapter 10], for example, the 2-user
Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel is speci�ed by

yA = HAx + nA , nA ∼ N� (0,ZA),

yB = HBx + nB , nB ∼ N� (0,ZB).
(B.16)

Here, x ∈ �M is the transmit signal of the source and yA ∈ �NA and yB ∈ �NB denote
the signal vectors that are received by destinations A and B, respectively. Moreover,
HA ∈ �NA ×M and HB ∈ �NB ×M represent the channel gain matrices (of appropriate
dimensions) whilenA ∼ N� (0,ZA) andnB ∼ N� (0,ZB) denote independent zero-mean
proper (circularly symmetric) complex Gaussian noise vectors, not necessarily white,
with nonsingular covariance matrices ZA ∈ �NA ×NA and ZB ∈ �NB ×NB . The noise
vectors are also assumed to be independent of the transmit signal x .

The degraded, stochastically degraded, less noisy, and more capable Gaussian MIMO
broadcast channels can be de�ned in the same way as the corresponding discrete mem-
oryless broadcast channels, cf. De�nition B.1. However, the Gaussian MIMO broadcast
channel is never degraded according to the system model since nA and nB are assumed
to be independent. Beyond that, the stochastically degraded Gaussian MIMO broadcast
channel can be de�ned in a more concise manner by means of the channel gain matrices
HA ,HB and the noise covariances ZA ,ZB.

Definition B.2. The 2-user Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel is said to be stochasti-
cally degraded if HH

AZ
−1
A HA < HH

BZ
−1
B HB.

Note that according to this de�nition, the Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel is
stochastically degraded if and only if there exists an M ∈ �NB ×NA such that HB = MHA
and MZAMH 4 ZB, cf. [114, Lemma 5]. But if the latter condition holds, there exists
a random vector ỹA with ỹA |x ∼ yA |x such that x ↔ ỹA↔ yB form a Markov chain.
In particular, let ñA be a random vector that follows the same distribution as nA, i.e.,
ñA ∼ N� (0,ZA), and let ñ ∼ N� (0,ZB − MZAMH) be independent of ñA such that
nB = MñA + ñ ∼ N� (0,ZB). If we then de�ne ỹA = HAx + ñA, it follows that

yB = HBx + nB = MHAx + nB = M (HAx + ñA) + ñ = MỹA + ñ. (B.17)
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Figure B.3: Degraded Gaussian MIMO Broadcast Channels

While this only shows that the condition of De�nition B.2 implies that of De�nition B.1,
the proof of Theorem B.1 given below reveals that the two conditions are equivalent.
Hence, De�nition B.2 indeed provides an appropriate characterization of the stochasti-
cally degraded 2-user Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel.

Theorem B.1. The conditions de�ning the stochastically degraded, less noisy, and more
capable Gaussian MIMO broadcast channels are equivalent.

Proof. Like for the discrete memoryless case, it can be shown that if a Gaussian MIMO
broadcast channel is stochastically degraded, then it is less noisy, and if it is less noisy,
then it is also more capable. The theorem can therefore be proved by showing that a
more capable Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel is stochastically degraded.

To this end, let x ∼ N� (0,C ). Since I (x ;yA) ≥ I (x ;yB) for all p (x ) if destination A
is more capable than destination B, we must have

log det
(
I +HACH

H
AZ
−1
A

)
≥ log det

(
I +HBCH

H
BZ
−1
B

)
,∀C < 0. (B.18)

Now, supposeHH
AZ
−1
A HA 6< HH

BZ
−1
B HB, i.e., ∃a ∈ �M : aHHH

AZ
−1
A HAa < aHHH

BZ
−1
B HBa.

But since log det (I +AB) = log det (I + BA) and the logarithm is an increasing function,
this would imply

log det
(
I +HAaa

HHH
AZ
−1
A

)
= log

(
1 + aHHH

AZ
−1
A HAa

)
< log

(
1 + aHHH

BZ
−1
B HBa

)
= log det

(
I +HBaa

HHH
BZ
−1
B

)
,

(B.19)

which contradicts (B.18) as C = aaH < 0 is a valid covariance matrix. If the Gaussian
MIMO broadcast channel is more capable, it hence follows thatHH

AZ
−1
A HA < HH

BZ
−1
B HB,

i.e., it is also stochastically degraded. �

As opposed to the discrete memoryless case, for which there is a hierarchy of four
distinct classes of broadcast channels with one destination having a better channel than
the other, Theorem B.1 reveals that there is basically only one such class of Gaussian
MIMO broadcast channels. In particular, for the Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel, it
holds thatyB is a stochastically degraded version ofyA if and only if destination A is both
more capable and less noisy than destination B, cf. Figure B.3. Furthermore, we can test
for this case by checking whether or not the simple condition HH

AZ
−1
A HA < HH

BZ
−1
B HB

of De�nition B.2 is satis�ed. The equivalence of the stochastically degraded, less noisy,
and more capable Gaussian MIMO broadcast channels was �rst established in [44].
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B.3 Coding Schemes for the Half-Duplex Two-Way Relay
Channel

B.3.1 Decode-and-Forward

LetWA ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2nRAe} denote the message to be transmitted from node A to node B,
and letWB ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2nRBe} denote the message to be sent from terminal B to termi-
nal A. Both messages are split into six independent parts, i.e.,WA = (WA1 , . . . ,WA6) and
WB = (WB1 , . . . ,WB6) such that WAk ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2nRAk e}, WBk ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2nRBk e},
k ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. The messages are then conveyed to the respective other terminal as
follows:

Phase 1: Node A transmits XA1 (WA1 ,WA2 ,WA3).
Phase 2: Node B transmits XB2 (WB1 ,WB2 ,WB3).
Phase 3: Node A transmits XA3 (WA4 ,WA5) and node B sends XB3 (WB4 ,WB5). The

two codewords are independent.

After phase 3, the relay reliably decodes the message parts (WA1 , . . . ,WA5) and
(WB1 , . . . ,WB5), which requires

RA1 + RA2 + RA3 < t1I (XA1;YR1),

RB1 + RB2 + RB3 < t2I (XB2;YR2),

RA4 + RA5 < t3I (XA3;YR3 |XB3),

RB4 + RB5 < t3I (XB3;YR3 |XA3),

RA4 + RA5 + RB4 + RB5 < t3I (XA3 ,XB3;YR3).

(B.20)

Phase 4: The relay transmits XR4 (WA1 ,WA4 ,WB1 ,WB4).
Phase 5: The relay sends XR5 (WB2 ,WB5) and node B transmits XB5 (WB2 ,WB5 ,WB6).

Note that the two codewords are not independent, but correlated by design in
general.

Phase 6: The relay sends XR6 (WA2 ,WA5) and node A transmits XA6 (WA2 ,WA5 ,WA6).
Again, the two codewords are not independent, but correlated by design.

After phase 6, each terminal reliably decodes all parts of the message transmitted by
the respective other terminal. Reliable decoding at terminal A imposes the conditions

RB1 + RB4 < t4I (XR4;YA4),

RB2 + RB5 < t5I (XR5;YA5),

RB6 < t5I (XB5;YA5 |XR5),

RB3 < t2I (XB2;YA2),

(B.21)
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whereas reliable decoding at terminal B requires

RA1 + RA4 < t4I (XR4;YB4),

RA2 + RA5 < t6I (XR6;YB6),

RA6 < t6I (XA6;YB6 |XR6),

RA3 < t1I (XA1;YB1).

(B.22)

Noting that RA =
∑6

k=1 RAk and RB =
∑6

k=1 RBk , putting all constraints together, and
taking the closure of the resulting achievable rate region yields RDF.

B.3.2 Partial Decode-and-Forward

Let WA ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2nRAe} denote the message to be transmitted from node A to
node B, and let WB ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2nRBe} denote the message to be sent from termi-
nal B to terminal A. Both messages are split into seven independent parts, i.e.,WA =

(WA1 , . . . ,WA7) and WB = (WB1 , . . . ,WB7) such that WAk ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2nRAk e} and
WBk ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2nRBk e}, k ∈ {1, . . . , 7}. The messages are then conveyed to the
respective other terminal as follows:

Phase 1: Terminal A �rst chooses UA (WA1 ,WA2 ,WA3) and subsequently generates
XA1 (WA1 ,WA2 ,WA3 ,WA4) using superposition coding. It then transmits XA1.

Phase 2: Terminal B �rst chooses UB (WB1 ,WB2 ,WB3) and subsequently generates
XB2 (WB1 ,WB2 ,WB3 ,WB4) using superposition coding. It then transmits XB2.

Phase 3: Node A transmits XA3 (WA5 ,WA6) and node B sends XB3 (WB5 ,WB6). The
two codewords are independent.

After phase 3, the relay reliably decodes the messages (WA1 ,WA2 ,WA3 ,WA5 ,WA6)

and (WB1 ,WB2 ,WB3 ,WB5 ,WB6), which requires

RA1 + RA2 + RA3 < t1I (UA;YR1),

RB1 + RB2 + RB3 < t2I (UB;YR2),

RA5 + RA6 < t3I (XA3;YR3 |XB3),

RB5 + RB6 < t3I (XB3;YR3 |XA3),

RA5 + RA6 + RB5 + RB6 < t3I (XA3 ,XB3;YR3).

(B.23)

Phase 4: The relay transmits XR4 (WA1 ,WA5 ,WB1 ,WB5).
Phase 5: The relay sends XR5 (WB2 ,WB6) and node B transmits XB5 (WB2 ,WB6 ,WB7).

Note that the two codewords are not independent, but correlated by design in
general.

Phase 6: The relay sends XR6 (WA2 ,WA6) and node A transmits XA6 (WA2 ,WA6 ,WA7).
Again, the two codewords are not independent, but correlated by design.
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After phase 6, each terminal reliably decodes all parts of the message transmitted by
the respective other terminal. Reliable decoding at terminal A imposes the conditions

RB1 + RB5 < t4I (XR4;YA4),

RB2 + RB6 < t5I (XR5;YA5),

RB7 < t5I (XB5;YA5 |XR5),

RB3 < t2I (UB;YA2),

RB4 < t2I (XB2;YA2 |UB),

(B.24)

whereas reliable decoding at terminal B requires

RA1 + RA5 < t4I (XR4;YB4),

RA2 + RA6 < t6I (XR6;YB6),

RA7 < t6I (XA6;YB6 |XR6),

RA3 < t1I (UA;YB1),

RA4 < t1I (XA1;YB1 |UA).

(B.25)

Noting that RA =
∑7

k=1 RAk and RB =
∑7

k=1 RBk , putting all constraints together, and
taking the closure of the resulting achievable rate region yields RPDF.
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Appendix C

Abbreviations and Acronyms

AF amplify-and-forward
bpcu bits per channel use
CF compress-and-forward
CSB cut-set bound
CSI channel state information
CSOB cut-set outer bound
DCP disciplined convex programming
DF decode-and-forward
FDD frequency-division duplex
GSVD generalized singular value decomposition
HBC hybrid broadcast
IAA inner approximation algorithm
i.i.d. independent and identically distributed
KKT Karush–Kuhn–Tucker
MABC multiple-access broadcast
MIMO multiple-input multiple-output
OWTS one-way time-sharing
P2P point-to-point
PDF partial decode-and-forward
SDP semide�nite program
SVD singular value decomposition
s.t. subject to
TDBC time-division broadcast
TDD time-division duplex
WSR weighted sum rate
ZF zero-forcing
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